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INTRODUCTION.

I. The little work, now offered to the public, is

to be regarded in a two-fold point of view :—first,

-as a Manual ofInstruction for the use of operators
with the Blowpipe ;—secondly, as an Introduction
to the Science, and to the Written Systems, of Mi-
neralogy,—in other words, as a short and easy
method of identifying mineral species.

That there existed a necessity for the publication
of some such work as the present, I shall endeavour
to show in the subsequent paragraphs of this Intro-
duction. I cannot flatter myself with having pro-
duced exactly the thing which was required ; but I
have done tne best I could to make the work a
good one, and hope that, such as it is, it will be
found useful.

f While I trust that the inaccuracies to be found

^ in it, are both few and unimportant, I may be per-

^ mitted to observe, that the circumstances under
V which it has been composed, are such as entitle

0^ me to beg, that its faults may not be criticised over

^ scrupulously. This is not, it must be remembered,
the work of a professional man, not the gift of a

master of science to its votaries; but, the offering

^ of a Student to his fellows, the result of hasty re-
^ searches made when his commercial avocations per-

I mitted him so to occupy a spare hour.

II. The Blowpipe is now in such esteem, both
with artists and men of science, that little apology

seems to be necessary for the publishing of a treatise,

professing to exemplify its uses and to teach its ma-
nipulation ;—more especially when it is considered.
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INTRODUCTION.

that a general treatise on this instrument, explain-

ing the principles of its construction, the diversities

of its form, and the many purposes to which it is

applicable, does not exist in the English language.
So far as I am aware, there have been only two

works published in this country, written expressly

on the blowpipe ; and both of these relate to parti-

cular varieties of the instrument* Ode of them,
written by Dr Clarke, refers wholly to the gas blow-
pipe; the other, by Professor Berzelius, as exclu-

sively regards the mouth blowpipe. The great bulk
of the information which has been given to the
world respecting the blowpipe, is contained in papers
printed in various works upon other subjects; and
Is, therefore, not to be got at without considerable

trouble and difficulty. The Essays of Bergman and
Engestrom, for example, were never published sepa-
rately from the works in which they originally

appeared, and which are now become scarce;—the
instructions of Aikin are contained in his Manual of
Mineralogy, a book that has long been out of print

;

while the contributions of other writers towards a
knowledge of the blowpipe, are disseminated through
innumerable annals, encyclopaedias, memoirs, and
magazines. So that a person desirous of becoming
acquainted with the general nature of this instru-
ment, could only obtain a tolerable stock of infor-
mation, by gathering together and by reading a great
number of scarce, bulky, and expensive volumes,
to the great waste both of time and of money.—
Of ebUrse, this would nfct have been the case,
had there existed a general treatise on the blow-
pipe. Here then was a desideratum. To supply
this, by collecting the scattered intelligence I nave
spoken of, and condensing it into a Useful forir^
was the object with which I set to work. The
instructions comprised in the following pages are
the result of the investigations undertaken with
this view. How tar my exertions have been crown-
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ed with success, I leave it for my readers to deter*

mine.

The various blowpipes which I have described,

afford, I believe, specimens of every useful kind that

has been invented. Many accounts of blowpipes
j¥hich I met with, I passed over without notice,

because they did not appear to me to present any
thing novel or valuable. The instructions respecti-

ing the points of manipulation peculiar to each in*

strument, I have been particularly anxious to express

clearly and distinctly, and hope I have succeeded in

doing so. 1 have described all the fluxes and re-

agents commonly made use of, and exhibited the

peculiarities of each of them. The tabular views of
phenomena presented by minerals, when exposed
under different circumstances to the action of the

.blowpipe, will be found in practice, to be extremely
useful. In all cases, the facts stated in the early

part of the work, receive ample illustration from thie

experiments recorded in the latter part.

III. I shall now make a few observations as to

the uses of this work, considered as an Introduction

to Mineralogy.
The first difficulty which the mineralogical stu»

dent has to encounter, is that of identifying the

II I*

ed with specimens, and benefiting by the instruc-

tions of a living teacher, may experience only in a

trifling degree ; but to him who is destitute of those

aids,—to the solitary student, who, unaided by the

advantages of personal instruction, or incapable of

gaining access to a ticketed cabinet, depends for his

success on his own industry and abilities, on the

information derivable from books, and the examina-

tion of the few minerals which now and then may
be thrown into his possession by chance ; to the

" ait thus situated, it is a difficulty of such mag-
b
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vi INTRODUCTION

nitude that comparatively few of those who begin

the study of mineralogy are ever able to master it.

Now, the object of the present work, is to furnish

the means of overcoming this difficulty ; that is to

say, to point out a method whereby the inineralogi-

cal student may be easily enabled to discover the

name, and the place in a system, of any mineral he
may happen to meet with. I shall presently show
in what manner this is to be done ; but it is neces-

sary previously to explain, how it is that the dif-

ficulty alluded to originates.

When an individual, commencing the study of
mineralogy, has acquired the language of the science,

by making himself acquainted with the distinctive

characters of minerals, he is then able either to

describe a mineral himself, or to understand the
descriptions given by others. He may examine a
specimen, and write an account of its hgure, struc-

ture, fracture, colour, lustre, transparency, and so
forth ; and may point out the features wherein it

agrees with any other substance with which he may
choose to compare it. Jf he has learnt the name of
his specimen, ne can refer to the " System" which
he may have adopted for his guide, and compare his
own description with that of his author. But if its

name is unknown to him, how is he to proceed then ?

His " System" at once becomes useless; as the most
intimate acquaintance with the general characters ot
minerals, can scarcely direct the student to the name,
or class, or genus, of a single species. So that he is

disabled from comparing his own description with
that of his author, and his progress is effectually put
a stop to. This disheartening circumstance arises
solely from our " Systems " or (t Introductions " to
Mineralogy consisting merely of consecutive descrip-
tions of minerals, unconnected by any easily-perceiv-
ed characteristics, and unaccompanied by any in-
structions whereby the names of minerals may be
come at That amid the many works of this de-
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INTRODUCTION. VU

scription which have been presented to the public,

there should be none in which the classification is

founded upon the properties or characters by which
the substances treated of are distinguished, is to

those acquainted with the kindred sciences of Botany
and Zoology, a matter of no little surprise; because,
in the works relating to their respective sciences, the
very converse of this holds true. Thus, in Botany,
for example, all vegetables are distributed into

twenty-four Classes, distinguished by the number,
proportion, or situationof the stamina* The classes are
divided into Orders, taken from the number or differ-

ences of thestyles, thepericarp, thenumber,proportion
and situation of the stamina, or the disposition and
character of theflorets. The orders are sub-divided
into Genera, containing all those which agree in

their parts o£ fructification. The genera are again
branched into Species, consisting of every individual
whose form and structure is invariable and perpetual.

—By the help of a system such as this, the student
who examines a plant, plucked at random from the
road side, is directed with readiness to a knowledge
of its name. He then applies to his " System," and
learns the natural history of his specimen without
the smallest waste of time. The success which
attends his enquiries, urges him onwards in his

pursuit, and he becomes enamoured of his study in

proportion as he finds he is making progress.

How different is the ease with the young mine-
ralogist ! He may pick up a mineral, as the botanist

does a plant ; but all he can do is to write a descrip-

tion of it himself :—unless somebody tells him the

name of his specimen, he cannot refer to its natural

history contained in mineralogical books. Let him
turn to whatever " Introductions" he may, he will

find in all the same want of that compendious mode
of discovering the names of substances, unpossessed

of which he never can make any progress in his

pursuit, unless indeed ha be possessed pf a persever-

b2
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« Introductions" to Mineralogy, there is no lack of

nalia of science,—the classes, the orders, the genera,

and the families,—are to be found in every book

;

but the mischief is, that these divisions and sub-*

divisions are either made without any explanation,

are unaccompanied by characteristics, or are founded
upon the results of (often inaccurate) Chemical
analysis. So that, in a practical point or view, they
are utterly valueless, since they are not capable of
directing the inquiring learner to the object of which
he is in search. Their intricacies and contradictions

—whether they be mathematical or chemical classi-

fications,—are such, that common sense cannot un*
ravel them ; and the clue which they are intended
to afford through the mazes and labyrinths of the
mineralogical domain, can neither be found not
followed by any one who seeks for it.

Taking the subject of the classification of minerals
into serious consideration, we arrive at conclusions

something like the following :—There undoubtedly
ought to be a minetalogical system formed with the
utmost strictness of which science will admit ; and
in which every known mineral should have its ap-
propriate place. If in the details of this system,
facility of reference could be associated with accuracy
of discrimination, the advantage would certainly be
great ; but if it could not, convenience as a principle
should be disregarded. This is what is required by
philosophical precision, in a System or Classification

intended to form the basis of the science. But, at
the same time, we are tdld by experience, that, with
this scientific system, there should be an artificial

arrangement, constructed solely with regard to its

convehiency j intended, as Berzelius 6ays, " to rank
after the proper system, as au index ranks after a
book ; and adapted for those who study mineralogy
without the assistance of an experienced master and
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INTRODUCTION. IX

an ample collection, and who are often obliged to

enquire the names of minerals with which they are
unacquainted."-*-For the want ofan arrangement of
this kind, capable of enabling the unassisted student
to identify mineral species, the works of the most
eminent professors, are, so far as he is concerned, in

a great measure unintelligible and useless as the
examination of a single system would be sufficient

to demonstrate.
But it is unnecessary to occupy the reader's time

by critically attempting to prove a fact, of which, if

he be a mineralogical student, he will probably be
already but too well aware ; and indeed, it would be
invidious to point out any particular work, as defec-

tive and censureable in the respect alluded to. It

is sufficient for the present purpose to remark, that

although every mineralogical " System" contains an
attempt at the formation of a pure philosophical
classification, scarcely a single work can be found
in which the author has condescended to provide,

for the convenience of students, an arrangement
upon an artificial basis. The effects of this may
be stated in a few words :—When a student is de*

6irous of knowing the natural history of a mineral

of which he has obtained a specimen but not learn-

ed the name, his only plan of procedure is to toil

through the volumes of his mineralogical guide,

examining, as he proceeds, the characters of every
species that meets his eye. He who has never thus
toiled through the Eighteen Hundred Octavo pages
of which Professor Jameson's System is composed,
can form no idea of the drudgery of the business.

Yet, this drudgery there is no avoiding : the student
must go through it. Perchance his labour may be
rewarded by tne discovery of the species he is in

search of ; but the greater probability is, that, after

floundering on a long time, in doubt and uncer-
Ml 1. It

•t
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page with those which distinguish his specimen

;

and eventually will be obliged to give up the task

he has engaged in, in utter despair.—If this is not

enough to damp the spirits of a student, to put an
effectual stop to his progress, and to make him turn
from the pursuit in disgust, I do not know what is.

When we call to mind the many difficulties of this

sort which beset the student of mineralogy, the

wonder is, not that so few persons learn the science,

but that it is ever learned by any one at all.

The only mineralogical works in which any at-

tempt has been made to supply the deficiency I have
pointed out, are Aikip's Manual and Bakewell's

Introduction. The first of these works contains a

synoptical table in which the principal minerals de-

scribed in the book/ are classed in groups, chiefly

with a relation to their habitudes before the blow-
pipe. The other work contains a tabular view of

the most important earthy minerals, arranged ac-

cording to their hardness and specific gravity. i

The Systematic Arrangement presented in the

following work, is founded upon a consolidation of
the two plans above referred to. The outline thus
obtained has been filled up by information drawn
from a great variety of sources, I have carefully

inserted in its proper place every mineral which the
student is likely to meet with, and have described
its most important and characteristic properties. I

have also been particular in giving the Synonymes of
the minerals, that is to say, the names by which they
are recognised by various authors ; so that this will

be a useful adjunct to almost any English work on
the science. The great assistance towards the con-

. struction of an artificial system of mineralogy, derived
from the numerous and accurate blowpipe experi-
ments made of late by Berzelius, has enabled me to

remove from the common-place descriptions of mi-
nerals a number of very important errors ; and I

trust, has contributed to render the synopsis which I
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INTRODUCTION. Xl

presume to offer to the public, more correct, and
better adapted to answer its intended purpose, than
any thing of the kind that has yet been constructed.

I by no means intend to insinuate, however, that the
work is free from inaccuracies. It would be a won-
der, indeed, if, amid so many thousands of facts a
number of fictions were not lurking. But I hope
that no greater portion of errors will be detected,

than raignt be expected to occur in a work neces-

sarily attended with many difficulties, and of which
the writer is peculiarly liable to be deceived by er-

roneous statements.

I wish it to be clearly understood.by the student,

that the Systematic Arrangement here presented is

merely intended to enable him to discover the Names
by which minerals are known to the writers of Mi-
neralogical Systems, which is the only thing that is

wanting to render those systems intelligible and
useful. It is by no means intended that this work
should supply the place of a regular System:—on
the contrary, it is designed to be an introduction

and companion thereto.—But, at the same time^

since it contains a comprehensive summary of the

most important characters of minerals, it may occa-

sionally, especially by a traveling student, be made
to supply the place' of a more bulky production.

Wnen the young mineralogist endeavours, with
the aid of the following work, to learn the name of
a mineral, his first business is to determine to which
of the Classes it belongs. The Essential Characters
of the Classes, described at paragraphs 389—392,
will enable him to do this with little difficulty or
risk of error,—the greatest attention having been
bestowed upon these characters to render them not
only precise and accurate, but easy to be understood.

When the Class of a mineral is determined, a' very
considerable progress is made towards the attainment

of the ultimate object. Were there no other divi-

sions, the student would have merely to compare his
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mineral with those comprised in the same Class,

instead of having to run through all the minerals in
the System. But there are farther divisions, and
divisions, too, of which the characters are much
more perfect than are die characters of the Classes.

But to return. The Class being determined, the
Order is next to be sought. If the mineral belongs
to the Combustible Class, its Order may be discovered
by the characters described at paragraph 397 ; if to
the Metallic Class, by those described at 414 ; if to
the Earthy Class, by those at 648 ; if to the Saline
Class, by those at 739. As was before mentioned,
when the Class is determined, the determination of
the Order will be effected with but little difficulty

;

and when the Order is determined, the discrimina-
tion of the Genera and Families, where there are
any, will be still less difficult In this Classifica-
tion, every successive division is founded on charac-
ters that are peculiar to the bodies which constitute
it ; and these peculiar or distinctive characters,
which constitute the basis of the arrangement, are
placed at the beginning of the divisions that they
relate to. Hence, the enquirer, examining them as
he proceeds, is directed straight onwards to the ob-
ject he is in search of, like the traveler who meets at
every corner with signs to direct his course.

It is unnecessary to occupy the reader's time, by
extending these general observations. I shall only
add, that I hope this humble attempt to smooth the
path to Mineralogy will be received with candour,
and that it will he judged of with due allowance
for the manifold difficulties by which the subject is
attended.

Glasgow, Sept. 1st, 1827.
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1

A

PRACTICAL TREATISE

ON THE USE OF

THE BLOWPIPE.

HISTORY OF THE BLOWPIPE.

1. The BLowriPE is an instrument by means of
which the flame of a candle or lamp, can easilybe con-
verted into a species of furnace, capable of communi-
cating an intense heat to small bodies placed in the
flame, and consequently ofbeing applied to manyuse-
ful purposes. The operation consists in impelling,

from a small aperture, against the flame, a stream of

Wmoved with velocity, by means of the organsof res-

piration and the mouth, or by a bellows. The blow-
pipe is used in soldering, by the jeweller and gold-

smith, and other artists who fabricate small objects

of metal; by the glass-blower, in making thermome-
ters, barometers, and other instruments and toys from
glass ; by the enameller ; and in glass-pinching,

which is the art of forming glass in a mould fixed

on a pair of pincers, into the ornamental pendants
for glass-lustres. This latter is one of the many
ingenious processes carried on at Birmingham. It

is also employed by a variety of other artists, as a
convenient and powerful assistant

2. But, notwithstanding that this instrument was
employed in the arts at a very remote period, it is

only about a century since any one conceived the

idea of applying it to experiments in chemistry.

A
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2 THE HISTORY OF

The first philosopher who used this elegant appa-
ratus for pyrognostic operations was Andreas Swab,
a Swedish Metallurgist, and Counsellor of the Col-
lege of Mines, about the year 1738; at least, such
is the information given to us by Bergman- Swab,
however, left no work on the subject, and it is

unknown to what extent his researches with this

instrument were carried. We have therefore to de-

pend on later experimenters for the knowledge which
is to direct our inexperience.

3. AfterSwab, the firstperson ofeminence whoused
the blowpipe was Cronstedt, the founder of Mine-
ralogy ; a man whose genius so outstripped the age in

whicn he lived, that his contemporaries found his

writings unintelligible. The purpose for which he
employed it, was the discrimination of minerals by
means of fusible reagents. His experiments were
conducted with a degree of perfection that could only
have resulted from the most persevering industry.

He published in 1758 such results of his operations

as tne nature of his mineralogical work required

;

and it is to be lamented that the circumstances of the

times in which he lived, were such as to prevent his

making fullv known to the world this new applica-

tion of the blowpipe, and describing in detail the
processes which he had adopted so successfully.

4. In 1770, appeared an English translation of Cron-
stedt's work, by Von Engestrom, annexed to which
was a treatise on the blowpipe, wherein many of
Cronstedt's processes and their principal results, were
described very accurately. This production had the
effect of drawing the attention of chemists and mine-
ralogists to the use of this instrument : it made how-
ever few adepts ; for, in matters of practical Science,

books alonearebut" weakmasters." Jn Sweden only
did the pyrognostic art make any considerable pro-
gress ; there, those who had seen Cronstedt and Von
Engestrom at work, learned to work like them, and
transmitted their skill to their successors.
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THE BLOWPIPE.

5. The great Bergman soon outstripped all his pre-

decessors. The blowpipe in his hands became one of
the most valuable instruments of analytical research.

He extended its use beyond the bounds ofmineralogy,

tothe fieldof inorganic chemistry ;—applied it to such
a diversity of purposes; conducted all nis operations

with such tact ; and brought out his results with
such nicety ; as at once to demonstrate the vast ad-
vantages capable of being derived from the use of the

blowpipe, and his own unrivalled skill as an analy-

tical chemist. His work De Tubo Ferruminatorio,

may be regarded as a masterpiece of philosophical

investigation,—equallysimple and beautiful, accurate

and profound. It was published at Vienna, in 1779,

and Dr Cullen's translation of it, in London, in 1788.

We subjoin from this work, a brief enumeration of

the advantages of the blowpipe :

—

6. The Blowpipe is an ^instrument of extreme
utility to chemists—since many experiments are daily

neglected, either because they require large furnaces

and cumbrous apparatus ; or, from the want of the

time necessary to conduct them in the ordinary way

;

or from the difficulty of obtaining the quantity of

matter required for an experiment in the common
way, when it happens to be very scarce or very dear*

—In all these cases, the blowpipemay be used advan-

tageously ; as, 1. Most of the experiments which can

be performed in the large way, may also be done with
the blowpipe. 2. The experiments, which in the

large way require many hours, may in this method
be finished in a few minutes. 3 Fhe smallest par-

ticle of a substance is sufficient.

7. These conveniences, however, though of great

weight and importance, are attended witn this de-

fect, that they do not determine the proportions of

the ingredients indicated. For this reason, when
experiments can be performed on a large scale, that

plan is to be adopted as the most accurate. But the

first inquiry to be made, is, generally, what a sub-
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stance contains, not how much; and the experience
of many years has taught me, that these trials in
small quantities suggest the proper methods of in-
stituting experiments in the large way. Besides,
these experiments have some exclusive advantages
over those performed in crucibles.—1. We can see
all the phenomena which occur from the beginning
of a process to the end ; and thereby gain informa-
tion which wonderfully illustrates the series of ope-
rations and their causes. 2. Experiments made in
crucibles, give often fallacious results, owing to the
corrosion of the substance of the vessel : we sup-
pose, for instance, that lime or magnesia melted
with fixed alkali, are united with it in the way of
solution ; but the globule, when well fused in the
blowpipe spoon, permits us, by its transparency,

clearly to perceive, that, except the siliceous part, it

is only mechanically mixed. 3. The most intense
degree of heat may in this way be obtained in a few
minutes, which can scarcely be done in a crucible

in many hours.—It is needless to multiply commen-
dations of the blowpipe : its valuable properties will

be rapidly developed to those by whom it is employ-
ed.—Sucn were the opinions of this philosopher
with regard to the utility of this little instrument.

8. The continual application which Bergman be-
stowed on his studies, had so great an effect on his
health as to oblige him to continue his philosophical

pursuits with the aid of an assistant. He accord-
ingly employed Assessor Gahn, who performed un-
der his directions a series of operations on all the
minerals then known, by which he was taught in
what manner each individual conducted itself before
the blowpipe. The experience thus acquired, en-
abled Gahn to employ tne instrument in every kind
of chemical and mineralogical enquiry ; by this

means he attained so great a degree of skill, as to be
able to detect the presence of substances which had
escaped the most careful analysis* Berzelius informs
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us, that, long before the question was started, whe-
ther the ashes of vegetables contain copper, he had
seen Gahn many times extract, with tne blowpipe,
from a quarter of a sheet of burnt paper, distinct

accompanied by his blowpipe on his travels, and
made continual use of it, ne was led to contrive

numerous improvements in the manner of using it

;

and his manipulations were imagined and executed
with so much sagacity and precision, that his results

were entitled to the greatest confidence. He seems
never to have thought of publishing an account of his

labours ; although he was always ready to instruct

those who wished for information on the subject,

and although by doing so he would have conferred
upon the scientific world an undoubted obligation.

9. The eleventh volume of the Annals of Philoso-
phy, contains an article " On the Blowpipe ; from a
Treatise on the Blowpipe, by Assessor Gahn, of
Fahlun." The greater part of this article is copied
into Mr Children's Translation of the Fourth Vo-
lume of Thenard's Chemistry, and into Dr Ure's
Chemical Dictionary. These are the only sources,

at least in the English language, whence any in-

formation can be derived respecting the services

which Gahn's blowpipe has rendered to science.

10. Berzelius was, for the last ten years of Gahn's
life, his pupil and friend, and during the familiar

intercourse of that period, gained from the latter a
considerable portion of that knowledge, which was
the result of the experience of a long and active

life. A short time previous to Gahn's death, Ber-
zelius undertook an investigation, the object of
which was to ascertain, and to note down in a sys-

tematic manner, the phenomena presented by differ-

ent minerals when acted on by tne blowpipe. The
results of this, Gahn, with his blowpipe in his

hand, was to have examined, criticised, and cor-

rected ; in order, if. possible, to get rid of every in-

a 2

particles of metallic As Gahn was always
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accuracy. This fair project was frustrated by Gahn's
unexpected death.

11. But, notwithstanding this disappointment, Ber-
zelius proceeded with the course of experiments
which he had instituted ; purposing to supply the
loss of the aid promised by his friend and master,
by a double portion of his own industry and saga-
city. That ne succeeded most completely in the
labour which he had taken in hand, the treatise he
has published on the blowpipe is a sufficient demon-
stration. He has finally established the fact, that
the blowpipe is, to the mineralogist, an instrument
of indispensable utility ; and the volume wherein his
experiments are detailed, is one of the most useful
books on practical chemistry extant. The English
mineralogist is much indebted to Mr Children, by
whom a translation of Berzelius*s work was puhi-

lished in 1822.

12. All that has hitherto been said, refers to that
description of blowpipe, whatever its form may be,

through which air is impelled from the mouth. But
when the blowpipe deservedly came to be consider-

ed as an essential instrument in a chemical labora-

tory, several attempts were made to facilitate its use,

by the addition of bellows or other equivalent in-

struments, adapted to continue the supply of air,

and at the same time to leave the operator at liber-

ty. Though these render it less portable, and con-
sequently less useful for mineralogical researches,
some oftnem are unquestionably welladapted for par-
ticular purposes : to pass them over, without notice,

would therefore be wrong.—Berzelius, it is true, con-
demns these contrivances. " By these pretended
improvements,** says he, (€ motions, more or less

troublesome, have been substituted for a slight exer-
tion of the muscles of the cheeks ; and their inventors
have demonstrated, by their very contrivances, that
they did not know how to use the blowpipe : they
might as well have proposed to play on a wind in-
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strument with a bladder. Our conclusion must be,

that all apparatus of this kind is perfectly useless."

It is to be presumed, from this passage, that Berze-
lius is blessed with very good lungs; and it is to be la-

mented that every one else has not as good as he.

Doubtless, for general purposes, the mouth blow-
x
pipe is, without exception, the best in existence ;

—

nevertheless, there are many uses for which its power
is quite inefficient, and for which we require more
effectual aid. Certainly, then, we ought not to scorn

what we are sometimes obliged to employ.
13. Besides those compound blowpipes, the use of

which depends upon mechanical aid, others have
been contrived which rest their claims to pre-emi-
nence upon the advantages gained by employing
gases instead of common air* These are deserving

of attentive consideration. They have higher aims
than the aforementioned machines, and in several

cases have been eminently successful. No sooner
was oxygen gas discovered, than Lavoisier applied it

to combustion in the manner, and with the success,

stated in the following passage, copied from the
English translation of his Elements of Chemis-
try :

—

" 1 endeavoured to employ oxygen gas for

combustion, by filling large bladders with it, and
making it pass through a tube capable of being shut
by a stop-cock ; and in this way I caused it to support
the combustion of lighted charcoal. The intensity

of the heat produced, even in my first attempt, was
so great as readily to melt a small quantity of crude
platinum. To the success of this attempt is owing
the idea of the gasometer, which I substituted in-

stead of the bladders ; and, as we can give the oxy-
gen gas any necessary degree of pressure, we can

with this instrument keep up a considerable stream,

and give it even a very considerable force." In a

succeeding part of this work are given the results of

some experiments made by Lavoisier with this blow-
pipe, in 1782,
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14. But oxygen is not the only gas capable of
being used with the blowpipe ; as even gases which
are said not to be supporters of combustion can be
applied to that purpose. It is a curious fact, that
pure hydrogen gas, when highly compressed, and
propelled througn a capillary tube, exhibits, during
combustion, a very exalted temperature. We are
informed by Dr Clarke, that he succeeded in fusing
platinum foil by its means, and that the combustion
of iron wire by burning pure hydrogen gas in this

manner, is an experiment always attended with suc-
cess !

15. Immediately after the discovery of the compo-
sition of water, the combustion of oxygen and hydro-
gen gases together were successfully applied to the
purpose of exciting an intense degree of heat by the
blowpipe. The peculiar construction of the apparatus
cannot be understood without a plate, which we have
not thought it worth while to have engraved for this

work, but which may be seen in the Annates de CA«-
mie> torn, xlv., or in the 14th volume of the Philo-

sophical Magazine. It is sufficient to observe here,

that the gases were expelled from separate gas-

holders, and that, in order to provide against explo-
sions, their mixture did not take place, till they near-
ly reached the aperture of the pipe, at the extremity
of which they were inflamed. We give but a brief

description of this contrivance, although it was one
of considerable importance, because the employment
of it was completely set aside by the greatly-supe-

rior invention of the Gas Blowpipe of Dr E. Clarke

;

of the circumstances connected with the discovery
of which, we are now about to speak.

16. Sir Humphry Davy having declared that the

explosion from mixed oxygen and hydrogen would
not communicate through very small apertures, Mr
Children proposed to him to employ Newman's
blowpipe for effecting the combustion of a condensed
mixture of oxygen and hydrogen gases> issuing from
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a small aperture. This Sir Humphry did, and found
that the flame produced a most intense heat, which

, instantly fused hodies of a very refractory nature.
Dr Clarke, Professor of Mineralogy at Cambridge
University, having consulted Sir Humphry on the
subject, proceeded to expose a great variety of mi-
neral substances to the name, for the purpose of ob-
serving its effects upon each of them. The tube
through which the mixture of the two gases issued,

was cemented on the pipe of issue of Newman's
blowpipe. The tube at first used by Dr Clarke was
three inches in length, and the diameter of its cavity

the seventieth part of an inch. The end of this

tube was constantly breaking during the experi-
ments, owing to the sudden changes of temperature,
until at last ne usually worked with a tube only one
inch and three-eighths in length. When the current
of gas was feeble, from the gas in the reservoir hav-
ing become nearly of the same degree of density as

the surrounding air, or from- the current being sup-
pressed in the beginning of an experiment, the flame
then had a retrograde motion, passed about half an
inch up the capillary cavity of the tube, exploded,

split the end of the tube into pieces, and then was ex-

tinguished, without doing any farther damage. In or-

der to try the effects ef an explosion, four pints of a
mixtureofthe two gaseswere condensedintothe chest,

that quantity being all the syringe would force into

it ; and, the glass tube being taken off, so that the
diameter of the nose-pipe, by which the gas was to

issue, was about one-eighth of an inch ; a burning
spirit lamp was placed at the aperture ; when, the
stop-cock being opened by means of a long string at-

tached to it, the whole gas exploded with a report

like that of a cannon : the chest, formed of strong

plates of copper, was burst asunder, the stop-cock was
driven out, and one end of the chest was torn off,

and violently thrown against the wall of the room.

This showed the danger of using the apparatus with
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10 HISTORY OF THE BLOWPIPE.

too large an aperture, and the necessity of employ-
ing a capillary tube.

17. It was not long after these experiments before

— — — — —j— - —j t — j^— —

duce the greatest effect with this blowpipe, it was
necessary to mix the gases in the exact proportion
in which they combine to form water, namely, two
volumes or measures of hydrogen to one of oxygen
gas. The gases being obtained in a state of great

purity, and mixed in the proportions here stated,

occasioned a heat greater than that produced by the
largest galvanic batteries. A great number of sub-
stances ever before deemed infusible, were complete-
ly melted by it ; and many of the phenomena pro-
duced were equally curious and astonishing.

18. " But," says Mr Children, speaking of the
effects of Dr Clarke's oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, w one
essential character, the fusibility, or infusibility, of
different substances, as determined by the common
blowpipe disappears before the intense heat produ-
duced by this, which levels all bodies to one general
mass of fusible substances ; though very evident
differences are still observable in tne facility with
which different bodies are reduced to* the state of
fusion. In return, too, for the character which is

thus lost, we gain a new one in the appearance of the,

otherwise infusible body, after it has been melted."
19. Numerous accidents which occurred to Dr

Clarke and others, by the explosion of the reservoir,

some of which had nearly been attended with serious

consequences, occasioned several attempts to be
made at improving the apparatus. The most per-
fect of these produced for some time, with respect
to safety, was the trough suggested by Mr Professor
Cumming of Cambridge ; a description of which is

given in a subsequent part of this work. With this

improvement, Dr Clarke used the gas blowpipe at
his daily lectures during a whole session, without
the occurrence of any accident whatever ; establish-
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ing thereby its safety and utility beyond all ques-
tion.

20. No farther alteration was made in the gas
blowpipe till 1823, when Mr Goldsworthy Gurney,
of the Surrey Institution, published an account of
a new instrument invented by himself. This blow-
pipe was so constructed, as to enable the operator to

produce a flame of great size, power, and brilliancy

;

by burning large quantities of the mixed gases, with
the vtmost safety. A complete description of this

apparatus being given elsewhere in this volume, it

is unnecessary to enter into details here.

21. As no invention or discovery of any import-
ance relating to the blowpipe, has been made of
late, it is unnecessary to extend farther the bounds
of its history, which we therefore now bring to a
close.

DESCRIPTION OF BLOWPIPES.

22. Blowpipes are of two kinds, simple and com-
pound.—I. Simple blowpipes are those which con-
sist merely of a tube through which air is blown
from the mouth.—2. Compound blowpipes consist

primarily of a tube through which air is blown from
some description of secondary apparatus attached to

it. Of each of these two sorts of blowpipes, many
different inventions have at various times been re-

commended to public notice ; some of them valua-

ble from their simplicity, cheapness, power, or con-
venience ; others possessing a kind of merit which
may be imagined from our describing the machines
as exceedingly ingenious, expensive, and useless.

From the great mass of these inventions we have
selected those whose good qualities are perceptible

to other persons than the inventors ; and of these

we shall subjoin such figures and descriptions, as we
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. 12 SIMPLE BLOWPIPES.

hope will enable the student to comprehend their

construction and relative advantages.

1.

—

Of Simple Blowpipes.

23. It is necessary to premise, that, whatever may
be the FORM of a blowpipe, the length of it must
depend on the eye of the operator. The body opera-

ted upon ought to be at that distance from his eye at

which he has the most distinct vision : of course,

therefore, the length of his blowpipe must be regulated

by the strength or weakness of his sight. The most
common lengths, however, are from SIX to EIGHT
inches.

24. With respect to the material ofwhich blow-

pipes should be made, there is a great diversity of
opinion. It must be of such a nature as to be easily

wrought into the form required, and at the same
time ought to be durable and cheap.—Berzelius says,
" blowpipes are best made of silver, or tinned iron

plate, the beaks only being of brass. If the in-

strument be wholly of brass, it in time acquires the

taste and odour of verdigris,—an inconvenience not
entirely removed by making the mouth-piece of
ivory. The hands, too, if not quite dry, contract

the same odour during the operation, especially if

the blowpipe has not been used for some time, and
was not well cleaned before it was laid by. Tin
Sate is not liable to this nuisance, and has, besides,

e advantage of cheapness. When that material is

employed, the joinings should be made air tight by
inserting pieces of paper between them. Notwith-
standing that silver is the best conductor of heat of
all the metals, no inconvenience need be apprehend-
ed on that score, even in the longest operations.

25. u The small jets adapted to the extremity of the
beaks are a great improvement, for the extremity is

liable soon to become covered with soot, and the
hole to be either blocked up, or lose its circular
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form ; and it is necessary to clean it, and clear the
opening with a small needle kept at hand for the
purpose. This is an indispensable but troublesome
operation. I have, therefore, had these jets made
of platinum, each of a single piece, and when dirty
I heat them red hot on a piece of charcoal, whicn
cleans them in an instant, and clears the hole with-
out the assistance of any mechanical agent. Silver
would not answer the purpose, for although we were
ever so careful not to fuse it in the operation, it

would crystallize as it cooled after having been heat-
ed to redness, and become as brittle as an unmallea-
ble metal.
26. " Glass blowpipes are certainly less costly, and

less liable to get dirty than those made of metal

;

but their brittlencss and the fusibility of their beaks
are so serious inconveniences, that they should never
be used but in cases of necessity."

27. Children remarks upon these observations,
that in this country the blowpipes are generally
made of brass, and, when well lackered, do not an-
noy the operator with the inconveniences of which
Berzelius complains. The mouth-piece should be of
silver, and the beak of platinum ; were it not for the
expense, the whole instrument were better made of
platinum.

28. Glass blowpipes have these advantages.—1. It

is easy to give them the requisite form, and to make
the aperture smooth and round. 2. The material is

cheap. 3. They can easily be made from glass tubes
by any one who can use the blowpipe at all. To
the operator who lives in a retired situation, where
artists are not easy to be come at, these advantages
recommend glass strongly.

29. The Common Blowpipe.—In its best-known
and most simple form, this instrument is a conical

tube or pipe, of brass or white iron, about eight

inches long, and one-fourth of an inch in diameter
at the top ; with a curvature near the lower end,

B
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14 SIMPLE BLOWPIPES.

whence it tapers off to a point, which has a very
small perforation for the wind to escape. Fig. 1,

will render this description perfectly intelligible.

This is the original form of the blowpipe, the shape
which was adopted by the artists of old ; and it is

worthy of observation, that, notwithstanding the
innumerable alterations and improvements of it,

which philosophers have thought expedient, the
working goldsmiths and other artizans who chiefly

employ the blowpipe, still prefer the old shape, and
by doing so, unquestionably show their good sense

:

it is the cheapest, the simplest, and the handiest

;

and for short and common jobs, excels all others.

30. Cronstedfs Blowpipe.—When Cronstedt be-
gan to use the common blowpipe for chemical expe-
riments, he was greatly annoyed by the condensation
within the tube, of the vapour of the breath, which
either impeded the blast, or was projected into the
flame. To remedy this inconvenience, he placed
towards the small end of the instrument, a hollow
ball, intended to collect the condensed vapour. This
was of considerable service, but, did not effect a ra-
dical cure of the evil ; for, when the beak of the
pipe happened to be held downwards, the water still

ran out. Bergman, into whose hands this blowpipe
came, found it necessary to get rid of defects which
were a source of much inconvenience ; this led to
another improvement.

31. Bergman's Description of his Blowpipe.—That
which I use, (says he) is formed of pure silver, lest

it should be injured by rust ; a small addition of
platinum communicates the necessary hardness. It

ting in a truncated conical apex a> which may be,
by twisting, so adapted to the aperture b, fig. 3, as
to shut it more closely than can be done by a screw.
To collect the condensed moisture of the breath, I
make use of the little box, fig. 3, 4, formed of an
elliptical plate, so bent at the centre that the oppo-

consists of three parts.
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site sides become parallel, and are joined together
by a plate, as represented at c, fig. 3, and c c, fig. 4:

such a box has an advantage over a spherical one,
inasmuch as it occupies less space, and is more con-
venient in use. The aperture b, which is somewhat
conical, and hollowed out of the solid piece, has no
margin turned inwards, lest the efflux of the fluid,

collected after long blowing, or the cleansing of the
internal parts, should be in any degree prevented.
The tube, fig. 5, is very small, and its shorter coni-

cal end e exactly fitted to the aperture f, so that no
air can escape, unless through the orifice g. Many
of these tubes should be provided, with orifices of dif-

,

ferent diameters, to be used on different occasions.
The orifice g must be truly circular and very smooth,
otherwise the flame which will be produced by it, will

not be of the requisite shape. The bands, A on fig.

2, and t on fig. 5, prevent the conical apices a and e
from being thrust too far into their receptacles ; they
also serve another purpose : when the apices, by re-

peated attrition, become too small to fit the cavities

intended to hold them, they are again rendered tight

by filing away a little of the bands.

32. Magellan's Blowpipe.—Fig. 6, is a represen-

tation of Cronstedt's blowpipe, with an improvement
of which a description is given in Magellan's edition

of Cronstedt's Mineralogy, published in 1788. For
this improvement, Mr Children believes we are in-
debted to Mr Pepys : it may be so ; but, from the
above circumstance, I am inclined to think other-
wise, a and c are the two pieces that form the blow-
pipe. The ball b, is hollow, and formed of two he-
mispheres which screw together : the male screw is

in the lower hemisphere, which is soldered on the

part c at such a distance, that the inside end of the

crooked tube is even with the edge of the hemis-

phere, as represented by the dotted lines. The up-
per hemisphere is soldered at the end of the straight

tube a. By these means, the moisture formed by
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the breath, falls into the hollow of the lower hemis-
phere, where it is collected round the upper inside

end of the bent part c, without being apt to fall into

it.

33. The small nozzles, or hollow conical tubes, ad-
vised by Engestrora, Bergman, and others, says Ma-
gellan, are wrong in the principle ; because the wind
that passes from the mouth through such long cones,

loses its velocity, by the latteral friction, as happens
in hydraulic spouts, which, when formed in this

manner, never throw the fluid so far, as when the

fluid passes through a hole of the same diameter
made in a thin plate of a little metallic cap that

screws at the end of the large pipe. It is on this

account that the little cap c is employed, having a

small hole in the thin plate, which serves as 'a cover

to it. There are several of these little caps, with
holes of smaller and larger sizes, to be changed and
applied, whenever a flame is required to be more or

less strong.

34. Another convenience of these little caps is,

that even in case any moisture should escape falling

into the hemisphere b, and pass with the wina
through the crooked pipe c, it can never arrive at,

nor obstruct, the little hole of the cap d> there being
room enough under the hole in the inside, where
this moisture is stopped, to retain it till it is cleaned
and wiped out.

35. Whatever merits may be possessed by the
other blowpipes described in this work, it is certain

that this one has remained till the present time a
very general public favourite.

36. ' Gahn's Blowpipe.—Although Bergman's im-
provement of the blowpipe effected the object he
nad in view, yet Gahn found the instrument capable
of being still further improved. He gave to his
receiver the form of a cylinder, certainly a more
convenient shape than Bergman's—the dimensions
of which were, one inch in length and half an inch
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in diameter. In other respects his instrument was
on the plan of Bergman's, and consisted of four
pieces, a, b, c, dy fig. 7. The little jet, d, is fitted

by grinding to the extremity of the beak c : there are
several of these jets with holes of different diame-
ters, to be changed as occasion requires. For some
purposes, such as the blowing of glass, and other
operations, the bent beak, fig. 8, is preferable to the
straight one c, fig. 7. Berzelius declares this blow-
pipe to be preferable to all others.

37. Tennanfs Blowpipe.—This, which is repre-
sented by fig. 12, lays claim to public favour on the
ground of its portability. It is a straight tube,
slightly conical, closed at its narrow end A, at half
an inch from which is an opening to receive the
small bent tube d, which is fitted in by grinding,

and can be turned in any direction required. As
the water condensed from the breath flows to the
point b and does no harm ; and as the instrument is

very portable, very simple, and capable of affording

a powerful blast; it appears to combine almost every
advantage that can be wished for in a blowpipe.

38. Wollaston's Blowpipe—is still more portable

than the preceding. Fig. 9, 10, 11, show its form,

the number of pieces of which it is composed, and
the manner of putting the parts together, whether
for use or for traveling, a, b, cy fig. 11, represent

the three pieces put together for use. The point of

b is closed, but a little way from it, on the side of

the tube, there is a small opening, as seen at b, fig.

9, which emits the air into the beak c, fig. 11, when
that is brought into its proper situation on the tube.

Fig. 10, represents this blowpipe, which exceeds all

others for portability, packed up into the space of a

toothpick or pencil case, for traveling. If we add

to this, a slip of platinum foil, two or three inches

long, to hold the object of experiment to the flame,

and a small piece of borax to serve as a flux, we are

furnished at once with a sufficient laboratory for a

b 2
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great variety of experiments ;—for the candle and
charcoal may be found in most places. He who may
deem this docimastic apparatus not sufficiently com-
modious, can enlarge it at pleasure, by adding to it

any of the instruments described hereafter.

39. Pepys' Blowpipe.—In this, the contrivance for

containing the condensed vapour, is a flat cylindrical

box, whicn is also made to answer the purpose of
holding additional caps for the nozzle. Fig. 13, is

a representation of this blowpipe, which in Dr Hen-
ry's Elements of Chemistry, is designated as "a
most commodious" one.

40. Dr Black's Blowpipe.—Figure 14, is of tin,

that is to say, of tinned iron ; the small pipe a9 is of

brass, and nas two or three caps that fit on tight

;

each cap is pierced with a hole of a different dia-

meter, and consequently the force of the blast may
be varied at pleasure, by changing the cap.

2. Of Compound Blowpipes.

41. Having given a description of the best simple
blowpipes, we snail now do the same for a few of the

multifarious machines which may be termed com-
pound blowpipes.

42. The Fixed Blowpipe.—" De Saussure," says
Berzelius, " fixed his blowpipe to a table, so as to

have his hands at liberty, while he regulated the
blast by his mouth. I know no case in which
much advantage is derived from this plan." Mr
Children subscribes to the opinion that tnese contri-

vances are useless, and adds, " the skilful workman
needs no such aids, and the operator with the blow-
pipe will do well to render himself independent of
them at once. However, as in a few cases, where an
unusually large flame is required, a fixed instrument
may be useful, I annex a figure of the best form
I have met with, for a blowpipe on that construc-
tion. I do not know who is the author of the inven-

«
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tion. a fig. 26, is a rectangular copper box, 2A inches
long, one inchhigh, and five-eighths of an inch wide;
which is fixed on a board by screws passing through
a foot plate b. c is a tube projecting from tne top of
the box, to which one end of a flexible tube may be
adapted by a brass socket. The flexible tube is ter-

minated at the other end by an ivory mouth-piece,
and is of such a length as to be conveniently applied
to the month of the operator, d is another project-

ing tube to which the beak f g, may be adapted

;

and e is a third projecting tube (closed with a cork)
for the purpose of pouring off the water condensed
in the box, a. By twisting the different parts of
the beak in different directions, the jet may be pre-
sented to the flame in any position which may be
required. All the parts that have motion are well
fitted together by grinding, /and g may be made
either of metal or glass."

43. Hooke's Self-acting Blowpipe.—M. Pictet

conceived the ingenious idea of making the eolipile

serve the purpose of a blowpipe. The effect was in-

tended to t>e produced by the vapour of boiling alco-

hol. Mr Hooke contrived the apparatus represented

by figure 20. A, a hollow copper sphere, two or three

inches in diameter, for containing highly-rectified

alcohol; this sphere rests on a shoulder in the ring

g. A bent tube, b, with a jet at the end is screwed
into the sphere for conveying alcohol in the gaseous

state to the flame at o. This tube is continued with-

in the sphere almost to the top, so that the vessel

may be nearly filled with alcohol. At the top of
the sphere there is a safety valve, c, to prevent those

accidents, which might otherwise arise from the ex-

pansion of the fluid, in case the heat applied were

too great. The pressure of this valve may be regu-

lated at pleasure, by the two milled nuts, e, f, and

the steel arm A, which presses on the valve c. The
lamp which heats the alcohol is marked k. It is

made to adjust to different distances from the sphere,
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A, by sliding up or down between the two pillars, /,

/. 1 he distance of the flame o, from the jet of the

tube, is regulated by the piece m, which by means of
a screw, gives the wick-holder of the lamp an eccen-

tric motion, so as to carry it from the centre. The
opening for filling the globe with alcohol is marked
i : it is secured by means of a milled finger-button,

and a collar of leather, n is a mahogany stand sup-
porting the whole. % is a jet of the vapour of alco-

hol inflamed by the lamp. It is needless to do more
than merely describe this blowpipe, since in reality

it is much more ingenious than useful. It was pro-
posed to apply it to the purposes of the mineralogist

;

out it does not appear to be either so readily put in
action, or so efficacious as the common blowpipe ;

which is also simpler in its construction, less bulky,
and more easily carried about. Moreover, the flame
of the vapour of alcohol, is far less steady and equa-
ble than that urged by a current of air ; so that upon
the whole the spirit blowpipe can only be regarded as
a pretty philosophical toy.

44. Mr Nicholson, in the ninth number of hisJour-
nal,mentions a littieimplement, or eolipile, soldby the
glass-blowers, and acting on the same principle. It
consists of an egg-shaped ball, having a stem or han-
dle, and a nozzle or tube. When naif-filled with
water or spirit, a strong current is produced, with
which, blown through the large flame of a tallow
lamp, Mr N. fused a half-penny, and softened the
glass stopper of a bottle, so as to run a wire through
it without bursting the vessel.

45. Glass-Blowers*Blowpipe.—When it isrequired
to continue the use of the blowpipe so long as would
be fatiguing if the breath merely were employed,
the glass-blowers* table is employed. It consists of
a double bellows, so fixed as to be worked by the
foot, and to impel a current of air through a tin blow-
pipe, against the flame of a lamp fixed on the table.
For the sake of durability, the blowpipe is sometimes
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made of brass on which is screwed a nozzle of plati-

num. The blowpipe may have a stop-cock to regu-
late the blast. The lamp has a cotton wick of nearly
an inch in thickness ; this is kept together by a tin

wick-holder, which is soldered to the lamp ; melted
tallow fills the lamp, and feeds the wick with fuel.

In order to get rid of the smoke, which is in consider-

able quantity, there is placed on the table, over the
lamp and nozzle, a cover of thin sheet copper. The
fore part of this cover is open, to allow the jet of
flame to pass freely. From the top part two tubes
go upwards for the exit of the smoke ; between these,

the operator has a view of the jet of flame and
the object he is at work upon, while his eyes are
screened from the body of tne light. The two tubes
join above in one short tube. Over the open end of
this short tube, at a small distance above, is a tube
suspended from the ceiling by wires, which conveys
the smoke into the chimney of the room. By a han-
dle attached to it, the cover with its tubes is removed
whenever it is necessary to trim the wick. The
flame of coal gas may be used instead of a lamp with

a bellows of tnis kind.—The whole of this apparatus

—the table, bellows, blowpipe, and lamp—is repre-

sented by figure 27. The dotted lines at the top of

the figure represent the cover.

46. Tilley's Hydro-Pneumatic Blowpipe.—The
inventor of this machine, who was a traveling fancy
glass-blower, was rewarder by the Society of Arts,

with the sum of fifteen Guineas. The following
description is taken from the 31st vol. of the Tran-
sactions of that Society. The inventor states the

whole apparatus, including lamp and case, to weigh
only three pounds and a half, and that it can be fur-

nished complete, even when made of tinned copper,

for £2 12s. 6d. Were it made of tinplate, (white

iron), japanned, it would be cheaper.

47. « The utility of the blowpipe, in the arts, to

raise a great heat on a small object, from the flame
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of a lamp, is too well known to require pointing

out. The assaying of minerals, the arts of enamel-
ling, Jewellery, soldering metal works, but above all

the blowing of small articles in glass, are purposes

to which it is better adapted, than almost any other

mode of applying heat. The usual manner of pro-

ducing a stream of air for blowing glass, is, by
means of a small pair of double bellows, fixed be-

neath a table, and worked by the operator's foot ; a

pipe proceeds from these bellows to the top of the

table, and terminates in a small jet, before which a

lamp is placed, and the flame is blown, by the cur-

rent of air, upon the object to be heated. The de-

fects of the bellows are, that the stream of air is

not perfectly regular, which causes a wavering of

the flame, so that it does not fall suddenly upon the

object which is to be heated. Mr Tilley's blowpipe
corrects 'these defects, by using the pressure of a
column of water to regulate the stream of air, and
the supply is furnished from the mouth of the ope-

rator, by blowing through a tube.—Fig, 15, is a sec-

tion of this instrument ; and fig. 16, shows a per-

spective view of it in action. A A, is a vessel of

tinned iron, or copper, about 17 inches high, 5 wide,
and 9 broad ; the lid of which opens on hinges, and
supports the lamp, B, which burns tallow instead of
oil. C is the blowing-pipe, by which the air is

thrown into the vessel ; this, as shown in the sec-

tion, fig. 15, has an inclined partition, D, which di-

vides it into two chambers, E and F ; but, as the
partition does not reach to the bottom of the vessel,

the two compartments communicate with each other
underneath it : that marked F, is closed at the top,

so as to be air-tight ; but the other is only covered
by the lid of the vessel, and may therefore be con-
sidered as being open to the outward air. The pipe
C, is soldered air-tight, where it passes through tne
top of the chamber, and descends very nearly to the
bottom of the vessel, deeper than the partition, D,
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does ; so that its mototh is always immersed beneath
the water. The metallic part of the blowpipe, G,
which conveys the blast of air to the flame of the
lamp, is likewise soldered into the top of the cham-
ber, F ; it holds a bent glass tube, a, which termi-
nates in a very small and delicate jet, and is fitted

air-tight into the tin or copper tube, G. Now, by
blowing into the tube, C, tne air is forced out at the
bottom of it, and rises in bubbles through the water
into the upper part of the chamber, F; this dis-

places a corresponding quantity of water, which
passes under the partition, D, into the other cham-
ber, E, elevating the surface of the one column of
water, and depressing the other, as shown in the
figure ; the water endeavouring to return to its ori-

ginal level, causes a constant compressure of the air

and forces it through the jet, a, into the flame of
the lamp. By this means, it is not necessary to

blow constantly with the mouth ; for, though the
air is forced into the receiver at intervals, yet the
pressure of the water will expel it in a constant
stream ; and the operator will not be fatigued by
the motion of the foot, necessary in working bel-

lows ; nor need even to keep his mouth at the pipe
constantly, but merely to blow from time to time,

as he finds the stream of air to decrease in its

power. A, must be three parts filled with water.

48. €* The metal socket, G, which connects the glass

tube or blowpipe, a, with the vessel A, is made co-

nical ; and the tube, having a piece of paper first

wrapped round it, is bound round with cotton wick-
yarn, in a conical form, so as to fit the socket tight,

and yet permit the tube to be moved in any required
direction, to cause the air to act properly upon the
flame ; and the curved metal tube, C, is also fixed

into the other part of the same tube, in a similar

manner. H H are the two sides of a tin frame,

which is fixed in front of the vessels ; and has
grooves withinside of them, to receive a tin plate, I,
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which forms a screen ; and can be adjusted in height, 4

so as to keep the light of the lamp from the opera-
tor's eye ; though he can see the work over the top
of it: this screen is held fast, by its foot being
placed between the lid of the vessel and the top of
the close chamber, F.—K is one of two handles,

which support the operator's arms, whilst holding a
glass tube, or any other article, in the flame ; and
there is another like it, at the opposite side of the
vessel : these handles are wrapped round with wool-
len list, or leather, so as to form cushions ; and the
vessel is steadily fixed upon a chair or bench, by
means of a leather strap, buckled to the loops on
each side of it, and passing underneath the chair,

49. " The lamp is made of tin ; it is ofan ellipti-

cal, or rather, of a bean, or kidney shape, one side

being curved inwards ; across the centre of it, stands

a metal wick-holder ;
having a loop on one side of

it, which is soldered to the bottom of the lamp ;

see fig. 17. Through this loop, the wick, of cotton-

yarn, is drawn ; and being cut, and then opened
Doth ways, as shown in that figure and in fig. 18,
forms a passage in its middle, through which the
current of air from the jet, a, passes ; as in fig. 15,

16, 18 ; and carries the long pointed flame upon the
object to be heated. The lamp, figs. 17, 18, is fill-

ed with tallow; which, melting by the heat, becomes
fluid, and burns as well as oil, but with a less offen-

sive smell ; and, when cold, being solid, is more
conveniently carried than oil. This lamp is placed
within another vessel or stand, marked B, in fig. 15,

16, 18, which supports it at a proper height ; a space
being left between them, all round the lamp, to re-
ceive any tallow which may run over its edge.

50. c * In using this blowpipe, the following observations
being attended to, -will greatly increase its effect. The long,
flat, cotton wick of the lamp, will be found to act better
than the usual round cotton-wick ; but, in either case, the
flame which is raised will be considerable. The end of the
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glass pipe or jet, a, must be just entered within the flame,
and the current of air will throw out a cone of flame from
the opposite side. If it is properly managed, this cone will

be distinct, and well defined, and extended to a consider-
able length. Care must be taken, that the stream of air

does not strike against any part of the wick, as it would
then be disturbed, and the cone split into several parts. (

A

wire pointed at its end, and bent, as shown at fig. 19« is

very convenient to smooth the air passage through the wick)

:

the jet of air must be delivered somewhat above the wick

;

and as, unless the flame was considerable, there would not
be sufficient for the stream of air to act upon, for this rea-

son the wick is opened, as shown in fig. ly, that it may ex-
pose the largest surface, and produce the greatest name;
the stream of air from the pipe should be directed through
the channel or opening between the divided wick, so as to
produce a cone tne most perfect and brilliant. On examin-
ing this cone of flame, it appears to be of two different co-

lours, the part nearest to the lamp being of a yellowish
white, and that beyond, of a blue or purple colour.

61. " The subject to be heated, is held in the flame, at the
termination of the yellowish-white part, where it receives

the greatest heat, and is not discoloured by the soot, which
accompanies the white flame.

52. * 4 Glass tubes are, when applied to the flame, quickly
rendered pliable, and may be bent, or drawn out into

threads or points, and hermetically sealed ; or, by blowing
into the other end of the tube, it may be expanded into a
small globe ; or it may be made to form various other small
articles, at the pleasure of the operator.

63. u In chemistry, mineralogy, and the arts, the blowpipe
is an extremely useful instrument; being capable of throw-

obtained, on a larger quantity of the same substance, in the

most powerful furnaces : and with this advantage, that the
process is always under the inspection of the operator

;

whereas he can only conjecture what passes in the centre of
a furnace.

64. 44 In using the blowpipe for experiment, a piece of

charcoal is generally employed to support the subject, and
hold it in the flame of the lamp ; the charcoal should be of

a close compact grain, and properly burnt ; for, if it is too

little carbonised, it will flame like a piece of wood, and ob-

scure the object; and if it be too much burnt, it is so

quickly consumed and burnt to ashes, that the object is in

langer of being lost in it. The charcoal greatly increases

object, as can only be
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the h«at, by reverberating the flame, and by heating the
object at the opposite side ; it being converted into fuel, and
excited by the blast : thus creating an atmosphere of heat
and flame around it, which prevents the heat from being
carried off so fast, or the object being so much cooled,

if it should, for an instant, be moved out of the cone of
flame, from the unsteadiness of the hand, or from acciden-

tal currents of air, which would disturb the flame, and
cause such a wavering in the point of the cone as to divert

it, in some measure, from the object.

55. w In order to prevent more tallow than is necessary,

from being consumed, to produce the intended effect ; it is

convenient to have several lamps, with wicks of different

thickness; viz. one to hold two flat cottons (such as are

used for the Liverpool lamps) of about an inch and a quar-
ter broad ; another to hold four, and a third six ; or as

much common cotton wick-yarn as is equal to those wicks
in bulk.

5(>. " Glass jets should also be provided, ofdifferent sized

apertures, to suit the greater or lesser sized wicks and
flames, and deliver streams of air upon them proportion*
ately : and their jets should, for fancy glass-blowing, point
upwards in a small degree.

57* " HogsMard is equal, or, perhaps, even superior to tal-

low, for the lamp."
58. Additional Observations and Improvements on the

above Apparatus, by Mr Gill, editor of the Technical Re-
pository.—u Having sedulously attended Mr Tilley during
nis operations with this valuable instrument ; and also con-
siderably assisted Dr C. Taylor, the late worthy Secre-
tary of the Society of Arts, &c. in making out the fore-
going description of its construction and uses ; besides
constantly having one at hand for his own purposes : the
Editor conceives that it will be desirable to afford his rea-
ders such additional information respecting it, as his oppor-
tunities of acquiring it, and his own experience in using
the instrument, have furnished him with.

59. " The greatest inconvenience he experienced, in using
the hydro-pneumatic blowpipe, arose from the frequent
destruction of the glass jets, owing to their points being
fused, on being left, only for an instant, in the flame, after
the air had ceased to pass through them. This inconveni-
ence, at length became so serious, that he determined to
contrive a more facile method of forming them, than by
making each jet of a part of a bent tube as in Mr Tilley &
instrument. With this view, he caused a glass tube to be

-
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bent at a proper angle, which served as a receptacle for all

the jets ; and which were then readily formed by merely
softening a portion of another smaller glass tube, by heat,

and drawing it out to the required size ; then softening
another portion of it, at a proper distance apart, drawing it

out, and so proceeding, until as many portions of the tube
were so treated as were thought necessary. The tube was
then cut into portions (with the help of a proper knife, to
be described hereafter), so as to form the jets ; and thus a
piece of glass tube, long enough to have made only one of
Tilley's jets, was formed into five or six of these. This
description will be more readily understood, by refering to

fig. 28, which represents the bent glass tube, and one or the

jets within it. Fig. 29, is a tube contracted by drawing
out in the centre where it is intended to be cut asunder so
as to form two jets. These jets are readily secured in the
bent tube, by merely wrapping a little thin silver or tissue
paper round them, whicn makes a joint that is sufficiently

air-tight. Fig. 30, is a section of the knife, mentioned
above, for cutting glass tubes with : it is about eight inches
long, and tapers to its point ; having also a wooden haft or
handle fitted to it This knife must be made of cast steel,

and be left quite hard : its cutting-edge is formed by rub-
bing it across, on both sides, with a shoemaker's gritstone ;
and, in this way, can be renewed, when, in course of use,
it has become smooth. This knife is greatly preferable to

the three-square saw-files, ordinarily used by the barometer
makers, for a similar purpose ; or even to the smooth Lan-
cashire crossing files, which other fancy glass-blowers em-
ploy. In case the nose of the jet is too small, it may be
made larger, by cutting off more of the end of it ; and it

may be further adjusted, by rubbing it across, with a rag-
stone, similar to that used by carpenters, &c.

60. " Fig. 32 is a front view, and fig. 31 an edge view, of
a pair of brass tongs, used by Mr TiTley, in the manner to
be presently described. They are made of stiff-rolled brass,
about one-eighth of an inch thick, and seven inches long ;

and their circular ends are about two inches in diameter.
He used them to flatten the stoppers of smelling-bottles,
&c. by pressure, whilst hot, as well as the bottles. They
were also used for pressing the red hot ends of glass tubes
against, in order to thicken them, previously to blowing
into bulbs.

61. " Fig. 33 represents another tin screen, used by Mr
Tilley, instead of that shown in fig. 15, 16, at H I, to hide
the flame of the lamp from the eyes of the operator ; and
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yet, at the same time, permit him to have a better view of
his work, than could be had over the latter: it slides up and
down, in a tin socket affixed to the end of the machine
nearest the operator.

62. u Fig. 34 is a cylindrical rod of brass, about five inches
long, and three-eighths of an inch in diameter ; and having
one end tapered to a triangular point. This Mr Tilley

used to widen the orifices of glass tubes, bottles, &c with ;

and it is exceedingly convenient for that purpose.
63. u It may be desirable to mention Mr Tilley'smode of

forming and adjusting the wick of his lamp, which is as

follows:—Fine cotton wick-yarn is to be wrapped round
the four fingers of the left hand, so as to form a flat coil, of
a sufficient size to fill the loop of the wick-holder, but not
so tightly as to hinder the tallow, from rising freely

through it. A piece of twine must then be passed through
the coil, before taking it off the fingers. The lamp being
next filled with melted tallow, lard, &c, the string is to

be passed through the tallow, &c, and through the loop of
the wick-holder ; and the coil of wick-yarn must be also

drawn through the melted tallow, &c, after it, and be
lodged in the loop, carefully spreading it equally therein.

One end of the wick, viz., that next to the operator, must
then be set fire to; and, as it burns forwards, the coil ot
wick must be cut open, with the trimming scissors, gradu-
ally, until it is all divided, and a passage left through the
middle of it, for the blast of air to pass in : it is also to be
evenly trimmed on each side : it may project, through and
above the loop, about half an inch.

64. " This wick will serve a considerable time, without
snuffing ; provided that, on relighting it, when the tallow

is solid, the end next to the nozzle or jet be only kindled,
and a lump of tallow, lard, &c, be held in the flame, upon
a fork, &c, so as to melt it, and then dropped upon the
forepart of the wick, to feed it, until the tallow, in the
body of the lamp, becomes sufficiently melted, to rise and
furnish it with fuel ; and thus prevent the cotton from being
charred and rendered useless. When, however, it requires

to be renewed, the tallow, &c, being melted, as before

mentioned, the wick may be raised, by means of a pair of
forceps or pliers ; and the charred parts be removed,
with the scissors, by enclosing the wick lengthwise be-
tween their blades ; and, bringing away what will readily

come off : and, as in this operation, the wick is partially

closed, it must be again opened and smoothed, by means of
the bent wire, fig. 19, before described.
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65. i0A slip of oiled silk should be tied over the lower end
of the blowing-tube, C, fig. 15, 16, in order to prevent the

return of a little water up it, which, otherwise, is apt to

take place.

66. " In order to adapt this machine to the purposes of the
jeweller, &c, for soldering with ; it will be necessary to

provide an additional glass tube, like that shown in fig. 28,
but with its upper end bent downwards, instead of point-
ing upwards, as in that figure.

67. " A shallow tin-tray, with its edges turned up, and
about four inches broader than the top of the machine, and
as much longer, being secured upon it, by means of wire
loops, affixed to the tray, and to the machine ; viz., one at

each side, on the end next to the operator, and another at

the further end of it ; and through which loops, strings are
passed and tied fast ; will be found exceedingly convenient
to hold pieces of glass tube, &c. , and prevent them from
falling off the top of the instrument.

68. M Other fancy glass-blowers are in the habit of em-
ploying much thicker wicks than these described, in order

to produce a flame sufficiently powerful for their work, and
which they unquestionably do ; but then it is attended with
a very great waste of tallow, &c ; whereas, in this disposi-

tion of tne wick, nearly the whole of the flame is carrieainlo
the current from the blast, and is usefully employed.

69. " The Editor has lately employed this very useful appa-
ratus, to excite the charcoal fire in his small pumice-stone fur-

nace,by means of the very fineand gentle blast produced from
one of the glass jets ; and the consequence has been, that
the water contained in his portable boiler,* is now heated in

half the time formerly required : and so gentle is the blast of
air, that none of the light ashes of the charcoal are blown
about by it ; and it is now become an exceedingly useful and
cheap substitute for the oil and spirit lamps, in chemical
experiments.
yr70. " His machine is made of tinned copper ; and he has
found that the water keeps constantly fresh in it, and never
requires changing for years together. One singular effect,

however, has been produced thereby, which is, the forme-

rion of a considerable quantity of fine oxide of tin, very fit

for polishing speculums, gold, silver, &c. May not this

discovery be useful in the artsV—Technical Repository.

« See Technical Repository, v. 4, p. 247.

C 2
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71. Dr. Clarke s Gas (or Oxy-hydrogen) Blowpipe.
—This apparatus is represented as fitted up for use,

by fig. 21.— 1, and 2, represent a deal screen, placed
before, 3, a window, in two parts ; 1, being made to

open like a door ; 2, a fixture before 3, the window.
4, a large bladder or silk balloon varnished with a so-

lution of gum caoutchouc, for containing hydrogen

,

and oxygen gases mixed in the proportion in which'
they combine to form water ; that is to say, two parts,

by bulk of hydrogen, and one of oxygen. 5, the
copper reservoir for containing the mixed gases in a
state of compression. 6, The stop-cock of the jet.

7, the flame produced by the mixed gases during
combustion, as propelled from the mouth of the jet.

8, The handle of the piston belonging to the conden-
sing syringe 11 : this piston is on the outside of the
screen, and is intended to be worked by the operator's

assistant during the whole time that an experiment
is taking place; so as to compress a constant supply
of the mixed gases. 9, a deal tray, the bottom of
which may be covered with paper, glass, or metal, as

required for the different experiments. 10, the ex-

tremity of a pair of steel forceps in the position of
holding an assay to the jet. It will be understood,
that, during the time of an experiment, the two
parts of the deal screen, 1 and 2, are shut close, to

prevent any serious effects resulting to the operator

or the looker-on, in case the reservoir were to explode.

—Fig. 25, represents the safety-cylinder for the Gas
Blowpipe invented by Professor Cumming. In the
engraving above described, the safety-cylinder is

seen immediately under 5, in the upper part of the
copper reservoir, where the top of it containing wire
gauze appears ; and where one of the extremities of

linder is seen as when it is taken out of the reservoir.

A, shews the cap containing the wire gauze ; B, the

stop-cock; C, the mouth of the jet; C, D, the vo-

lume of the flame ; E, the interior of the cylinder,
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shewing the height to which it is filled with oil ;

F, a valve, at the bottom of the cylinder, communi-
cating with the gas reservoir in which the mixed
gases undergo compression ; xy y9 a wire gauze over
the valve F.

72. By gradually turning the stop-cock of the jet
belonging to the gas blowpipe, the violence of the
gaseous flame may be diminished or increased at

pleasure ; and, of course, the degree of heat may be
modified : its utmost intensity being afforded when
the stop-cock is quite open.

73. The operation of exhausting the copper reser-

voir 5 of common air, and filling it with condensed
gas by means of the syringe 11, and piston 8, is so

simple as not to need description.

74. During the whole time the jet is burning,
the oil will be heard to play in the cylinder. If the
current be inflamed, and the instrument abandoned
to itself, the jet will go on burning until the expan-
sive force of the atmosphere within the box is no lon-
ger sufficient to propel a stream of gas with the re-
quired rapidity through the tube ; at this time, unless
tne bore of the tube be very fine, the flame will pass
backwards, and fire the gas contained in the upper
part of the cylinder; this having exploded, the
effects will cease ; the gas in the reservoir remain-
ing as before—the wire gauze and the oil preventing
the flame retrograding so far as the body of the
reservoir. When the use of the instrument is re-

gularly required, a fresh portion of gas is condensed
into it, beiore the atmosphere is quite out.

75. Attention should be paid to the quantity of oil

poured into the cylinder : it should cover the gauze,
but not to too great a height.—If there be too much
oil, the agitation caused by the passage of the gas
through it, may cause drops of it to be thrown to the
orifice of the jet, and thereby cause a sputtering in
the flame. Before the apparatus is laid by, the cy-
.linder should be emptied of oil and cleaned.
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76. Goldsworthy Gurneijs Oxy-Hydrogen Blow-
pipe.—The construction of this apparatus resulted

from Mr Gurney's attempts to improve the gas blow-
pipe used by Dr Clarke ; the danger attending the

employing of which, notwithstanding the alterations

of Professor Gumming and others, still remainedsuch
as to deter all but a few bold experimentalists from
the use of it. The various experiments by which
Mr Gurney advanced, step by step, to the object he
he had in view, are detailed in his Lectures on Che-
mistry. We merely present their results. Fig. 22
represent the apparatus complete : a and by is the

safety apparatus of which fig. 23 exhibits a section,

and through which the gas must pass from* the

gasometer dy by the stop-cock c. g is a transferring

Bladder screwed to the stop-cock hy by which the

gasometer is charged by an assistant during its

action, and such a quantity of gas supplied as to keep
up a flame for any requisite length of time. Between
the gasometer and the charging bladder a valve is

placed to prevent a return of the gas. * is a wood
or pasteboard cap, so contrived as to unite lightness

with strength ; this is attached by four strings, ky to

wires, which, passing through holes, /, /, in the table

of the instrument, are fixed to w, a moveable press

board below. When the requisite pressure or weigh

t

is placed on m, the cap i is arawn aown horizontally

and equally on the gasometer d; upon which, the

gas is forced through the water-tube by safety appa-
ratus rt, and out of the jet e, at the end of which it

is burned. If an explosion were to happen in the

gasometer, the cap t would be thrown into the air,

where, from its extent of surface and great lightness,

its progress would be arrested before any mischief

ensued. The gasometer bladder, or silk bag, dy is

tied to a bladder-piece, which screws into a tube
contained in the body of the table of the instrument.

This tube terminates in the stop-cocks, cy and h.

77. 23 is a section of the parts ay by of the prece-
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ding figure enlarged, p is the stop-cock which ad-
mits the gas from the gasometer to the water trough

g, by a tube m, which reaches to the bottom of that

vessel* I is the water with the gas rising through it.

r is a gauge which indicates the proper height of the
water, n is a cork, which, if an explosion happens
on the surface of the water, is thrown up, or which
can be taken out, when water is to be poured into

the trough, i, «, are chambers in the safety-appa-

ratus, intended, by means of the wire gauze parti-

tions, k, to arrest the progress of a retrograde name.
o is the jet, of which various sizes should be provi-

ded, to be used at the will of the operator.

78. Fig. 24 represents Mr Wilkinson's improved
safety-chamber for the above apparatus, which allows
the use of a larger jet, and has thereby increased the
range and utility of the instrument. The cylinder

f, fy is of brass, about three quarters of an inch long
and the same diameter internally, and is filled in the
following order, beginning at the jet end :—Ten lay-

ers of wire gauze, having about 4000 apertures to

the square inch, g ; a layer of asbestus, one-eighth

of an inch thick, h ; ten more layers of wire gauze

g; another layer of asbestus h; twenty layers of
wire gauze g:—the two ends of the cylinder being
concave, in order to afford as large an area as possi-

ble for the passage of the gas from the entrance pipe

the Society of Arts with a large silver medal.
79. Miscellaneous Notices ofBlowpipes.—Although

we do not think it necessary to trouble the reader
with descriptions of any other blowpipes than the

that have been invented, we may nevertheless, by
way of closing this part of the subject, say a few
words respecting certain other contrivances, which
at various times have been brought before the pub-
lic.—1. Mr Rob. Hare of Philadelphia contrived a
hydrostatic blowpipe, capable of using either corn-

preceding, which most useful
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mon air or gas, and possessing considerable power.
It is described in The Philosophical Mag. Vol 14u

—

2. TheAbbeMelograni, of Naples, employed two glass
globes ; one of wnich being half filled with water,

was connected with the other, in such a manner as,

by emptying the water into it, to force out a stream

and Nicholsons Journal vol. 9.—3. Dr Berkenhout
suggested the application of the Irish bagpipe to the

purposes of a blowpipe; this, being filled in the

usual manner, and compressed by the arm, could be
made to produce a blast either strong or weak as

occasion required.—4. A blowpipe, said to be "in-
genious ana useful, but complicated/

1

the invention

of a Mr Haas, is described in Nicholson's Journal
No. 10.—5. In the Bibliotheca Britannica it is stated

that Joseph Hume Esq. M. P. is the inventor of a
blowpipe described in the Philosophical Mag. v. 44.

—6. Brewster's Edinburgh Encyclopedia. (Art. Blow-
pipe) contains descriptions of several blowpipes
differing from those described here, but not seeming
to possess superior qualities. The most remarkable
one, is a mouth blowpipe with two jets, one intended
to be pointed to the flame—the other from it. Most
operators find it quite difficult enough to keep up a
supply of air for one jet; yet the author recommends
this invention as tending to render the labour of
blowing more easy. We confess that we are per-
fectly blind to the merits of this piece of mechanism.
Besides the blowpipes we have mentioned, there
certainly may be others well worthy of notice, but
none such have fallen under our observation.

THE PROPER KIND OF FLAME OR
COMBUSTIBLE.

80. A considerable diversity of opinion exists with
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regard to the material which should be used to pro-
duce the flame for the blowpipe : wax, oil, and tal-

low, have each its champion. Ifa very large flame be
used, it does not easily yield to the blast, and a small
one produces a weak effect. Bergman directs us to

choose a slender candle, either of wax or tallow, with
a cotton wick, which he recommends to be bent,

after snuffing, in the direction in which the flame

most cleanly and convenient, that the candle bemade
of wax, with a wick thicker than ordinary. Children
directs us to take a large wax candle. Gahn used
candles at first, but afterwards rejected them, and
employed a lamp furnished with a large wick and
fed with olive oil. Candles do not always furnish

sufficient heat, and, besides, are subject to this in-

convenience, that the radiant heat from the substance
under examination melts the tallow or wax and oc-

casions them to burn away too fast. Berzelius

tells us, that lamps are by far the best, and that the
best fuel for them is olive oil. A brass cap, fastened

over the top of the lamp, by a screw and a collar of

leather will effectually prevent the escape of any
oil in traveling.—These observations, with the de-

tails given in paragraphs 50—70, respecting the

management of the lamp belonging to Tilley's blow-
pipe, will afford sufficient information on this point.

ON THE METHOD OF BLOWING
THROUGH THE TUBE.

81. As it is absolutelynecessary, says Bergman, that

the air should flow through the orifice in a continued

stream as long as the experiment requires it, the lungs

will be extremely fatigued by this labour, unless a

respiration, equable and uninterrupted, can be con-

tinued at the same time. To proceed in this opera-
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tion without inconvenience, some labour and practice

are necessary. The whole artifice, however, consists

in this, that, while the air is inspired through the
nostrils, that which is contained in the mouth be
forced out throughthe tube by the compression of the
cheeks.—To some persons this is difficult ; but fre-

quent trials will so establish the habit, that a con-
tinued stream of air may be supplied for a quarter of

au hour (Mr more, with little other inconvenience than
that attending the lassitude of the lips which com-
press the tube.

82. To the above directions of Bergman's, it

may not be amiss to add, for the learner's advan-
tage, a proper arrangement of introductory experi-
ments on the art of blowing so as to keep up a conti-

nued blast ; that being a matter of so great impor-
tance. To breathe with advantage to the system
through the nostrils entirely, with the mouth closed,

is the first step to be attained : this seems so ex-
tremely easy, as to be almost unnecessarily mention-
ed ; but it is the duty of the teacher of any art to

begin withthe simplest movement. This being com-
pletely effected, let the learner transfer the air into

his mouth, allowing his cheeks to distend as the air

arrives through the posterior nostrils, and then let

him make two or tnree moderate inspirations and
expirations by the nostrils, without opening the lips

or suffering the air to escape from the mouth ;—this

also is so easy that a very little practice will com-
plete it. Our learner having effected this, let him
introduce between his lips, the mouth-piece of a
blowpipe having a small aperture, and then having
filled his mouth with air, let him allow the same to

be gently expelled through the tube, by the action

of the muscles of the cheeks ; at the same time that

he continues breathing without interruption through
the nostrils. This is done by applying the tongue
to the roof of the mouth, so as to interrupt the com-
munication between the anterior part of the mouth
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and the passage of the nostrils. When the mouth be-
gins to be empty, it is replenished by the lungs in
an instant, while the tongue is withdrawn from the

'

roof of the mouth, and replaced again in the same
manner as in pronouncing the monosyllable tut.

After practising this for a few days, the muscles em-
ployed will be accustomed to this new exertion, and
unless the flame be urged too impetuously, a con-

tinued current may be produced without any extra*

ordinary exhaustion.

83. Even the painful feeling arising to the hps
from a long-continued compression of tne tube, may
be in a great degree obviated by having the mouth-
piece of an oval or flattened, instead of a round
shape. It is easy to give this form to glass ; and,
for the better kinds of blowpipes, mouth-pieces of
this shape can be procured, made either of ivory or
silver.

OP THE BLAST AND FLAME,

84. Having, by the observance of the foregoing di-

rections, accomplished the first object of keeping up a

steady blast, the next to be attained is the power of
producing a good heat and of regulating its intensity.

Suppose you are operating with a candle, which has
the wick snuffed rather short, and a little bent at its

summit from the blast in the manner already direc-

ted, the orifice of the blowpipe is to be held just
above the bent wick, and the air gently and equably
expressed ; so as to be blown;along the horizontal

part of the wick as near as may be without striking

it. At the same time, all casual currents and
draughts of wind are to be carefully avoided, as ren-

dering the flame unsteady, and very materially im-
pairing its strength. Tne above conditions duly
complied with, the flame being forced to one side by

D
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the violence of the blast, exhibits the figure of a\

cone, evidently consisting of two parts, an outer and ^
inner : the internal figure being of a light blue co- .

lour and converging to a point at the distance of

about an inch from the nozzle ; the external figure

is brownish, vague, and indetermined. The most
intense degree of heat is excited at the apex of
the blue flame; the outer flame possesses a much
lower degree of heat than the inner. Fig. 39
exhibits the appearance of the flame of a candle

when acted on by the blowpipe. If the flame be
ragged and irregular, it is a proof that the orifice of
the blowpipe is not round and smooth, and if the

flame have a cavity through it, the aperture of the

pipe is too large. When the fault ot a blowpipe is

known, the remedy is obvious.

85. The following observations are from Berze-
lius :

a As different bodies have different modes of

ignition, and as we are easily deceived by the light

which they emit, we only learn to distinguish the

maximum of heat by practice. To attain this maxi-
mum, we must neither blow too violently nor too

gently ; in the first case, a portion of the flame is

either carried off or extinguished by the impetuosity

of the current ; in the second, the flame flags for

want of a sufficient supply of air. When we wish
to try the fusibility of a body, or to reduce metallic

oxides which have a strong affinity for oxygen, a very
high temperature is necessary. But many operations

require a less intense heat. The most important
point in pyrognostic assays, is the power, easily acqui-

red, of producing at will the phenomena of oxidation

and reduction. The former is so easy, that one
need merely be told how it is to be done, to be able

to do it ; but reduction requires practice, and a cer-

tain knowledgeof the different modes ofconflagration.

86. " To Produce Oxidation—The subject under
trial is heated before the extreme point of the flame,

where all the combustible particles soon become sa-
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turated with oxygen. Too great a degree of heat
must be carefully abstained from. Oxidation goes
on most actively at an incipient red heat. The open-
ins; in the beak of the blowpipe must be larger for

this kind of operation than in other cases.

87. " For Reduction, or Deoxidation—A fine

beak is to be employed, which must not be inserted

too far into the name of the lamp ; by this means we
obtain a brilliant flame, the result of an imperfect

combustion, which is the best adapted for this pur-
pose, although formerly the blue flame was errone-

ously considered the proper one for the reduction
of oxides. The flame must be directed on the assay

so as to surround it equally on all sides, and defend
it from the contact of the air.

88. " A very advantageous mode of acquiring the
art of making a good flame for the purpose of reduc-
tion, is to keep a small grain of tin in a state of
fusion, at a reddish-white heat, on a piece of char-
coal, preserving the metallic brilliancy on its sur-

face. In this experiment, it is easy to learn when
the flame ceases to be a reducing, and becomes an
oxidating one ; for the instant this takes place, the
tendency which tin has to oxidation, occasions it to

lose its metallic brilliancy and become covered with
a crust of oxide. When a small grain of tin can be
easily kept in a state of reduction, the site of the
assay may be increased. The larger the quantity of
tin which he can thus keep in the metallic state at a
high temperature, the more expert is the operator

in nis art."

89. Almost all authors who have written on the blow-
pipe, when they arrived at the part relating to the blast and
the management of the flame, have thought it incumbent
upon them to say something relative to the nature offlame.
Among others, Jtferzelius tells us, that " to produce a good
heat, requires some knowledge of flame, and of its differ-

ent parts," and then he fives an anatomical description of
flame, to which Mr Children has added very long and very
profound notes from Davy and others, to afford " correct
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notions respecting flame." We found all these explana-
tions very tiresome, and think them very useless. In our
opinion, '* correct notions respecting flame," such at least

as can be got at the present time, are not, to the operator
with the blowpipe, worth the trouble of acquiring. If it

was really necessary to be acquainted with the nature of
flame, to be able to produce a good heat with the blowpipe, we
fancy that that instrument would soon return to its original

insignificance : the information we have on the subject is

so little, and that little so wrapped up in the theories, and
disfigured by the contradictory statements, of rival enquir-
ers, as to be very difficult to obtain, and almost useless

when obtained. But happily the practical use of the blow-
pipe does by no means depend upon the operator's opinions

of the composition of flame ; and, therefore, we think it

useless to enter into lengthy disquisitions of a nature fo-
reign to our subject : it is sufficient for the purpose, if the
student learns where the hottest part of the flame is, and
what effect various parts of the flame have upon the assay ;—necessity obliges him to go no farther.

90. The enquiry into the nature of flame, is, however, a
curious speculation, and very singular are certain solutions

of this enigma which have been offered by different " phi-
losophers.' One asserts that flame is opaque, another
declares it to be transparent ; a third is convinced that the
flame is increased by the combustion of the air of the jet,

while a fourth is equally certain, that the blast merely acts

mechanically by battering the flame together. He who
may choose to occupy hinlself with the examination of these
statements, will become farther acquainted with the sub-
ject by applying to the writings of Rumford, Davy, Syin,
Porrett, Gurney, and Berzelius.

APPARATUS USED WITH THE BLOWPIPE.

91. We purpose describing under this head, a

variety ofinstruments, which, ifnot particularly con-

nected with the employment of the blowpipe, are at

least useful in the study of mineralogy. As tne uses of

each will be detailed, the student will be enabledto
select from the whole, those which the extent to
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which he may wish to carry his researches, may
render necessary.

92. The following sentence is from Berzelius: " Order
in the arrangement of the various instruments is very essen-
tial, so that the operator may in a moment lay his hand
upon whatever he may want.'

9 To this passage, which
contains an indisputable truth, Mr Children has affixed the
following note " Here follows a long detailed description,

of a table, with a drawer at each side, and four in front,

divided into moveable compartments of tinned iron, to hold
the various instruments, &c not forgetting a hook with a
towel fixed to the right leg of the table! Next comes an
equally elaborate description of a red morocco case to hold
a traveling blowpipe apparatus. These things are all very
useful, but I cannot agree with my author, that a particu-
lar description of them is necessary. I have, therefore,

omitted them." Not contented with thus turning into bur-
lesque, what, in the opinion of the experienced Berzelius,
was deserving of serious consideration, Mr Children has
another farcical touch in his preface :—" To the author,'

*

says he, M some apology perhaps is necessary, as to certain

liberties I have taken witn the original. In the first place,

I found the description of apparatus so very minute, that

though such may be desirable in Sweden, in England I am
sure it is not wanted, abounding as this country does in

skilful artists, from whom every species of philosophical

apparatus may be had, of the best workmanship and con-

struction. I have, therefore, shortened several of these de-

scriptions, without however omitting any thing essential."

We like the naivete of these passages particularly. Coming
from an English Philosopher, they are equally remarkable
for drollery and modesty. Mr Children opines that a very

minute description of blowpipe apparatus, though useless

in England, may be desirable in Sweden. How strikingly

must every one differ in opinion from Mr C. who knows,
that, for almost all the information we possess respecting

the blowpipe, we are indebted to Sweden ! The use of the

instrument originated in Sweden ; it was improved in Swe-
den ; it was brought to perfection in Sweden. The most
eminent individuals who have used the blowpipe, such as

Swab, Cronstedt, Bergman, Gahn, and Berzelius, were all

of Sweden. While m England—in England we adopt

what in Sweden they invent ! What is indicated by the fact

that Mr Children translated Berzelius's Work on the Blow-
pipe into English ?—What but, that, " ^bounding as this
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eountry does in skilful artists," it was necessary to send to

Sweden for an instructor for them? Yet Mr Children
thinks, that that information which is useful in Sweden is

unnecessary in England—an idea certainly very extraordi-

nary.

93. In our opinion, Mr Children, by mutilating and
omitting BeTzelius's description of apparatus, has very se-

riously diminished the utility of the work ; and in this opi-

nion we are joined by many persons who like us, place a
high and just value upon practical details, and wish the

expurgatea parts had been retained. The fact is, that Mr
Children seems to have thought that all the readers of his

book were to live next door to ** Mr Newman, of Lisle

Street, Leicester Square, who," says he, " makes complete
sets of apparatus for the blowpipe, containing every tning
that the operator can require. ' If Mr C. has need of
any instrument, he can probably procure it from Mr N.
in a few minutes ; but many persons are far differently situ-

ated. We ourselves, for instance, reside fourhundred miles
from Leicester Square, and are ignorant of the existence of
any 44 skilful artist,** by whom we could be supplied with
44 complete sets of instruments for the blowpipe at a less

distance. It is therefore of primary importance to us, that
we should be supplied with descriptions of apparatus so

minute as not to be misunderstood by the merest artificer,

in order that the want of these 44 skilful artists" of whom
Mr C. speaks, may not interrupt our pursuits and frustrate

our projects.

94. Had we translated Berzelius's work, his descriptions
of apparatus would all have been retained, even to the muc
despised " hook with a towel fixed to the right leg of the
table." In matters of this kind, we should have relied

more upon Berzelius's judgment than upon our own ; and
we should have been cautious of praising England for its

proficiency in this art at the expense of Sweden.

1.

—

Proper Supports.

95. By the support is meant the substance or in-
strument which serves to hold the assay (or object
submitted to experiment) to the flame. This must
necessarily be a solid body ; it ought likewise to be
of such a nature, as not to combine chemically with
the substance it supports, and, at the same time,
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should be so refractory, as not to give way under the
heat. The supports m use at present are of two
kinds, combustible and incombustible. The com-
bustible support is charcoal, of which we shall speak
at length presently. The incombustible supports
are Metal, Glass, and Earth ; in the use of all which
one general caution may be given : to make them as

little bulky as possible. The support always abstracts

more or less of the heat ; and if care be not taken,

it may in many cases entirely prevent the flame
producing its proper effect on the assay.

96. The Best Support is Charcoal—It should be a

compact kind, of even texture, free from knots, and
well burnt. Straight pieces should be selected. Char-
coal that is porous, or splits in use, or burns with
smoke or flame, is unfit for the purpose. Bergman
recommended charcoal made of beach or fin Gahn
thought box-wood would yield the best, but never
had an opportunity of trying it. Berzelius denounces
fir as liable to crackle and scintillate, and to scatter the

assay ; and recommends in its stead, that from a
sound, well-grown pine tree, or from the willow.

Children says box-wood fe too good a conductor of

heat, and is apt to split. In nis opinion, the best

charcoal for the use of the blowpipe, is that which is

made from alder, and is employed in England in

the manufacture of coarse gunpowder. Tne char-

coal should be divided by a saw into paralellopipe*

dons four or five inches long for use. Some of the

advantages possessed by charcoal, as a support, are

made near the end of the charcoal, by means of a

slip of plate iron bent longitudinally, to receive the

substance which is to be submitted to examination*

This will prevent those particles which are small

and light from being carried off* by the blast of air.

Charcoal is chiefly employed for supporting metallic

substances, especially fragments of ores intended to

be reduced ; because it attracts the oxygen from the
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metallic oxide, and thereby accelerates its reduction to

the metallic form. A metal thus reducedmay be kept
in fusion on the charcoal, which prevents or retards

its again attracting oxygen. It is also employed for

roasting metallic sulphurets, and arsenical alloys.

Dr Ure, in his abstract of Gahn's experiments, tells

us, that the sides, not the ends; of the fibres must be
used ; otherwise the assay will spread about, and a

round bead will not be formed. But, Berzelius, in

the following passage, apparently gives us directions

quite contrary : " In order to fix the flux to a point

on the surface of the support, one of the ends per-

pendicular to the layers of the wood is to be chosen
for its receptacle, if placed on the section parallel to

the layers, it will spread over the surface. '—If the
piece of charcoal you may be operating with, should
shew a disposition to crack, it must be heated gra-
dually till it ceases to do so, before any assay is

placed upon it. If this is not attended to, but a
strong flame is applied immediately, small pieces will

fly in the face and eyes of the operator, and carry

along with them the matter intended to be assayed.

97. Metallic Supports—In those cases where the
reducing effect of a charcoal support would be in-

jurious, or when the subject under examination is

absorbed by it, a metallic support is to be used.

Bergman recommended a small hemispherical spoon,
made of silver or gold. But, since nis time, vast

improvements have been made in the method of
working platinum, a metal, which, on account of
its high degree of infusibility, the slowness with
which it conducts heat, and its quality of resisting

the action ofmany chemical agents, is much superior

as a support to all other metals, and is now generally
employed. Substances in the metallic state, or those
oxides which are reducible per se before the blow-
pipe, must not be supported on platinum—as the
support and assay would be fused into an alloy.

Charcoal is the proper support in those cases. Pla-
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tinum is also unfit to be used with certain fluxes, as

will be hereafter mentioned. The following para-
graphs describe the different forms in which the
metal is made use of.

98. Platinum Spoon.—Fig. 44 represents a plati-

num spoon. The bowl is hemispherical, made very
thin, and about a quarter of an inch in diameter.

The platinum shank is very short, and is soldered

to a longer one of silver, which fits into a handle of
wood. When a very intense heat is required, the

bowl of the spoon may be adapted to a hole in the

charcoal. In operating, it is proper to direct the
flame of the blowpipe to that part of the spoon which
supports the assay and not to apply it immediately
to the substance itself. The spoon is a support
which is easily managed by the learner, but it is get-

ting into disreputewitn those most versantin theblow-
pipe art. Because, as the quantity of metal neces-
sary to form a spoon, however thin and small it may
be, is such as to absorb a gTeat quantity of the heat
of the jet, its form is objectionable and disadvan-
tageous. Spoons were chiefly used when a mineral
was to be heated with soda ; but, it has been found,
says Bcrzelius, that mineral substances may be heat-
ed with that flux, better on charcoal than on any
other kind of support; so that spoons are become
almost superfluous in experiments with the blowpipe.

99. Platinum Foil—Was first employed by Dr
Wollaston, and has been adopted and approved of
by every other experimentalist. The platinum foil

must be about the thickness of common writing pa-
per, and cut into slips about two inches long and half
an inch wide. This metal is so bad a conductor of
heat, that one of these short slips of foil, may bo
held in the fingers Jby one end, while it is heated
intensely at the other. Berzelius directs us, when
we wish to heat and oxidate at the same time, to

direct the flame against the lower surface of the
foil. Aikin speaks of the use of this support as foU
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lows :
€S For fusible earthy minerals, and for the in-

fusible ones when fluxes are used, leaf platinum will

be found the most convenient ; it may be folded like

paper into any desirable form, and the result of the

experiment may be obtained simply by unfolding
the leaf in which it was wrapped up.*'

100. Platinum Wire.—Berzelius tells us, thatGahn,
being unacquainted with platinum foil, and disliking

spoons, made use of a platinum wire, two inches and
a half long, and hooked at one end ; as represented

by fig. 35. This apparatus, says he, so completely
answers the purpose, as, in many cases, to be prefer-

able both to foil and charcoal. The manner of

using it is as follows The flux is made to adhere
to the hook by moisture, and is fused to a globule

;

the assay is then moistened, made to adhere to the
flux, and heated with it ; by which means an insu-
lated mass is obtained which can be examined very
conveniently. Oxidations, and those reductions in
which the object sought is change of colour, can
also be performed thus. The globule can easily

be detached by a gentle tap against the wire ; ana
may either be cooled suddenly by being thrown on
some cold body, or allowed to cool gradually. The
operator will find it advisable to provide himself
with several of these wires. When he is traveling

where good charcoal can neither be met with, nor
can be conveniently carried, he will find them ex-
tremely useful.

101. Cyanite.—"Saussure,
1
* says Dr Thomson,

" cemented a very minute portion of the mineral to

be examined on the point of a fine splinter of cyanite.

By this contrivance ne was enabled to make his ex-
periments upon very minute particles ; and this ena-
bled him to fuse many bodies formerly considered
as infusible."—" Gyanite," says Berzelius, " is in no
respect preferable to platinum foil, and has the dis-

advantage of being acted on by fluxes."

102. Plates ofMica—may be used in roasting ores,
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wherever it is anticipated, that the reducing effect of

the charcoal would be injurious. This is recommend-
ed by Berzelius.

103. Glass.—M. Dodun, in the Journal Physique,

for July, 1787, recommends a new support of his

invention : it consists of a solid piece of glass, of a
triangular form, two or three inches long, gradually

tapering from its base, the sides of which measure
one third of an inch, to a fine point. He moistens

this point and takes up a minute fragment, or small

Suantity of the powdered matter of the substance to

e examined. With this apparatus he fused many
substances before deemed infusible per se. M. Do-
dun however deceived himself: the fusions which
he considered to be per se, resulted from the opera-

tion of the glass ot the support, which acted as a
flux. Arthur Aikin speaks of the use of glass

supports as follows : " If the mineral to be examined
is of a long or fibrous shape, one end may be cemen-
ted to the top of the glass rod by heating it; and in

this state it may be examined with great conve-
nience."

104. Small Plates of Clay—prepared as directed

below, are found to be a very useful addition to the

blowpipe apparatus. The colours of bodies melted
with borax, &c are shewn to great advantage on
them ; and quantities of matter too minute to be
tried on charcoal, or in the platinum spoon, may on
them be readily examined, either alone, or with
fluxes.

—

Process for forming the Clay Plates—fix-

tend a white refractory clay, by blows with the

hammer, between the folds of a niece of paper, in

the same manner as gold is extended between skins.

Then, the clay and paper together, must be cut with

scissars into pieces about half an inch long, and a

quarter of an inch wide, and afterwards hardened in

the fire in a tobacco pipe.

105. Glass Tubes.—Fig. 39, represents a little ap-

paratus sometimes used by Berzelius, to perform the
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operation of roasting. It consists of a glass tube,

two inches long, one eighth of an inch in diameter,

and open at both ends. The assay is placed in this

tube at a short distance from the end, and is then
exposed to the flame in the manner shewn by the

figure. Volatile substances not permanently gase-

ous, sublime and condense in the upper part of the

tube, whence they may easily be taken and exami-
ned

106. Matrass.—This, which is represented by
fig.36, is used to heat amineral in, which decrepitates;

for ascertaining the presence of water in a mineral

;

or for subliming sulphur, arsenic, or other volatile

bodies. It may be neated by the jet, or held over
the flame of a spirit lamp. Vessels of this descrip-

tion are also very useful for performing various solu-

tions by the aid of heat, to which it is sometimes
necessary to have recourse. Several different sizes

should be kept at hand.
107. Forceps.—"For non-metallic minerals that

are not very fusible/' says Aikin, " the best possible

support is a pair of slender forceps of brass pointed
with platinum." Fig. 42, 43, represent the form of
a pair of forceps described by Berzelius, and by that

competent authority declared to be on the best con-
struction, and to answer their purpose completely, ab,

ab9 are two thin plates of steel, joined in the middle
to an iron plate, e, e> hardened at the ends, a, a, that
they may not be battered when used to detach a
particle for fusion from the mineral to be examined,
and having a piece of platinum, c9 riveted on the
other extremity of each. The platinum points are

made small that they may not carry from the assay
too much of the heat of the jet. They are closed

together by the spring of the steel blades, to which
they are fastened, and are opened by pressing against
the buttons, d, d.

108. Fig. 41, represents the extremities of a
pair of forceps invented by Mr Pepys, and intended
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to be used when a substance is to be examined
which exhibits the phenomena of decrepitation.

This serviceable little instrument differs from com-
mon forceps in having upon the points a pair of he-
mispherical caps like earpicks: any small gem or

substance liable to be dispersed by the application of
heat, can be inserted into this little cavity and exa-
mined very conveniently.

2.

—

Additional Instruments.

109. Hammers.—Berzelius says, two, of hardened
steel, are necessary. One having a polished face for

flattening the grains of reduced metal, the other
having square and very sharp edges for chipping
off small portions from a specimen for examination.
Fig. 46, represents a hammer of the form used by
Bergman. In Phillips's Mineralogy, third edition,

may be seen figures of several sorts of hammers re-

commended by Dr MacCulloch and others, for va-
rious purposes in Mineralogy and Geology. The
hammers made at Sheffield are better steeled, and
finished in a finer manner, than those manufactured
elsewhere.

110. AnviL—Bergmsxirecommended, forthepound-
ing ofores after roasting, a small square steel plate and
the hammer fig. 46, as a sufficient apparatus, the
particles being prevented from being dispersed by
an iron ring, similar to fig. 47, within which the
substance to be broken was to be put. But Berze-
lius says, this iron ring does not answer the purpose,
and is unnecessary ; because the dispersion of the
fragments may be prevented by wrapping the mi-
neral to be crushed in a piece of paper. Instead,

also, of the steel plate, he recommends as most con-

venient for the purpose, a paralellopipedon of

steel, about 3 inches long, 1 inch thick, and 5-4ths

of an inch wide, polished on all its surfaces. The
anvil used by the watch-makers in England, which

E
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is a plate of hardened steel about an inch and a half
square, and l-8th of an inch thick, mounted on a
pieceof wood half an inch thick, and enclosed in a tin

case, makes an anvil exceedingly convenient for the
traveling mineralogist. It is sold by those who sup-
ply artists' tools for about eighteen pence.

111. Pestle and Mortar.—Berzelius recommends
one of agate. The smaller the better. That which
I use, says he, is scarcely two inches in diameter,

and half an inch high on the outside. Its cavity is

5-16ths of an inch less than these dimensions. For
a great many purposes, where the utmost nicety is

not requisite, the small Wedgewood's-ware pestle

and mortar, which is a very cheap article, is highly
convenient. The traces left on the surface of the
mortar by metalliferous substances may be removed
by grinding with pumice stone. Many operators

use a mortar made of steel.

112. Files—are very Useful. Berzelius recom-
mends " a triangular, a flat, and a round or half-

round file." A file made at Sheffield, about six

inches long in the blade, and of the shape represent-

ed by the section fig. 30, we have found very handy.
Files are used to try the hardness of minerals, to cut
glass tubes, and for a variety of other purposes.

113. Knife.—This is one of the most indispensa-

ble articles of the blowpipe apparatus. Like the
file it is employed to try the hardness of minerals,
which is estimated by the greater or less resistance

they oppose to it " The most unexceptionable me-
thod of ascertaining the hardness ofa mineral/' says
Aikin," is the greater or less ease with which it yields

to the point or edge of a knife of hardened steel.

Whereas, the comparative ease and vivacity with
which a mineral gives sparks with steel is a very
equivocal test." The point of the knife is also used
to take up portions of the fluxes, and to knead them
with the pulverised mineral.

114. Magnifying Lens.—In the examination of
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minerals by the blowpipe, the microscope is often in-

dispensable in ascertaining the result. Until we have
examined the object by its means, says Berzelius,

we must be cautious how we decide as to colour

;

for the light which charcoal reflects on small glassy

globules, often produces false appearances which the
microscope corrects. Magellan recommends, " for

the examination of the structure and metallic parts
of ores, a triple magnifier, which, differently com-
bined, produces seven magnifying powers." Berze-
lius prescribes " a microscope with one or two plano-
convex lenses of different powers, which Dr Wol-
laston has shewn is the form best adapted to enlarge
the field of distinct vision." When a microscope
of the latter description cannot conveniently be pro-
cured, a common pocket magnifying glass, with one
or two good convex lenses, will be found very con-
venient. It is proper to examine a mineral with
the glass as well before assaying as after ; to be en-
abled to separate more easily the different parts of
it, should it be of a heterogeneous nature.

115. A Dropping Tube.—This is a neat contri-

vance of Dr WoUaston's, for dropping water. It

consists of a glass tube with a fine orifice, passing

through a cork fitted in the neck of a bottle half

filled with water. The tube may be bent at a right

angle, about an inch from the orifice. By holding the
bottle in the hand, the application of the warmth
dilates the air contained in it, and thereby slowly

expels the water. There is another contrivance for

dropping water, which is a narrow glass tube about
six inches long, with a bulb about an inch in dia-

meter blown near the upper end of it, and having
its lower end drawn out to a capillary point. The
manner of using this is as follows:—while the lower

end is immersed in water, the bulb is filled by the

action of the mouth applied to the upper extremity.

The latter is then closed by the finger, and the wa-t

ter remains suspended in the tube, until, by cau-
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tiously removing the finger, it is expelled in drops.

The dropping tube is used to wash filters, and pre-

cipitates in general ; it is also convenient for wash-
ing the charcoal powder from the grains of reduced
metal, in some experiments.

116. Electrometer.—" Electricity," says Aikin,
" is a (mineralogical) character of but small im-
portance. It serves indeed to point out the Tour-
maline and other pyro-electric minerals, and is con-

nected with some curious and important crystallo-

graphical facts ; it must not therefore be entirely

neglected." We determine the existence of this

curious property in a mineral, by means of a little

instrument which consists of an upright glass stem
four or five inches long, fixed in a wooden foot, and
having suspended from its upper end, half an inch
of which is bent at a right angle, a very small piece

of gold paper, by means of a thread of silk. This
instrument is generally called an electrometer, some-
times, more properly, an electroscope. When we
wish to ascertain the electricity of a substance, we
first charge the gold paper, either positively by
touching it with an excited glass tube, or negatively

by means of an excited stick of sealing wax. The
gold paper will then be attracted by a substance
possessing a different kind of electricity, or repelled

by a body having the same kind as itself. Minerals
which become electric by heat, previously to their

being presented to the electroscope, are held to the
flame of a candle by means of a forceps having a
handle of glass. The Tourmaline when operated
upon in this manner is found to possess two distinct

electric poles, one positive, the other negative

;

which poles, upon the minerals becoming cold, are

reversed. Fig. 48, represents an electroscope con-
trived by Hairy. It is better adapted for traveling
than the simple instrument above described, a b is

a needle of brass, terminated at each extremity by
a ball of the same metal, and moving very easily on
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a pivot at the centre, c is the metallic base of the
instrument, d is an insulating plate of resin or
glass. When a mineral is to be tried, it is neces-
sary, in the first case, to communicate a certain kind
of electricity to the instrument, which is done as

follows :—Having excited a tube of glass, or a stick

of sealing wax, place a finger on c, the metallic base
of the electrometer, and then bring the excited body
(represented by e) within a small distance of one of

the balls of the needle. When the needle is suffi-

ciently electrified, first withdraw the finger, and
then remove the glass tube or sealing wax. If
now, a mineral, excited either by friction or heat, be
presented to the needle, attraction or repulsion will

ensue ; and, the electricity of the needle being
known, that of the mineral is determined with ease.

117. Magnetic Apparatus.—« Few minerals in
their native state," says Aikin, " affect the magne-
tic needle, but a considerable number do so after

being subjected to the action of the blowpipe. This
character distinguishes pretty accurately the ores of
iron from other substances." Fig. 40, represents the
magnetic needle of Hatty. The pivot and stand c,

fig. 48, serve as a common support to this and the
electric needle. When the magnetic needle is sus-

pended on the point so as to turn freely, it takes its

position in the magnetic meridian, and is prepared
to indicate the presence of iron in any substance

substances attract either end of the magnet to which
they are presented ; but some ores of iron possess

polarity, that is to say, the power of attracting one
and repelling the other of tne poles.

118. The quantity of iron contained in some mi-
nerals is so small, as only to be rendered perceptible

by a particular mode of management. This con-
sists in placing the needle in such a manner as to

cause it to obey very readily the weakest attraction.

We do this, by making the north pole of a needle,

£ 3
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A, fig. 49, point either to the east or west, by means
of the attraction of a stronger magnet, B ; tne latter

being so placed as to possess a power just sufficient

to keep the needle in the position required. If then,
any substance containing iron, the mineral actinolite

for example, be presented to the needle, the test will

be found extremely delicate. Berzelius warns us to

take care in this experiment, not to communicate, in

handling it, any electricity to the mineral examined*
since it would act on the needle as a magnetic power.

119. Addition to the Table Lamp Furnace.—Fig.
38 represents a small vice, intended to slide up and
down the pillar of a lamp furnace or retort stand.

m is the opening for the pillar, k the screw by
which it is fixed. The mouth t, receives the trian-

gle, fig. 37, and is tightened by the screw, /. This
triangle is jointed at a and dy in order that it may be
folded for the convenience of travelers. It is made
of strong iron plate, and the length of its sides is

2^ inches. Tne sides be and bay contain each four
small holes, intended to receive the ends of wires
bent at right angles ; so that the large triangle can
be divided into four smaller ones. This apparatus
is intended to support over the flame of a lamp such
articles as small porcelain capsules, watch glasses,

crucibles, and matrasses ; with minerals and solu-

tions required to be heated.
120. Miscellaneous Articles recommended by Ber-

zelius and others.—A small pair of scissors. A pair
of small tongs to hold crucibles, &c. when heated
by the spirit lamp. A touchstone, and some assay
needles, made of alloys of gold of different stand-
ards, for trying the purity of gold. A polished
blood stone, on which metallic substances which have
been reduced but not fused, may be rubbed, to a*,

certain if they possess metallic" brillianey. Strong
cutting pliers for detaching small portions for assay
from mineral specimens. A pa of common brass
forceps, such as fig. 50, for handling minute por-
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tions of minerals to be examined, and to take out
the small buttons or globules of reduced metal from
the fluxes when hot. Fig. 45, represents a small
instrument, made of thick brass wire, bent and flat-

tened at the ends, very useful for holding a watch
glass, with any solution or substance to be heated,
over the flame of a lamp. An assortment of small
glass tubes, for making test tubes, matrasses, blow-
pipes, dropping tubes, and similar apparatus. A

m

metal, if it be gold, the marks will not be corroded

by nitric acid.

121. A Tray—to catch the particles that may fall

from the support during an experiment, and prevent
our losing an assay with whicfi we have been a good
while occupied, is indispensable. We have already

alluded to the use of this in paragraphs 67 and 71.

The tray may be made of iron, not tinned, with a
border about an inch high, and having its bottom
covered with a piece of thick white paper. Those
who travel will find a white earthenware dish a good
substitute for a tray. To avoid confounding the

assay with other matters, it must be emptied after

every experiment.

OF THE PREPARATION OF AN ASSAY
FOR EXAMINATION BY THE BLOWPIPE.

192. By the term ASSAY,wemean simply the small

piece of mineral, or other substance, submitted to

the blowpipe for examination. This use of the word
originated with Berzelius : its brevity renders it con-

venient. We have thought it proper to give this

explanation here, because we may probably employ,

in the course of this work, the word assay as a verb,

and, after the old custom, speak of " assaying " a
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mineral. We do not apprehend, however, that any
obscurity will hence arise, if the distinction is borne
iu mind.

123. Preliminary Operations—External Characters,
—When a mineral substance is to be tried, we are
not to begin immediately with the blowpipe ; some
preliminary experiments are first to be made by
which those in the fire may afterwards* be directed.

For instance, a stone is not always homogeneous,
or of the same substance throughout, although it

may appear to the eye to be so. A magnifying glass

is therefore necessary to discover the heterogeneous
particles, if there be any ; and these ought to be
separated, and every part tried by itself, that the
effects of two different things, examined together,

may not be attributed to one alone. This might
happen with some ofthe finer mica, which are found
mixed with particles of quartz so small as scarcely

to be perceived by the eye. Trap, calcareous spar,

and felspar, are also found mixed together.

124. It is also proper to try the substance by the
electrometer, and to ascertain if it be acted upon by
the magnet : because the Electricity and Magnetism
of a mineral are sometimes sufficient to mark it so
distinctly as to render chemical operations unneces-
sary. A reference to our preceding page will explain
how both of these properties are to be tried.

125. Another thing which should also be well at-

tended to, is the specific gravity of a mineral, which
forms one of its most distinguishing characters. We
have not thought it proper however to give any direc-

tions for ascertaining the specific gravity of minerals;
because our business is chiefly with the internal or
chemical, and not with the external or oryctognostic
characters. Still it is right that we should remind
the student of the propriety of examining a mineral
of whose nature he is ignorant, in the first place, by
means of the external characters ; since, in many
cases, these alone are sufficient to determine with
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accuracy the nature of the substance which is the
subject of enquiry. But when the indications of
the external characters do not {jive the information
which is sought for, then it is necessary to have
recourse to the action of chemical tests ; and here
it is that the blowpipe, assisted by the action of
fluxes, in the manner which will be presently de-
scribed, becomes so very useful. By removing
doubts, destroying uncertainties, and developing a
variety of characteristic phenomena, it so far ex-
plains the general nature of a mineral, that the dis-

covery of its name and place in a system, becomes
extremely easy.

126. But, supposing the student to have selected

a piece of a mineral apparently homogeneous, and
that the external characters, such as form, colour,

hardness, specific gravity, &c. are insufficient to

point out its name, a circumstance which will very
frequently occur to a young mineralogist, the next
thing to be attended to, if it is intended to try the
mineral by the blowpipe, instead of submitting it to

analysis in the humid way, is
m

127. The Proper Size of the Assay.—If the learner

who wishes for instruction on this point, looks to

the latest work published on the Blowpipe, (that

by Mr Mawe,) he will learn that €< the piece of mi-
neral to be examined should not in general be larger

than a peppercorn." Dr. lire's Chemical Dic-
tionary gives the same information ; and a host of
other writers on Chemistry and Mineralogy, also

describe the requisite quantity to be " the size of
a peppercorn." Bercman, however, with whom
the specification of tnis bulk originated, observes
that occasionally smaller portions must be operated

upon ; while, on the other hand, Von Engestrom
says, * f a piece of about an eighth part of an inch

square is reckoned of a moderate size and fittest

for experiment." There must have been some ma-
gic in the term peppercorn, to induce writers to make
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such use of it; otherwise they would never have
employed it so often to denote the size of an assay
which could not be generally operated upon. It
may be pretty safely asserted that no correct or
extended set of experiments on minerals with the
blowpipe, was ever made on pieces nearly so large ;
and that no person, using the blowpipe for the first

time, on an assay of that size, unless he fell on a
very fusible substance, would be able to make any
impression on it. It is probable that the failure

of many persons who have attempted in vain to use
the blowpipe, has resulted from their following the
rule of assaying pieces " in general not larger than
a peppercorn." Nothing can be more evident, than
that, if the piece be large, a part of it is necessarily

out of the focus of the flame, which is but a small
point ; and must tend to cool, not only the support,
but thepart of the assay immersed in the blue apex
of the name. The consequence of which is, tnat
the heat, as it is excited, is carried off; and the
operator is exhausted before the assay is in the
least affected. The following observations by
Aikin, and Berzelius, give more proper ideas on
this point than are commonly met with.—"With
regard to the magnitude of the specimens (of mine-
rals) required for examination, says Aikin, "no
very precise rule can be given: the most fusible,

such as some of the metallic ores, may be as large
as a small poa, while the more refractory of the
earthy minerals should scarcely exceed the bulk ofa
pin's head." "The morsel/* says Berzelius, "is
large enough, ifwe can distinctlysee the effects produ-
ced on it. And we are more likely to fail in our object

by using too large, rather than too small a piece. The
pieces recommended by Von Engestrom and Berg*
man are many times too large. A piece of the size
of a large grain of mustard seed is almost always
sufficient. Even if we could succeed in applying
an adequate heat to so considerable a bulk as a pep-
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percorn, after all, we can judge of the colour and
fusibility, just as well with a smaller piece, which
requires neither so strong nor so long a blast."

128. Of the Figure of the Assay.—The figure

of the small piece which we break from a stone

for examination is of little consequence ; but it

ought to be broken as thin as possible, at least

at the edges ; for then, the fire having more in-

fluence upon the subject, the experiment will be
more quickly made. This is particularly necessary

to be observed where those minerals are to be assay-

ed which are difficultly fusible ; because they may
thus be readily brought into fusion, at least at their

edges, whereas, if the piece had been thick, this

would have been difficult.

—

Engestrbm.
129. When the assay can only be obtained in

small grains, Berzelius recommends them to be
placed on charcoal, notwithstanding their liability

to be dispersed by the jet. But when it is possible,

it is best to select, or to strike from the specimen by
the hammer, a very thin scale, or pointed or lamel-

lar morsel, which can be held by the forceps or on the

glass rod. And as such a fragment has generally a

{krint or edge very thin or transparent, it is easy to

earn, by exposing this to the flame, whether the as*,

say be rusible or not. Accordingly as this edge or
point retains its sharpness, becomes rounded, or

melts, the assay is relatively fusible or infusible.

It is proper to examine the edge after exposure to

the flame by the microscope.

130. Certain substances which are very pulveru-
lent, or difficultly ftisible, are best examined by
being made into a paste, of which a small portion is

baked on the charcoal by the jet into a cake and
then examined as directed in the preceding para-

graph. Dr. Clarke used olive oil to make nis mi-

nerals into a paste with, but Berzelius recommend*
6imply a drop of water.
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OF CERTAIN OPERATIONS PERFORMED
WITH THE BLOWPIPE.

131. Of the Operation termed Roasting.—This
consists in exposing metallic sulphurets, and other
minerals containing (or supposed to contain,) vo-
latile matter, to such a degree of heat as is sufficient

to expel the sulphur or whatever the volatile body
may be. In blowpipe operations, the mineral is ex-
posed to the flame on charcoal, in the matrass (106),
in the tube (105), or on a plate of mica (102); plati-

num foil, being liable to be acted on by the assay,

is not used for this purpose. According to Berzelius>
the figure of an assay intended to be roasted should
be lamellar, and it is of importance to heat it gently,
and avoid fusion. When sulphur is suspected to

be contained in a mineral, but cannot be perceived
on account of the pungency of the odour of some
other body, or when the quantity ofsulphur present
is very small, it may be rendered evident by placing
in the upper part of the open tube (105) in which
the assay is roasting, a piece of paper tinged with
infusion of brazil wood, the bleaching of which will

be effected by a portion of sulphur quite insensible

to the smell. It must be remembered, that, unless
the sulphur contained in an ore be completely ex-
pelled by roasting, the application of fluxes will be
perfectly unavailing ; for, if the smallest portion
of that substance be left, the assay will be so affected

thereby, that it cannot possibly lead to any satisfac-

tory results. And with respect to another order of
minerals,—Berzelius says, it is of more importance to

expel all the arsenic from an alloy, than the sul-

phur from a sulphuret ; as metals containing arsenic

are reduced with still greater difficulty than those

combined with sulphur.

132. Of Cupellation.—Bone ashes made into a
kind of earthen support, are used for extemporane-
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ous cupellation. The bulk of the cupel must be
sufficient to absorb the litharge and other impuri-
ties, which it is the object of this process to sepa-

rate from the fine metal,—Take a small quantity of
bone ashes reduced to a very fine powder, and, with
the point of a knife, knead it in the left hand, with
the addition of a little soda, into a thick paste.

With this, fill a hole made in a piece of charcoal,

and press its surface smooth. Then dry it by gent-
ly heating it with the blowpipe. The assay, hav-
ing been previously fused with lead, is now to be
placed in the middle of the little cupel, and the
whole to be heated by the exterior flame. At the
end of the operation, the precious metal (gold or
silver) will be found on the surface of the cupel.

The preceding directions are by Aikin and Berze-
lius, the latter of whom adds, that this experiment
is so delicate that grains of silver of a considerable

size, may thus be extracted from the lead of com-
merce.

133. The manner of Operating on Substances which
exhibit the Phenomenon of Decrepitation.—Some mi-
nerals are very difficult to be kept steady upon the

charcoal during the experiment, before thejr become
red hot ; because, as soon as the flame begins to act

upon them, they split asunder with violence, and
are dispersed. This phenomenon is called decrepita-

tion, and it is owing to the unequal expansion of
the laminae of bodies which are imperfect conduc-
tors of heat. Many minerals upon the application

of heat, fly asunder at their natural fissures, and
thereby develope their true cleavages. Decrepita-
tion ceases when the substance has been once heat-

ed red. In order to prevent the inconvenience
arising from it, it is best to begin by heating the

body as slowly as possible. First of all, the char-

coal should be heated at the place where the assay

is to be laid; which being then put on, a little

crackling will ensue, but commonly of no great
F
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consequence. The flame is then to be blown very
gradually towards the assay ; in the beginning, not
directly upon, but somewhat above it; and then it

is to be approached, nearer and nearer, until the sub-
stance becomes red hot ; when all the danger is

over. This will do for the most part ; but there are
nevertheless some minerals which, notwithstanding
all these precautious, it is almost impossible to keep
on the charcoal. Thus, says Engestrom, from whom
this account of decrepitation is chiefly taken, the
Fluors are generally the most difficult ; while, as
one of their principal characters is discovered by
their effects in the fire per se, they necessarily ought
to be tried that way. On which account, it is best
to bind two flat pieces of charcoal together, cutting

a channel along the under side of the uppermost
iece, and making a cavity in the bottom piece, un-
er the middle of the channel, to contain the matter

to be examined. The flame may then be darted
into the channel between the two pieces of charcoal,

and the substance, which may be considered to be
in a closed furnace, will thus be violently heated.—
As the fluor, however, will split and fly about not-
withstanding this contrivance, a larger piece must be
taken than that directed under the head size of the

assay, in order to have at least something of it left.

Very small, brittle, and powdery substances, which
are apt to be carried away from the charcoal by the
current of flame, may be secured in the manner
above-described, as though they were liable to de-
crepitate.

134. But if the experiment is to be made upon a
stone whose effects one does not want to see in the

fire per se, but rather to ascertain its habitudes with
fluxes, then a piece of it ought to be forced down into

melted borax, wherein some part of it will always
remain, notwithstanding that its cracking will cause
the greater part of it to fly away.

135. Bergman treated decrepitating substances
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in the way described above by Engerstrom : he also

used a glass tube and a spoon with a cover. Berze-
lius recommends the matrass represented by fig. 36.

Pepys invented for this purpose the forceps, fig. 41.

Wollaston wraps the substance in platinum foil.

Gurney holds decrepitating bodies to the gas blow-
pipe in a tube of platinum.

136. Of the Operation called Flaming.—Alkaline
earths, yttria, gfucina, zircon, the oxides of cerium,
columbmm, and titanium, and some other bodies,

form clear glasses with borax, which, although pre-
serving their transparency while cooling, become,
upon beine slightly heated by the exterior flame,

opaque and milk-white—or, if heated by an inter-

mitting flame, acquire a colour. In these cases,

however, the flux must be saturated with the assay.

Bodies containing silica, alumina, the oxides of iron,

manganese, &c. are not affected thus by flaming,
except the proportion of those substances is exceed-
ingly small.

—

Berzelius.

GENERAL METHOD OF OPERATING
WITH THE BLOWPIPE.

137. Accordingly as the assay is exposed to the
outer or the inner flame, on charcoal or on metal, with
fluxes or without, it presents numerous and varied
phenomena,—the whole of which being carefully

noted, form, collectively, the result of the trial to

which the substance has been submitted. Where-
fore, it is indispensable that not the minutest cir-

cumstance be left unattended to; for, if a single

phenomenon be left unnoticed, the result will be
deficient and inaccurate ; and its description may be
such as to suit, not the substance examined, but
some totally different one. Moreover, unless this

accuracy of observation, and precision of description,
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be well attended to, the detection of elements whose
presence.was not expected will be extremely rare;
and, although this art is capable of being greatly
improved and extended, yet tne careless operator can
neither be expected to promote its general utility,

nor derive from it any personal advantage. We
trust, therefore, that the young analyst will bear
constantly in mind the necessity of observing, with
the utmost exactness, whatever occurs during a pro-
cess with the blowpipe.

138. When an assay has been properly prepared for
experiment, according to the directions given in the

Ereceding pages, it is, in the first place, to be gently
eated,alone, in the matrass (106), toascertainifitpro-

duce certain phenomena, which are capable ofbeing
developed at a low temperature. We have thrown the
descriptions of these phenomena into a sort of table,

which we think will be found useful by the student
when he takes up the blowpipe to operate.

139. A MINERAL, in the MATRASS, ALONE,

May, or may not,

A—Give off Water.

Remarks.—1. Sometimes, during decrepi-

tation, a substance gives off butlittle wa-
ter ; but, when it has nearly attained a red

heat, (the point at which decrepitation

ceases,) affords a pretty large quantity.—2.

Most hydrates retain their water with con-

siderable force.—3. It is necessary to ob-

serve the effect which the water, disengaged

by a mineral, has in changing the colour of

testpapers.

B

—

Change Colour,

i. Wholly,
ii. Partially.
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Remark.—Some minerals become spotted.

This is owing to their containing particles

which are unalterable by the heat.

C—Decrepitate,

i. Slightly,

ii. Violently.

D

—

Give off Volatile Matter,

Which may be
i. Arsenic, known by an odour resembling that

of garlic.

ii. Sulphur, known by the odour of sulphurous
acid gas, produced by burning brimstone.

iii. Selenium, Known by a very strong and dis-

agreeable odour, resembling that of decayed
horse-radish.

iv. Mercury, whose peculiarity of appearance is

too well known to need description.

Remarks.—1. Particular attention is to be
paid to the Colour, Form, and Consistence
of the substance which remains after the
operation.—2. The matrass, which is used
to separate volatile combustibles from the
assay by sublimation, must have a small
body, or be a glass tube closed at one end

;

since, were it large enough to allow the air

to circulate in it, the disengaged volatile

substances might be inflamed.

14«0. Having noted down such of the above phe-
nomena as the substance examined has developed, it

is next to be tried, alone, upon charcoal, before the

blowpipeJiame, to ascertain what its habitudes may
be in that respect. The experiment is always to be-
gin by directing upon the assay, jfirst, the exterior

flame, and, when the effects which that produces

have been observed, then, the interior blue flame.
" Particular care must be taken to observe whether

r 3
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the matter decrepitates, splits, swells, liquefies, boib,
vegetates, changes colour, smokes, is inflamed, be-
comes oily, or magnetic, &c."

—

Bergman. ^
These

phenomena, and their various gradations, form so

many useful characters employed by the analy-

tical mineralogist in discovering and distinguish-

ing the various species of mineral compounds.

—

The number of these phenomena is greatly increased,

and the manner of tneir developement is infinitely

varied, by the use of substances termed fluxes ; but,

as we have not yet treated of the nature of those

bodies, we must, in this place, confine ourselves prin-

cipally to the observation of such characters as are

yielded by minerals tried in the heat of the flame

alone, or, as it is technically termed, per se. The
principle which induced us to give a tabular view

of the effects produced by exposing a mineral to heat

in a matrass, actuates us in giving here a similar ta-

ble of the phenomena developed by a substance in

circumstances quite different.

141. A MINERAL, ON CHARCOAL, ALONE,
EXPOSED TO THE BLOWPIPE FLAME,

May, or may not,

A—Give off Volatile Matter,

After having been gently heated.

Remark.—The presence of volatile matter

is ascertained by holding the assay to the

nose immediately upon taking it from the

flame : its nature is indicated by the cha-

racters described at par. 139, D.

B

—

Develope the Odour of Sulphury

C Develope the Odour of Selenium^

After roasting by exposure to the oxidating flame.
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D

—

Develope the Odour of Arsenic,

After roasting by exposure to the reducing flame.

Remark.—The oxidating flame, says Ber-
zelius, renders the odour of sulphur and
selenium more sensible, the reducing flame
that of arsenic : whence the distinction here
made.

E

—

Decrepitate,

i. Slightly,

ii. Violently.

F

—

Become Magnetic after Roasting,

G

—

Fuse,

i. Wholly,
ii. Partially,

iii. Quickly,
iv. Slowly,
v. Assuming a thick pasty appearance,
vi. Assuming the appearance of a liquid.

H

—

Intumesce, or Bubble-up,

i. Slightly,

ii. Violently.

I

—

Effervesce, or Sputter,

i. Slightly,

ii. Violently.

Remark.—Effervescence, according to Dr
Ure, is occasioned by the liberation of some
species of gas; to which cause Berzelius at-
tributes Intumescence also. He owns, how-
ever, that these phenomena require investi-
gation. But, in the meantime, they afford
characters by which to distinguish sub-
stances thatm other respects are alike.
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K

—

Volatilize, or throw off Fumes,

i. Slight,

ii. Copious,
iii. White,
iv. Coloured,

Which either

a Leave a remainder,

b Leave no remainder,
c Condense in a pulverulent form on the sup-

port,

d Do not condense in a pulverulent form on
the support.

Remark.—The production of the metallic

oxides in fine powder, upon the support,
during the experiments, is owing to the
combustion of the metals at the instant of
their revival ; as, also, is the tinge of the
coloured flames by which the same are ac-

companied.

L

—

Colour the Flame of the Jet.

M

—

Burn,

i. With a Flame,
ii. Without a Flame.

Remark.—When with a flame, the colour

is to be noticed.

N —Change its Colour,

i. Once,
ii. More than Once.

Remarks.—1. Very remarkable changes of
colour are produced, when fluxes are used.

A curious example will be given, when we
come to speak of the fluxes, in which oxide

of manganese will be exhibited as changing

its colour repeatedly during the course of

one experiment.—2. The colour acquired,
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and its intensity, are to be carefully ob-
served ; also, at what period of the process
the change takes place.—3. As the colour
produced is one 01 the most certain indica-
tions of the nature and proportions of the
metallic matter contained in the assay, this
point must be well attended to.

O

—

Be Absorbed by the Support.

Remark.—This sometimes takes place after
fusion; but, in most cases, by a continuance
of the flame, the substance is pumped up,
and made to appear again on the surface of
the charcoal.

P

—

Fuse, but will yield a Result,

Which may be
i A Bead of Metal,

ii. Ashes or Powder,
iii. A Glassy Globule

—

a Transparent, wholly, partially, or not at all,

b Filled more or less with air bubbles,
c Perfectly colourless,

d Tinged to a greater or less degree with some
colour,

e Homogeneous,

f Heterogeneous

—

iv. A White Enamel,
a Smooth,
b Having the appearance of a frit,

c Homogeneous,
d Heterogeneous.

Remarks.—1. It is to be noticed, whether
a glass which^appears dull be really opaque,
or is rendered apparently so by the air-

bubbles it contains.—2. It is also to be ob-
served, whether the appearance which a
glassy globule has when hot, continues dur-
ing ma after cooling; or, if any and what
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change takes place.—3. Another thing to

be observed is, whether a substance which
has once undergone fusion, continues fusi-

ble, or has become incapable of it.

General Observations.—In all the preced-

ing cases, it is necessary to notice, whether
the phenomena are produced by the interior

or the exterior flame ; and whether upoa
the immediate application of the flame, or

after having for some time resisted its ac-

tion. It is also necessary to notice the or-

der in which the different phenomena are

developed; which will rarely be the same
as that in which they are here described.

Often, indeed, several characteristics are

exhibited at the same time, and it requires

a quick eye, and close attention, to observe

and distinguish them.

OF FLUXES AND RE-AGENTS.

142. When we have observed the alteration which
the assay is made toundergoby themereactionofheat,
it is then necessary to examine what farther change
takes place, when it is subjected to other trials with
the addition of fluxes,—which are substances of
such importance in this art, that it is necessary to

speak of them somewhat in detail.

1.

—

The Nature and Uses of Fluxes.

143. The termJlux is applied in chemistry to those

substances, which, when added to metallic ores, and
other mineral bodies, assist their fusion upon expo-
sure to the action of fire. Thus, either potass or
soda, pure or carbouated, is capable of forming a
fusible compound with all siliceous minerals ; as is
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borax with such as are aluminous. Fluxes, in short,

act upon refractory substances in the dry way, in
the same manner that fluids act upon solids in the
humid way ; but their action is not uniformly the
same—in some cases it is mechanical, in others che-
mical. Sometimes the acid which is attached to a
metallic oxide, and prevents its reduction to the me-
tallic state, is separated by the superior affinity of
the alkaline or earthy base of the salt which is used
as a flux. In other cases, metallic oxides, which
strongly retain their oxygen, are reduced to the

metallic state by being fused with inflammable bo-
dies which combine with the oxygen, and sometimes
carry it off in the state of gas.

144. In both these cases, the flux is to be consi-

dered as acting chemically. But as, in the reduction

of a metal, it might frequently be divided into mi-
nute particles, wnich it would be very difficult to

collect, it is advisable to have some substance pre-
sent, capable of being easily melted* and of allowing
the metallic particles to subside through it, so that
they may conglomerate and form a single button,
instead of presenting themselves ill scattered grains.

Here, then, it is requisite to have a flux which shall

act mechanically.
145. The habitudes of minerals with the fluxes,

afford much useful information respecting their na-
ture. Thus, siliceous stones never melt alone, but,

with borax and soda, form a glass : gold imparts to

borax, phosphate of soda, and boracic acid, a ruby
colour: silver tinges those fluxes orange colour:

copper produces, with the same fluxes, a blueish

green pearl : iron tinges them green : tin produces a
whitish opaque enamel: antimony affords a hya-
cinth-coloured glass, partly flies off in white fumes,
and deposits a white powder on the support : arsenic

diffuses white fumes when heated on charcoal, and
produces an odour like that of garlic : cobalt stains

a large quantity of borax intensely blue, pud forms
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with it a blue glass : oxide of manganese has the sin-*

gular property, under certain circumstances, of re-*

peatedly changing its colour, as may be shewn in the
following manner:

—

146. Melt a small quantity of phosphate of
soda, or glass of borax, with the blowpipe flame,

upon a piece of charcoal, and add to it a very
small portion of black oxide of manganese, melt the
mixture together by the inner blue |lame, and the

globule will assume a violet or purple colour. Then
fuse it again, and keep it in a melted state for a
longer time, the result of which will be, that the
violet colour will vanish. This being effected,

melt the colourless globule by the exterior flame of
the blowpipe, and the purple colour will re-appear

;

but becomes, as before, again destroyed by a longer
continuance of the heat. The smallest particle of
nitre, laid upon the globule, also immediately re-

stores the red colour. If the globule, when colour-
less, be melted in a silver spoon, or on an iron plate,

or any metallic support, instead of being on the char-
coal, the violet colour returns, and will not be again
removed by any continuance of the heat, so long as
it remains on tne metallic support.

—

Accum, Chemi-
cal Tests.

147. Someminerals, such as dioptase, if treated with
fluxes, without having been previously heated red
hot, dissolve with effervescence, which is occasioned
by the disengagement of carbonic acid or water ;
whereas, were they heated before being added to die
flux, no such effect would ensue. This is mentioned
for the purpose of shewing the necessity of paying
attention to all the steps of a process, and suffering
nothing to pass unnoticed.

2.

—

Of Tests, or Re-agents.
»

148. " When, in an analytical pursuit, the object
of inquiry is—What are the elementary parts of a
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certain compound?—we expose that compound, un-
der particular circumstances, to the action of certain

bodies or powers, which it is expected will chemi-
cally act upon it ; and which, when they do, produce
changes so obvious to the senses, as to enable, us to

decide whether the compound does, or does not, con-
tain the principles which it was suspected to con-
tain. [Thus, in experiments performed in the humid
way, if we suspect a liquid to contain iron, we add
to it a few drops of an infusion of galls ; upon which,
if iron is present, a dark purple precipitate will be
formed. In similar circumstances, if a solution of
prussiate of potass is used instead of the infusion of
galls, a precipitate of a brilliant blue colour will be
the result* And it will be seen in our experiments,
that nitrate of cobalt has a remarkable effect upon
substances which contain alumina or magnesia.]]
The bodies or powers, which produce these changes
are called tests or re-agents ; the proper application

of which constitutes the chief part of the proceed-
ing called chemical analysis/ —Chemical Recfea~
Hons.

149. With the exception of heat, electricity, mag-
netism, and the action of the fluxes, very little use
is made of chemical tests by the operator with the
blowpipe, excepting, which is a very advisable mode
of procedure, he combines experiments ill the humid
.way with the processes which arepeculiar to his own
art. In many cases, the use of the blowpipe., on ac-

count of the quickness of its action, and tne certainty

of the indications it produces, is superior to any other
kind of analytical operation ; but, in other cases, it is

useless, and recourse to an experiment in the wet way
is indispensable. In former times, the operators by
Jire and by water were fierce rivals, and mutual des-

pisers of each other's plans ; but, philosophers of

the present day have perceived, that each mode of

proceeding has its advantages, and accordingly they

neglect neither, but occasionally make use of both.
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3. Individual Characters of the Fluxes
and Re-Agents.

150. Having given a concise account of the gene-
ral properties of these agents, we proceed now to

state their individual peculiarities, and to describe

the method of obtaining them in that high state of
purity, in which it is necessary to make use of them,
to ensure accuracy in our experiments.

151. The most useful fluxes for the blowpipe are

the following :

—

1. Borate of Soda, commonly called borax,

3. Sub-Carbonate of Soda,
3. Microcosmic Salt ; a compound of phos-

phoric acid, soda, and ammonia; termed
by Berzelius, Salt of Phosphorus.

These three substances were employed by Cron-
stedt, and have been used bv every operator from
his time to the present. And it is not a little sin-

gular, as Berzelius has remarked, that, in the infan-
cy of the art, the best aids to it should at once have
been hit upon ; yet, so it is, and amid the multitude
of substances which have been tried since the above
were first made use of, there is not one that is pre-
ferable, or even equal, to either of these in its pe-
culiar province. For particular purposes, several
other mixes have indeed been invented ; but, though
-it is necessary to have these at hand for occasional
use, they are of but little importance, and are Hot at
all to be compared, in respect of utility, with those
named above.

159. For the sake of brevity, when we come to
describe experiments, these three fluxes will be called
simply borax, soda, and mic. salt

153. These substances are to be kept, ready pul-
verised, in small phials, and when used, a sufficient

quantity for an experiment may be taken up by the
point of a small knife, previously moistened by the
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mouth to make the powder adhere to it. It is then to

be applied to the palm of the left hand, and kneaded,
so as to form it into a coherent mass, with the addi-
tion of a drop of water if required. If the assay is

in a pulverulent form, it may be kneaded in the hand
with the flux ; but if it be in the form of a spangle or
grain, the flux is first placed on the charcoal, and by
means of the flame, gradually applied, is heated till

it melts into a clear bead. The substance which is

to be examined is immediately to be placed in the
melted flux, and is then ready to be submitted to

the action of the blowpipe.

i

Borax,

154. This excellent flux, is of the greatest service

in analyses by the blowpipe. Its use is founded
upon the tendency of its component parts to enter
into composition with mineral bodies by fusion, and
form various kinds of double salts. " Each of its

principles/' says Bergman, "is separately fusible,

and each dissolves a great number of other matters/*
The whole of the compounds it forms are more or

less fusible, and form glassy globules, the nature of

the colour, and the degree of the transparency of
which, afford indications whereby we can judge of
the nature of the substances which have been sub-
mitted to experiment.

155. To obtain pure Borax.—Gahn found that in
fusing borax of commerce with soda on charcoal,,

till the two salts were absorbed, there was frequently
obtained a white metal, which was probably derived
from the vessels in which the borax nad been prepar-
ed from tincal. Borax is also often adulterated with
alum and with fused muriate of soda. To get rid

of the " white metal," Berzelius informs us, it is

merely necessary that the borax should be dissolved

and crystallized afresh. The presence of the other

two foreign bodies may be detected thus Dissolve
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the borax in water, and saturate its excess of alkali
with nitric acid. To a portion of this saturated solu-
tion, add nitrate ofbarytes : if alum be present, a pre-
cipitate of sulphate or barytes will be formed. To
another portion, add nitrate of silver : if muriate of
soda be present, muriate of silver will be precipitated.

Chaptal found the simplest method of purifying the
borax of commerce to consist in boiling it strongly,

and for a long time, with water ; this forms a so-

lution which by evaporation affords pure crystals.

156. The way to keep Boraxfor Experiments with
the Blowpipe,—is either in the state of small crystals

of the size required for an assay, or in powder, in
which case, as we have before mentioned, it is taken
up by the moistened point of the knife. .

<€ Crystal-
lized borax," says Bergman, " exposed to the flame
upon charcoal, at first becomes opaque, white, and
wonderfully intumescent; it throws out branches,
and various protuberances ; but, when the water is
expelled, it is easily collected into a mass, which,
when well fused, yields a colourless spherule, that
retains its transparency even after cooling."—" Some
operators," we may add from Berzelius, " fuse it, to

Set rid of its water of crystallization, and thus avoid
be intumescence which precedes the fusion of the

crystals on the charcoal. This were a very good
precaution, but that the borax soon recovers its wa-
ter of crystallization, and swells up before the blow-*
pipe as at first, though in a rather less degree. Ial-
ways use my borax uncalcined ; for the intumescence
is a slight inconvenience, and it is easy to melt the
mass into a globule."

157. The number ofsubstances, the fusion or solu-
tion of which we effect by means of borax, is very
considerable, as will at once be seen on a reference

to the experiments in the following pages. The
chief distinctive characters obtained by treating a
mineral with this flux, are the following : the degree
of its solubility

> and whether it be effected quickly
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or slowljr, with effervescence or without ; the colour

communicated to the glass ; the' alteration which
takes placewith regard to transparency ; and whether ,

the globule becomes opaque by flaming isee 136).
Of the minutiae which are to be observed when a
mineral is fused with this or any other flux we shall

presently give a tabular view ; so that we need not
enter into particulars here.—With respect to the form
of the mineral to be examined with borax, it is bet-
ter, Berzelius tell us, to begin by attempting the so-

lution of a spangle rather tnan ofpowder.

Soda*

158. In the employment of soda as a flux before
the blowpipe, we have two principal objects in view.—The first is, to ascertain whether bodies combined
with it are fusible or infusible : the second, to effect

the reduction ofmetallic oxides with greater readiness*
—" In both of these respects," says Berzelius, " it is

one of the most indispensable re-agents." Speak-
ing, also, in another place, of the reductioi11 oi me-
tallic oxides by means of soda, Berzelius remarks,
" This mode of assaying, by which we often disco-

ver portions of reducible metal so minute as to es-

cape detection by the best analyses made in the moist
way, is, in my opinion, the most important discovery
that Gahn ever made in the science of the blow-
pipe."

rl59. To obtain Soda.—There are two distinct

compounds of carbonic acid and soda ; the one con-
taining precisely half as much carbonic acid as the
other. We may use indifferently either the one or
the other for the blowpipe ; but the first, or sub-car-
bonate is generally preferred. " This," as we are

told by Gahn, "must be free from all impurity,

and especially from sulphuric acid, as this will be
decomposed, and sulphuret of soda will be formed,

which will dissolve die metals we wish to/reduce,
o 2
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"

and produce a bead of coloured glass with substances
that would otherwise give a colourless one/* But
the barilla, or soda of commerce (which is a sub-car-
bonate) is almost always in a state of impurity. Fre-
quently it contains sulphate of soda and carbonate of
potass, and is scarcely ever found free from muriate
of soda. Klaproth's mode of obtaining this salt per-
fectly pure, is as follows :—Dissolve common sub-
carbonate of soda in water, and saturate this solution

with nitric acid, taking care that the acid is a little

in excess. Then separate the sulphuric acid by ni-
trate of barytes, and the muriatic acid by nitrate

of silver. The fluid thus purified, which is nitrate of
soda, must be evaporated to dryness, fused, and de-
composed by detonation with charcoal. The residue,

is to be lixiviated, and the solution to be set to crys-
tallize, when the sub-carbonate of soda will be pro-
duced. If the salt be adulterated with potass, tartaric

acid will form a precipitate in a pretty strong solution
of it.—Thefollowingsimple process will give sub-car-
bonate of soda in a state of sufficient purity for all

purposes but those of great nicety. Dissolve the
salt which is obtained from the druggists, in a small
portion of water, and filter the solution ; this clears

it from the admixture of earthy bodies. Slowly
evaporate the filtered solution by a slow heat ; very-

small crystals of muriate of soda will form on the
surface, and must be skimmed off. When these
cease to appear, the solution may be suffered to cool,

and the purified sub-carbonate of soda will crystal-

lize.—The salt is to be reduced to fine powder for
use. If we ignite it previously, we get rid of its

water of crystallization, and render it less bulky

;

but then, there is this inconvenience produced:
When we touch it with a wet knife, the moisture
gradually communicates to the whole mass, and
causes it to cohere in coarse lumps.

160. OF the Fusion of Bodies with Soda.—When
an assay is exposed to tne blowpipe mixed with this
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flux, it commonly happens that the soda sinks into
the charcoal the instant it is melted. " Soda,'

1
says

Gahn, " will not form a bead upon charcoal, but
with a certain degree of heat will be absorbed.
When, therefore, a substance is to be fused with
soda, this flux must be added in very small portions,

and a very moderate heat used at first, by which
means a combination will take place, and the soda
will not be absorbed." But if too large a quantity
of soda has been added at first, and it has conse-

quently been absorbed, this does not prevent its

action on the assay , for if it be fusible with the
soda, and the heat be continued, the flux ispuraped up
again, the assay effervesces on the surface, its edges
are gradually rounded, a combination ensues, and
the whole is transformed into a fluid glassy globule.

An assay which may be decomposed by soda, but is

not capable of fusion therewith, may be observed to

swell up slowly and change its appearance without
fusion. 8ome minerals are fusible with soda, in

powder, but not in any other form ; others, combine
readily with very small portions of soda, melt with
difficulty if more be added, and are absolutely

infusible with a larger quantity. Again, "If we
take too little soda," says feerzelius, " a part of the
matter remains solid, and the rest forms a trans-

parent vitreous covering around it ; if we take too

much, the glassy globule becomes opaque on cooling."

From these examples, we see the necessity, ere we
pronounce on the infusibility of any substance with
soda before the blowpipe, to try a mixture of the
mineral and flux, in different proportions.—This
flux is particularly adapted to the solution of silice-

ous minerals.

161. Sometimes the glass formed with soda, ac-

quires, as it cools, a deep yellow or hyacinth red

colour. When this happens, the mineral or the

soda contains sulphur or sulphuric acid. If it takes
*

place with every glass which is formed by the same
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soda, it is a proof that the flux contains sulphate of
soda, in which case it must be rejected. But if the
discolouration takes place only in particular in-
stances, it is then the assay that contains sulphur
or sulphuric acid.

162. Reduction ofMetallic Oxides by meansofSoda.—This subject is treated of by Gahn, in the article

referred to at paragraph 9, and by Berzelius, in his
work on the blowpipe. The following information
is derived from these two sources.

163. If a small portion of oxide of tin be exposed
to the blowpipe, on charcoal, a skilful operator may
produce from it a small grain of metallic tin ; but
if a little soda be added, the reduction is easily

effected, and so completely, that, if the oxide be
Sire, it is wholly converted into reguline tin. Soda,

erefore, manifestly favours the reduction ; although
we are ignorant of its precise mode of action. But
if the metallic oxide contain a foreign body, incapa-
ble of being reduced, the reduction of the former
often becomes in consequence more difficult- Hence
arises a question of considerable importance,—How
are we to discover that an assay, consisting chiefly of
substances that are irreducible, contains a reducible
metal? and if it does, how can we prove it?—The
following simple solution of this, problem, was dis-

covered by Gahn.
164. The glass bead, formed after the manner al-

ready pointed out, is to be kept in a state of fusion on
the charcoal as long as it remains on the surface, and
is not absorbed ; in order that the metallic particles

may be collected into a globule. A little more soda
is then to be added, stod the blast renewed and con-
tinued till the whole mass is absorbed by the char-

coal. During this operation, as strong a heat as pos-

sible must be produced, by directing the reducing
flame, so as entirely to cover the surface of the fused
mass. The spot where the absorption takes place, is

to be strongly ignited by a tube with a small aperture.
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By this means, the portion of metal which previously
escaped reduction, will now be brought to a metallic
state. This done, the charcoal is to be extinguished
by a drop or two of cold water, and that part contain-
ing the absorbed matter is to be taken out with a
knife, and ground to a very fine powder, with distil-
led water, in a crystal or agate mortar. This powder is

then to be washed with water to free it from the soda,
which will be dissolved, and from the charcoal, which,
forming its lightest part, will float on the water, and
may be poured off. The dropping tube is made use of
for the washing. In this process, we must particu-
larly attend to three things. First, to take every par-
ticle of the assay out of the charcoal, and be cautious
that nothing is lost in conveying it to the mortar.
Secondly, to grind the carbonaceous mass to an im-
palpable powder. Thirdly, to decant the water,
loaded with supernatant charcoal, with the greatest
care and gentleness ; so that the heavier metallic
particles be not disturbed and carried off. The grind-
ing and washing are to be repeated till every atom of
the charcoal is got rid off ; since the smallest re-
maining portion would confuse the examination of
the assay, either by concealing the little metallic
spangles, or by exhibiting itself a pseudo-metallic
lustre sufficient to deceive an inexperienced eye.

165. When the whole of the charcoal is removed,
the substance which remains behind may be exa-
mined. We must not be content with looking at
the result with the naked eye, but must inspect it

carefully by the microscope, and examine its rela-
tions both to reflected and transmitted light. If the
assay contained no metallic substance, nothing will
remain in the mortar after the last washing. But if it

contained a portion of reducible metal, be it ever so
small, it will certainly be found at the bottom of the
1nortar—if fusible and malleable, in the state of
little brilliant leaves ; if infusible and brittle, in the
state of powder. In either case, the bottom of the
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mortar will exhibit metalliferous traces. The flat-

tening of malleable metals transforms an impercepti-

ble particle into a round shining disc of sensible dia-

meter. Thus we may detect, by the blowpipe, in an
assay of the common magnitude, a portion of tin

forming but the two hundredth part of its bulk. Of
copper, even the slightest traces may be discovered.

Most of the metals may be reduced by this process.

166. If an assay contains 8 or 10 per cent, of me-
tal, its reduction is always effected at the first trial

;

but as its proportion decreases, the operation neces-
sarily becomes more difficult. The learner should

ing a substance containing copper, and making se-

veral experiments of reduction with it ; mixing it

every time with a larger proportion of matter contain-
ing no copper : the metallic standard thus diminishes
with every fresh experiment, and when such a pro-
portion is arrived at, that the reduction of the copper
is not effected by a first operation, the experiment
must be repeated till it is successful. By exercising
himself in different trials of this sort, ne will soon
become expert in such operations, which only require
a little practice and address.

167. Also called Microcosmic Salt, Salt of Phospho-
rus, and Phosphate of Soda and Ammonia.—Dr Ure
tells us, that this compound isbest procured by mixing
equal parts of the phosphate of soda and phosphate of
ammonia in solution, and then crystallizing. A faint
excess ofammonia is useful in the solution. Berzelius
instructs us as follows : To procure this salt, dissolve

16 parts of sal-ammoniac in a very small quantity of
boiling water, and add 100 parts of crystallized phos-
phate of soda; liquefy the whole together by neat,
and filter the mixture while boiling hot ; the double
salt will crystallize as it cools. If raic. salt fused

Mic. Salt.
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before the blowpipe be not pure, it produces a glass

which becomes opaque on cooling. In which case,

it must be re-dissolved in a very small portion of
boiling water, and crystallized afresh.

168. Mic. Salt maybe kept for use, either in pow-
der, or in crystals, which are generally of a conve-
nient size for experiment. Exposed to the flame of
the blowpipe on charcoal, it intumesces considerably,

and continues boiling, with a crackling noise, until

the water and ammonia have flown off. It is now
converted into acid phosphate of soda, which fuses

without agitation, and produces a pellucid spherule.

Its use as a re-agent rests on the action of its free

phosphoric acid, which seizes with avidity on the
bases of the assays, and forms with them double salts;

all of which are more or less fusible, and give useful

indications, withrespect to their nature, in the colour,

and the degree of transparency which they possess.

This salt, therefore, exhibits the action of acias on the
assays, and is more particularly applicable to the exa-
mination of the metallic oxides, whose characteristic

colours it developes much better than borax. More-
over, die clear globule which is formed when the

flux is first melted, continues soft much longer than
that formed by borax, and therefore is more fit for

the addition of the matter which is to be dissolved.

169. Having given a pretty-detailed account of the
fluxes which are most generally used, we can but
briefly notice the remaining substances. Indeed it

is unnecessary to speak of them at any great length,

as the use of most of them is very limited.

170. Solution of Cobalt.—This is nitrate of cobalt

dissolved in water, and somewhat concentrated. It

must be perfectly pure ; and especially free from al-

kali. It is a test for alumina and magnesia ; pro-
ducing with the former, after violent ignition, a fine

blue colour, with the latter, a pale rose red. This
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re-agent operates even in the presence of silica.

—

An assay which is absorbent is moistened with the
solution, and heated strongly, but not fused: if it

contains alumina, it becomes blue, if it contains
magnesia, it becomes red. Mark, that, the assay
is not to be fused; only heated strongly. The
reason of this is, that minerals which contain lime
or alkali, without alumina, also become blue with
solution of cobalt, when they are fused, but not till

then ; whereas, alumina produces a blue colour by
heat alone, without fusion.—Hard stones are ground
with water in the agate mortar till reduced to a pap.
A drop of which is laid on the charcoal, and a drop
of the solution of cobalt is added to it ; the mixture
is then exposed to the blowpipe, and gradually heated
to redness. If the mass, when baked to a cake,
loosens from the charcoal, it may be held by the for-

ceps. When it has been heated bright red, it must
be left till it is completely cold, and the colour must
be examined by day-light. We owe this test to the
experiments of Gahn.—It is proper to remark, that

the presence of a metal in the assay, or, ofan alkali in

the solution, destroys the action of the test.

171. Saltpetre.—This is used to complete the oxi-

dation of substances which have partly resisted the
action of the exterior flame. Tne point of a long
thin crystal is plunged into an assay while it is hot
and liquid.

172. Vitrified Boracic Acid.—Kept in coarse pow-
der. Used to detect phosphoric acid in minerals.

17S. Gypsum and Fluor-spar.—Kept well dried.

Used only to detect each other. A piece of the
former with a rather smaller piece of the latter, fuse

togetherbefore theblowpipe into a transparent colour-

less bead, which assumes the appearance of an ena-

mel when cold. In other proportions they fuse, but
not perfectly.

174. Tin, "Employed in the state of foil, cut
into slips, and closely rolled up« Its use is to pro-
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mote reduction in the highest degree in the fused
vitreous compounds/' Berzelius. When the end
of the roll is dipped into a fused globule, the tin

acts by absorbing oxygen from the assay.

175. Iron, in the state of harpsichord wire, is

employed to precipitate copper, lead, nickel, and an-
timony, and to separate them from sulphur or fixed

acids. It is dipped into a fused assay, and the blow-
pipe directed upon it, when it becomes covered with
the reduced metal.

176. Silica, in a . state of purity, forms a fusible

glass with soda, which serves to detect the presence
of sulphur or sulphuric add.

177. Oxide of Copper is used to detect the presence
of muriatic acid.

178. Test Papers, respectively tinged with tincture

of litmus, brazil wood, and turmeric, are useful re-

agents in a variety of cases.

179. We have now described the whole of the
fluxes which are generally used in analyses by the

blowpipe, and have detailed at length their indivi-

Titthe subject by intrc

phenomena which minerals, when heated with fluxes,

on charcoal, before the blowvipe, usually develope.

The analyst will probably nnd this to be of con-
siderable service ; as it will show him, at one view,
what he has principally to attend to, when he takes

up the instrument to operate.
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86 PHENOMENA DEVELOPED BY MINERALS,

180. A MINERAL, ON CHARCOAL, WITH
EITHER OF THE FLUXES,

EXPOSED TO THE BLOWPIPE FLAME,

May, or may not,

A

—

Fuse,

i. Wholly,
ii. Partially,

iii. Quickly,

iv. Slowly,

v. Assuming a thick pasty appearance,

vi. Assuming the appearance of a liquid.

Remakk.—When an assay only partly

fuses, notice the appearance of that portion

which remains uncomhined, and what be-
comes of it. Sometimes, an assay is merely
corroded on the surface ; in other cases, it

is divided into powder. The residue of
some minerals which partially fuse with

fluxes, is a sort of skeleton of silica. This
is especially the case when siliceous mine-
rals are fused with mic. salt : a glass is

formed, which on cooling is sometimes

opaque, sometimes transparent, and a silica

skeleton remains unfused.

B

—

Intumesce,

i. Slightly,

ii. Violently.

C

—

Effervesce,

i. Slightly,

ii. Violently.

Remark.—Observe whether the Intumes-

cence or Effervescence occurs before fusion

or after.
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D

—

Become more Transparent, or

Become less Transparent.

Remark.—The degree of the alteration in

the transparency of a mineral, and the
period of the process when the phenomena
occurs, must t>e noticed. Some minerals
hefore the blowpipe, change from opaque to

transparent, others from transparent to

opaque ; while a considerable number pre-

serve their original character, whether of
opacity or transparency.

E

—

Change the Colour of the Flux.

Remarks.—1. Very remarkable changes in

the colour of fluxes is produced by heating
them with different minerals. Indeed,
this is one of the most important of the
pyrognostic characters. Paragraph 146,
exhibits a curious and instructive example
of the mutual action of borax and a metal-
lic oxide. 2. Not only the colour acquired

by a flux, and the degree of its intensity,

but the period of the process at which the

change takes place must be noticed. 3.

When a change takes place more than
once, every successive tinge must be parti-

cularized, and it must be noticed whether
the alteration occurs in the exterior flame
or the interior. 4. Sometimes the colour

of the fused assay is so intense that the

glass appears opaque. Gahn recommends,
in this case, that the glass be broken, and a
part of it mixed and fused with more of the

flux, until the colour becomes more pure

and distinct. Berzelius says, we may
ascertain its transparency by holding the

globule, in a certain direction, opposite the

flame of the lamp, when we may distin-
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88 PHENOMENA DEVELOPED BY MINERALS,

guish, even in broad day-light, the reversed

image of the flame painted on the glass, in

the colour of the latter. The bead while
soft may be flattened between the claws of
the instrument represented by figure 32,

previously heated ; or it may be drawn out
into a fine thread. 5. As the colour pro-

duced, is one of the most certain indications

of the nature and proportions of the me-
tallic matter contained in an assay, this

point must be well attended to.

F

—

Detonate.

Remark.—A slight Detonation sometimes
takes place, on charcoal, before the blow-
pipe, especially when Nitrates are operated
upon.

G

—

Be Absorbed by the Support.

Remark.—This generally happens when
soda is used, at the early part of the pro-
cess. See paragraph 160, where the me-
thod of treating minerals with soda is de-
tailed.—Sometimes the liquid glass formed
by the fused flux and assay is absorbed by
the charcoal, leaving the metallic portion of
the substance under examination, upon its

surface, reduced. The method of separat-
ing the assay from the charcoal when
absorbed, especially in experiments of re-
duction, is minutely detailed in paragraphs
162-6.

H

—

Impart a Colour to the Flame.

Remark.—Sometimes an assay gives a
colour to the flame when heated with one
flux, but does not do so with another. The
difference in such a case is to be noticed.
The property of giving a colour to flame

L.
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4

is characteristic of some minerals. See
Barytes and Strontian in the experiments
which follow.

I

—

Fuse, but will yield a Result,

Which may be

i. A Bead of Metal.

Remark.—The nature of the metal is to be
judged of from the individual characters of
the metals. The method of separating

very minute particles of metal from parti-

cles of flux and charcoal is detailed at

paragraph 164.

ii. Ashes or Powder,
iii. A Glassy Globule—

a Transparent, wholly, partially, or not at all,

b Filled more or less with air bubbles,
c Perfectly colourless,

d Tinged to a greater or less degree with some
colour,

e Homogeneous,
/Heterogeneous.

Remarks.—1. It is to be noticed, whether
a glass which appears dull be really opaque,
or is rendered apparently so by the air bub-
bles it contains, or by the diffusion of re-

duced particles of metal through its mass.
—2. It is also to be noticed, whether the
appearance which a glassy globule has
when hot, continues during, and after
cooling; or, if any and what change takes

place.—3. Another thing to be observed
is, whether a substance which has once
undergone fusion, continues fusible, with
or without more flux, or has become
incapable of it—4. The degree of the

transparency of a glass frequently depends
h 2
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90 PHENOMENA DEVELOPED BY MINERALS;

upon the relative proportions of the assay
and the flux. Each of the fluxes can only
dissolve and comhine with a portion of a
mineral, proportionate to its own bulk.
Soda is very easily affected by a different

quantity. See the account of that flux.

—

5. When borax is the flux used, it is of
importance to know what effect Flaming
(136.) has on the globule.

iv. A White Enamel,
a Smooth,
b Having the appearance of a frit,

c Homogeneous,
d Heterogeneous.

General Observations.—1. In all the preceding
cases, it is necessary to notice, whether the phe-
nomena are produced by the interior or the exterior
flame ; and whether upon the immediate application
of the flame, or after naving for some time resisted
its action. It is also necessary to notice the order
in which the different phenomena are developed

;

which will rarely be the same as that in whkh they
are here described. Often, indeed, several charac-
teristics are exhibited at the same time, and it re-
quires a quick eye, and close attention, to observe
and distinguish them.—2. As the nature of the pro-
ducts vary neatly, as may easily be imagined,
according to the properties oi the fluxes which enter
into combination with them, particular observation
must be made of the appearances produced in an as-
say by different fluxes, with each of which a separate
piece of the mineral must be tried.—3. Be cautious
in the use of Fluxes, of suspending the blast too

soon, as their action upon some minerals is so slow
and gradual that to produce the full effect, they often
take some time. Do not therefore speedily get out of
patience, and erroneously declare a substance to be
infusible, which has not been fairly tried.—4. Ob-
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serve the variety of the phenomena produced hy
adding the flux in small successive portions ; the ad-
ditions to continue till the assay is fully saturated.

By proceeding thus, phenomena are often produced
which would not otherwise he made manifest.—5.

By an habitual use of the blowpipe in the examina-
tion of minerals, a number of fluxes might perhaps
be found out, capable of producing effects different

from thesealready in use ; whereby distinct characters

might be discovered for these mineral bodies which
now either show ambiguous ones, or can scarcely be
tried at all with the blowpipe.—6. An abundance of
examples, illustrative of the above phenomena, are

exhibited by the mineral characteristics in the fol-

lowing pages.

The General Principles explained in the preced-

ing pages, shall now be applied to exemplify the use
of tne blowpipe in Chemistry and Mineralogy.

i
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A SUMMARY VIEW OF THE SIMPLE

BODIES, AND PRINCIPAL CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS, WHICH ENTER INTO

THE COMPOSITION OF MINERALS,
AND OF THE PHENOMENA WHICH
THEY PRESENT, WHEN EXPOSED TO
THE ACTION OF THE BLOWPIPE.

181. Before the student proceeds to the examina-
tion of minerals, he must become acquainted with
the nature and habitudes of mineral constituents,
otherwise he will be continually perplexed by the
developement of the various phenomena. It is in-
tended, therefore, to furnish nim, in the present di-
vision of this work, with the necessary information
on this point In the first place, we shall give a
short account of the Simple or Elementary Bodies,
and of the most important Chemical Compounds,
which enter into the composition of Minerals. We
shall then state the relative proportions in which
these occur in the Mineral Kingdom- And, lastly,
we shall describe the Phenomena which they pre-
sent, when exposed to the action of the Blowpipe.
But, let us not be misunderstood. It is not our
purpose to investigate the general chemical proper-
ties of those bodies ; with those the student is sup-
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posed to be already acquainted. What we intend to

do, is, to shew in what state, in what abundance, and
in what minerals they are found ; and to describe

the methods by which they are most easily detected

and most accurately discriminated. A clear and
comprehensive view will be thus afforded of the re-

lation that Mineralogy bears to Chemistry ; and the
student will be furnished with a mass of information
that will prove of the utmost utility when he enters

upon the examination of minerals.

bodies of the succeeding two classes; with which
bodies they combine, and thereby form substances
that are totally different in their properties from the
substances of which they are composed :

—

1. Oxygen I 3. Iodine

2. Chlorine | 4». Fluorine.

CLASS SECOND.

Bodies of a non-metallic nature, but inflammable or

acidifiable :

—

CLASS THIRD.

Inflammable substances of a metallic nature ;—

This is the most numerous class of Simple Bodies ; the
individuals of which it is composed being in number
fbrty-three. They combine with nearly all the ten

bodies named above ; but the most important com-

182. TABLE OF SIMPLE BODIES.

5. Hydrogen
6. Nitrogen

7. Carbon
8. Boron
9. Sulphur

10. Phosphorus

-Fixed and Infusible Solids*

Fusible and Volatile Solids.

Gaseous Bodies.
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m . * m w
pounds into which they enter, are the substances formed
by their combination with oxygen.—The following list

exhibits the metals arranged in the order of their per-
fectibility. Those at the head of the list are scarcely
at all affected by the power of oxygen. But as we
progressively descend, the influence of that beautiful
element progressively increases ; so that, among those
near the bottom, it exercises an almost despotic sway,
which the magic pile of Volta, directed by the genius of
Davy, can only suspend for a season. The emancipa-
ted metal soon relapses under the dominion of oxygen.
—In an annexed column is detailed the nature of the
products formed by a combination with oxygen.

11.

12.

IS.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Platinum

Gold
Silver

Palladium

Mercury
Copper Ordinary

Iron Metallic

t; Oxides, or

_
Am

, Neutral
Lead Salifiable

Nickel Bases.

Cadmium
Zinc

Bismuth
Antimony
Manganese
Cobalt

Tellurium

Arsenic

Chromium
Molybdenum Adds.

Tungstenum
Columbium
Selenium

Metallic
Oxides,
iwt much

34. Osmium
35. Rhodium
36. Iridium

37. Uranium
38. Titanium known.
39. Cerium
40. Wodanium

41. Potassium

42. Sodium dlkalics.

43. Lithium

44. Calcium
45. Barium
46. Strontium

47. Magnesium
48. Yttrium
49. Glucinum
50. Aluminum
51. Thorinum
52. Zirconium
53. Silicium

EarUis*
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183. All the bodies enumerated above, with the single

exception of Iodine, enter into the composition of minerals.
But it is necessary to observe, that theproportions in which
they do so are remarkably different ; as some of them occur
in die greatest abundance, and others are exceedingly rare.

' Another singular thing is, that the substances which are

found in the largest quantities are not those which occur in

a simple state. Oxygen, for instance, which constitutes

about 50 per cent of the rocks which form the chief part of
the crust of the globe, has never been obtained in a state of

* purity ; while palladium, an element of the greatest rarity,

is found in no other state than its original one, that of a
metal. However, it is seldom that any of the £Iementary
bodies occur in an uncombined state ; indeed, of all the

above-named fifty-three, it is only the twelve following that

ever do so, and even these but in very small quantities

Carbon—found pure only in the diamond.
Sulphur—found pure near volcanoes.

The metals Gold, Silver, Platinum, Palladium,
Mercury, Copper, Iron, Antimony, Bismuth,
Arsenic.

184. But although the simple bodies are generally found
in a state of combination one with another, the substances
they compose are not so complex, as, from the number and
the relative abundance of the elements* one might be led
to suppose. Few mineral species contain more than five

or six elementary constituent parts, and many species only
two or three. Some of the elements have no affinity for

each other, are never found together, and cannot by any
possibility be made to combine. And in all other bodies,
which are not mechanical mixtures but chemical combina-
tions, the ingredients or elements of which they are com-
posed, are always found in certain unvarying and definite

proportions.

185. There is a certain class of chemical bodies called
Binary Compounds, which are substances composed
each of two elementary bodies combined in proportions
which are well known and invariable. The earths and
alkalies, substances which enter so largely into the compo-
sition of minerals, are all binary compounds, each being
composed of two elementary bodies combined together.

Now in the analysis of a mineral, it is only necessary for

the chemist to ascertain the nature and proportions of the
binary bodies which compose it, to learn what would be the
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precise result if the analysis was carried to completion.
For example,

186. If common gypsum or sulphate of lime is analysed,
its binary compounds are found to be lime, sulphuric acid,
and water, and these are farther found to exist in gypsum
in the following proportions :

—

Lime 327
Sulphuric Acid 46.3

Water 21.

100

Here we have three substances, which, although commonly
called the elements of gypsum, are not, accurately speak-
ing, elementary bodies at all : lime consisting of oxygen and
calcium ; sulphuric acid of oxygen and sulphur ; and water
of oxygen and hydrogen : So that, were we to obtain the
real elementary parts of gypsum, we should have calcium,
sulphur, hydrogen, and sulphur. But it is unnecessary, and
indeed in many cases impossible, to carry the analysis of a
mineral to such an extremity. For all common purposes,
it is sufficient to know the binary products of a substance

;

because, as the nature and proportions of the elements of
these are already known, the results of an ultimate ana-
lysis can be obtained by the easier process of calculation.

187. The Binary Compounds that most frequently occur
in the Mineral Kingdom are the following:—I. The
Earths (334), 2. The Fixed Alkalies (327), 3. Ordinary
Metallic Oxides (204, 306), 4. Alloys (205), 5. Acids
(258, 357), 6. Sulphurets (199--202), 7- Carburets (196)
The whole of these are described in the paragraphs which
are referred to by the figures within the parentheses.

188. Besides the binary compounds above mentioned,
which are those of most frequent occurrence in the mineral
kingdom, there are others, that occur much seldomer, but
which it is necessary to be acquainted with. For instance,
ammonia, which is a compound ofhydrogen and nitrogen, and
common salt, which in a dry state is composed of chlorine
and sodium, are both binary compounds occuring in mine-
rals.

189. The substances which are composed of three

elementary bodies (and there are many such in the mineral
kingdom) are called Ternary Compounds. This class

of bodies is a very extensive one, and comprises substances
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of considerable importance. Most of the substances termed
salts are ternary compounds.

>

Oxygen.
190. This substance is so abundant a principle in

many of the oldest and most bulky masses forming
the crust of the globe, that it should probably be
considered as the commonest and most plentiful of
the mineral elements. It is necessary to mention

i, the most abundant of all mineral substances,
oxygen forms 50 per cent; of alumina, 47 ; of lime,
28 ; of magnesia, 40 ; of potass, 17 ; of soda, 25 ; of
water, 89 ; to which it may be added, that it occurs
in various proportions as an ingredient of nearly all

the metallic ores. Carbonate of lime, which is alone
supposed to constitute about the one-eighth part of
the crust of the globe, contains oxygen as a consti-

tuent in the proportion of nearly one-half; while,
in the argillaceous and siliceous rocks, it is still

more abundant. It is easily obtained in the state of
gas for chemical purposes ;. but as it has never been
found in a state of complete separation from other
substances, it is chiefly as a constituent of several

important mineral compounds that it has been no-
ticed here. See Oxides (204, 306), Acids (258, 357),
Earths (334), Alkalies (327).

Chlorine.
191. Chlorine is another substance that has never

been found pure. With sodium, the metallic base
of soda, it forms rock salt. It is a constituent of
horn lead, horn silver, and horn mercury. With
hydrogen it forms muriatic acid. It is never sought
for in a separate state by the Mineralogist.

Iodine.

192. This substance, as has been already mention-
ed, has not yet been found in any mineral.

i
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Fluorine.

193. This has not been exhibited in a separate

state. It forms, with hydrogen, fluoric acid, which
is a constituent of fluor-spar and of several other mi-
nerals.

Hydrogen.

194. This has never been obtained in a purer
form than that of gas. It is a constituent of water,

ammonia, fluoric acid, and muriatic acid; all of
which enter into the composition of minerals. It
combines with carbon, and forms coal and bitumen.
With sulphur it forms sulphuretted hydrogen gas,

which is a constituent of stinkstone. In some places,

hydrogen gas issues in a state of greater or less pu-
rity, from crevices in the earth.

Nitrogen.

195. The only claims of this element to be consi-

dered a mineral constituent, are, that it enters into

the composition of ammonia and nitric acid, both of
which occur in minerals.

Carbon.

196. This occurs in a nearly pure state in gra-
phite, and composes the entire substance of the dia-
mond. It forms the basis of coal, bitumen, amber,
and other combustibles ; and is a constituent of a
variety of other minerals. Its most important mi-
neral character is, that it forms the base of the car-
bonic acid, which enters as an ingredient into the
composition of all limestone rocks, in the proportion
of 44 per cent. The binary compounds it forms with
the metals and combustibles are called carburets.

197. Carbon is gradually consumed when ignited;
producing neither flame, smell, nor smoke ; pulver-
ised and mixed with saltpetre, it detonates on plati-
num foil, and leaves a residuum of carbonate of
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potass. When hydrogen is present, as in coal, it

burns with flame and smoke.

Boron.

198. As a mineral constituent, this isonlyremarka-
ble as being the base of the boracic acid, which enters

into the composition of borax, the boracite, and the
datholite. Boron never occurs pure, and can only be
obtained from its binary compounds by powerful
voltaic agency. *

Sulphur.

199. This occurs in a state of purity, and variously

combined with otherelements. Withoxygen, compos-
ing sulphuric acid, it is widely distributed ; forming,
with metals, earths, and alkalies, both soluble and
insoluble salts. The vitriols are soluble metallic

sulphates ; Glaubersalt is a soluble alkaline sulphate ;

Gypsum is an insoluble earthy sulphate. Sulphur
forms binary compounds with many of the metals
which are termed sulphurets. Iron pyrites and
copper pyrites are both sulphurets.

200. The presence of sulphur in an assay is

easily detected by the sulphurous smell it gives out
when heated in the matrass or on charcoal. When
it occurs in very small portions, it is discovered by
other means. See sulphuric acid.

201. Metallic Sulphurets.—These are known by
the odour of sulphurous acid which they emit when
heated. When a metallic sulphuret is assayed, the
object in view is to learn what metal the sulphur is

combined with. We first drive off the sulphur by
roasting ; which is performed either in a glass tube
or on charcoal. (See 131.) It cannot be done on
platinum foil. An assay for roasting should be
chosen in the form of a thin lamina, which is the
figure best adapted to the operation. Care must be
taken not to melt the assay while roasting it. If
fusion happen to takes place, a fresh assay must be

106774P
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operated upon. When the roasting is completed,

and the sulphur entirely expelled, we may then
avail ourselves of the use of the fluxes, with which
nothing can be done until then. The reduction by
means of soda ^ticularly requires the complete ex-
pulsion of sulphur from the assay.

202. The following additional remarks on this subject,

by Engestrom, will be found useful :—Whenever an ore is

to be tried, a small bit is to be laid on the charcoal,

and the flame blown on it slowly: upon which the
sulphur, and arsenic if it contains any, will rise from it

in the form of smoke. These two volatile substances
are easily distinguished from one another by the smell

;

that arising from sulphur being sufficiently well-known, that
of arsenic resembling the odour of garlic. The flame ought
to be blown very gently, as long as any smoke is seen to
part from the ore, but, after that, the heat must be aug-
mented by degrees, in order to make the roasting as perfect

as possible. If the heat is applied very strongly from the
beginning upon an ore that contains much sulphur or arse-
nic, the ore will presently melt, and yet lose very little of
its volatile ingredients : by which means the roasting is

rendered extremely imperfect.—The ore being properly
roasted, the metals contained in it may be discovered,
eitherby being melted alone, or with fluxes ; on which they
present themselves, either in their pure metallic state, or by
tinging the slag with colours peculiar to each of them. In
these experiments, it is not to be expected that the quantity
of metal contained in the ore should be exactly determined

:

this must be done in larger laboratories. This cannot, how-
ever, be looked upon as any defect, since it is sufficient for
a mineralogist, in many cases, to know merely the sort
of metal that is contained in an ore. But in the blowpipe
processes, a practised eye can readily distinguish the phe-
nomena presented by a large proportion of metal from those
presented by a very small proportion.

Phosphorus.

203. This is never found native ; but it occurs, in
combination with oxygen, in phosphoric acid, which
combines with the metals lead, manganese, cop-
per, and uranium, in various proportions. Phospho-
ric acid, is also found combined with the earth lime.
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In all these cases, it forms salts which are termed
phosphates.

204. In treating of the metals, it will be most convenient to

give the habitudes of the oxides along with those of the mire
metals ; which is the plan we shall adopt. The oxides of the
first division of metals, or ordinary metallic oxides^ as they
may be termed, require few general remarks. They are dis-
tinguished from the metallic acids, the earths, and alkalies,

by not possessing the peculiar properties by which those sub-
stances are characterised ; and by being reduced, with far

greater facility, than they are, to the metallic state. This
remark, however, does not hold good with respect to every
metal, as the reader will perceive upon examining the fol-

lowing characters.

205. The method of treating alloys, will be described
when speaking of the metals which usually occur alloyed.

Occasionally a few observations will be made as to thepheno-
mena which characterise the ores of the different metals. A
number of experiments likewise will be described, for the
purpose of exhibiting the manner of proceeding in cases

where the young operator might find himself at a loss.

Platinum,

206. This metal is found only in the native state

and but in small quantities. It is generally alloyed

with, palladium, rhodium, iridium, and osmium

;

and it often contains a minute portion of iron or

chromium.
207. Platinum in the native state, alone, before

the blowpipe, is infusible.

208. With fluxes, it is infusible, and incapable of
oxidation ; but the fluxes generally acquire a colour

from the foreign bodies by which it is contaminated.

209. Berzelius informs us, that the best method
ofexamining native platinum, is by cupellation, with

perfectly pure lead, on bone ashes (as described at

132). In this experiment we can judge both of the

presence and nature of the foreign metals, by the

colour of the cupel loaded, with tne oxide of lead.

At the end of the cupellation, the platinum is ob-
i 2
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tained in the form of a greyish coloured infusible
malleable mass.

210. Oxide ofPlatinum, (obtained by precipitation
from a solution of nitro-muriate of platinum, by
means of potass or ammonia,) on charcoal, with mic.
salt, is reduced to the metallic state ; yielding a
small malleable globule.

Gold.

211. Few metals have a greater number of locali-

ties than this, yet, as it only occurs in small quanti-
ties at each locality, it is by no means an abundant
substance.

^
It is generally found in the metallic

form, but is in most cases alloyed with small por-
tions of silver, copper, or some other metal.

212. Gold in the metallic state, alone, on charcoal,
melts into a globule, but cannot be oxidated.

213. The fluxes have no action upon it, and can
only serve to discover the foreign metals that are
alloyed with it.

214. Like platinum, it is best examined by cupel-
lation, which yields a button of pure gold.

Silver.

215. The ores of this metal are numerous. It

occurs native ; also, combined with antimony, iron,

arsenic, lead, copper, and bismuth ; and mineralized
by sulphur, by the carbonic and sulphuric acids,

and by chlorine.

216. Silver in the metallic state, alone, easily

fuses ; forming a beautiful white globule, which
resists oxidation.

217. With mic. salt, in the exterior flame, pro-
duces a glass having the colours of opal. Viewed
by refraction, it is yellow by day light, red by candle
light. In the interior flame it acquires a grey
colour.

218. Oxide of Stiver, alone, on platinum or char-
coal, is instantly reduced.
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219. With borax, partly reduces, partly dis-

solves ; the glass formed hy the exterior flame, on
cooling becomes milky, that formed by the interior

flame has a greyish appearance, arising from the
particles of reduced metal dispersed through it.

—

With mic. salty dissolves quickly and copiously, but
upon cooling grows opaque and of a whitish yellow.

If copper be present, it is discovered by a green
colour. If gold be present, a ruby tinge is produced.
The globules appear opaline and can scarcely be got

pellucid, except the quantity of oxide be very small.

The globule loaded with dissolved silver, during
fusion in the spoon, covers a piece of copper added
to it, with silver, and becomes itself of a pellucid

green. Antimony speedily takes away the milky
opacity of dissolved luna cornea, and separates the
silver in distinct grains. Cobalt and some other
metals also precipitate silver in the same way.

Palladium.

220. A very rare metal. It occurs native ; also,

alloyed with platinum.
221. Like platinum, this metal is best examined,

before the blowpipe, by cupellation.

Mercury.

222. The ores of mercury are not numerous, but
some of them are very rich. The metal is not a
scarce one. It occurs native; also, alloyed with
silver, and combined with sulphur and certain acids.

223. All the compounds of mercury are volatile,

and therefore not acted upon by fluxes. Mercurial
minerals are assayed, by mixing them with oxide of
lead, or iron filings, or metallic tin, and heating the

mixture in a small matrass or glass tube ; upon
which, the mercury sublimes in the metallic state,

and adheres to the cold part of the glass, in the form
of a grey powder whicn agitation brings together
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into fluid globules. The fixed heterogeneous mat-
ters remain behind.

224. Oxide of Mercury becomes black, and if

pure, is entirely volatilised ; this is therefore a test

for adulterations.—The fluxes take it up with effer-

vescence, but it is soon driven off.

225. Mercury combined with sulphur liquefies

upon the charcoal, produces a blue name, smokes,
and gradually disappears. But if cinnabar be ex-
posed to the blowpipe, upon polished copper, the
mercurial globules are fixed all round.

226. This is a very abundant metal. Its ores are

numerous. It occurs in the native state ; also, com-
bined with iron, antimony, silver and arsenic;

and mineralized by oxygen, sulphur, and the car-

bonic, muriatic, phosphoric, and arsenic acids.

227. Oxide of Copper, alone, is not altered in the
oxidating flame, but becomes protoxide in the reduc-
ing flame ; with a strong heat, it fuses into a metallic

globule. '

228. Both with mtc. salt and borax it forms a
pellucid glass, which is yellow-green while hot, but

coal, in the interior flame, the colour disappears, and
the metal is reduced. If the quantity of oxide is

so small that the green colour is not perceptible, its

presence may be detected by the addition of a little

tin, which occasions a reduction of the oxide to pro-
toxide, and produces an opaque red glass. If the
oxide has been fused with borax, this colour is longer

E
reserved ; but if with mic. salt, it soon disappears

y a continuance of heat. The copper may also be
precipitated upon iron, but the glass must be first

saturated with iron. Vestiges of copper so faint as

scarcely to tinge the flux, precipitate a visible pelli-

cle upon a piece of polished iron added to it during
strong fusion, and the globule takes the colour of

Copper.
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iron : in this way the smallest portions of copper
may be discovered. Alkalies or lime promote this

precipitation* If the glass containing copper be ex-
posed to a smoky flame, the copper is superficially re-

duced, and the glass covered while not with an
iridescent pellicle, which is not always permanent
after cooling. The globule made green by copper,
fused in the spoon with a small piece of tin, until

the colour is discharged, yields a spherule of tin

mixed with copper, hard and brittle. In this case,

the precipitated metal pervades the whole of the.,

mass, and does not adhere to the surface. Cobalt
precipitates the oxide of copper dissolved in the spoon
with a flux, in a metallic form, and imparts its own
colour to the glass, which nickel cannot do. Zinc
also precipitates it separately, and rarely upon its

own surface, as its fusion can scarcely be avoided.
229. With soda, on the platinum wire, it melts and

gives a glass, fine green colour while hot, colourless

and opaque when cold. On charcoal, by the reducing
process, metallic copper is very easily obtainable.—
The blowpipe is capable of detecting copper in mine-
rals, when occuring in proportions so minute as to

elude the search in all other processes ; except, in-
deed, it be combined with other easily reducible

metals, which are liable to disguise its properties.

When this is the case, borax and tin are to he em-
ployed to effect reduction.—When copper and iron
occur together, the same operation separately re-
duces each metal into distinct metallic particles,

which may be distinguished by their particular

colours and properties, or separated by the magnet.
230. The Salts of Copper tinge the flame of the

blowpipe. Both sulphate and nitrate of copper pro-
duce a greenness ; but muriate of copper acts with
far greater efficacy. The green crystals of this salt

first grow red by the exterior flame ; after which, they
liquefy and become black. The flame meanwhile
is first tinged deep blue, which soon verges to green.
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When thus coloured, the flame expands considerably,
and remains so until the whole mass of the salt is

dissipated. This green salt, added to mic. salt in
fusion, immediately produces a beautiful flame ; the
clear globule is tinged green,and does notgrowopaque
or brown, unless a large quantity of toe mic. salt

be added ; whereas, it takes place much sooner upon
the addition of a small quantity of borax.

231. Mineralized Copper. When pyrites contain

copper, though the proportion be less than the hun-
dredth part of their weight, yet its presence may be
detected by these experiments in small : Let a grain,

the size of a flax seed, be roasted, but not so much
as to expel all the sulphur ; let it then be well dis-

solved by borax, a polished rod of iron added, and
the fusion continued, until the surface, when cooled,

loses all splendour. As much borax is required as is

sufficient to make the whole as large as a grain of
hemp seed. Slowness of fusion is injurious, and by
too great tenuity the precipitation is retarded ; this

may be corrected by the addition of a little lime-

Too much calcination is inconvenient ; for by this,

the globule forms slowly, is somewhat spread, be-

comes knotty when warm, corrodes the charcoal, des-

troys the iron, and the copper does not precipitate

distinctly ;—this defect is amended by a small por-
tion of tne crude ore.—When the globule is properly

fused as directed, immediately upon stopping the
flame, let it be thrown into cold water, in prder that
it may break suddenly. If the cupreous contents of
the ore be less than the hundredth part of its bulk,
one end of the wire only is covered with copper,

which otherwise would be entirely covered.

232. The celebrated Gahn, who has examined
copper ores with peculiar accuracy, has another
method of discovering the smallest traces of that
metal ; namely, a grain of the ore, well freed from
sulphur by calcination, is exposed to the action of
the flame, driven suddenly upon it, per vices ; and
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at these instants a cupreous splendour appears upon
the surface; which otherwise is Mack, and this

splendour is the more quickly produced, in propor-
tion as the ore is poorer.—Cupreous Pyrites, on
roasting, tinge the flame green.

Iron.

233. This is an ingredient of almost every rock,

from the oldest primitive to the newest alluvial ; of
a great number of earthy and metalliferous minerals

;

and of all soils : it is therefore considered to be
the most abundant and most generally diffused of all

the metals. In general, it is in the state of an oxide,

except when combined with sulphur. It occurs in

a state of combination with the oxides of titanium,
manganese, and chromium; with the phosphoric,
sulphuric, carbonic, muriatic, and arsenic acids

;

and with silica, alumina, lime, and water. What
is called native iron, is an alloy of iron and nickel.

234. Iron in the metallic state, alone, is infusible,

but is converted into an oxide.

235. With borax, it is infusible.—With mic. salt,

it fuses, and forms a brittle mass.

236. Oxide of Iron, alone, on charcoal, in the oxi-

dating flame, is not changed ; in the reducing flame,

it becomes black and magnetic. On platinum, in the

reducing flame, it fuses.

237. With borax, in the oxidating flame, it pro-

duces a glass, dull blood red while hot, clearand yel-

low or colourless when cold. In the interior flame,

on charcoal, it is reduced to protoxide, becoming of a
green colour and attractible by the magnet. The
protoxide, with borax, forms a green glass, which, by
increasing the proportion of the assay, passes througn
bottle green to black and opaque. Berzelius says, that

the bottle green glass, is formed by a mixture of per-
oxide and protoxide, and that, when the former is

wholly reduced to the latter, the glass becomes per-

fectly transparent, possessing a green colour, which
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is beautiful while hot, but fades on eooKng. The
reduction of iron from the peroxide to the protoxide

is much facilitated by the addition of metallic tin.—
With raic. salt, it behaves as with borax.—With soda,

on charcoal, it does not dissolve ; but sinks with the

flux into the support ; yields by reduction, a grey

metallic magnetic powder.—When placed on the

wick of a candle, it burns with the crackling noise

peculiar to iron.
* .1..

Tin.
•

238. This metal never occurs pure, but always in

the state of an oxide, which is often combined with
small portions of oxide of iron and silica. It is also

found combined with sulphur and copper.

239. Tin in the metallic state, alone, melts at a very

low heat, ignites, and is converted into oxide of tin.

It is one of the most easily fusible metals. Berze*
lius gives us the following experiment :—If a red hot

grain of metallic tin be tnrown on a paper tray, it

will divide into several smaller grains, which ski|>

about the paper and burn with a very vivid light.

Curious example of the Combination of Tin with Plati-

num.—This is an experiment of Dr. Clarke's. If you
take two pieces of tin-foil and platinum-foil of equal
dimensions, and after rolling them together, place them upon
charcoal, and direct the flame of a candle cautiously to-

wards the edges of the roll,—at about a red heat, the two
metals wiU combine with a sort of explosive force, scatter-

ing their melted particles off the charcoal, and emitting
light and heat in a very surprising manner. Then there
will remain upon the charcoal, a film of glass, which, by
further urging the flame towards it, will melt into a highly
transparent globule of a sapphire-blue colour. Also, if the
platinum and tin be placed beside each other, as soon as the
platinum becomes heated, you will observe a beautiful play
of light upon the surface of the tin, which becomes highly
iridescent oefore it melts.

240. Oxide of Tin, Alone, on platinum, in form
of hydrate, ana in its highest degree of purity, be-
comes yellow when heated, then red, and when ap-
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proaching to ignition, black. If iron or lead be
mixed with it, the colour is dark brown when heat-
ed. These colours become yellowish as the substance
cools. On charcoal, in the interior flame, it becomes
and continues white ; and, if originally white and
free from water, it undergoes no change of colour by
heating. It is very easily reduced to the metallic
state without addition, but the reduction is promoted
by adding a drop of solution of soda or potass.

241. With borax, it melts sparingly and with
much difficulty ; and forms a glass which is rendered
opaque neither by cooling nor flaming, unless it is

supersaturated with oxide. With mic. salt, it behaves
as with borax : the presence of arsenic, renders the
glass opaque. With soda, on the platinum wire, it

effervesces and forms an infusible mass. With soda,

on charcoal, it is readily reduced into a globule of me-
tallic tin, unless iron be present. If the proportion
of iron be very small, its reduction may be prevented
toy the addition of borax to the soda. Tin may be
detected, by the reducing process, even when it forms
but the two hundredth part of the weight of an as-

say.—A very small quantity of tin dissolved in any
flux, may be distinctly precipitated upon iron.

242. Tin may be melted out of the pure tin ores, in its

metallic state. Some of these ores melt very easily, and
yield their metal in quantity, if only exposed to the fire by
-themselves : but others are more refractory ; and as these

melt very slowly, the tin, which exhudes in the form of
small globules, is inflamed and converted into oxide, before
the globules can be collected into one sufficiently large to

resist the immediate action of the fire, and to be perceived
by the naked eye. It is necessary therefore to add a little

borax to these ores, and to direct a strong flame upon the
assay. The borax preserves the metal from being too soon
calcined, and contributes to the readier collecting of the

small metallic particles, which are soon seen to form them*
selvesinto aglotmle of metallic tin at the bottom of the whole
mass, nearest to the charcoal. As soon as so much of the

metallic tin is produced, as is sufficient to convince the ope-

rator of its presence, the fire ought to be discontinued,

K
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although the whole of the ore may not be melted* The
reason for which is this :—The whole of this kind of ore
can be seldom or never reduced into metal by means of
these experiments; a gTeat proportion being always cal-
cined ; and if the fire is continued too long, perhaps even the
metal already reduced may likewise be burnt : for the tin
is very soon destroyed from its metallic state by the fire.—Engestronu

Lead.

243. Next to iron, this may be considered as the
most abundantand universally diffused of the metals.

It is never found in the native state ; but its ores are
very numerous, and appear under very different cir-

cumstances and aspects, and present a great variety

of combinations. Mineralized by sulphur, it occurs

in great abundance. It is also found in combination
witn oxygen, with the carbonic, muriatic, phospho-
ric, arsenic, molybdic, and chromic acids ; with the
metals antimony, iron, manganese, and silver ; with
the earths, silica, alumina, lime, and magnesia; and
with water. Some of the ores contain several of these

substances ; a few have a metallic aspect ; hut others

assume the appearance of earthy minerals.

244. Lead, in the metallic state, alone, is very easily

fusible. The melted globule continues for some time
to retain a metallic splendour ; but in a more intense
heat, it hoils and fumes ; hence oxide of zinc is

deposited in a yellow circle upon the charcoal. It
communicates a scarcely visible yellow colour to
fluxes, and when the quantity is large, the globule,
on cooling, assumes a milky opacity. When dis-

solved, it is not precipitated oy copper. The metals
do not precipitate it from sulphur m the same order
as from acids.

245. Oxide ofLead.—Alone, the red oxide first be-
comes black, and is afterwards changed to yellow

oxide, which melts into an orange-coloured glass ;

the latter, on charcoal, is' very quickly reduced, with
effervescence, into a globule of metallic lead.

.
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. 246. With borax,. on the platinum wire, it melts
with ease into a clear glass, which is yellow while
hot, colourlesswhen cola. On charcoal, it flows about
in a liquid state, and reduces.—With mic. salt, it

forms a clear colourless glass j but is not so easily

reduced as with borax.—With soda, on charcoal,

it is instantly reduced.

Nickel.
247. This is a rare metal. It occurs as an oxide

;

also combined with arsenic and with iron.

248. Pure Nickel is not fusible by the blowpipe.
Nickel containing arsenic does not fuse with soda

;

but if borax is added, it fuses into a globule which
is malleable in a certain degree, and highly mag-
netic.

249. Oxide of Nickel, alone, at the extremity of
the oxidating dame, becomes black; in the reducing
flame, greenish grey.
- 250. With borax, it dissolves readily; the glass,

while hot, is of a dirty dark red colour, but it be-
comes paler and yellowish as it cools. When this

glass is long exposed to a high degree of heat in the
reducing flame, the colour passes from reddish to

blackish and opaque ; then becomes blackish grey,

and translucent ; then paler reddish grey, and clear-

er; and, lastly, translucent; metallic nickel being
precipitated in small white globules. The red colour
seems here to be produced by the entire fusion or
solution of the oxide ; the black by incipient reduc-
tion ; and the grey by the dispersion through the
glass of the minute metallic particles, before they
combine and form small globules. When a little

soda is added to the glass formed with borax, the
reduction is more easily effected, and the metal is

collected into a single globule. When the oxide of
nickel contains iron, the glass retains its own colour

while hot, but assumes that of the iron as it cools ; if

cobalt is present, the colour of that metal prevails ;
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if arsenic, it melts into a bead. Nickel is precipi-

tated either on iron or copper.—With mic. salt, it ex-
hibits nearly the same phenomena as with borax,
but the colour fades to a much greater degree on
cooling. It behaves in the same way both in the
exterior and interior flame. Saltpetre added to the
bead, makes it froth, and it becomes first red-brown,
then paler. With mic. salt and tin, the nickel pre-
cipitates, and the glass becomes colourless.—With
soda, it does not dissolve, but, by the reducing process,

nickel is obtained in the form of minute, whitish,
splendent, metallic particles, which are very strongly
magnetic.

Cadmium.

251. A very rare metaL Occurs only in particular

ores of zinc*

252. Oxide of Cadmium, alone, on charcoal, is dis-
sipated in a few seconds; the support becoming cover-

ea with a red Or orange-coloured powder. Zinc ores,

and other substances containing oxide of cadmium,
when heated on charcoal for a single instant, deposit

an orange-coloured ring round the assay. On plati-

num foil, the orange ring is conspicuous, and by
exposing it to the point of the blue flame, the metal
is revived, and a deposition is formed upon the sup-*

port, having the appearance of polished bronze or
copper.

253. Withborax, oh the platinum wire, it fuses and
gives a clear glass, yellow while hot, colourless when
cold* If nearly saturated, it is rendered opaque by
flaming. On charcoal, it bubbles constantly, is

reduced, and sublimed; a yellow oxide covers the
charcoal at the end of the experiment.—With mic*
salt, it fuses ; glass, clear while hot, opaque when
cold.—With soda, on the platinum wire, it is infusi-
ble. On charcoal, it reduces, and is sublimed; leaving
a yellow ring.
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*

« ZlNC;

, 254. Never found in a pure metallic state. Gene-
rally occurs mineralized by sulphur, oxygen, and
the carbonic or sulphuric acid ; also combined with
oxide of iron, silica, and water. Its ores, which
are not very numerous, although the metal is by no
means scarce, have commonly an earthy appearance.

* 255. Zinc, in the metallic state, alone, readily fuses

and takes fire; burning with a beautiful blueish

green flame, and sending forth clouds of white lanu-
ginous oxide, by which the flame is speedily extin-
guished. If the reguline nucleus, included in this

lanuginous matter, be urged by the fire, it is inflamed
now and then, and flies about with slight explosions.

256. With borax, it ramifies, and at first tinges

the flame ; it continually diminishes, and the flux

spreads on the charcoal.—With mic. salt, it ramifies,

and sends forth flashes, with a crackling noise. By
too great a degree of heat, it is exploded, upon which
it throws out ignited particles.

. 257. Oxide of Zinc, alone, . on charcoal, when
heated, assumes a yellowish splendour, which, when
the flame ceases, vanishes—and the assay whitens
as it cools. It is infusible, but when ignited gives

out a brilliant light, and in the interior flame evolves
copious white fumes which condense on the charcoal

in the form of wool.

258. With borax, it melts easily into a clear glass

which turns milky if flamed, or with more oxide
becomes enamel white on cooling. In the interior

flame, the oxide is converted into white fumes which
form clouds around the globule, and condense in a
pulverulent form on the charcoal.—With mic. salt

it behaves as with borax, but is rather less easily

sublimed.—With soda, it does not melt, but in the

interior flame is reduced, and burns with its charac-

teristic flame, depositing its white oxide on the sup-
k 2
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port. By this process, zinc may be easily detected,

even in the automalite.—With solution of cobalt,

dried and ignited, it becomes green.—Mixed with

oxide of copper, and reduced, the zinc will be fixed,

and brass be obtained.—But one of the most une-
quivocal characters of the oxide of zinc is obtain-

ed by dissolving it in vinegar, evaporating the solu-

tion to dryness, and exposing it to the flame of a

lamp, when it burns with the peculiar flame of zinc.

Bismuth.

959. The ores of bismuth are few. It occurs in

the native state, somewhat alloyed with arsenic;

also combined with sulphur, silver, and cobalt. It

is not a common metal.

960. Bismuth, in the metallic state, alone, in the
matrass, does not sublime at the heat which fuses

glass ; it is distinguished by this character, from
tellurium. In the open tube, it is partly converted
into an oxide, which is dull brown while hot, yeU
lowish when cold. It gives scarcely any fumes ; by
this character it is distinguished both from anti-

mony and tellurium. On platinum, it easily fuses.

On charcoal, in a gentle heat, it flies off in fumes.
The assay leaves a reddish mark on the support,
which may be driven off by the reducing flame, to
which it does not rive a colour. The mark left by
antimony, in similar circumstances, colours the
flame greenish-blue ; and that left by tellurium,
deep green.

261. Oxide of Bismuth, alone, on platinum foil,

melts readily into a brown glass, which becomes
brighter as it cools. If violently heated, it reduces
and perforates the support. On charcoal, it is very
teadfly reduced into metallic globules,

v 262. With borax, it forms a grey glass, which
cannot be freed from bubbles ; this decrepitates in
the interior flame, and the metal is reduced and
volatilized.—With mk. salt, it forms a brownish-
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ellow glass, which partly loses its transparency and

added, the glass becomes opaque. Bismuth is

263. This is not a scarce metal ; yet its ores are
but few in number. It occurs in the native state,

alloyed by small portions of silver and iron; also

combined with sulphur, silica, and oxygen.
264. Antimony, in the metallic state, alone, on

charcoal, easily melts, and when ignited by being
heated to redness, continues to bum for a consider-
able time after the action of* the blowpipe is sus-
pended. During the combustion, it gives off dense
and copious white fumes of oxide of antimony,
which rise perpendicularly, and afterwards con-
dense on the metallic globule, and envelope it in a
met work of radiating acicular pearly crystals. This
affords a very beautiful object. In the open tube,
heated to redness, it burns slowly, depositing a white
oxide on the sides of the glass. In the matrass, it

does not sublime at the fusing point of glass.

265. Oxide of Antimony, alone, on charcoal, melts

easily and is reduced to the metallic state ; colour-

ing the flame greenish. On platinum, it melts

takes fire like tinder, without fusing, and produces
antimonious acid.

266. Antimonious Acid, alone, on charcoal, neither
melts nor reduces ; but gives out a bright light, and
fumes.

267. Antimonic Acid, alone, on charcoal, instantly

turns white, and becomes antimonious acid; if it

contains water, it gives it off on ignition ; at the

same time, changing colour from white to yellow,

and from yellow again to white.

268i The oxide and acids of antimony present

with the Fluxes the same phenomena.—With borax,

easily precipitated by copper and iron.

Antimony.

easily and yields a white
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they dissolve largely ; the glass is transparent, of a
yellow colour while hot, but nearly colourless when
cold ; if supersaturated, the antimony sublimes and
condenses on the charcoal round the assay ; the glass

when violently heated in the internal flame, becomes
opaque and greyish, in consequence of a partial re-

duction of the assay to- the metallic state.—-With
mic. salt, on the platinum wire, in the external flame,

they form a transparent yellowish glass ; of which
the colour flies on cooling.—With soda, on charcoal,

they are converted into metallic antimony by the
reducing process.—Antimony dissolved in a flux may
be precipitated by iron and copper, but not by gold.

269. Sulphuret of Antimony, alone, on charcoal,

melts, smokes, spreads, and is absorbed ; leaving no-
thing but a ring on the spot where it lay. In the
open tube, it sublimes ; producing oxide of antimony
and a portion of antimonious acid, the latter of
which adheres to the surface of the glass, in the
form of a white coating, after the oxide has been
driven off by the heat.

270. Alloys of Antimony, when roasted in the
open tube, if combinedwith metals that arevery oxid-
able, give out antimonious acid, the vapour of which
is infusible and fixed ; but if combined with silver

or copper, they give out fumes of oxide of antimony,
whicn condense on the glass, but are volatile. A
pungent odour is produced.

*

Manganese.
271. This substance is very difficult to be pro-

cured in the metallic state, in consequence of the
strong affinity which it has for oxygen. It occurs
in the state of oxide, in small proportions, in a very
great number of minerals, both earthy and metallic.

It is diffused through all the three kingdoms of
nature.

272. Oxide of Manganese, alone, on charcoal, is

infusible. A strong heat changes its colour to brown.
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273. With borax, on charcoal, in the exterior
flame, it gives a clear glass of an amethyst colour ; it
becomes colourless in the interior flame. See para-
graph 140.—With mic. salt, it behaves as with
borax, but the colour is not so deep ; while fusing
in the oxidating flame, the glass bora up and disen-
gages gas ; in the reducing flame, it fuses quietly.
When the manganese, from its combination with
iron, or any other cause, does not produce a suf-
ficiently intense colour in the glass, a little saltpetre
may be added to it while in a state of fusion ; the
glass then becomes dark violet while hot, and red*
dish violet when cold*—With soda, on platinum foil,
it forms a clear green glass, which becomes blueish
green on cooling. This test is so extremely delicate,
that a portion of manganese forming but the
thousandth part of the assay, imparts a sensibly-
green colour to the flux. With soda, on charcoal,
it is not reduced to the metallic state.—Manganese
is one of those substances which often colour the
glass so intensely that it appears opaque. See para-
graph 180, letter E, remark 4.

Cobalt.

874. This is one of the scarce metals. It is not
found in the native state. In its ores, it is combined
with iron, arsenic, and sulphur. Sometimes it is

mineralized by sulphuric acid.

275. It is very difficult of fusion.
276.

^
Oxide of Cobalt, alone, on charcoal, becomes

black in the oxidating/ and grey in the reducing
flame. It does not fuse. •

277. With borax, a small quantity melts easily
into a transparent glass of a beautiful blue colour,
which does not become opaque by flaming. By
transmitted light, the glass is reddish, and bv farther
additions of the oxide it passes through dart blue to
black. This colour is pertinaceous in the fire. That
an opportunity may be obtained of seeing the colour
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of the glass distinctly, the operator must take hold,

with a pair of pincers, of a little of the glass, and
draw it out, slowly in the beginning, but afterwards
very quickly, before it cools ; whereby a thread of the
coloured glass is procured, more or less thick, where*
in the colour may be more easily seen, either by day
light or candle light, than if it was left in a globu-
lar form. This thread melts easily if only put in
the flame of a candle, without the help of the blow-
pipe. The metal may be precipitated from the
dark blue glass, by inserting a steel wire into the
mass while in fusion. It is not precipitated upon

j

copper. It is malleable if the oxide has been
|

free from arsenic, and may be collected by the
magnet, for which it has a strong attraction. It

is distinguished from iron by the absence of any
crackling sound when placed on the wick of a can-
dle.

—

With mic. salt, it behaves as with borax. By
candle light, the pure blue glass appears violet, the
pale blue appears rose coloured.

—

With soda, on
platinum, it melts partially into a thin liquid ; the
fused portion assuming a red colour, which on cool-

ing changes to fpey.—With sub-carbonate of potass,

on platinum, it melts in larger quantity than with
soda, but the fused mass is not so liquid ; the glass
when cold is black with no admixture , of red.—
With a small portion of soda, on charcoal, in the re-
ducing flame, no fusion takes place ; but reduction
is very easily effected ; we obtain a grey metallic
magnetic powder.

278. We now come to describe an order of metals, some
of the combinations of which with oxygen are possessed of
properties which entitle them to the appellation of acids.
We shall give the characters by which these curious sub-
stances are respectively distinguished ; but with regard to
the bodies which bear to them the relation of Salts, that
is to say, the arseniates, chromates, molybdatcs, tungstatct,
&e*, it is merely necessary to say, that when the habitudes
of the oxides, ox acids, are known, those of their salts, or
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alloys, will be easily understood. Nevertheless, we have
described the phenomena exhibited by several of these com-
pounds.

Tellurium.

279. This is an extremely rare metal. It is found
only in. the native state ; but it is always alloyed with
other metals.

280. Tellurium, in the metallic state, alone, in the

matrass, first gives off a vapour, and then a sublimate

of grey metallic tellurium. In the open tube, it pro^

duces copious fumes which adhere to the glass as a
white powder, but can be melted into clear colour-

less drops. On charcoal, it burns with a vivid blue
light, greenish on the edges; flies off at a gentle
heat in greyish white fumes, which condense into

a white oxide ; leaves a mark on the support which
tinges the reducing flame, when directed upon it, of

a fine deep green colour. In the matrass, it melts
into a straw-coloured striated mass.—It forms a deep
purple-coloured solution with muriatic acid.

281. Oxide of Tellurium, alone, on platinum foil,

melts and fumes. On charcoal, when gently heated,

it becomes first yellow, next light red, and after-

wards black. It then melts, is absorbed by the

charcoal, and finally is reduced. The reduction is at-

tended by effervescence, a slight detonation, and a
greenish flame. Oxide of tellurium frequently ex-
hales the odour of putrid horse-radish, which is an
indication of the presence of selenium.

282. With borax or mic. salt, on the platinum wire,

it gives a clear colourless glass, which becomes grey
and opaque on charcoal.—With soda, on the plati-

num wire, it forms a colourless glass, which turns

white on cooling. On charcoal, by the reducing
process, it is converted into metallic tellurium.

283. Alloys of Tellurium, in which the oxide of
this metal appears to act the part of an acid, roasted

in the open tube, behave like metallic tellurium.
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The vapour produced has a pungent odour peculiar

to itself; if it smell* of horse-radish, it is a proof
that selenium is present

. Arsenic.

284. This is a metal of very frequent occurrence.

It is found in the native state, also alloyed with se-

veral metals, particularly silver, cobalt, copper, and
antimony ; and combined with lime, sulphur, and
oxygen. In some of its combinations, it acts, in con-
junction with oxygen, the part of an acid.

285. Arsenic, in the metallic state, is detected by its

odour when heated, which resembles the smell of
garlic. It is among the most combustible of the
metals ; burns with a blue flame at a low heat, and
sublimes in the state of arseniou* acid.

286. Arsenious acid, or white arsenic, or white
oxide of arsenic, which all mean the same thing,

—

when heated in large pieces on ignited charcoal,

exhales no smell: hence it appears that it is not
arsenious acid, but metallic arsenic in a volatile

state, that emits the odour of garlic. But if the
white oxide is reduced, by being mixed and heated
with powdered charcoal, then it does exhale the
odour of garlic

287. By a proper quantity of oxide of arsenic, the

fluxes are rendered yellow without opacity ; and by
a long continued heat, the volatile additament is ex-
pellei Iron and copper precipitate arsenic in the
metallic form.

288. If arsenic is held in solution, it may be dis-
covered by dipping into the solution a piece of pure
and well-burned charcoal, which is afterwards to be
dried and ignited.

289. Alloys of Arsenic. The roasting of these

should be begun in the open tube ; to the sides of

which the arsenious acid attaches itself in the form
of a white crystalline sublimate ; sulphurous acid, if

any be present, then rises by itself from the tube,
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and is easily perceived. The roasting may be com-
pleted on charcoal, using the interior and exterior

flame alternately. If arsenic be present in an assay

in large proportion, its characteristic odour diffuses

itself to a considerable distance. If the proportion

be very small, the odour may probably be only deve-

loped by the reducing process. Bee paragraph 131

for several useful remarks on this subject,

k.
•

» Chromium.

290. This has never been found in the metallic

form, either alone, or alloyed with other metals. It

is generally found combined with oxygen, and form-
ing sometimes an acid, sometimes an oxide. It is

title colouring matter of the emerald ; but its princi-

pal ores are the chromate of lead and the chromate
of iron.

291. Oxide of Chromium.—Alone, on charcoal, or
platinum, its green oxide, (the protoxide,) the form
in which it most commonly occurs, and to which <?o-

lumbic acid is reduced by heating in the common
air, is infusible and unalterable.

299. With borax, in the exterior flame, it melts

with difficulty, and forms a bright yellowish or yel-

low-red glass; in the interior flame, this becomes
darker and greener, or blueish green, retaining a green
tinge on cooling.—With mic. salt, it melts either in
the external or internal flame, and the glass assumes
in both cases a blueish green colour, the intensity of
which varies with the proportion of the assay. A
deep tint is produced by a very small portion of the
oxide. The glass formed in the interior flame, at the

instant of its removal, has a violet hue.—With soda,

on the platinum wire, in the external flame, it pro-

duces a dark orange glass, which turns yellow and
opaque on cooling ; in the reducing flame, it gives

an opaque glass, which, on cooling, is green. It does

not yield metallic chromium by the reducing pro-
L
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cess, although the assay is absorbed by the char-
coal.

Molybdenum.
293. This is a very rare metal. It has never been

found pure, but occurs combined with sulphur, also,
forming with oxygen an acid which enters into the
composition of a mineral called molybdate of lead.

294. The metallic globules of molybdenum are ex-
tremely infusible. . But they are converted by heat
into a white oxide which rises in brilliant needle-
formed flowers, like those of antimony.

295. Molybdic acid, alone, on charcoal, melts with
ebullition, is absorbed, and by continuing the blast,
partly reduced. By washing (164) a grey metallic
powder may be obtained. On platinum, it melts and
emits white fumes ; in the interior flame it is reduced
to molybdous acid, which is of a beautiful blue co-
lour ; in the exterior flame it is again oxidated, and
becomes white ; a violent heat makes it brown. In
the open tube, it melts and produces fumes, which
partly condense as a white powder on the sides of the
tube, and partly as brilliant pale yellow crystals on
the surface of the melted assay.

296. With borax, on charcoal, in the interior
flame, it fuses, and a quantity of blackish scales of
oxide of molybdenum are precipitated from the clear
glass, which is left colourless when the quantity of
molybdenum is small, and blackish when the propor-
tion is larger.—With rate, mlt, on the platinum wire,
or charcoal, in the exterior flame, a small proportion
of the acid gives an elegant green glass, which by
gradual additions of the acid, passes through yellow-
green to reddish, brownish, and hyacinth-brown with
a *light tinge of green. In the interior flame, the
colour passes from yellow-green, through yellow-
brown and brown-red, to blade; and if the propor-
tion of acid be large, •nnniw*e * mo+aii;* i>t0f»A »^
sembling that of t£e •1M to tin
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times retained after the glass has cooled.—With soda,
it dissolves with violent effervescence; the glass is

red and transparent ; on cooling it becomes paler in
colour and opaque, and acquires an hepatic smell.
Molybdic acid yields molybdenum, in the state of a
steel grey metallic powder, by the reducing process.
See paragraphs 162-6.

TuNGSTENUM.

297. This is by no means a plentiful metal. It
occurs combined with oxygen forming an acid, which
with lime constitutes native tungstate of lime, and
with iron, native tungstate of iron.

298. Tungstic acid, alone, on platinum, or char-
coal, becomes at first brownish yellow, is then re-
duced to a brown oxide, and lastly, becomes black,
without melting or smoking.

299. With borax, on the platinum wire, it melts
with ease in the exterior flame, and forms a colour-
less glass, which is not made opaque by flaming. On
charcoal, with borax, in the internal flame, and in
small proportions, it forms a colourless glass, which,
by increasing the proportion of the acid, becomes
dirty grey, and then reddish. By long exposure to

the external flame, it is rendered transparent, but, aa
it cools, it becomes muddy, whitish, and changeable
into red when seen by day-light. If tin is added,
the glass forms an enamel on cooling.—With mic.
salt, in the interior flame, it gives a fine pure blue
glass, more beautiful than that formed with cobalt;

in the exterior flame this colour disappears ; but re-

turns again in the interior flame. If iron be pre-
sent, the assay, instead of becoming blue, assumes a
blood-red colour ; in which case, the addition of a
little tin, destroys the effect of the iron, and causes

the glass to have either a green or a blue colour. In
the oxidating flame, it gives a yellowish glass.—With
soda, on the platinum wire, it forms a yellow semi-

transparent glass, which on cooling crystallizes and
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turns opaque and white, or yellowish. With soda>

on charcoal, by the reducing process (162), we ob-
tain metallic tungsten in the form of powder posses-

sing a steel grey colour, and a partial metallic bril-

liancy.

Columbium. ,

300. This is an extremely rare metal. It occurs

combined with oxygen forming an oxide or acid.

Its ores are only two in number. In one of these it

is combined with iron, in the other with the rare

earth yttria.

301. Oxide of Columbium, or Columbic Acid, on
platinum, undergoes no change.

302. With borax, it forms a colourless transparent
glass, which flaming renders opaque ; if too much
oxide be present, the glass forms a white enamel on
cooling.—With mic. salt, it forms a glass which is

perfectly transparent.—With soda, it effervesces and
combines, but neither melts nor is reduced.—With
solution ofcobalt, it does not produce a blue colour.

Selenium.

303. This name was given by Berzelius to a sub-
stance which he discovered in the iron pyrites of Fah-
lun. Its properties are so peculiar that chemists are
not decided whether it should be classed with me-
tals or combustibles. It is extremely scarce. It

combines with a few metals forming seleniurets.

304. When heated, it softens ; at 212° it is semi-
liquid ; and at a temperature a few degrees higher,
it melts completely. It cools very slowly, and is

meanwhile exceedingly soft and ductile. Before the
blowpipe, it is easily volatilized, and gives out a
smell of decayed horse-radish, which is of so strong

a nature that the odour produced by the conversion
of the fifteenth part of a grain into the gaseous oxide,
is sufficient to scent a large apartment.

305. AH the metallic compounds into which sele-
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ilium enters are easily distinguished by the horse-

radish odour they emit, when heated in the oxidat-

ing flame ; for this smell is so strong and disagree-

able that the smallest portions of selenium may be
detected by it. When seleniurets are roasted in the
open tube, selenium in a state of purity often sub-
limes in the form of a red powder. If sulphur be
present, it escapes in the state of sulphurous acid

gas, without affecting the sublimation of the sele-

nium. If tellurium be present, it sublimes previous-
ly to selenium, and is known by its peculiar charac-

ters.

306. The combination of the following seven metals with
oxygen, we have described as being not much known. What
we have said of the oxides, we might just as well have said of
the metals ; for not one of them has ever been obtained in
any considerable quantity, or had its properties investigated
with any great minuteness, or been usefully applied to any
purpose of importance. Still it is necessary to know how
to detect them when they occur in minerals*

Osmium.

307. Exceedingly rare. Occurs alloying native
platinum, from which it is obtained in the metallic
state with great difficulty.

808. Alone, in a gentle heat, it is converted into
an oxide, which immediately volatilizes, giving a
peculiar pungent odour, something like that of chlo-
rine.

Rhodium.

309. A scarce metal, which occurs alloying plati-

num.
310. Alone, it is infusible.

311. WithJinxes it does not act.

312. Like platinum, it is best examined by cupel-
lation, which clears it from foreign bodies, and yields

a grey, porous, infusible, metallic mass.
l2
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Iridium,

313. The description of rhodium applies in every
respect to iridium.

Uranium.

314. This is a very scarce metal. It has never
been found pure. Its ores are few. It occurs in

one, in the state of an oxide. In another, in that

of a phosphate. It is also found mineralized by sul-.

phur.
315. It is extremely difficult of fusion, and can

only be procured in the metallic state by a laborious

and complicated process. It never has been reduced
to the metallic state but in very small quantities.

316. Oxide of Uranium.—Alone, on charcoal, the
yellow oxide becomes greyish black, but does not
fuse.

317. With borax, in the interior flame, it forms a
clear, colourless, or faintly greenish glass, containing
black particles, which appear to be the metal in its

lowest state of oxidation. In the exterior flame, this

black matter, if the quantity be not great, is dis-

solved, and the glass becomes first bright yellowish
green, and after farther oxidation, yellowish brown.
If brought again into the reducing flame, the colour

gradually changes to green, and the black matter is

again precipitated, but no farther reduction takes
place.—With mic. salt, on the platinum wire, in the
external flame, it gives a clear glass, yellow while
hot, pale greenish yellow when cold. On charcoal,

in the reducing flame, it gives a fine green glass, the

colour of which, on cooling, is increased in beauty.—
With sdda, on charcoal, it acquires a yellowish brown
colour, but does not dissolve nor reduce.

Titanium.

318. A rare metal It occurs commonly in the
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state of an oxide, often combined with iron, lime, or
silica.

319. It is exceedingly difficult of fusion andreduc-
tion.

320. Oxide of Titanium, alone, on charcoal, when
ignited, turns dark-brown ; in a platinum spoon,
it turns yellow. It does not melt.

321. With borax, on the platinum wire, it melts
easily, and gives a colourless glass, which flaming
renders milk white; in the reducing flame, the
glass assumes a dull amethystine hue. On charcoal,

in the internal flame, it melts in large quantity;
the glass produced is dull yellow while hot, deep
blue when cold.—With mic. salt, in the oxidating
flame, it gives a transparent colourless glass ; in the
interior flame, produces a glass which is yellow
while hot, red while cooling, very fine blueisn vio-

let when cold.—Oxide of titanium, with mic. salt,

and iron, in the reducing flame, yields a glass of a
red colour.—With soda, it effervesces and melts into

a dull yellow glass, which crystallizes when the ignit-

ing blast is suspended, and evolves a prodigious de-
gree of heat. Metallic titanium is not attainable by
the reducing process.—With solution ofcobalt, it be-

comes greyish black.
-

Cerium.

322. This is an extremely rare metal. In the ce-

rite and aUanite, it occurs in the state of an oxide.

In the yttrocerite, and a few other rare minerals, it

is found combined with fluoric acid.

323. It is so very difficult of fusion and reduction,

that it can scarcely be said to have been yet obtained

in the form of a metal.

324. Oxide of Cerium, alone, on charcoal or plati-

num, becomes brown-red, but does not fuse.

325. With borax, a small proportion of the assay

heated in the internal flame, produces a glass, faint

yellow-green while warm, colourless when cold; a
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large proportion of the assay, gives a glass which, on
coming,becomes crystalline and enamelwhite. In the
oxidating flame, it forms a glass of a beautiful red,

or deep orange colour, which fades to a pale yellow

when cold.—With mic. salt, it produces a glass, fine

red while hot, colourless and perfectly transparent

when cold.—With soda, does not fuse nor reduce

;

the flux is absorbed, leaving a grey-white powder on
the charcoal.

WODANIUM.

326. A scarce metal, said to have been found in a
mineral called wodan pyrites ; in which it is com-
bined with sulphur, arsenic, iron and nickel. It has
not been tried by the blowpipe. Some chemists con-
sider the existence of this metal to be a matter of
doubt. It rests on the credit of Lampedius.

Potassium :

—

Sodium :

—

Lithium.

327. These three metals are only capable of being
obtained in the metallic state by the powerful agency
of the voltaic battery. They are, therefore, merely
to be considered here as the bases of the three fixed
alkalies, which are binary compounds of die above
substances with oxygen.
Potass is composed of Oxygen and Potassium.
Soda ~ ~ ~ ~ Sodium.
Lithia « ~» ~ ~ Lithium,

These alkalies form the bases of several saline mine-
rals, and enter into the composition of some of the
earthy minerals. Lithia is of very rare occurrence.

328. Before the blowpipe, the alkalies do not pre-
sent any phenomena which can be said to charac-
terise them. They are best distinguished by means
of tests. A fragment of a mineral containing an al-

kali, if heated to redness, and placed on brazil-wood
paper, or litmus paper reddened by an acid, forms a
blue stain round the spot where it lay.
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Potass.

329. This is not a plentiful substance in the mi-
neral kingdom; it occurs in about twenty earthy
minerals, among which are felspar and mica. It
is also found in combination with the carbonic and
nitric acids ; but does not enter into the composition
of the metalliferous substances. Nitro-muriate of
platinum produces in a solution of the salts of potass
an orange-coloured precipitate ; but has no such ef-

fect with solutions of the other alkalies.

330. Crystallized Carbonate of Potass, before the
blowpipe, first becomes opaaue, and decrepitates long
and violently, then melts into a globule which re-
tains its form on platinum, but on charcoal expands,
and is absorbed with a crackling noise.

331. This is a constituent of about fifteen earthy
minerals in proportions varying from 1 to 35 per
cent. It .also occurs combined with the sulphuric,
carbonic, boracic, and muriatic acids ; but is not
found in metalliferous substances. It is much more
abundant than potass.

332. This is a very rare substance. It occurs in
the petalite, spodumene, and a variety of the lepido-

lite. Before the blowpipe, it is distinguished from

When heated to redness, on platinum foil, it corrodes
that metal, and forms a dull yellow trace round the
spot where it lay.

Ammonia.

333. This, which is often called the volatile alka-

li, is composed of hydrogen and nitrogen, and is

placed here merely on account of its possessing alka-

SODA.

LlTHIA.
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line properties. It only occurs in the mineral king-

dom combined with sulphuric and muriatic acid.

We detect it by the odour which is produced when
a substance wnich contains it is mixed with soda.

Before the blowpipe, it is entirely dissipated.

334. We come now to the consideration of the last order

of metals, or rather to the consideration of The Earths,
which are the substances formed by the combination of the

different remaining metals with ox vgen. For as these me-
tals are only separable by means of the most powerful gal-

vanic agency, and scarcely indeed with that, it is only with

their oxides that we have any thing to do.—The Earths axe

ten in number. In the following list^ they are placed in the

order of their abundance in the mineral kingdom; that

which occurs most plentifully being placed at the top, and
being followed by the others m regular order

Earths. Metals ofwhich they are Oxides.

Silica Silicium

Alumina Aluminum
Lime Calcium
Magnesia Magnesium
Zirconia Zirconium
Glucina Glucinum
Yttria Yttrium
Barytes Barium
Strontia Strontium
Thorina Thorinum

The Earths, as is indicated by the name, form the prin-

cipal part of Earthy Minerals; sometimes occuring

nearly pure, but more frequendy in combination either

with otner earths, or alkalies, or acids. The metallic

matter in earthy minerals, and to which the colour they

possess is generally owing, is in most cases an accident-

al admixture.
Of the earths, Silica, Alumina, Lime, and Magne-

sia, are by far the most common, both in simple mine-

rals and in aggregated masses or rocks ; silica being

the most and magnesia the least abundant of the four.-r

Siliceous and Aluminous earths are most frequently

combined with other earths, and with the alkalies potass

and soda ; but the proportion of the alkaline ingredient

is in some minerals so small, that we know not whether
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to esteem it an essential or accidental part—Lime is

generally combined with sulphuric or carbonic acid,
and more rarely with the fluoric or phosphoric ; it is

also frequently combined with magnesia, but much
more sparingly with the other earths.—Magnesia is

sometimes combined with silica and alumina, but more
generally with lime.
The other six earths occur in much smaller quantities

than the preceding. Barytes and Strontia, are rare;
they occur in veins. Zirconia exists in the Hyacinth
and Zircon. Giucina occurs in the Emerald, Beryl,
and a few other minerals. Yttria and Thorina are
found in a few minerals of great rarity.

Silica.

236. This is esteemed to be the most abundant
substance in nature. It is the chief ingredient in

the greatest masses of rocks and soils. It occurs in

the hardest gems, and the softest clays. By analyses,

it has been found, in various proportions, in about
two-thirds of the whole number of earthy minerals
whose composition is known. It does not occur
combined with acids, although it is sometimes con-
tained in acidiferous earthy substances. It appears,

indeed, in many cases, to behave as an acid itself.

336. Alone, on platinum, or charcoal, it is infusi-

ble.

337. With borax, it melts slowly without effer-

vescence; gives a clear glass, which is difficultly

fusible and not rendered opaque by flaming.—With
soda, it effervesces briskly, and fuses into a clear

glass.—With mic. salt, it dissolves partially and very

slowly, without effervescence ; the residue being ren-

dered semi-transparent ; the glass which is formed is

permanently transparent.—With a small quantity of

solution of cobalt, it becomes pale blue when perfect-

N ly fused ; with more solution of cobalt, black ; thus,

silica is distinguished from alumina. See paragraphs

170 and 343.

338. Silicates. To the combinations of silica with
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other earths, Berzelius has applied the term silicates,

stating that these combinations are in fact salts, in
which silica plays the part of an acid towards the
bodies with which it is combined.

339. With mic. salt, a silicate is decomposed;
silica is disengaged ; the base combiner with the
phosphoric acid of the flux. If the assay is large in
proportion to the flux, it often swells up and absorbs
the fused mass. If the flux is large in proportion to

the assay, a globule is formed, holding a tumefied
translucent mass of silica in suspension. But this is

only clearly seen when the glass is examined while
hot ; for most silicates give glasses, which, though
transparent while in fusion, become nearly opaque
when cold. If the assay contains but a small quan-
tity of silica, it generally dissolves in the flux en-
tirely.

340. With soda, the silicates develope different

phenomena ; acting according to the relation which
exists between the quantity of oxygen in the silica,

and the quantity of oxygen in the base which is

combined with the silica. This, at least, is the opi-

nion of Berzelius, to whose works we refer for an
enunciation of his theoretical views upon this diffi-

cult subject. We have no room for discussion here.

The following facts are therefore given without any
attempt at explanation :—1. Every earthy or stony
substance which effervesces with soda, and melts
into a permanently transparent glass, is silica, or a
silicate. 2. Decomposition and the formation of a
glass sometimes partially take place ; but the unfus-
ed part of the assay absorbs the glass into its pores.

3. A silicate will often form a clear glass with a
small portion of soda; an opaque one with more
soda ; and become infusible with a quantity of soda
still larger.

Alumina.

341. This earth is the basis of all the clays or
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argillaceous substances, and is, therefore, one of the
most plentiful of mineral constituents. Indeed, it is

the most abundant of all the earths, except silica.

One of the simplest characters by which aluminous
minerals are distinguished, is, that when breathed
upon, they give out a peculiar earthy odour. Alu-
mina occurs in metallic minerals in small quantities.

342. Alone, heated on platinum or charcoal, it is

infusible, but contracts and becomes hard.

343. With borax, it slowly melts into a transparent
glass, which is not rendered opaque, either by cool-
ing or flaming. If pounded alumina be added in
large quantity to the glass while hot, it mixes with
it and makes it opaque, but does not fuse.—With
soda, it swells, ana forms an infusible compound.—
With mic. salt, it fuses into a clear glass, which sa-
turation does not render opaque.—With solution of
cobalt, after having been dried and strongly ignited
for some time, it gives a beautiful bright blue colour,
which becomes deeper, without losing its beauty, by
an additional quantity of cobalt. This is the most
striking character of alumina, the presence of which
in compound minerals may in this manner be easily

detected ; unless they contain also a great propor-
tion of metallic substances, or a large quantity of
magnesia. The blue colour is only distinctly seen
by day-light, and when the assay is perfectly cold.

See paragraphs 170 and 337.

344. Bergman says, that Alumina effervesces with
soda, " a little ;" with borax, <c remarkably with
mic. salt, " still more violently." Neither Gahn
-nor Berzelius say anything about the effervescence
of alumina with the fluxes. Bergman used pure
clay from earth of alum in his experiments.

Lime.

345. This substance is exceedingly abundant in

the mineral kingdom, not in a pure state, but gene-
rally in combination with acids, such as the carbo-
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nie, sulphuric, fluoric, and several others, with which
it forms acidiferous earthy minerals. Carbonate of
lime or calcareous spar, sulphate of lime or gypsum,
and fluate of lime or fluor-spar, are minerals of this

kind of frequent occurrence.

34>6. Alone, on charcoal, or platinum, it neither

melts nor suffers any change.

347. Carbonate ofLime, is easily rendered caustic,

by the volatilization of its acid ; at the same time
emitting a brilliant light. It evolves heat and falls

.to powder on being moistened. This may be easily

tried by placing a particle of lime, just cooled aftes

burning, on the back of the hand, and adding a drop
of water. The hydrate thus found is infusible.

348. With borax, lime melts into a clear glass,

which flaming renders opaque ; the carbonate fuses
• with effervescence ; a larger quantity of lime (either

the carbonate or the pure} gives a transparent glass

which on cooling crystallizes ; the glass of lime is

never so perfectly milky as those formed with ba-
rytes and strontia.—With soda, it is infusible, but
the carbonate effervesces and is divided into particles.

-—With mic. salt,.]ime fuses in large quantity ; forms
a glass which remains transparent when cold ; the
carbonate does the same, but effervesces considerably
during fusion: if the glass is supersaturated with
lime, and is exposed to a long-continued blast, it

then turns milk white on cooling.—With solution of
-cobalt, it gives a dark grey infiasible mass.

349. " It is observable,'* says Bergman, ** that a very
small piece of calcareous earth is easily dissolved in borax or
microcosmic salt, yielding a spherule altogether pellucid ;
but if more earth be gradually added, the flux, at length sa-
turated, retains the dissolved matter, indeed, while in perfect
fusion ; but, on removing the flame, the part which was taken
up by means of the heat alone, separates; hence, clouds
arise at first, and the whole globule becomes opaque, but
recovers its transparency again by fusion. This is entirely
correspondent to what happens in the humid way. For warm
water, saturated with nitie, or Glauber's salt, upon cooling,
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is obliged to deposit that part which it had taken up in vir-

tue of its warmth. If the fused pellucid globule, which
would grow opaque upon cooling, be quickly plunged into

melted tallow, water, or other substance, hot, (for cold ge-

nerally cracks it,) so as to grow suddenly hard, it retains its

transparency ; the particles being as it were fixed in that

state which is necessary to transparency. This is a pheno-
menon highly worthy of observation, and which cannot be
seen in the crucible.

350. Sulphate of Lime, or Gypsum, is easily re-

duced to sulphuret, and possesses, besides, the pro-

perty of combining with fluor-spar, forming a clear

glass, in a moderate heat. See paragraph 173.

Magnesia.

351. The substances in which this earth generally
occurs are serpentine, basalt, and m^gnesian lime-
stone. It is also found, in rather small quantities,

m about thirty earthy minerals, and in a few mine-
rals of the metalliferous class. It also occurs com-
bined with the carbonic, sulphuric, and boracic
acicis.

352. Alone, on platinum, or charcoal, it undergoes
no change ; but produces an intense brightness in

the blowpipe flame*

353. With borax, it behaves like lime.—With
soda, it has no action.—With mtc salt, it fuses rea-

dily ; a small quantity forms a clear glass which be-

comes opaque by flaming ; a large quantity gives a
glass which on cooling spontaneously becomes milk
white.

354. With solution of cobalt, when strongly igni-

ted, a faint reddish colour like flesh is produced. The
tint, however, is only distinguishable when the as-

say is perfectly cold, and by day-light. Magnesia
may by this process be detected in compound bodies,

in which it occurs in very small proportions, provid-

ed they do not contain much metallic matter, or a

proportion of alumina exceeding that of the magne-
sia. Some inference as to the quantity of magnesia
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m

contained in a mineral may generally be drawn from
the intensity of the colour produced by the assay.

See paragraph 170.

] 355. Carbonate of Magnesia, alone, loses its acid*

—With borax, it effervesces slightly, and behaves
like pure magnesia.—With mic. salt, the efferves-

cence is more violent.—With soda, it effervesces a
little, and is somewhat diminished.

» *

ZlRCONIA.
-

356. Occurs very sparingly ; found only in a few
minerals*

357. Alone, on platinum, or charcoal, it is infusi-

ble ; but is remarkable for emitting alight of intense
brilliancy.

358. With borax, it behaves like glucina.—With
soda, the same.—With mic* salt, the same ; but dis-

solves more sparingly, and the glass more easily be-
comes opaque.

Glucina.

359. This is found only in small quantities, and
in a very few minerals, namely, euclase, beryl, eme-
rald, gadolinite, and topazolite.

360. Alone, on platinum, or charcoal, it experiences
no change.

361. With borax, it dissolves in large proportion ;

forms a clear glass, which flaming renders milk
white; if supersaturated with the assay, the glass
spontaneously becomes milk white on cooling.

—

With soda, no action ensues.—With mic. salt, as
with borax.—With solution of cobalt, it forms a dark
grey mass.

Yttria.

362. Of extremely rare occurrence.

363. Its habitudes before the blowpipe resemb le

those of glucina.
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Barytes.
•

864* This is rather a scarce substance. It occur*
combined either with the sulphuric or carbonic acid,
forming compounds which may be readily distin-
guished from most other earthy minerals, by their
great specific gravity.

365. Alone, on charcoal, or platinum, it is in-
fusible ; but when containing water, it intnmesces
and melts, and if on charcoal, penetrates it, and
forms a solid crust.

360. Carbonate of Barytes, on platinum, very
easily melts into a clear glass, which becomes a white
enamel on cooling; on charcoal, it melts easily,
effervesces strongly, sputters up, becomes caustic,
and sinks into the support.

367. With borax, a small quantity of either of
the above, effervesces briskly, and fuses into a clear
glass which becomes opaque by flaming; a larger
portion of the assay produces a glass which turns
enamel-white on cooling, without flaming.—With
mic. salt, the same phenomena take place as with
borax, but foamsand intumesces; endsin a clear glass,

or a white enamel, according to the proportion borne
by the assay to the flux.—With soda, on charcoal, it

melts and is absorbed.—With solution of cobalt, it

gives a reddish brown globule ; the colour of which
flies on cooling.

368. Sulphate of Barytes is converted, in the in-
terior flame, into a sulphuret, and is absorbed by
the charcoal, with effervescence, which is continued
as long as it is exposed to the action of the blow-
pipe.

Strontia.

369. This is a scarce earth. It occurs in the two
states of carbonate and sulphate.

370. Alone, on platinum, or charcoal, either pure
m 3
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or in the state of a hydrate, (that is, containing
water,) it behaves like barytes.

371. Carbonate of Strontia, held in small thin
plates, with platma forceps, in the reducing flame,
melts on the surface ; the carbonic acid is driven off,

and the assay assumes a ramified cauliflower appear-
ance, possessing a dazzling brightness. In an in-
tense heat, and on the side of the plate farthest

from the lamp, a red flame is seen, sometimes edged
with green, and scarcely perceptible butby the light

of a lamp. The ramified portion is alkaline.

372. With borax and mic. salt, it behaves like

barytes.—With soda, caustic strontia remains un-
changed, but the carbonate in small quantity melts
into a clear glass which becomes white on cooling,

or if strongly heated, bubbles and is absorbed ; a
large quantity of the carbonate only fuses partially.

—With solution of cobalt, it turns mack, but does
not melt.

373. Sulphate of Strontia is reduced in the in-
terior flame to a sulphuret. Dissolve this in a drop
of muriatic acid, add a drop of alcohol, and dip a
small hit of stick in the solution : it will burn with
a fine red flame.

Thorina.

. 374. This earth has only been found in a few rare

minerals. It occurs in the fluates of cerium and
yttria, and sometimes in the gadolinite. We are but
little acquainted with its properties.

375. Alone, it is infusible.

376. With borax or mic. salt, it fuses into a trans-

parent glass.

Acids.

377* The foregoing descriptions of the characteristic phe.
nomena presented by metallic substances before the blow,

pipe, will enable any one readily to ascertain the nature of
the Base of any saline compound which he may have to
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examine. It is necessary to show now, by what means the
Acid may be distinguished.

378. The acids which enter into the composition of mine-
rals are about thirteen in number. Of these, four are
metallic acids, and have been already treated of : namely,
the tnngstic, chromic, molybdic, and arsenic acids. Only
nine, therefore, remain to be described ; these are the fol-

lowing :

—

Acids. Elements of which they are composed.

Carbonic Carbon and Oxygen
Phosphoric Phosphorus Oxygen
Fluoric Fluorine Hydrogen
Sulphuric Sulphur Oxygen
Muriatic Chlorine Hydrogen
Nitric Nitrogen Oxygen
Boracic Boron Oxygen

^^^^^^^^

Succinic This is the acid obtained from
Amber. It is a triple compound
containing Carbon, Oxygen, and
Hydrogen.

Mellitic This is the acid obtained from
Honeystone. Its nature is un-
known.

The carbonic, phosphoric, fluoric, sulphuric, muriatic,

nitric, and boracic acids occur combined with earths.—The
carbonic, phosphoric, sulphuric, and muriatic acids are

found mineralizing certain metals.—The nitric and carbonic

acids are found united with potass.—The carbonic, sul-

phuric, muriatic, and boracic acids occur in combination
with soda.

379. Carbonic Acid.—The blowpipe affords no
method of detecting this so good as the common one
of a drop of nitric or muriatic acid, by means of
which effervescence is produced.

380. Phosphoric Acid.—This occurs in combina-
tion with various earths and metals, forming phos-

phates. It is found also, in very small proportions

in wavellite, lazulite, and a few other minerals.

Now, as phosphoric acid has the property of being

precipitate^ with the earthy bases, in experiments
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performed in the wet way ; it consequently fre-

quently eludes the researches of the chemist when
he operates in that manner. Hence a test to detect

it in the dry way becomes the more desirable. The
following will be found an effectual method :—Melt
the assay with boracic acid, on charcoal, and plunge
into the globule, while it is hot, a bit of steel wire,

a little longer than the diameter of the globule.

Then heat toe whole in a good reducing flame. If

the assay contain less than a twentieth part of its

bulk of phosphoric acid it will not be rendered evi-

dent ; the wire will burn at the projecting ends, but
preserve elsewhere its metallic brilliancy. But if a
greater proportion of phosphoric acid oe contained
m the assay, it is decomposed ; and there is simul-
taneously formed borate of iron and nhosphuret of
iron. The latter melts in a strongneat, and the
assay resumes its globular figure. When it is cold,

the globule may be wrapped in a piece of paper, and
struck with a hammer : when there will be found
among the fragments a metallic globule more or less

brittle, magnetic, and with a fracture having a steel

colour. This is the phosphuret of iron. It is

necessary, however, to observe, that this experiment
does not succeed if any other substance be present
in the assay, capable of being reduced and fused
with iron ; such as the sulphuric or arsenic acid.

381. Fluoric Acid.—This is characterised by its

peculiar odour and by its properties of corroding
glass, and of changing the red colour of brazil-wood
test paper to yellow. If a small piece of a fluate be
moistened in a watch glass with muriatic acid, the
mixture after a few seconds, produces its peculiar
effect when rubbed on brazil-wood paper.—If a
mineral containing a large quantity of fluoric acid,

be mixed with fused mic. salt, and heated in the
open tube, fluoric acid gas is formed. This may be
known by its peculiar odour, by its corroding the
interior surface of the glass tube, and by the effect

V
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produced on a piece of brazil-wood paper inserted

id to the upper part of the tube. This plan is best

adapted for the minerals of which fluoric acid is an
essential part, such as fluor-spar, topas, cryolite, &c.
—Mica, and other minerals, containing a small por-
tion of fluoric acid, as an accidental ingredient, are

best tried in a small matrass, when the usual
effects are developed, though in an inferior degree.

382. Sulphuric Acid.—A globule is formed by
melting together silica and soda, and the mineral to

be tried is placed on this. Or the assay is mixed
with the soda, previous to its fusion with the silica.

The first method produces the most accurate result ;

the second is the easiest process. In either case, if

sulphuric acid is present, and if the assay fuses

when exposed to the flame, the sulphuric acid is de-
composed, and sulphur ct of soda is produced. This
is known by the dark orange or reddish brown tinge

acquired by the glass, either while hot or when
cold.

383. Muriatic Acid.—To detect this, oxide of
copper and raic. salt are melted into a dark green
globule. The assay is added to this, and the whole
is exposed to the blast : if muriatic acid be present,

the globule becomes surrounded by an elegant blue-

ish purple flame, which continues as long as any
muriatic acid remains in the assay.

—

Iodates treated

in the same way as muriates produce a superb deep
green flame.

384. Nitric Acid.—The fusible nitrates detonate
with charcoal. The infusible nitrates, when gradu-
ally heated, till they are red hot, in a small matrass,

give out the orange coloured vapour of nitrous acid.

385. Boracic Acid.—No flux or re-agent has yet

been discovered capable of detecting in blowpipe
experiments minute quantities of this substance,

which is the more to be regretted, as it frequently

occurs in minerals in minute proportions.
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Hydrates.

386. Nearly all minerals, when heated in the
matrass, give off more or less water, the slightest

trace of which condenses in the upper part of the
apparatus. In most cases, water exists in minerals
as an accidental ingredient, especially in those of a
porous texture. But in a few substances it is an
essential constituent part, as is evinced by the dif-
ference existing between the forms of tne primary
crystals of hydrous, and those of anhydrous, sul-
phate of lime.
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A

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT
OF

SIMPLE MINERALS,
FOUNDED UPON

THEIR MOST IMPORTANT CHARACTERS,

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ;

AND ADAPTED TO

AID THE STUDENT IN HIS PROGRESS IN

MINERALOGY,
BY FACILITATING THE DISCOVERY OF THE

387. As the nature of the following System has
been fully explained in the Introduction, it is un-
necessary to trouble the reader with any remarks
here. We shall proceed at once, therefore, to lay

before him the details of the plan which is there

unfolded.
388. In the fitst place, we shall give die Essential

Characters ef all the classes collectively, and then
proceed to the description of each particular class.

389. Class 1. COMBUSTIBLE MINERALS.
Essential Characters

:

—
The substances of this class are of low specific

gravity, scarcely exceeding 2. 0. (water being

= 1. 0.) when pure ; none are above 2. 5. (ex-

cept the diamond), and some are supernatant.
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They are all soft ; some liquid ; the hardest yield

with ease to the knife,—except the diamond. .

Some of them are eminently combustible, burning

away at, or below, a red heat.

The rest are combustible with greater or less ease,

and more or less completely, by the action of

the blowpipe.

The diamond, which differs so remarkably in its

specific gravity and hardness from the other mi-

nerals of this class, is slowly combustible at a
heat rather below the melting point of silver.

390. Class 2. METALLIC MINERALS.
Essential Characters

:

—
Specific Gravity exceeding^

5. 0,^,^ rJJ . JnJJ r-JJ rrJ .. JrJJn.. J JJ .. I Minerals which possess

Possess a Metallic Lustre (?ther of these Sharac.

when scraped ~~~J
Or,

Specific gravity less than 5. 0. but more tfran 2. 5.,

and destitute of metallic lustre, but

a. Reducible to the metallic state by the

blowpipe, or

6. Rendered Magnetic by the blowpipe,

or

c. Volatilized, wholly or in part, by the

blowpipe, producing a vapour, or

<L Communicate a colour to borax by the

blowpipe.

Some of the substances in this class, like the non-metallic
minerals of class 1, are inflammable. No confusion,
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however, can arise hence ; because all such substances
greatly exceed in specific gravity the heaviest of the
combustible minerals—The specific gravity of the mi-
nerals constituting class I, very rarely, indeed, rises so
high as 2*5., while the specific gravity of those of
class 2, as seldom descends so low.

391. CtASS 3. EARTHY MINERALS.
Essential Characters

:

—
Insoluble in water 1 These diaracters distinguish earthy
Insapid J

minerals from saline.

Incombustible at a \ This character distinguishes earthy
white heat~~»~~ J

minerals from combustible.

Specific gravity less than 5-0. "1

Destitute of true metallic lustre* I These characters

Neither Reducible to the metallic !
together

state, norVolatilizable at a high
f eanhTfrom

temperature, before the Blow- I metallicminerals

pipe<*<ww^»«<«»»^*^*»w^#r»^.v>>» l»»»'»i-i» <<w»»i»»»»w» J

392. Class 4. SALINE MINERALS.
Essential Characters:—

r

Soluble in water -1 These characters are sufficient to

T > distinguish saline minerals from
j. aste sapid »wm > ,^,1 @n others*

' * A few earthy minerals have a metallic appearance,
which arises from their possessing a false or pseudo-metal-
lie lustre. But the illusion is destroyed by scraping the
surface of such minerals with a knife, upon which the
lustre vanishes ; whereas, minerals possessing the true

tallic lustre, become brighter when they are scraped.
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393. All the above Classes of Minerals are divided

into Orders, most of these Orders into Genera, and
the Genera again into Families ; every successive

division being founded on characters that are pecu-
liar to the bodies which constitute it ; wherefore, an
account of these characters is placed at the head of

every division. By this means, the enquirer is di-

rected straight onwards to the object he is in search

of, like the traveler who meets at every corner with

signs to direct his course.

394. Notwithstanding the copious directions which we
have already given for the management of processes with
the blowpipe, it may probably be as well, before we enter

upon the description of the minerals, to make a few re-

marks upon the general manner of examining their habi-
tudes.—Let it be supposed that the student has a mineral,
which, in order to ascertain its name, he intends to examine
by the blowpipe, and that this mineral has been properly
prepared for that purpose, by the preliminary operations
formerly described, the question then is,—how is he to

begin ?—In the first place, the mineral is to be heated in
the matrass, in the manner, and with the objects, described
in paragraphs 106, 138, 139. After which, it must be heated,

alone, on charcoal or some other support, and the pheno-
mena be observed which are described at paragraph 141 •

or, at least, such of them as may be developed. Lastly,

the substance must be tried with the different fluxes, the
various habitudes with each of which must be observed
attentively. Paragraph 180 gives a tabular view of what
may be expected to occur when a mineral is heated with a
flux.

395. When an assay is exposed to the blowpipe, the heat
that is first applied should be as low as possible ; the tem-
perature of the air on the surface or the jet of flame
which is projected from the lamp, is sufficient to produce
on many minerals a very sensible effect. Thus, in minerals
which exhibit the phenomena of phosphorescence, that pro-
perty is best elicited in this heat; the fusible inflammable
minerals begin to melt ; and various saline substances lose
their water of crystallization. This temperature, therefore,
is that in which the properties of minerals should be first

investigated. To produce this heat most conveniently, the
flame should be directed immediately above the assay, not
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directed towards or upon it—In the outer flame of the
blowpipe jet, a mineral is raised to a tolerably full red heat,

which produces the following effects. Change of Colour :

thus, the yellow ores of iron become red, and the peach
blossom tinge of flowers of cobalt becomes blue. Earthy
hydrates lose their water , and then assume a particular ap-
pearance : thus, gypsum exfoliates, and prehnite and meso-
type throw up coarse and irregular ramifications. Certain
minerals begin to tinge theflame ; thus, carbonate of stron-
tian produces its peculiar crimson colour, and muriate
of copper its characteristic deep green flame. The roasting

ofthe metallic ores is best carried on at this heat : sulphur
and selenium are driven off, and are discovered by their pe-
culiar odours ; arsenic is sometimes volatilized, but not so
completely as by the inner flame ; grey antimony melts

;

native bismuth exhudes from the pores of its matrix ; and
pearlspar blackens and becomes magnetic.— The inte-
rior flame, which possesses a still nigher degree of heat,
produces another series of phenomena. These are much
too numerous to be stated here, and it is, indeed, unneces-
sary to adduce examples; for the habitudes of mineral
constituents described in the preceding pages, if considered
in conjunction with the tables at paragraphs 139, 141, 180,
will afford all the information on this point which the stu-
dent will find necessary. It is sufficient to say here, with
respect to the effects of the interior flame, that fusion and
reduction, more or less perfect, are what are produced by it,

and that the chief thing to be attended to, is the nature of
the substance that is the result of the experiment.

396. " Most of the inflammable substances, when exposed
to the apex of the flame, begin to liquefy, unless entangled
in much earth, which yet does not always prevent their in-

flammation. When they are once inflamed, let the blast

be stopped until they have burned away, either alone or
with a flux ; and the residuum, if any, be examined after-

wards by the flame." Bergman*—In trying the habitudes
of the earthy minerals with the blowpipe, recourse to fluxes

is seldom necessary ; but, when metallic substances are

operated upon, fluxes are at almost all times a useful and
necessary addition, since the colour derived by the latter

from the former, is one of the principal characteristics by
which the metals are recognized.—In all cases where a
metallic globule is obtained, it should be separated from
the adhering scoriae by washing and pounding (see the re-

ducing process), and examined with regard to its mallea-
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bility and the other external properties by which the indi-

vidual metals are distinguished. If the name of the metal
is not discoverable by. these means, it must be placed again
before the blowpipe, and its habitudes, with and without
fluxes, be compared with those which are described in the

preceding pages, as characteristic of the different mineral
constituents. By proceeding in this manner, the student

cannot fail to identify the substance that is operated upon.

Class 1. COMBUSTIBLE MINERALS.

397. For the Essential Characters of this Class, see

It is divided into two Orders, as follows:

—

Order 1. Combustible with Flame.

Order 2. Combustible without Flame.

These Orders are not divided into Genera and
Families ; because the species comprehended by each
are few in number and easily discriminated.

Order 1. Combustible with Flame.

398. Mineral Oil—Two substances are compre-
hended under this term ; both of which are liquid,

highly inflammable, and lighter than water :

—

a. Naphtha. Perfectly fluid ; transparent ; nearly

colourless. Sp. gr. 0*7.—Takes fire on the approach
of flame ; gives a bright blueish light, a consider-

able smoke, and a penetrating odour; leaves no
residuum.

b. Petroleum. Fluid, but of a thicker consistence

than common tar; viscid; translucent; dark brown;
strong bituminous odour. Sp. gr. 0-9.—Burns with
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a wick when heated ; during combustion, gives out
a very thick black smoke ; leaves a little black coaly

residuum.
399. Mineral Pitch.—There are three varieties

of this, which vary from solid to semi-fluid; all

become soft and viscid when heated ; burn readily

with a bright yellow flame, leaving a small re-
sidue:

—

a. Cohesive Miiieral Pitch, Mineral Tar, Earthy
Bitumen, Maltha. Amorphous; earthy; brown;
dull ; sectile ; very soft ; strong bituminous odour.
—Burns with a brisk clear flame, emits an' agreeable
odour, and deposits much soot.

A. Elastic Mineral Pitch, Mineral Caoutchouc,
Elastic Bitumen. Nodulous masses ; greenish brown
and black ; translucent ; soft ; flexible ; elastic ; sec-

tile ; strong bituminous odour. Sp. gr. 1-0.—Burns
with a large flame and much smoke. Melts in a
gentle heat.

c. Compact jftineral Pitch, Compact Bitumen.
Asphaltum. Massive ; brownish black ; fracture

concboidal with a shining resinous lustre ; opaque ;

brittle; has a bituminous odour, when rubbed.
Sp. gr. 1-6—1-0.—Burns freely, leaving a small quan-
tity of ash.

400. Brown Coal, Wood Coal, Bovey Coal, Fi-
brous Coal, Bituminous Wood, Carbonated Wood,
Surturbrand.—Massive ; fracture earthy or fibrous,

with a woody structure ; colour blackish brown

;

soft. Sp. gr. VI*—This substance is principally

characterised by its burning with a weak flame,
and an odour resembling that of peat.

b. Kimmeridge Coal, Brown Bituminous Shale.

This is a variety of Brown Coal, having a fine slaty

structure, and a liver brown colour.—Burns feebly,

leaving a large earthy residue.

401. Jet, Compact Coal, Pitch Coal.—Colour
black; lustre shining; fracture perfectly conchoidal;

occurs in branchiform masses ; structure ligneous

;

n 2
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does not soil ; soft. Sp. gr. 1-2.—Burns with a green-
ish flame and a strong bituminous odour, leaving a
yellow ash.

402. Black Coaly Common Coal, Foliated Coal,

Slate Coal.—Colour black ; often with an iridescent

tarnish; massive; structure thick slaty; fracture un-
even ; lustre shining resinous ; soils. Sp. gr. 1*3.

—

Burns with a bright flame and much smoke.
403. Cannel Coal, Candle Coal, Parrot Coal of

Scotland.—Colour greyish black ; massive ; fracture

imperfectly slaty in the large ; flat conchoidal in
the small ; glimmering ; does not soil. Sp. gr. 1*2.

—Burns with a bright flame, at the same time de-
crepitating and flying into angular fragments.

404. Amber.—Occurs in nodules ; orange-colour,

yellow, and yellowish white ; fracture conchoidal ;

transparent; brittle; strongly resino-electric by fric-

tion ; yields easily to the knife. Sp. gr. 1*1.

—

Bums with a yellow flame, a copious smoke, and
flagrant odour, intumesces at the same time, but
scarcely melts. The transparent kinds volatilize

entirely. The opaque leave a residuum.
405. Retinasphalt.— Occurs in small irregular

lumps ; colour pale brownish yellow ; opaque

;

glistening resinous; fracture conchoidal ; brittle ; soft.

Sp. gr. 1-1.— When held to a candle, it melts,

smokes, and burns with a bright flame and a fra-

grant odour.

406. Fossil Copal, Highgate Resin.—Amorphous

;

colour yellowish brown ; translucent ; lustre resin-

ous; brittle; yields easily to the knife; rather
heavier than water.—When heated, it gives out a
resinous aromatic odour, and melts into a limpid
fluid ; when applied to the flame of a candle, it takes

fire and burns with a clear yellow flame and much
smoke, leaving no residuum.

407. Dysodile.—Massive ; lamellar ; yellow or grey ;

extremely fragile. Sp. gr. 1-5.—Burns with a con-
siderable flame and smoke, and a crackling noise;
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giving out an almost insupportably foetid odour, and
leaving a residue of nearly half its weight, unchanged
in form.

408. Sulphury Brimstone. — Occurs in nodular
masses, or crystallized in acute octohedrons ; colour

yellow or orange, with a tinge of green
; transparent

or translucent ; fracture conchoidal ; lustre snining

resinous; very brittle; remarkably resino-electric by
friction. Sp. gr. 2-0.—Easily inflammable; burns
with a lambent blue flame and a suffocating odour

;

fuses into a brown liquid.

A. Volcanic Sulphur. Occurs in the fissures of

lava ; generally stalactitic or pulverulent; agrees with
the preceding in its other characters.

Order 2. Combustible without Flame.

409. Mineral Cliarcoal, Mineral Carbon.—Occurs
in thin laminae

;
greyish black ; fibrous or wood-

like in texture ; friable ; glimmering silky lustre

;

soils strongly.—Burns nearly as rapidly as common
charcoal, with neither flame nor smoke.

410. Blind Coal, Glance Coal, Anthracite.—There
are three varieties of this mineral, all of which burn
without either flame or smoke, leaving a little ash :

—

a. Massive Anthracite, Conchoidal Glance Coal.

Iron black ; often with a splendent metallic tarnish ;

fracture conchoidal ; shining ; light ; brittle.

b. Slaty Anthracite, Slaty Glance Coal, Blind Coal,

Stone Coal, Welch Culm, Kilkenny Coal. Brownish
black ; fracture slaty in one direction, conchoidal in

the other ; lustre inclining to metallic ; easily fran-

gible ; sectile ; brittle. Sp. gr. 1 #6.

c. Columnar Anthracite, Columnar Glance Cdal.

Occurs in small short prismatic concretions, often

curved ; iron black
;
shining ; often with a metallic

tarnish ; opaque ; soft ;
light ; brittle.
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411. Plumbago, Graphite, Black-Lead.—Occurs in

kidney-shaped masses; structure lamellar; colour

iron grey ; lustre glistening metallic ; soft ; unc-
tuous ; perfectly sectile ; soils strongly, giving a dis-

tict mark on paper. Sp. gr. 2*1.—Before the blow-
pipe it is infusible, but, by a long-continued red

neat, it burns without flame or smoke, leaving a

portion of red oxide of iron. It is not acted on by
the fluxes.

412. Mcllite, Honeystone, Mellate of Alumina.
—Occurs in grains and octohedral crystals; colour

honey-yellow ; translucent ; shining ; soft ; brittle ;

refracts doubly. Sp. gr. 1*6.—In the matrass, alone,

whitens, gives oflr water, and turns opaque. On
charcoal, becomes of an opaque white with black
spots, contracts, and at last is reduced to ashes,

which slightly effervesce with acids.

413. Diamond.—Occurs crystallized, and in round-
ish grains which often present indicationsofcrystalline

faces ; form, the regular octohedron and its varieties,

which are usually curvilinear polyhedrons ; structure

perfectly lamellar, with joints parallel to the faces

of the octohedron ; in general colourless, but some-
times with a tinge of grey, blue, red, yellow, green,

brown or black ; lustre nighly splendent, adaman-
tine ; more or less transparent ; possesses a high de-

gree of refractive power ; hardness superior to that

of every other substance. Sp. gr. 3*5.—Infusible

before the blowpipe ; but, at a white heat, it slowly
burns away.

Class 2. METALLIC MINERALS.

414. For the Essential Characters of this Class,

It is divided into two Orders, as follows:—
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Order 1. Volatilizable, wholly or in part, on

charcoal, before the Blowpipe, into a Vapour

which condenses in a pulverulent form on a

piece of Charcoal held over it.

Order 2. Fixed; not Volatilizable, except at a

white heat.

These Orders are respectively divided into Genera,

in agreement with certain subordinate general cha-

racters.

Order 1. Volatilizable, wholly or in part, on
charcoal, before the Blowpipe, into a Vapour
which condenses in a pulverulent form on a

piece of Charcoal held over it.

415. This Order is divided into three Genera, as

follows:—

Genus 1. Entirely, or almost entirely, Volatiliz-

able.

Genus 2. Partly Volatilizable; the Residue af-

fording Metallic Grains, with Borax, on Char-

coal.

Genus 3. Partly Volatilizable ; the Residue not

Reducible to the Metallic state with Borax.

Every Genus is farther divided into Families.

Genus 1. Entirely, or almost entirely,

Volatilizable.

416. This Genus is divided into two Families:

—

Family 1. Lustre Metallic.

Family 2. Lustre Non-Mdallk.
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Family L Lustre Metallic.

417. Native Arsenic—Colour pale lead grey; ex-
ternally dull ; occurs botryoidal ; structure concen-

fibrous; soft; frangible. Sp. gr. 5*7.—Fuses;
burns witb a blueish flame ; and gives off a dense
white arsenical vapour ; is all volatilized, except a
small residue chiefly of iron, but mixed with silver

or gold. In the matrass, metallic arsenic sublimes,
and leaves a small bead of silver.

418. Arsenical Native Antimony. This is a va-
riety of the Native Antimony described at paragraph
423, alloyed with a small portion of arsenic.—Alone,
in the matrass, first gives off metallic arsenic, then
fuses ; heated red on charcoal, it is ignited, and
gives off dense white arsenical fumes, which form
round the metallic globule a net work of little crys-
tals ; by a prolonged blast the whole of the assay is

dissipated in fumes.
419. Native Bismuth.—Colour reddish white, tar-

nished externally ; occurs amorphous, and crystalliz-

ed in octohedrons ; structure perfectly lamellar ;

soft ; not very frangible. Sp. gr. 9*0.—Fusible by
the mere flame of a candle ; before the blowpipe,
fuses and is volatilized in the form of a white va-
pour, developing the odour of arsenic. In the open
tube, gives off a little white arsenic. When cupel-
led, it tinges the bone ashes pure orange-yellow.

420. Grei/ Antimony, Sulphuret of Antimony.
Colour light lead grey, often iridescent; opaque;

occurs crystallized, lamellar, and fibrous; lustre
splendent ; very soft ; flexible ; easily frangible.
Sp. gr. 4*4.—Melts by the mere flame of a candle ;

evaporates almost totally before the blowpipe, in the
form of a white vapour with a sulphurous odour.

421. Molyhdena.—Colour lead grey ; occurs in
six-sided tabular crystals, and massive ; structure
lamellar; opaque; lu6tre shining; flexible, but

trie lamellar ; fracture
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not elastic ; unctuous ; frangible ; soils. Sp. gr. 4*8.

—Alone, on charcoal, scarcely fusible ; gives a sul-

phurous odour ; urged by a violent heat gives out
white vapours with a light blue flame ; soluble in

carbonate of soda with violent effervescence.

422. Native Tellurium, Native Sylvan, Sylvanite.

—Colour tin white ; shining ; occurs in small crystal-

line grains, of a lamellar structure; soft; brittle.

Sp. gr. 6*1.—Fuses as easily as lead, then burns
with a light green flame, being almost entirely

volatilized in a dense white vapour, having a pun*
gent acrid odour, sometimes like that of horse-ra-
dish, by which the presence of selenium is indicated.

In the open tube, Tellurium gives off a large quan-
tity of fumes, which adhere to the sides of the tube
as a white powder, capable of fusion into clear co-

lourless drops ; a small portion escaping by subli-

mation.
423. Native Antimony.—Colour tin white, with a

yellow or black tarnish ; occurs reniform and amor-
phous; structure lamellar ; opaque ; soft ; frangible.

Sp. gr. 6*7.—Melts easily, on charcoal ; gives a dense
grey inodorous vapour, and a melted button, which, if

cooled slowly, becomes covered with a net work of

brilliant white acicular crystals ; generally a mi-
nute bead of silver remains.

424. Naiive Quicksilver.—Colour silverwhite; lustre

splendent ; occurs in fluid metallic globules. Sp. gr.

13*6.—Volatilizes entirely before the blowpipe, at

less than a red heat.

Family 2. Lustre Non-Metallic.

425. Cinnabar, Sulphuret of Mercury.—Colour
carmine, cochineal red, or lead grey ; streak florid

blood colour; occurs massive and crystallized ; struc-

ture, lamellar, or fibrous; translucent. Sp. gr. 7*7.

—8*2.—On charcoal, fuses, and is volatilized with a

blue flame and sulphurous odour, leaving no resi-

duum. . In the open tube, it gives, by roasting, me-»
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tallic mercury, and a sublimate of cinnabar. In the

matrass, with soda, it produces globules of mercury.
426. Red Antimony, Sulphuretted Oxide of Anti-

mony.—Colour cherry red, commonly with a blueish

or iridescent tarnish ; occurs in diverging capillary

crystals, or amorphous; opaque; lustre shining;

brittle. Sp. gr. 4*5.—On charcoal, fuses readily, and
volatilizes with a sulphurous odour.

427. Sulphuret ofArsenic.—There are two varieties

of this ; both of which, on charcoal, melt instantly,

and burn with a pale yellow flame, giving out sul-

phurous and arsenical vapours. In the open tube,

volatilize entirely, depositing white arsenic on the
upper part of the tube. In the matrass, fuse, boil

up, ana give a transparent sublimate, of a dark yel-

low or fine red colour.—The following are the in-

dividual characters :

—

a. Red Sulphuret of Arsenic, Realgar.—Colour
bright aurora red, scarlet, or orange ; streak lemon
yellow ; occurs massive, disseminated, or in prisma-
tic crystals; lustre splendent, vitreous; soft; ex-
tremely frangible ; acquires by friction resinous elec-

tricity. Sp. gr. 3*3.

b. Yellow Sulphuret of Arsenic, Orpiment—Co-
lour bright lemon or gold yellow ; brilliant pseudo-
nietalliciustre; occurs reniform and stalactitic; struc-

ture lamellar ; in thin lamina? transparent and flexi-

ble. Sp. gr. 3*5.

428. Bismuth OcAre, Oxide of Bismuth.—Colour
greenish and yellowish grey ; occurs massive ; la-
mellar ; shining or dull ; opaque ; soft ; friable.

Sp. gr. 4*4.—Dissolves with effervescence in acids.

—On charcoal, is easily reduced to metallic globules,

which volatilize if the heat is prolonged. With bo-
rax, in the exterior flame, forms a colourless trans-
parent glass.

429. Antimonial Ochre9 Earthy Oxide of Anti-
mony.—Colour yellowish brown ; dull ; earthy ;
soft ; brittle

; heavy ; occurs incrusting crystals of
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grey antimony.—On charcoal, it whitens and evapo-
rates without fusing ; with borax, it intumesces and
affords a few minute metallic globules.

430. White Antimony, Oxide of Antimony.—Co-
lour whitish and greyish ; occurs crystallized in ta-

bular and acicular crystals, in diverging groups, and
more rarely massive and investing ; lustre shining,

pearly; translucent; soft. Sp. gr. 5-5.—Alone, on
charcoal fuses very easily, and sublimes in the form
of a white vapour.

431. Horn Quicksilver, Muriate of Mercury, Cor-
neous Mercury.—Colour greyish and greenish ; oc-

curs crystallized in quadrangular prisms, terminated
by pyramids, also in tubercular crusts, rarely mas-
sive ; lustre pseudo-metallic ; translucent ; soft

;

sectile. Dissolves in water, and gives an orange pre-

cipitate with lime water.—Alone, on charcoal, totally

volatilizes with the odour of garlic, which intimates

the presence of arsenic. With soda, in the matrass,
affords many globules of mercury; With mic. salt

and oxide of copper, on charcoal, it tinges the flame
of a beautiful azure colour.

Genus 2. Partly Volatilizable ; the Residue
affording metallic grains, with borax, on
Charcoal.

432. This Genus is divided into two Families :

—

Family I. Lustre Metallic.

Family 2. Lustre Non-Metallic.

«

Family 1. Lustre Metallic.

433. Mispiclcel, Arsenical Pyrites, Arsenical Iron.

—Colour silvery white ; occurs crystallized in right

rhombic prisms, and amorphous ; hard ; brittle. Sp.

gr. 6-5.--On charcoal, at first gives off dense and
copious arsenical vapours, then fuses, exhaling the

o
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odour of arsenic, into a brittle globule, resembling

magnetic pyrites.

434.. Arsenical Cobalt, White Cobalt Ore.—Colour
silver white, often tarnished ; occurs crystallized in

cubes and octohedrons, also arborescent, stalactitic,

and botryoidal; lustre glistening metallic; hard;
brittle. Sp. gr. 7-7.—Alone, in the open tube, very

readily gives off arsenious acid. In the matrass,

some specimens yield a little metallic arsenic. On
charcoal, exhales a copious arsenical vapour, and
fuses partially and difficultly, into a grey metallic

globule, which is not magnetic, and which continues
brittle after long treatment with borax, to which it

communicates a deep blue colour.

4-35. White Copper, Arsenical Copper Pyrites.

—

Colour yellowish white, generally tarnished ; occurs
amorphous ; soft ; brittle. Sp. gr. 4*5.—Yields a
white arsenical vapour, and fuses into a greyish-
black slag; which, upon being treated with borax,
after a thorough roasting, yields metallic copper.

436. Bright White Cobalt, Cobalt Glance.—Colour
silver or yellowish white : occurs crystallized in the
cube and its varieties ; also, arborescent, stalactitic,

botryoidal, and amorphous ; the planes of the cubi-
cal crystals are striated ; structure lamellar ; hard ;

brittle. Sp. gr. 6'4.—In the open tube, with a strong
heat, gives off arsenious acid, exhales sulphurous
acid, and whitens brazil-wood test paper placed in
the tube. On charcoal, it first becomes black ; gives
offan abundance of arsenical fumes as it gets red hot

;

and, after some roasting, fuses into a dark coloured
metallic globule, which attracts the magnet, and
tinges borax deep blue.

437. Arsenical Antimonial Silver, Arsenical Silver

Ore.—Colour silvery white on the fresh surface,

tarnished blackish externally ; occurs reniform
;

structure finely lamellar ; glimmering metallic lustre ;

harder than antimonial silver ; sectile ; easily fran-
gible. Sp. gr. 9'4.—Before the blowpipe, the anti-
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mony and arsenic are mostly volatilized with a garlic

odour, leaving a globule of impure silver surrounded
by a slag.

438. Copper Nickel, Arsenical Nickel, Prismatic
NickelPyrites.—Copper red ; occurs reticulated, den-
dritic, and botryoidal, but commonly massive ; lustre

shining metallic; hard; brittle; difficultly frangi-

ble. Sp. gr. 6*6.—Dissolves in nitro-muriatic acid,

forming a grass green solution, which affords with
caustic soda or potass a pale green precipitate, whereas
from a solution of copper the precipitate is dark brown.
On charcoal, emits an arsenical vapour, and fuses

into a dark scoria mixed with white metallic grains.

In the open tube, the roasting produces a large

quantity of white arsenic, and leaves a greenish re-

siduum, which, after farther roasting on charcoal,

yields by fusion with soda and borax a metallic glo-

bule of nickel, malleable, and very magnetic.
439. Brittle Sulphuretted Silver, Brittle Silver

Glance, Rhomboidal Silver Glance.—Colour dark
lead grey; occurs crystallized in low hexahedral

Srisms, and massive ; lustre varies from splendent to

ull; soft; easily frangible. Sp. gr. 5-9.—(Klap-
roth's analysis of this ore gave 10 per cent, of anti-

mony, a substance of which Berzelius declares he
coula perceive no trace.) Alone, in the open tube,

fuses and gives diminutive white arsenical crystals*

On charcoal, forms no deposit ; yields the odour of
arsenic, and, after long roasting, parts with its sul-

phur. Aikin says that antimony nies off. Berzelius

asserts that it does not. The result of the fusion is,

a dull grey metallic globule, brittle, yet capable of

extension by the hammer. By a good oxidating

flame, the silver may be rendered pure.

440 Silver Amalgam, Argentiferous Mercury,
Native Amalgam.—Silver white ; soft ; sometimes
semifluid ; also, crystallized in varieties of the rhom-
bic dodecahedron; creaks when cut; whitens the

surface of copper when rubbed warm on it. S p gr.
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10'5.—In the matrass, inturaesces, boils, gives off

mercury, and affords a tumified mass, which, on
charcoal, fuses into a globule of pure silver.

441. White Silver, Light Grey Silver Ore.—Light
lead grey, often tarnished black ; occurs massive

;

found mixed with galena ; fracture even or fibrous ;

lustre glistening metallic; soft; frangible. Sp. gr.

5*6.—In the open tube, the odour of sulphurous acid,

and a dense white antimonial vapour, are developed.

After roasting, fusion ensues, and leaves a mass of
scoria; with which borax gives the tint of iron* and a
globule of lead from which a little silver can be se-

parated by cupellation.

442. Antimonial Silver, Antimoniated Native Sil-

ver.—Colour from silver to tin white, often with a
red or yellow tarnish ; crystallized in prisms deeply
longitudinally striated, also massive and in grains ;

lustre shining metallic; easily frangible; slightly

malleable ; soft Sp. gr. 9-8.—In the open tube,

dense white fumes of antimony fly off, and leave a
particle surrounded by a ring of dark yellow glass.

On charcoal, alone, gives off abundant fumes of oxide
of antimony, and readily fuses into a grey, brittle,

metallic globule, which after a prolonged blast, be-
comes pure silver. In the course of the process, the
globule assumes a crystalline appearance, and a co-

pious deposit of antimonial vapour is formed on the
charcoal.

443. Graphic Tellurium, Graphic Gold, Graphic
Ore, Graphic Gold Glance.—Colour steel grey ; lus-

tre splendent ; occurs massive and crystallized in
rhombic prisms ; yields to the knife; brittle; soils.

Sp. gr. 5*7.—In the open tube, the tellurium is sub-
limed in copious white and grey fumes, which can
be easily melted into liquid globules. A pungent
odour is produced, but not like the putrid horse-ra-
dish odour of selenium. Alone, on charcoal, copious
white fumes are developed that cover the support
but disappear before the reducing flame, which they
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OKDEU I. GENUS II. FAMILY I. 161

colour green. A metallic globule is obtained, which
gives out an intense heat at the instant of solidifica-

tion ; then becomes brilliant and malleable.

444.. Yellow Tellurium, Yellow Sylvan Ore, Yellow
Gold Glance.—Silver white and brass yellow ; occurs

in grains and minute rhombic crystals ; lustre bril-

liant ; soft Sp. gr. 10»7.—Before the blowpipe, it

behaves like the preceding.

445. Bismuthic Silver.—Colour lead grey ;
gene-

rally disseminated ; lustre glistening metallic ; soft

;

sectile; frangible.—Before the blowpipe, metallic

globules ooze out, and form a mass on the addition of

borax, to which flux it communicates an amber co-

lour: subsequently, a tin-white, brittle, metallic

button is formed.
446. Svlphuret of Bismuth, Bismuth Glance.

—

Light lead grey, or yellowish white ; occurs in acicu-

lar crystals, sometimes radiating, often deeply striat-

ed longitudinally ; also amorphous ; soils ; soft

;

brittle. Sp. gr. 6-1.—When held to the flame of a
candle, it melts with a blue flame and sulphurous
smell. Before the blowpipe, emits a reddish-yellow

smoke* which adheres to the charcoal ; yields a sul-

phurous and sometimes an arsenious odour ; the

powder becomes white when it cools, but resumes
the former colour when the flame is directed upon
it; the residue of the assay is reduced to the metal-
lic state with difficulty.—When melted with borax,

bismuth may be distinctly precipitated by iron or

manganese.
447. Triple Sulphuret of Lead, Bournonite, Cu-

preous Antimonial SulpJiuret of Lead.—Blackish
lead grey ; lustre shining ; occurs massive, and crys-

tallized in rectangular prisms ; structure perfectly la-

mellar ; yields to the nail
; very brittle ; soils. Sp. gr.

5-8.—When thrown in powder on a hot iron, emits

a blueish-white phosphorescent light. Alone, on
charcoal, if suddenly heated, decrepitates, then
fumes, emitting a dense, white, sulphurous vapour

;
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162 METALLIC MINERALS.

after which, there remains a globule of copper sur-

rounded by a scoriaceous crust of sulphuret of lead.

After roasting the lead, a globule of copper may
be obtained with the aid of soda.

448. Black Tellurium* Nagyker Ore, Black Syl-

van Ore.—Very dark lead grey ; occurs in plates,

foliated ; in thin laminae flexible ; soft; sectile ; stains

a little. Sp. gr. 9 0. Soluble in acids with efferves-

cence.—Alone, on charcoal, fuses and emits copious

fumes which partly condense on the support in the

form of a yellowish or reddish-brown powder

;

this deposit can be dissipated by the interior flame,

which acquires a blue colour from it. By a strong

blast, a particle of malleable gold is obtained.

449. Grey Copper, Grey Sulphuret of Copper.—*
yellowish or blackish grey ; occurs massive and
crystallized in tetrahedrons; fracture conchoidal;

lustre shining ; semihard ; brittle. Sp. gr. 4*9.-—

Deflagrates with nitre.—Before the blowpipe, de-

crepitates, and then melts into a brittle grey globule,

emitting a white vapour, with sometimes an arseni-

cal odour. The fusion is assisted by borax. The
assay gives a yellowish or brownish red colour to

this flux, but does not unite with it.

Family 2. Lustre Non-Metallic.

450. Foliated Arseniate of Copper, Copper Mica,
Rhomboidal Arseniate of Copper, Lamellated Hex-
ahedral Arseniate of Copper.—Deep emerald green

;

occurs massive, and crystallized in hexahedraflami-
nse, or tabular crystals, easily divisable; transpa-

rent; lustre semi-metallic ; scratches gypsum but not
calc spar ; sectile. Sp. gr. 2-5.—Before the blowpipe
alone, it decrepitates, gives off* water and an arsenical

odour, passes to the state of a black spongy scoria,

and afterwards fuses into a black globule. With
borax, it affords a bead of copper.

451. Lenticular Arseniate of Copper, Obtuse
Octohedral ArseniateofCopper.-—Sky-blue or bright
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ORDER I. GENUS II. FAMILY II. 163

green ; occurs in lenticular crystals; transparent; lus-

tra vitreous ; easily frangible ; softer than fluor spar.

—Sp. gr. 2-9.—In the matrass, gives off much
water ; on charcoal, fuses, with an arsenical odour,
into a black friable scoria, containing small white
metallic globules.

452. Acute Octohedral Arseniate of Copper.—
Brownish and yellowish green ; crystallized in acute
octohedrons, or capillary ; transparent ; lustre resino-

vitreous ; harder than fluor spar. Sp. gr. 4*2.—In-
tumesces, gives off arsenical vapours, fuses into a
hard reddish brown scoria, which by subsequent
fusion with borax affords a bead of copper.

453. Hematitic Arseniate of Copper.—Yellowish
brown; occurs botryoidal, with a fine diverging
fibrous structure ; lustre silky. Sp. gr. 4-3.—Fuses
into a hard black cellular scoria.

454. Martial Arseniate of Copper.—Sky blue;
massive and in globular concretions, consisting of
minute rhomboidal prisms ; lustre shining vitreous

;

transparent; harder than calc. spar. Sp. gr. 3*4.—
Fuses, gives out an arsenical vapour, and by subse-

quent fusion with borax yields a metallic globule.

455. Arseniate of Lead.—Wax yellow ; occurs

massive, acicular, and crystallized in hexahedral
prisms ; translucent ; soft; sectile; frangible. Sp.gr.
6-4.—Alone, on charcoal, fuses difficultly, and is

instantaneously reduced into numerous globules of
lead, with copious disengagement of the vapour and
odour of arsenic.

456. Red Silver, Ruby Silver, Sulphuretted An-
timonial Silver.—Colour between cochineal red and
lead grey ; lustre shining ; occurs crystallized in

hexahedral prisms, massive, dendritic, and in mem-
branes ; streak cochineal red ; soft ; sectile ; fran-

gible. Sp. gr. 5-7.—Alone, on charcoal, slightly

decrepitates, fuses with gentile effervescence, ignites,

and gives off yellow and white sulphurous and
antimonial vapours, (rarely also arsenical,) and
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1G4? METALLIC MINERALS.

leaves a globule of silver. In the open tube, fumes
much, exhales sulphurous acid. Vapour of oxide
of antimony condenses abundantly in the tube,

sometimes forming crystals, which may be wholly
driven off by heat. After the assay has been some
time exposea to the exterior flame, a button of pure
silver results.

Genus 3. Partly Volatilizable ; the Residue
not Reducible to the Metallic state with
Borax.

457. This Genus is divided into two Families :

—

Family 1. Lustre Metallic.

Family 2. Lustre Non-Metallic.

Family 1. Lustre Metallic.

458. Common Iron Pyrites (Arsenical Variety),

Fer Sulphure Arsenifere of Haiiy.—Pale yellow,

passing into steel grey ; crystallized, massive, and dis-

. seminated; hard; brittle. Sp. gr. 4*8.—Alone, on
charcoal, fuses, exhales a vapour, having a strong

odour both of sulphur and arsenic. Does not be-
come magnetic.

459. Tennantite.—Massive, and in dodecahedral

crystals variously modified ; externally tin white and
splendent; internally iron black ana dull; powder
reddish grey ; structure lamellar ; brittle. Sp. gr.

4*4.—Alone before the blowpipe, on charcoal, burns,
with slight decrepitation and a blue flame with the
odour of sulphurous acid ; to which succeed copious

arsenical fumes ; leaving a greyish black scoria which
affects the magnet.

460. Plumose Grey Antimony, Capillary Sulphu-
ret of Antimony, Feather Antimony.—Dark lead

grey colour, often iridescent ; occurs in very minute
capillary crystals, investing the surface of other
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minerals as with a delicate down or wool, often so

interlaced and mutually adherent as to appear like

an amorphous crust ; opaque ; soft ; brittle. Sp. gr.

3-5.—Fuses easily into a black slag, previously

giving out a vapour which condenses into a white
and yellow powder ; the latter being sulphur, the
former oxide of antimony.

Family 2. Lustre Non-Metallic.

461. Arseniate of Iron, Cube Ore.-*—Olive green

;

crystallized in cubes ; lustre vitreous ; streak straw
yellow ; translucent ; soft ; brittle. Sp. gr. 3'0—
Sometimes occurs decomposed, in the state of a
reddish-yellow powder.—Alone, in the matrass,
yields water and becomes red ; if heated strongly,

slightly intumesces, but affords little or no white arse-

nic ; the substance remaining, gives, when pounded,
a red powder. Alone, on charcoal, yields copious
arsenical fumes ; fuses, in the reducing flame, into

a grey> metallic-brilliant, magnetic scoria ; which, if

fused with fluxes, exhales the odour of arsenic, and
shows the presence of iron.

462. Pkarmacolite, Arseniate of Lime, Arsenic
Bloom.—White, with a reddish or yellowish tinge

;

occurs in delicate capillary crystals and botryoidal

;

lustre glimmering silky ; translucent on the edges

;

soft ; frangible. Sp. gr. 2-6.—Alone, in the matrass,
gives off much water, and becomes opaque ; arseni-

ous acid does not sublime. In the forceps, fuses,

in the exterior flame, into a white enamel. On
charcoal, in the interior flame, readily fuses into a
semi-transparent globule, yielding a copious arsenical

odour. If cobalt is present, the globule becomes
blue. With soda, decomposes, disengages much
arsenic, leaves lime on the charcoal.

463. Oxide of Arsenic, White Arsenic, Arseni-
ous Acid.—Snow white, with sometimes a tinge of
red or yellow ; occurs earthy and in capillary crys-
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166 METALLIC MINERALS.

being soluble in water, wbich that substance is not.

—Before the blowpipe, alone, gives off the smell of
arsenic in the reducing flame, and completely vola-
tilizes in the oxidating flame. In the matrass,

sublimes without fusion, producing a crystalline

sublimate.

464. Red Cobalt, Arseniate of Cobalt, Cobalt
Bloom, Radiated Red Cobalt Ochre.—Peach-blossom
red; massive, and crystallized in short diverging

acicular prisms ; shining ; translucent ; soft; rather

sectile; frangible. Sp. gr. 4*0.—Before the blowpipe
becomes grey, and emits an arsenical smell ; Thom-

dant fumes : tinges borax blue.

465. Earthy Cobalt, Cobalt Crust, Earthy Red Co-
balt Ochre.—Peach-blossom red and blueish black

;

massive and in velvety coatings ; friable ; dull ; sea-

tile ; soft ; streak shining ; does not soil. Sp. gr.

2-2.—Alone, yields an arsenical odour: but does
not fuse ; tinges borax deep blue and fuses with
it.

466. Hepatic Quicksilver, Hepatic Mercury, He-

phuret of Mercury.—Of this, there are two varie-

ties :

—

a. Compact Hepatic Ore. Colour between dark
cochineal red and lead grey ; amorphous ; streak red
and shining; fracture even; opaque; glistening; soft;

sectile; frangible. Sp. gr. 7*1.—Alone, in the ma-
trass, it gives cinnabar, and a black residuum. The
cinnabar sublimes entirely, with a sulphurous odour;
the residuum, burnt in the open tube, gradually dis-

appears, forming no deposit, but leaving a little

earthy ash. This mineral is insoluble in nitric, and

b. Slaty Hepatic Ore. Colour as above, some-
times darker ; principal fracture curved thick slaty,

shining ; cross fracture uneven, glimmering ; most
easily frangible ; streak brownish. Sp. gr. rather less

patic Cinnabar, Quicksilver Liver
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than the above. In other respects the slaty and
compact agree.

Order 2. Fixed ; Not Volatilizable, except at a
white heat.

#

467. This Order is divided into two Genera, as

follows :

—

Genus 1. Assume or Preserve the Metallic

Form after Roasting on Charcoal, before the

Blowpipe, while any thing is dissipated, and
subsequent Fusion with Borax*

Genus 2. Not reducible to the Metallic state,

on Charcoal, before the Blowpipe, either with

or without Borax.

Each of these Genera is divided into Families.

Genus 1. Assume or Preserve the Metallic
Form after Roasting on Charcoal, before
the Blowpipe, while any thing is dissipat-

. ED, AND SUBSEQUENT FUSION WITH BORAX.

468. This Genus is divided into two Families :

—

Family 1. Lustre Metallic.

Family 2. Lustre Non-Metallic.

Family 1. Lustre Metallic.

469. Native Platinum, Platina.—Colour between
steel grey and silver white; occurs in small flat

grains ; hard ; malleable ; flexible. Sp.gr. 17*7.—In-
fusible ; incapable of oxidation ; has no action on
fluxes : is soluble in nitro-muriatic acid.

470. Native Iron.—Pale iron grey ; massive and in
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thin plates ; fracture hackly ; hard; flexible; mallea-

ble ; magnetic. Sp. gr. 6*5.—A rare mineral.

471. Palladium,—Occurs with Platina, in grains

composed of diverging fibres ; steel grey ; lustre

metallic shining; hard; malleable. Sp. gr. 12*1.

—Infusible and unalterable before the blowpipe

alone ; melts with sulphur, which is volatilized by
a continued heat, leaving a globule of pure mallea-

ble Palladium. This metal forms a deep red solu- *

tion in nitric acid. A very rare mineral.

472. Iridium and Osmium.—These two metals

occur forming a natural alloy, also alloyed with na-

tive Platina. Found in small flat grains ; pale steel

grey ;
shining metallic lustre ; harder than Platina

;

brittle. Sp. gr. 19*6.—It acquires a dull black

colour by fusion with nitre, but regains its proper

colour and lustre when heated on charcoal. A very

rare mineral.

473. Native Gold.—Bright yellow to orange yel-

low ; in masses, grains, and crystallized in cubes ami
octohedrons ; soft ; ductile ; flexible but not elastic

;

malleable; almost always alloyed with silver or

copper ; rarely with iron. Sp. gr. 15-0.—19-0., accor-

ding to its purity.—Fusible into a button, but inca-

pable of oxidation ; has no action on fluxes.

474. Native Silver.—Pure silver white, generally

tarnished greyish black ; lustre shining ; massive,

capillary, reticulated, and crystallized in cubes and
octohedrons ; soft, but harder than gold ; flexible ;

malleable. Sp. gr. 10*0.—Fusible into a globule,

which is not altered by a continuance of the heat.

475. Native Copper.—Fine red colour, tarnished
yellowish or blackish ; crystallized in cubes and octo-

hedrons, also massive, in plates, and threads ; harder
than silver ; very tough ; perfectly sectile ; mallea-
ble ; flexible. Sp. gr. 7*6.—8-6.—Fuees into a bead
of apparently pure copper.

476. Sulphuret of Silver, Silver Glance, Vitreous
Silver Ore.—Dark lead grey, often with an irides-
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cent tarnish ; occurs in masses, in threads, and crys-
tallized in regular octahedrons and rhombic dodeca-
hedrons ; may be cut like lead ; flexible

; very mal-
leable. Sp. gr. 7-0.—Alone, on charcoal, with a gen-
tle heat, the sulphur evaporates ; with a red heat,
fuses, intumesces, and after some time collects into
a globule, yielding a bead of silver surrounded by
scoriae, which, when fused with borax and salt of
phosphorus, give traces of iron and copper.

477. Black Silver, Sooty Silver Ore, Argenti-
ferous Variety of Grey Copper.—Dark grey ; crys-
tallized in tetrahedrons and massive; fracture
small conchoidal; lustre shining metallic,* hard-
very brittle. Sp. gr. 6*2.—Readily fusible.

478. Carbonate of Silver, Grey Silver Ore.
Greyish-black ; massive, and disseminated ; streak
bright ; soft ; brittle ; heavy ; effervesces with acids.
—Easily fusible and reducible ; exhales an antimo-
nial vapour ; froths with borax.

479. Galena, Sulphuret of Lead, Lead Glance.
This ore is divided into several subspecies; the two
following are the principal :

—

a. Common Galena.—Colour lead grey; occurs
massive and crystallized in cubes and octohedrons,
often with the angles truncated and edges re-
placed; fracture foliated; lustre splendent; frag-
ments cubic ; soft ; sectile

; easily frangible. Sp. gr.
7*6.—Alone, on charcoal, decrepitates, the sulphur is
driven off, fusion ensues, and part of the assay sinks
into the charcoal ; ultimately, we obtain a globule of
metallic lead. By cupellation, we ascertain whether
this contains silver ; we also learn from the colour of
the bone ashes whether the lead was pure or not

:

.
if pure, the cupel is pale yellow, if it contain cop-
per, it is greenish ; if iron, blackish.

b. Compact Galena.—Massive, and in specular
plates ; fracture even ; never in distinct concretions

;

fragments indeterminate ; softer than common gale-
na ; streak brighter ; agrees with it in other respects.

r
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—Silver is generally present in galena ; and, when
the structure is fibrous, antimony.

480. Blue Lead Ore.—Blueish-grey ; massive, and
crystallized in six-sided prisms ; surface rough

;

lustre glimmering ; streak bright ; fracture even

;

gible. Sp. gr. 5*5.—Before the blowpipe, fuses with
a low blue flame, emits a pungent sulphurous va-

pour, and is easily reduced to tne metallic state.

481. Yellow Copper Ore, Copper Pyrites, Yellow
Sulphuret of Copper.—Brass or gold yellow ; often

iridescent; crystallized in tetrahedrons with the angles
and edges replaced, also, botryoidal, stalactitic, and
amorphous ; the amorphous variety is often beauti-

fully variegated in the colour ; yields to the knife

;

softer than iron pyrites, which it resembles in some
respects; brittle. Sp. gr. 4'3.—Alone, on charcoal,

emits a sulphurous vapour, and fuses into a brittle

black globule, which, after a long exposure to the
blast, affects the magnet. The action of this mine-
ral with fluxes after roasting, is indicative of the

presence of its ingredients,—iron and copper. With
a small portion or borax, we obtain metallic copper.

With soda, we obtain globules both of iron and
copper, provided the roasting has been well perform-
ed. In the open tube, or in the matrass, no subli-

mate is given.

482. Copper Glance, Black Sulphuret of Copper,
Black Copper Ore, Vitreous Copper.—Lead or iron
grey ; crystallized in hexagonal prisms, massive, and
in granular distinct concretions ; structure lamellar

;

fracture conchoidal or uneven ; sectile ; soft ; frangi-

ble. Sp. gr. 5*6.—Alone, on charcoal, gives off a
sulphurous odour, fuses easily in the exterior flame,
without decrepitation, but with ebullition ; affords a
grey globule, sometimes magnetic : some species,

while in fusion, exhibit a green pearl, which, on
cooling, is covered with a brown crust, and which
tinges borax green. In the open tube, the assay

sectile ; easily fran-
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burns, gives off a sulphurous odour, but forms no
sublimate. After roasting, the assay gives a glo-
bule of copper, with either soda or borax.

483. Grey Copper Ore, Fahl Ore, Grey Sulphur-
et of Copper.—Steel grey or iron black ; powder
reddish black; crystallized in tetrahedrons, and mas-
sive ; fracture imperfectly conchoidal ; glistening ;

semihard; brittle. Sp. gr. 4*5.—Phillips reckons
three sub-species of this mineral, the difference in the
composition of which is intimated by their names :

—

1, Arsenical Grey Copper. Steel grey ; crystal-

lized; brittle.

2, Antimonial Grey Copper. Dark lead grey ; not
regularly crystallized ; not very brittle.

3, Platiniferous Grey Copper. A rare mineral.
With respect to the habitudes of these minerals
before the blowpipe, they may be divided into two
classes : those species which, in roasting, give off

arsenic, and those which give off antimony. Some
kinds decrepitate ; others fuse, boil up, and fume,
all at once ; others again, completely fuse, in the
first place, and then intumesce, forming excrescences
which have the appearance of a cauliflower in minia-
ture. When treated with soda, after roasting, they
all give a globule of metallic copper.

484. Purple Copper Ore, Variegated Copper Ore,

i —j — j x s J

violet, azure, sky-blue, green,—sometimes these co-
lours all tend to beautify a single specimen ; massive,
in plates, and crystallized in cubes, the angles being
generally replaced, and the planes curvilinear ; frac-

ture rather conchoidal ; shining ; soft ; somewhat
sectile; easily frangible. Sp. gr. 5*0.—Effervesces

with nitric acid, and tinges it green; deflagrates

with nitre.—Fuses readily, without smoke or smell,

but more quietly and less easily than Glance Cop-
per, into a globule, which acts powerfully on the
magnetic needle. Tinges borax bright green.
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Family 2. Lustre Non-Metallic.

485. Horn Silver, CorneouB Silver Ore, Muriate
of Silver, Chloride of Silver.—Pearl grey, passing

. into greenish or reddish blue or brown, often tar-

nished ; occurs crystallized in small cubes and acicu-

lar prisms, and amorphous ; translucent ; waxy lus-

tre ; very soft ; ductile ; flexible ; malleable ; easily

frangible. Sp. gr. 4*8.—Melts in the flame of a
candle.—Before the blowpipe, on charcoal, instantly

melts, fives out muriatic vapours, and fuses into a
bead whose colour, according to the purity of the
assay, is pearl grey, brownish, or black and scoria*

ceous ; when rubbed with a piece of moistened zinc,

the surface becomes covered with a thin film of
metallic silver. In the reducing flame, it is gradual*
ly converted into a globule of metallic silver.

486. Red Copper, Octahedral Red Copper Ore,
Ruby Copper.—Divided, by Jameson, into four sub-
species ; wnich agree in the following chemical cha-
racters :—They easily melt and are reduced to the
metallic state before the blowpipe on charcoal. If
pulverised, and thrown into nitric acid, a violent

effervescence ensues, and the copper is dissolved, the
solution at the same time acquiring a green colour ;

but if thrown into muriatic acid, no effervescence

takes place, although the ore dissolves. We can by
this character distinguish red copper ore from red
silver ore and cinnabar : red silver ore does not effer-

vesce in nitric acid ; and cinnabar does not dissolve

in it. Red Copper is soluble in ammonia, to which
it communicates a blue colour.

o. Foliated Red Copper Ore. Lead grey by reflect-

ed light, crimson red by transmitted light ; massive,

in concretions, and crystallized in varieties of the
octohedron ; lustre semi-metallic ; fracture uneven,
or imperfectly foilated ; opaque when massive ; semi-
transparent when crystallized ; yields to the knife ;

brittle
; frangible. Sp. gr. 5«8.
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b. Compact Red Copper Ore, Amorphous Red
Copper. Colour between lead grey and dark cochi-

neal-red ; massive and spongiform ; fracture even

;

opaque ; yields to the knife ; brittle ; frangible. Sp.
gr. 5*4.

c. Capillary Red Copper Ore. Carmine red; in
capillary crystals and thin tables ; lustre shining,

adamantine ; translucent.

d. Tile Ore, of which there are two kinds:
Earthy Tile Ore, Ferruginous Red Copper, Earthy
Red Oxide of Copper mixed with Brown Oxide of
Iron.—Brick-red ; massive and incrusting; composed
of dull dusty particles more or less cohering; opaque

;

soils slightly ; feels meagre ; heavy.

—

Indurated Tile

Ore, Indurated Brick-red Copper Ore.—Reddish and
blackish brown ; massive and in concretions ; inter-

nal lustre resinous glimmering ; soft ; brittle ; fran-
gible. Sp. gr. 3*0.—Tile ore, before the blowpipe,
becomes black, but is very difficultly fusible : it gives
a dirty green colour to borax.

487. Emerald Copper, Dioptase, Silicate of Cop-
per.—Emerald green ; crystallized in elongated
rhombic dodecahedrons ; semi-transparent ; lustre

shining, pearly ; scratches glass feebly ; brittle ; fran-

gible. Sp. gr. 3*3.—Before the blowpipe, it becomes
of a chesnut brown, and tinges the name green, but
is infusible ; with borax it gives a bead of copper.

488. Blue Copper Ore, Blue Carbonate of Copper,
Mountain Blue, Copper Azure.—Divided into two
sub-species, which agree in the following chemical
characters :—Soluble with effervescence in nitric acid,

to which it gives a blue colour. Alone, in the ma-
trass, gives off water, and blackens. Before the

blowpipe, on charcoal, alone, blackens, but does not

melt; with borax, it effervesces, gives a metallic

globule, and colours the flux green :

—

a. Earthy Blue Copper. Smalt blue ; usually

friable ; seldom massive ; soils a little. Sp. gr. 3-4.

b. Radiated Blue Copper. Azure blue ; occurs in

r 2
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small crystals, aggregated ; also massive ; lustre vit-

reous shining ; translucent ; soft ; brittle. Sp. gr. 3*6.

489. Malachite, Green Carbonate of Copper.—Di-
vided into two sub-species, both of which effervesce

with acids, and form a blue solution with ammonia.
Before the blowpipe, decrepitate and become black,

are partly infusible, and partly reduced to a black

beads of copper, colouring the flux dark yellowish

green.

a. Fibrous.Malachite. Emerald green and grass

green ; in concretions, slender fibres, and short ca-
pillary crystals ; often stellated ; fracture finely fi-

brous ; fragments splintery ; internal lustre shining
silky; translucent; soft; rather sectile; frangible.

Sp. gr. 3-7.

b. Compact Malachite, Massive Green Carbonate
of Copper. Emerald green and whitish green, with
stripes ; occurs massive, in various particular shapes,
commonly botryoidal or reniform ; structure concern
trie lamellar in one direction, fibrous in the other

;

fracture conchoidal or uneven; opaque; lustre glis-

tening silky; harder than the preceding; brittle;

Sp. gr. 3*5.

490. Muriate of Copper, Copper Sand, Green Sand
of Peru.—Emerald green passing into olive ; in the
form of sand, and crystallized in minute rhombic
prisms ; structure lamellar ; translucent ; soft ; shin-
ing; frangible. Sp. gr. 3*6.—When thrown on
burning coals, it communicates a green colour to the
flame. It is soluble both in nitric and muriatic
acid without effervescence. The solutions are green.

It tinges the flame of the blowpipe of a bright green-
ish blue ; muriatic acid rises in vapours, and a bead
of copper remains on the charcoal.

491. Phosphate of Copper.—Externally greyish
black ; internally verdigris green ; massive and crys-

tallised in short prisms ; lustre glimmering ; frac-

ture fibrous diverging ; opaque ; streak apple green ;

slag. borax, and afibrd
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sectile; soft. Sp. gr. 3*5

—

Alone, gives no colour

to the flame, but blackens and fuses ; if a strong
heat is applied suddenly, it falls to powder ; the

fused mass extends on the surface of the charcoal,

and acquires a reddish-grey metallic colour ; in the
centre of the mass a small globule of metallic copper
is perceptible, which at the instant it congeals, emits
a very brilliant light—With borax, this mineral be-
haves like pure oxide of copper. But a peculiar

phenomenon is presented when it is fused with soda.

If this flux is added in small successive portions, the
globule repeatedly liquifies till at last it become so-
lid and infusible. When a great quantity of soda is

used at once, the saline mass is absorbed by the char-
coal, and the copper is left on the surface.—Accord-
ing to Berzelius, the principal characteristic effect

of phosphate of copper is that produced by fusing it

with nearly an equal bulk of metallic lead. When
a mixture of this kind is exposed to a good reducing
flame, the whole of the copper separates in a metal-
lic state, and there is simultaneously produced a
mass of fused phosphate of lead, which, upon cool-

ing, crystallizes.

492. Copper Green, Chrysocolla.—Colour various
shades of green, often blueish; occurs botryoidal,

massive, and investing; fracture conchoidal ; shining
resinous lustre ; translucent ; soft ; brittle. Sp. gr.
2*2.—Before the blowpipe, it becomes first black,
then brown, but is infusible: on the addition of
borax, it melts rapidly, effervesces, then tinges the
flame green, and is reduced to the metallic state. In

oxide of copper dissolves, and there remains behind
a nearly colourless and often semi-gelatinous mass of
6ilica, of the same size as the original specimen.

b. Pitch Copper.—A variety of the above mineral,
possessing a blackish brown colour, but agreeing
with it in other respects.

493. Carbonate ofLead, White Lead-Spar, White

diluted muriatic
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Lead-Ore.—White, grey, and light brown ; occurs
crystallized in six-sided tables or prisms, fibrous, mas-
sive, and investing ; fracture conchoidal or fibrous

lustre particularly adamantine; transparent; refracts

doubly in a high degree ; soft ; very orittle. Sp. gr.
6*0.—7*2.—It is insoluble in water. It dissolves

with effervescence in muriatic and nitric acid, espe-
cially if warm. Before the blowpipe, it decrepitates

strongly, loses its white colour, becomes yellow, then
red, and is immediately reduced to a metallic glo-

bule. It includes the following sub-species :

—

a. Lead Grey, Carbonate of Lead. Colour grey

;

lustre metallic, but merely superficial

b. Blue and Green Carbonate of Lead. Colour
white, with spots and streaks of green and blue,
caused by the infiltration of copper.

c. Earthy Carbonate of Lead. Grey, sometimes
tinged greenish brown, massive and disseminated

;

fracture uneven ; glistening, almost dull ; soft ; fri-

able ; heavy.
494. Muriate of Lead, Murio-Carbonate of Lead,

Corneous Lead Ore, Chloro-Carbonate of Lead,
Horn Lead—Greyish or wine yellow ; lustre splen-
dent adamantine ; crystallized in four-sided prisms,
variously terminated; structure lamellar; transpa-
rent ; very soft ; sectile ; easily frangible. Sp. gr. 6-0.

—Alone, in the exterior flame, fuses into a transpa-

rent globule, which becomes yellow on cooling, and
reticular externally ; when again melted, it becomes
white, and on increase of tne heat, the acid flies

of£ and minute globules of lead remain behind. With
oxide of copper dissolved in salt of phosphorus, a
blue flame is produced around the assay globule, the
usual effect of muriatic acid.

495. Phosphate of Lead, Green Lead Ore, Phos-
phorated Lead Ore.—Various shades of green and
yellow ; occurs crystallized in six-sided prisms, va-
riously modified on the edges ; also in particular
shapes, often botryoidal ; fracture uneven; lustre ada-
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mantine ; translucent ; yields easily to the knife

;

brittle; frangible. Sp. gr. 6*4.—Before the blow-
pipe, alone, on charcoal, in the exterior flame, usu-
ally decrepitates, then melts, and on cooling forms
a dark-coloured polyhedral crystal, the faces of
which present concentric polygons. In the interior

flame, it exhales the vapour of lead ; the flame as-

sumes a blueish colour ; and the globule on cooling

forms crystals with broad facets, inclining to pearly

whiteness. At the moment it crystallizes, a gleam
of ignition may be seen in the globule. If the crys-

tallized mass be pulverised and heated with borax,

there results in tne first place a milk white opaque
enamel ; upon the continuance of the heat, this ef-

fervesces, and at length becomes perfectly transpa-
rent, the lower part of it being studded with metal-
lic lead. Cupellation elicits no silver froip this lead.

496. Brown Phosphate of Lead,—Colour greyish

brown ; in other respects differs very little from the
preceding mineral; occurs in minute six-sided

prisms.—Before the blowpipe, melts into a globule,

which concretes on cooling into a radiated mass.

497. Sulphate of Lead, Natural Vitriol of Lead.

—

Light grey and smoke grey ;
crystallized in rhombic

prisms with diedral terminations ; also massive;
structure lamellar ; fracture compact ; lustre splen-

dent adamantine; translucent; yields to the nail;

brittle. Sp. gr. 6*3.—Decrepitates ; in the exterior

flame, on charcoal, fuses into a transparent glass,

which becomes opaque as it cools. In the reducing
flame, effervescence takes place, and a particle of
lead is produced. When glass of soda and silica is

used as a flux, the assay upon cooling assumes the co-

lour of liver of sulphur.

498. Chromate ofLead, Red Lead-Ore, Red Lead-
Spar.—Deep orange red ; when pulverised, orange

yellow ; crystallized in oblique rhombic prisms

;

rarely massive; fracture uneven; lustre splendent

adamantine; translucent; soft; frangible. Sp gr*
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6*0.—Alone, on charcoal, decrepitates, and melts
into a greyish slag, which spreads on the support

;

the lower part of the fused mass then developes the
fumes peculiar to lead, and that metal is reduced

;

at the same time, the upper part of the mass gives a
reddish brown powder. With borax, readily dis-

solves and produces a fine green glass, unless the

chromate be in excess. With soda, the mass is ab-
sorbed by the charcoal, on the surface of which ap-
pear grains of metallic lead.

499. Molybdate of Lead, Yellow Lead-Ore.

—

Wax yellow and dirty honey brown ; crystallized in
octohedrons variously modified : rarely massive;
fracture small conchoidal ; lustre glistening resinous

;

translucent ; soft ; brittle. Sp. gr. 5-1.—Alone, de-
crepitates violently, and fuses into a dark grey mass,
which sinks into the charcoal, leaving particles of
reduced lead on its surface. If the absorbed part is

washed, we obtain a mixture of malleable lead and
unmalleable molybdena. With a limited quantity of
borax a brownish glass is produced, with a large por-
tion a blueish green glass. With mic salt, a green
glass is formed. With soda, fusion, absorption, and
reduction, take place.

500. Native Minium, Variety of Oxide of Lead
arising from the decomposition of Galena.—Vivid
scarlet ;

amorphous and pulverulent ; structure mi-
nutely crystalline.—Alone, first converted into oxide
of lead, then reduced to metallic lead.

501. Tinstone, Oxide of Tin, Common Tin Stone.
—Blackish brown, reddish brown, greenish white

;

crystallized in four-sided prisms, terminated by four-
siued pyramids ; also amorphous and nodulous

;

lustre splendent vitreous ; fracture uneven ; scarcely

yields to the knife ; brittle. Sp. gr. 6*7.—Alone, tin-

stone strongly decrepitates. On charcoal, finely

pulverised and mixed with borax, it may, by the
long-continued action of the blowpipe, be reduced
to the metallic state. When the dark-coloured va-
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rieties are treated with soda, on platinum foil, they
give traces of manganese. If columbium be pre-
sent, the oxide of tin reduces very difficultly and very
imperfectly, and when fused with a certain propor-
tion of borax, the ftux becomes opaque both by flam-
ing and by cooling. The following varieties require
to be noticed :

—

a. Wood Tin, Fibrous Oxide of Tin. Brown and
grey ; in wedge-shaped detached pieces ; divergingly
fibrous ; lustre silky.

b. Granular Tin, Stream Tin. Merely fragments
and crystals of Tinstone, sometimes found separate,

sometimes imbedded in a rock.

c. Columbiferous Oxide of Tin. Small crystals

and grains imbedded in quartz ; greyish red ; lustre
semi-metallic ; opaque ; hard. Sp. gr. 6*6.

502. Nickel Ochre, Oxide of Nickel.—Colour fine

apple green ; occurs as a thin coating, in loose pow-
der, or friable ; dull ; meagre ; light ; stains ; is inso-
luble in cold nitric acid.—Infusible, alone, but gives
a hyacinth-red tinge to borax, by which it is reduc-
ed to the metallic state.

Genus 2. Not Reducible to the Metallic
state before the blowpipe, on charcoal,
EITHER WITH OR WITHOUT BORAX.

503. This Genus is divided into two Families :

—

Family 1. Magnetic after Roasting.

Family 2. Not Magnetic after Roasting.

Family 1. Magnetic after Roasting.

504. Magnetic Pyrites.—Colour between bronze
yellow and copper red ; lustre shining metallic

;

amorphous, rarely crystallized ; fracture somewhat
conchoidal ; hard ; brittle ; magnetic Sp. gr. 4-5.

—

No change is produced upon it, in the matrass, alone

;

but, in tne open tube, sulphurous acid is evolved,
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but without the formation of any sublimate. On
charcoal, in the exterior flame, becomes red, and is

roasted into oxide of iron. In the interior flame,

fusion ensues, and a blackish crystalline mass, pos-

sessed of metallic brilliancy, is obtained.

505. Common Pyrites, Sulphuret of Iron, Magnet-
ic Iron Stone, Martial Pyrites.—Brass and greenish

yellow, and steel grey ; crystallized, amorphous, and
in every variety of particular shape ; fracture granu-
lar uneven ; brittle ; too hard to yield to the knife,

which character serves at once to distinguish it from
copper pyrites which yields readily to the knife.

Sp. gr. 4-7.—On charcoal, its habitudes resemble
those of magnetic pyrites ; but, tried in the matrass,

alone, we obtain, first a sublimate of sulphur, accom-
panied by the exhalation of sulphuretted hydrogen
gas, and afterwards a reddish sublimate similar to

sulphuret of arsenic. When well roasted, the assay

assumes a metallic aspect, and becomes attractable

by the magnet.
506. White Pyrites.—Tin white or greyish ; crys-

tallized in small octahedrons, botryoidal, and kid-
ney form ; hard ; brittle ; easily frangible. Sp. gr.

4*7.—Fuses, gives out a sulphurous vapour, and then
acts on the magnetic needle; it is much easier de-
composed than common pyrites.

507. Liver Pyrites9 Hepatic Pyrites.—Internal
colour steel grey ; external liver brown ; lustre glim-
mering metallic; occurs in most of the forms as-
sumed by common pyrites, with which it agrees in

its other characters.

508. Magnetic Iron Ore, Native Loadstone or
Magnet, Oxydulated Iron, Octahedral Iron Ore.-

—

Iron black; lustre glimmering metallic; occurs
massive, and in varieties of the octahedron and
rhombic dodecahedron; fracture uneven; hard;
brittle. Sp. gr. 4?4.—It is magnetic, with polarity,
especially the massive variety. When heated, it be-
comes brown, but does not fuse : tinges borax dark
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green. The two following minerals are varieties of
this:—

A. Sandy Magnetic Iron-ore, Iron Sand, Gra-
nular Magnetic Iron Ore, Titaniferous Oxydulated
Iron.—Dark iron black; lustre brightly-shining
metallic ; in small loose crystals or grains ; fracture
conchoidal ; brittle ; yields to the knife. Sp. gr. 4*7.

—It is magnetic with polarity.—Before the blow-
pipe, alone, infusible and unalterable; but with
soda or borax, behaves like protoxide of iron. When
dissolved in salt of phosphorus, and completely re-

duced, it assumes, after the colour from the oxide
of iron has disappeared, a red colour, of various in-
tensity, but deepest at the last instant of cooling.

The proportion of the titanium is indicated by the
intensity of the colour.

c. Earthy Magnetic Iron-Ore, Earthy Oxydulated
Iron. Blueish black ; massive ; dull ; soft; opaque;
soils; sectile; emits a faint clayey odour when
breathed on. Sp. gr. 2-2.

509. Iron Glance, Red Iron-Ore.—Colour, when
finely divided, red ; very feebly magnetic, in some
varieties scarcely at all so.—Infusible before the

blowpipe, on charcoal, alone, but becomes magnetic ;

with borax, gives a dirty
^
yellowish green glass.

There are the following varieties of this mineral
a. Regularly Crystallized Iron Glance, Specular

Iron Ore. Dark steel grey ; splendent metallic lus-

tre ; frequently tarnished, and beautifully iridescent

;

massive ; also crystallized in varieties of the rhom-
boid ; fracture granular uneven ; cherry red streak

;

opaque ; hard ; brittle. Sp. gr. 5*0.—When pulve-
rised, it is slightly magnetic ; but it does not, like

magnetic iron-stone, attract iron filings.

b. Irregularly Crystallized Iron Glance, Volcanic
Iron. Occurs m very compressed and irregular crys-

tals, often with curvilinear surfaces ; external lustre

very bright ; fracture conchoidal ; shining ; in other
characters agrees with variety a.

a
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b. Lamelliform Red Iron-Ore. Iron black ; in
straight or curved lamella* ; lustre shining metallic ;

the lamellae in a strong light are translucent, and
exhibit a blood colour ; more highly magnetic than
the other varieties.

(L Micaceous Iron. Glance, Iron Mica, Micaceous
Iron-Ore. Colour, by reflected light iron black, by
transmitted light blood red; occurs in small six-

sided scales or tables ; loose or forming cells; some-
times massive ; unctuous to the touch ; -when loose

adheres to the fingers, but may be blown off without
leaving i*ny stain ; thin kind translucent ; streak
cherry red ; fracture foliated ; brittle ; exceedingly,
frangible. Sp. gr. 5*0.•—Affects the magnet.

e. Re4 Scaly Iron-Ore, Red Iron Froth. Red
with a tinge of brown ; lustre glimmering semL-
metallic ; ^composed of: scaly friable particles, which
feel greasy and soil strongly; very soft; brittle;

heavy.—Alone, before the blowpipe, infusible ; biite

communicates to borax an olive or asparagus green
colour. This mineral is rare.

Red Haematite, Kidney Iron Ore, Red Oxide
of Iron, Fibrous Red Iron Ore; Colour between
brownish red apd steel grey

; powder and streak
red; internal lustre glimmering serai-metallic;

friction produces a high metallic lustre ; occurs in
passes apd every; variety of: forms,—stalactites, kid-
ney-form balls, &e..; opaque ; structure divercingly
fibrous in one direction, and concentric lamellar in
the other ; fragments splintery ; yields with diffi*

culty to the knife ; brittle. Sp. gr,.

g. Compact Red Iron, Ore. Colour, between)
brown red and steel grey ; powder blood red ; lustre
shining; massivevslaty, and in pseudo-crystate; frac-

ture even ; yields ta.the knife. Sp* gr. 4^-r^When
pure, not magnetic Becomes darker before the
blowpipe, but is infusible either alone or, with glass

of borax, to which, however, it communicatea an
olive green colour.
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A. Red Ochre, Ochry Red Iton Ore. Light blood
red wkh a tinge of brown ; consists of faintly glim*
taering mitiute particles, often coating the other Va-
rieties, butsometimes found massive; nearly doll ^

friable; meagre; very soft; stains the fttiigerg;~

Sp. gr. 3-0.

Reddle, Red Chalk. Colour light reddish
brown ; occurs massive, with an earthy fracture

;

streak lighter and more shining than the fractttfe $

dull; opaque; soft; sectile; meagre to the touch;
stains the fingers ; writes easily ; adheres to the
tongue. Sp. gr. 3*5.

510. Jaspery Iron Ore, Jaspery Clay Iron-etofte.

-—Reddish brown ; massive ; fracture conchoidal ;

lustre glimmering ; fragments cubical ; hard ; brit-

tle ; frangible. Sp. gr. 3*2.—Blackens attd becomes
magnetic before the blowpipe.

511. Brown Iron Ore.—Colotir, when poWdered>
blackish brown. Before the blowpipe, it blackens
and becomes magnetic, but is infusible alone ; it

tinges borax olive green. In the matrass, all the
hydrates of iron, under which term Berzelius in*

eludes both the brown and red iron ores, give off

water, and leave ft red oxide of iron. It gives a yel-

lowish brown streak when rubbed on paper.—Aikin
describes five varieties of this mineral, to which
Phillips adds a sixth :—

a. Crystallized Brown Iron Ore. In cubes ; brown ;

internally blueish grey ; said to become magnetic
when heated.

b. Scaly Brown Iron Ore. Colour between steel

grey and clove brown ; occurs in shining scales ; se-

mi-metallic ; loose, or slightly aggregated ; unctuo&a
to the touch ; stains strongly.

c. Brown Haematite, Fibrous Brown Iron Ore,
Fibrous Hydrate of Iron. Clove brown or steel

grey ; occurs in various particular shapes ; structure
divergingly fibrous in one direction, concentric lamel-
lar in the other ; lustre silky ; streak ochre yellow

;
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softer than red haematite ; brittle. Sp. gr. 4*0.—Some-
times not magnetic.

d. Compact Brown Iron-ore, Compact Hydrate of
Iron. Clove brown ; occurs in masses of various

and often very fantastic shapes; fracture flat con-
choidal ; lustre glimmering metallic ; yields pretty
easily to the knife ; brittle ; frangible. Sp. gr. 3*7.

e. Ochry Brown Iron Ore, Ochry Hydrate of
Iron. Very light Yellowish brown; coarse dull

earthy particles; sou; friable; stains the fingers.

When slightly heated, reddens.

f. Umber, Hydrate of Iron and Manganese. Clove
brown i massive ; fracture flat conchoidal ; internal

lustre resinous ; very soft ; sectile ; easily frangible ;

soils strongly ; feels meagre ; adheres to the tongue ;
readily falls to pieces in water. Sp. gr. 2-2.

512. Clay Ironstone, Reniform or Kidney-shaped
Brown Clay Ironstone, Oetites, Eaelestone, Nodular
Ironstone.—Yellowish, blueish, and reddish brown ;

occurs massive, in globular, reniform, and various
irregular balls, sometimes hollow, and formed of
concentric layers; fracture earthy; glimmering;
streak yellowish brown; sectile; frangible; meagre;
yields easily to the knife. Sp. gr. 2*6.—Blackens
and becomes very magnetic before the blowpipe.

513. Columnar Clay Ironstone, Columnar Red
Clay Iron-ore, Scapiform Iron-ore.—Brownish red

;

occurs massive, and in globular and angular pieces

composed of jointed columnar concretions, like

starch ; dull ; rough ; soft ; brittle ; exceedingly
frangible; has a ringing sound; adheres to the
tongue. Sp. gr. 3-4. Magnetic.—Becomes black
before the blowpipe ; bubbles up with borax, and
communicates to it an olive green or blackish colour.

514* Lenticular Clay Ironstone, Lenticular Red
Clay Iron Ore.—Reddish brown; in granular or
lenticular distinct concretions aggregated into masses;
streak red; soft; brittle; frangible. Sp. gr. 3'8.—~

Often magnetic.
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' 615. Pisiform Clay Ironstone, Pea Iron Ore.—

*

Yellowish or blackish brown ; in spheroidal grains the
size of peas, composed of curved concentric layers

;

rough and dull externally, glistening Internally ; not
hollow ; fracture fine earthy or even ; streak yellow*
ish brown ; soft; brittle; frangible. Sp. gr. 3*1.

—

Resembles Reniform Clay Ironstone in many res-

pects, but differs from it in shape, and in not being
hollow as that mineral frequently is.

516. Bog Iron Ore.—There are three varieties of
this mineral. These are distinctly marked by their

different degrees of compactness, and the first is far-

ther characterized by its very low specific gravity.

They are all hydrates of iron, and, therefore, accord-
ing to Berzelius, give out water, when heated in the
matrass, and leave red oxide of iron. According to

Aikin, Bog Iron-ore becomes magnetic before the
blowpipe, and he seems to think, fusible.

a. Friable Bog Iron-ore, Morass-ore, Lowland
Iron-ore, Morassy Iron-ore. Pale yellowish brown

;

dull dusty particles ; friable ; fracture earthy ; soils

strongly ; feels meagre ; is light.

b. Indurated Bog Iron Ore, Stvamp Ore, Swampy
Iron Ore. Dark yellowish brown ; amorphous >

dull ; fracture earthy ; streak yellowish brown ; very
soft ; sectile; frangible. Sp. gr. 2-9.

c. Conchoidal Bog Iron-ore, Meadow Ore. On
the fresh fracture blackish brown ; massive, in round
grains, and tuberose ; shining ; fracture conchoidal

;

streak light grey ; soft ; brittle ; frangible. Sp. gr. 2*6.

517. Blue Iron Ore, Phosphate of Iron.—Thia
species contains three varieties, all of whi*h, accord-*

ing to Berzelius, behave before the blowpipe in the
following manner Alone, in the matrass, give off

much water, intumesce, and become spotted with
red and grey. On charcoal, intumesce, redden,
then fuse into a steel-coloured metallic globule.

With borax and salt of phosphorus, behave like

oxide of iron* With soda, on charcoal, in the re*

Q 2

<
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during flame, give grains of metal, which are attrac-

table by the magnet Afford no indication of man-
ganese when tried on platinum foil.—Berzelius is

the only operator who says that metallic grains are

others, describe the product of the assay to be a
brownish black magnetic slag.

a. Foliated Blue Iron, Vivianite. Dark blue,

sometimes leek green ; in small acicular crystals,

deeply longitudinally striated; splendent; translu-

cent ; as hard as gypsum ; flexible in thin pieces, but
not elastic ; fragments long tabular ; sectile ; fran-

gible. Sp. gr. 2*8.

b. Fibrous Blue Iron. Indigo blue ; massive, in
roundish pieces, and in delicate fibrous concretions ;

glimmering internally ; opaque; soft

c. Earthy Blue Iron, Blue Martial Earth, Native
Prussian Blue.—Colour,when fresh dug, white, after

exposure to air, indigo blue ; occurs massive, disse-

minated, and investing; very soft; friable; dull;
meagre ; soils slightly ; rather light.—Dissolves rea-

dily in acids, but is rendered insoluble by exposure
to a red heat.

518. Sparry Iron Ore, Carbonate of Iron.—Pale
yellowish grey, passing when decomposing into brown
and black ; massive or in rhomboidal crystals ; in-
ternal lustre splendent pearly ; fragments rhomboid-
al ; structure lamellar ; translucent when light co-
loured; yields easily to the knife; not very brittle.

Sp. gr. 3*7.—In the matrass gives off* no water.
Some species decrepitate violently. The assay black-
ens in a very gentle heat, and yields protoxide of
iron, strongly magnetic. Does not melt alone, but
dissolves with ebullition in glass of borax, which it

colours olive green.

519. Black Iron Ore.—There are two varieties of
this mineral :

—

a. Fibrous Black Iron Ore, Black Hsmatite,
Black Ironstone, Fibrous Black Manganese Ore.
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vergingly fibrous structure, with a glimmering imper-
fectly metallic lustre ; gives a shining streak on pa-
per; yields with some difficulty to the knife; is

opaque and brittle. Sp. gr. 4*7.—Infusible alone,
but affords with borax a violet-coloured glass.

A. Compact Black Iron Ore, Compact Black Man-
ganese Ore, Black Ironstone, Black Haeraatitic Iron
Ore. Differs from the preceding in having a con-
choidal, or fine grained and uneven fracture. It,

occurs massive, and in distinct concretions, consist-

ing of concentric lamella? which are somewhat curved.
In other characters, agrees with the preceding.

520. Titanium. The two following minerals are
the only ores of this metal which are magnetic :

—

521. Menachanite, Menaccanite.—Iron-black, pass-

ing to greyish ; occurs in small grains like gunpowder,
of no determinate shape ; easily pulverised ; powder
attractableby themagnet; surface rough and glimmer-
ing ; internal lustre semi-metallic ; fragments sharp-
edged ; opaque; soft; brittle. Sp. gr. 4-4.—With
two parts of fixed alkali, it melts into an olive-colour-

ed mass, from which nitric acid precipitates a white
powder. The mineral acids only extract from it a
little iron. A mixture of the powder with diluted

sulphuric acid evaporated to dryness, produces a
blue-coloured mass.—Before the blowpipe, does not
decrepitate nor melt. It tinges microcosmic salt

green ; but the colour becomes brown on cooling

;

yet microcosmic salt does not dissolve it. Soluble
m borax, and alters its appearance in the same
manner.

522. Iserine.—Iron-black, passing to brown, not
altered in the streak ; occurs in angular grains and
rolled pieces ; fracture conchoidal ; brilliant semi-
metallic lustre ; opaque ; scratches glass ; attracts

the magnet feebly. Sp. gr. 4*6.—Before the blow-
pipe, it melts into a blackish-brown glass, which
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acts slightly on the magnet. The mineral acids

have no effect upon it, but the acid of sugar extracts

a portion of Titanium.
523. Octohedrite.—This ore of Titanium belongs

properly to the next Family, among the minerals
composing which it will be found described. We
merely insert the name here for the purpose of re-
marking that, according to the Comte De Bournon,
some of its crystals acquire by exposure to heat, the
property of acting slightly on the magnetic needle.

-

Family 2. Not Magnetic after Roasting*

. .524. Black Copper9 Black Oxide of Copper.—

»

Blueish or brownish black ; disseminated ; compos-
ed of dull dusty particles ; soils slkhtly ; shines in
the streak ; heavy ; forms a smalt blue coloured

with ammonia, the iron remaining undis-
solved.—Before the^ blowpipe, it emits a sulphurous
odour, and melts, alone, into a black slag ; colours
borax green.

525. Phosphate ofManganese, Phosphate of Iron
and Manganese, Pitchy Iron Ore, Ferriferous Phos-
phate of Manganese, Phosphormangan.—Reddish-
brown, - with a brilliant and somewhat chatoyant
lustre ; massive ; structure lamellar ; opaque in the
mass ; semi-transparent in splinters ; scratches glass;

brittle ; easily frangible. Sp. gr. 3-6.—Aikin places
this among the minerals which do not become mag-
netic after roasting ; but Berzelius says it becomes
very magnetic. Phillips adopts Berzelius's assertion.
Jameson and Thomson, who both describe the habi-
tudes of phosphate of manganese before the blow-
pipe, do not say that it becomes magnetic. The
following is a summary of the experiments of Ber-
zelius with this mineral.—Alone, in the matrass, a
little water is given off, which acts on test paper as
an acid. If the assay is treated in the open tube,
held so that the flame may be directed into it, a de-
position of silica takes place, which can only be

>

i
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attributed to an evolution of fluoric acid. Alone, on
charcoal; the assay fuses with great rapidity and a
brisk intumescence into a black globule, which has a
metallic lustre, and is very magnetic. With borax
fuses easily ; the oxidating flame producing the cha-
racteristic colour of oxide of manganese, the reduc-
ing flame, that of iron. With soda, on charcoal,

fusion does not take place; but a large quantity of
phosphuret of iron may be produced by the reduc-
ing experiment. If the assay be tried on platinum
foil, the usual action of oxide of manganese takes

place.

526. Wolfram, Tungstate of Iron.—Colour between
dark-grey and brownish-black ; frequently tarnish-
ed ; occurs crystallized in rectangular parallelopipe-

dons, in concentric lamellar concretions, and mas-
sive ; lustre brilliant, often metallic ; yields readily

to the knife ; brittle ; frangible ; the powder stains

paper reddish-brown ; easily separated into plates by
percussion ; moderately electric by communication ;

not magnetic. Sp. gr. 7*2.—As the pyrognostic cha-
racters of this mineral, as described by Aflon, Thom-
son, and Jameson, differ from each other very consi-

derably, we give the experiments of Berzelius some-
what in detail.—Alone, in the matrass, decrepitates,

and gives off water. On charcoal, may be fused by
a good heat into a globule, the surface of which
presents numerous iron grey coloured lamellar crys-

tals, with a metallic lustre. Fusion readily takes

place with borax, accompanied by the characteristic

colour of iron. When fused with microcosmic salt,

the glass assumes in the reducing flame a dark red
colour; but, it is necessary to use an exceedingly
minute portion of wolfram, otherwise the glass be-

comes opaque. If tin be fused with the assay, a
green colour is produced ; we must, however, take

care that it be not too intense. In a good reducing

flame, lone kept up, the green colour is displaced by
a faint red, and ultimately the wolfram is reduced
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When this mineral is tried with soda, on platinum
foil, it decomposes and falls to powder, the edges of
the soda being coloured green by the manganese it

contains.—It is proper to remark, that wolfram fre-

quently decrepitates very strongly, and splits into
tain leaves ; in these cases, tee mineral will be
found to have a hard yellow earthy coating, which
is- arseniate of iron, as may be proved by exposing
the wolfram to the reducing flame, when a strong
arsenical odour will be disengaged.

627. Tin Pyrites Sulphuret of Tin, Bell-metal
Ore.—Colour between steel grey and brass yellow ;

occurs amorphous ; internal lustre shining metallic ;

fracture uneven ; soft ; brittle ; frangible ; Bot mag-
netic. Sp. gr. 4*3.—In the open tube, produces
white fumes which do not volatilize, and developes
the odour of sulphurous acid* Alone, on charcoal,

melts easily, exhaling the odour of sulphurous acid,

and in a high temperature, produces a white powder
which covers the surface of the assay, and extends to
a quarter of an inch round its base. This powder,
the production of which is the principal pyrognostic
character of tin pyrites, is an oxide of tin, and is not
volatile either in the interior or exterior flame.

After long roasting, a grey brittle metallic globule
is produced, which gives with the fluxes the effects

•f copper and iron.

528. Blende, Sulphuret of Zinc, Black Jack, Zinc-
Blende, Garnet-Blende, Dodecahedral Zinc-Blende,
Pseudo-Galena.— Divided by Jameson into three
species, viz.—Yellow, Brown, and Black Zinc-
Blende.—One of the most distinguishing characters

of this mineral is that it exhales a sulphurous odour
when pulverised and digested in an acid. With re-
spect to its behaviour before the blowpipe, the fol-

lowing description by Berzelius applies pretty well
to all the species :—Alone, generally decrepitates

with violence, but, even in a red heat, changes little

in appearance. Does not fuse; in a very intense
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heat, however, the thin places on the edges are a
little rounded. Exhales a slight odour of sulphur-
ous acid, hut is difficult to roast. In the open tube,

no change is experienced. On charcoal, a strong
heating by the exterior flame, produces a circular

deposit of vapour of zinc. The assay is very feebly

attacked by soda ; but by a powerful name, the zinc*

is reduced, combustion ensues, and flowers of zinc

are deposited on the charcoal.—The individual cha-.

racters of this species are as follow :

—

a. Yellow Zinc-Blende, Phosphorescent Blende.
Lemon yellow, inclining to green ; occurs in groups
of mis-shapen octahedral crystals, massive, and dis-

seminated strong adamantine lustre ; semi-trans-

parent i refraction single ; semi-hard ; brittle ; fran-
gible- Sp. gr. 4*1.—Becomes phosphorescent by fric-

tion ; and, according to Bergman, as powerfully,

under water as in: the aire

. b. Brown Zinc-Blende. There are two varieties

of this ; thefoliatedand thefibrous

:

—First, Foliated
Brown Zinc-Blende. Reddish, yellowish, andblackish
brown, sometimes tarnished with variegated colours ;

massive, in concretions, and crystallized in octohe-

drons, rhomboidal dodecahedrons, and tetrahedrons;

shining externally ; glimmering internally ; fracture

foliated ; cleavage six-fold ; translucent. Sp- gr^ 4-0.

not phosphorescent.—Second, Fibrous Brown Zine-.

Blende, Cadmiferous Blende. Reddish-brown ; mas-,
sive ; renifonn,. and in granular distinct concretions, ;

' #

intersected by curved lamellar distinct concretions

;

lustre splendent pearly; fracture fibrous; opaque.
Sp. gr. 3*9.—This variety is remarkable, because it

contains Cadmium as a constituent, whence it is

termed by some Cadmiferous Blende. This discovery

was made by Stromeyer^ and Dr Clarke having re-

marked the great tendency which the salts of Cad-
mium have to crystallise, was led to suspect that all

the fibrous ores of zinc owe their fibrous structure

to the presence of Cadmium* This sagacious cpn-
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jecture led him to examine various English ores of
zinc, in all of which he found that metal. He thus
describes the mode of detecting the presence of
Cadmium in the carbonates and silicates of zinc

:

Place about the tenth of a grain of either of them in
the state of powder on a slip of platinum foil ; apply
the blowpipe flame ; upon this, if any oxide of Cad-
mium be present, it will be reduced and volatilized,

and a protoxide will be deposited on the surface of
the platinum of a peculiar reddish brown colour.

. c. Black Zinc-Blende. Colour between greyish

and velvet black, sometimes tarnished with varie-

gated colours; when held between the eye and the
light, appears blood-red, if transparent; occurs in
the same forms as Brown Zinc-Blende ; lustre semi-
metallic ; fracture foliated ; generally opaque; streak
yellowish brown. Sp. gr. 4*0.

629. Grey Manganese.—There are five varieties

of this mineral, which agree in the following charac-
ters :—Effervesce with muriatic acid, and give out
chlorine.—Before the blowpipe, per se, on charcoal,
in a good reducing flame, become brownish-red, but
do not fuse. In borax, dissolve with a brisk effer-

vescence arising from the disengaged oxygen, and
tinge the glass violet—The varieties follow :

—

a. Fibrous Grey Manganese Ore.—Dark steel grey;

occurs in very delicate acicular crystals, also m
various particular shapes ; drusy surfaces

; shining

;

streak dull and black ; soils strongly ; soft ; brittle.

b. Radiated Grey Manganese Ore, Striated Grey
Ore of Manganese.—Steelgrey, varying in intensity,

and sometimes tarnished ; occurs crystallized m
oblique four-sided prisms, also in distinct concre-
tions, which are stellular, radiated, and collected

into wedge-shaped masses ; lustre metallic ; cleavage

prismatic ; rather difficultly frangible. Sp. gr. 4*6.

—Agrees with thefirst species in other respects.

c. Foliated Grey Manganese Ore.—Steel grey,
verging to iron black ; massive, disseminated, in
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concretions, and crystallized in short oblique four-

sided prisms ; lustre shining metallic ; cleavage pris-

matic ; fracture uneven; fragments blunt-edged;
Btreak dull and black ; soils ; soft ; brittle ; easily

frangible. Sp. gr. 3*7.

d. Compact Grey Manganese Ore.—Ifoft1 black;
massive ; internal lustre glimmering metallic ; frag-

ments sharp-edged; dull and darker in the streak;

soils; soft; brittle; easily frangible. Sp. gr. 4*4.

e. Earthy Grey Manganese Ore, Ochre of Man-
ganese, Wad.—Iron black, inclining to blue; mas-
sive, disseminated, and dendritic ; friable ; composed
of feebly glimmering semi-metallic fine scaly parti-

cles, which soil strongly, and more or less cohere.

In the matrass, gives off Water abundantly ;• after-

wards behaves before the blowpipe like the dther
varieties.

330. Sulphurtt ofManganesey Prismatic Manganese
Blende, Sulphuretted Oxide of Manganese.—Colour
when fresh broken dark steet-grey ; after exposure
brownish black ; massive and crystallized in oblique
four-sided prisms'; lustre of the fresh fracture splen-
dent, of the tarnished surface shining, and metallic;

fracture foliated, with different cleavages ; opaque

;

moderately hard ; sectiie ; streak leek gre«n. Sp.

or. 3*9.—Alone, in the matrass, it remains unaltered.

Roasts in the open tube with tardiness and difficulty,

giving no sublimate. Oir charcoal, after being roast-

ed by a powerful reducing flame to a certain extent,

the thin portions of the assay may be melted into a
brown coloured scoria. During the roasting, sulphur
ia given out. When perfectly roasted, its habitudes
with the fluxes, are the same as those of pure oxide
of manganese. Colours borax violet, but not until

the assay is completely dissolved ; in the meantime,
if the glass is suffered to cool, it shows a yellowish
tint With microcosmic salt, fusion takes place, ac-

companied by a brisk efl&vefeeence, and the dis-en-

gagement of a large quantity of gas, which cotttin net

a
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even when the blast is ended. When the globule is

brought near the flame of the lamp, little detona

.

tions are heard, which are occasioned by the combus-
tion of the bubbles of liberated gas. If the assay
globule be large, so as to retain a considerable quan-
tity of heat, this curious phenomenon is prolonged.

At length, a large bubble of gas bursts out, the
inflammation of which is attended with a pale green
light. During this experiment, the glass is remark-
able for a very peculiar play of colours. It is trans-

parent and colourless while liquid, but on cooling

acquires a tinge of yellow. When but a small part
of the mineral is decomposed, the mass as it gets

cold becomes first yellow, then brown, and at last

black ; the production of the last colour resulting

from the separation of a fixed substance at the
moment of congelation. If we examine the yellow
glass with a microscope, we perceive small black
particles suspended within it When the whole of
the sulphuret is dissolved, and there is a cessation of
effervescence, a glass is producedw hich is both co-

lourless and pellucid, but which acquires in the
oxidating flame, a fine amethyst colour.—Tried with
soda, only a partial fusion of this mineral can be
effected ; there is formed a hepatic mass, which
sinks into the charcoal, leaving a half-fused grey
scoria on the surface.

531. Earthy Cobalt, Black Oxide of Cobalt, Black
Cobalt Ochre.—There are two species of this miner-
al, both of which behave before the blowpipe as

follows :—Alone, in the matrass, give off empyreu-
matic water ; on charcoal, exhale a white arsenical

vapour, but do not melt ; with borax and microcos-

mic salt, dissolve and give a deep cobalt blue colour

;

with soda they are infusible ; on the platinum
wire, a mass is produced coloured deep green by
manganese :

—

a. Earthy Black Cobalt Ochre. Blueish or brownish
black, composed of dull dusty particles which soil
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very little ; streak shining ; meagre ; friable ; light,

almost swimming in water.

b. Indurated Black Cobalt-Ochre. Blueish black ;

massive and coating; glimmering externally ; opaque;
fracture fine earthy ; streak shining ; very soft ; rather

sectile ; easily frangible. Sp. gr. £*£.

532. Tantalite, Columbite, Prismatic Tantalum
Ore.—Blueish grey, verging to iron black ; occurs in

imbedded single octahedral crystals of the size of a

hazel nut; lustre glimmering metallic; opaque;
fracture imperfectly foliated; gives sparks with steel

;

not magnetic. Sp. er. 7-9.—Alone, before the blow-
pipe, it suffers no change ; with borax, it dissolves

slowly, but perfectly. Berzelius has given us, in his

work on the blowpipe, a series of experiments on
columbite from different places, wherein he exhibits

the methods of reducing the different constituents of

this mineral, and of showing the variation in thei*

proportions.

533. Yttrotantalite, Yttrocolumbite.—Dark iron-

grey, yellowish brown, and dark brown ; occurs in^ nodules the size of a hazel nut, and in rhombic
prisms; powder grey; opaque; fracture foliated;

lustre shining metallic ; scratches glass. Sp. gr. 5-5.

—Alone, in the matrass, gives off water ; the black

variety becomes yellow, and some specimens become
spotted. In a red heat, the assay whitens, and the

glass of the matrass is acted on ; the water which is

given out meanwhile first turns brazil-wood paper
yellow, and afterwards bleaches it. Fuses with
borax, into a colourless glass, which, when saturated,

becomes opaque. With microcosmic salt, the black

variety yields a glass, which, after bein^ exposed to

a good reducing flame, acquires on cooling a slight

rose colour. The dark and yellow varieties, assume

on cooling a fine pale green tint. The rose colour is

indicative of columbium, the green of uranium. By
a trial on platinum foil, the presence of manganeso
is shown.
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$34. Titanium—The magnetic ores of *his aietal

are included in the preceding family. The four
following minerals aw the ores of titanium which
pre not magnetic.

535. Octohcdrite, Anatase, Octohedral Titanite,

Pyramidal Titanium-ore.—Colour, by reflected

light, blue of various shades, reddish brown, or steel

grey ; by transmitted light, greenish yellow ; occurs

in small octohedral or pyramidal crystals, the faces

of which are transversely striated ; lustre splen-

dent semi-metallic ; translucent ; scratches glass ;

is easily broken, Sp. gr. 3'7. Many of the yellow-

ish-brown crystals acquire by an exposure to heat,

a deep blue colour.—Before the blowpipe, this miner-
al behaves like perfectly pure oxide of titanium.

Alone, it is infusible ; mixed with an eaual weight
of borax, it melts into an emerald green glass, which,
as it cools, crystallizes in needles ; by a farther ad-
dition of borax, the result is a clear glass of ahyacinth
red colour ; if this is brought to the extremity of the
flame, the colour changes to deep blue, and the glass

becomes opaque ; but if the action of the blowpipe
be continued, the blue becomes white, and at a still

higher temperature, the original hyacinth red colour

is restored ; thus, as the degree of heat is altered, the
appearance and disappearance of the colours can be
produced, In general, the native oxides of titanium
dissolve but partially and with difficulty in salt of
phosphorus, and the portion that does not melt be-
comes white and semi-transparent, and has the ap-
pearance of a salt mixed with the mineral.

536. Sphene, Rutilite, Calcareous Silicate of Tita-
nium, Brown Ore, Prismatic Titanium-ore.—There
are two varieties of this mineral, the habitudes of
which before the blowpipe, according to Berzelius,

are as follows :-^-Alone, in the matrass, give off a .

little water. The brown variety becomes yellow,
but does not lose its transparency.-r~Tbe yellow
aphene suffers no change. A specimen from Fin»
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land, presented a curious phenomenon : having been
heated in a matrass till it began to melt, at a certain

moment the assay suddenly shone as if it had taken
fire. On charcoal, or in the forceps, sphene slightly

intumesces, and fuses on the edges into a dark-
coloured glass. The unfused portion preserves both
its semi-transparency and its yellow colour. With
borax it is easily fused into a clear transparent yel-

low glass, which becomes brown upon tne addition

of more sphene, but does not develope in the reduc-
ing flame the colour which is characteristic of tita-

nium. A partial fusion is obtained with salt of
phosphorus, the unfused portion becoming milk
white. With this flux, in a good reducing flame,

it is possible to develope the characteristic colour,

especially if tin be added. The glass, after a long
blast, becomes opaline on cooling. With soda,

sphene produces an opaque glass, which no addition

of the flux can render transparent, and which when
cold is similar to that formed with pure oxide of
titanium. If a large quantity of soda be used, the
charcoal absorbs the glass, ana by the reducing ope-
ration a little iron is usually produced.

a. Common Sphene.—Colour various shades of
brown, green, and white ; occurs in granular distinct

concretions, and crystallized in oblique rhombic
prisms, nlodified; internal lustre shining adaman-
tine ; cleavage imperfect ; fracture imperfect con-
choidal; opaque to translucent; streaK yellowish

white ; hard ; brittle ; frangible. Sp. gr. 3*5.

b. Foliated Sphene.—Colour various shades of yel-

low, sometimes passing into clove brown ; occurs

massive ; in straight lamellar concretions ; and crys-

tallized the same as the first variety ; lustre resinous,

splendent on the cleavage, glistening on the frac-

ture; has a double cleavage, in which the foli« are

parallel with the lateral planes of the oblique four-

sided prism ; in other characters agrees with the

preceding variety.

r 2
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537. Titanite, Rutil, Native Oxide of Titanium,
Red Schorl.—Colour dark blood-red, passing into
light brownish red ; occurs massive, in distinct con-
cretions, and in prismatic crystals, the surfaces of
which are longitudinally striated ; external lustre

shining ; structure lamellar
; principal fracture foli*

a ted ; cross fracture conchoidal ; fragments cubical

;

translucent ; hard ; brittle ; frangible. Sp. gr. 4-2.—" Before the blowpipe, it does not melt but be-*

comes opaque and brown. With microcosmic salt

it forms a globule of glass, which appears black;
but its fragments are violet. With borax it forms a
deep yellow glass, with a tint of brown. With soda
it divides and mixes, but does not form a transpa-
rent glass."

—

Thomson. " Behaves like oxide of
titanium, but the hyacinth colour it gives in the
oxidating flame is never so pure as that given by
anatase. Treated with soda on platinum foil, it

colours the edges of the flux green,—a proof of the
presence of manganese."

—

Berzelius.

538. Nigrine, Granular Oxide of Titanium.—
Brownish black ; occurs in loose, angular, and
rounded grains; structure straight lamellar; fracN
ture flat and imperfectly conchoidal ; lustre glisten-
ing adamantine ; opaque ; brittle ; streak yellowish
brown. Sp. gr. 4-6.—Infusible before the blowpipe
without addition ; with borax, it melts into a trans-
parent hyacinth-red globule.

539. Pitchblende, Protoxide of Uranium, Pitch
Ore, Pechblende, Sulphurated Uranite.—Greyish,
greenish, or brownish black ; internal lustre shining
resinous ; massive, disseminated and in thick curved
lamellar concretions; fracture conchoidal; streak
black and shining ; opaque ; soft ; very brittle. Sp.

,
gr. G-5.—Imperfectly soluble in sulphuric and mu-
riatic acids, perfectly in nitric and nitro-muriatic
acids ; colour of the solution wine yellow. Infusi-
ble with alkalies in a crucible.—Before the blow*
pipe, alone, infusible and unalterable ; however, if
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held in the forceps, it colours the external flame
green. With borax, it forms a grey slag ; with
miorocosmic salt, a clear green globule ; with soda,

does not fuse, but, if reduction be attempted, it gives

white metallic globules of iron and lead,

i 540. Uranite, Uran-Mica, Micaceous Uranitic
Ore, Chalcolite, Phosphate of; Uranium, Hydrate of
Uranium.—Emerald green, apple green, and lemon
yellow ; crystallized in rectangular prisms and far

tables; lustresplendent pearly ; translucent; streak

green ; fracture foliated ; soft ; sectile ; easily fran--

gible. Sp. gr. 3*3.—Dissolves without effervescence

in nitric acid, forming a*lemon yeljow solution.-^-It

decrepitates violently before the blowpipe, on char-
coal, is greatly diminished in weight by. ignition,

and acquires a brass colour ; with borax it yields a
yellowish green glass.

341. Umn 0cXw.~-There are two species of this

mineral, viz.

cl Friable Urah Ochre, Pulverulent Oxide of
Uranium.—Lemon yellow ; usually coating pitch

ore ; friable ; composed of dull dusty particles ; soils

feebly ; light—In the matrass yields water ,and

possesses a red colour while hot ; in the reducing
flame assumes a green colour without melting ; be-

haves like pure oxide of uranium in other respects.

b. Indurated Uran Ochre, Compact Oxide of
Uranium.—Colour sometimes lemon yellow, some-
times reddish and brownish ; massive and dissemi-

nated ; . opaque ;
glimmering ; fracture imperfect

Gonchoidal ; soils ; soft ; sectile. Sp. gr. 3*2.—Alone
.in the matrass, yields water and becomes red. On
charcoal in a good heat, fuses into a black globule.

Behaves like the preceding variety with fluxes.

542. Cerite, Cerium Ore.—Colour between crim-

son red and clove brown, sometimes flesh red*
powder grey ; massive and disseminated ; glimmer-
ing resinous internally; semi-transparent; streak

greyish white ; fracture fine splintery ; semi-hard

;
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brittle. Sj>. gr. 4-6.—Alone in the matrass, yield?

water and becomes opaque ; on charcoal, it splits in-

to pieces but does not melt; when powdered, the
colour changes from grey to yellow ; with borax, a
solution is slowly effected. The oxidating flame

produces a deep orange coloured glass, which on
cooling becomes of a clear yellow ; if we resort to

the process offlaming, the glass acquires the appear-

ance of a white enamel.
543. White Manganese, Carbonate of Manganese.

—White, yellowish, or reddish ; massive and crys-

tallized in curvilinear rhomboids; translucent;

glistening lustre; scratches glass; is brittle. Sp.
gr. 2-8.—It gives off a little water, and violently de-
crepitates, when heated alone in the matrass. In
the reducing flame, on charcoal, it becomes brownish
black. It is infusible per se, but tinges borax pur-
ple. It effervesces with acids, and on digestion with
muriatic acid, gives out chlorine.

544. Calamine, Rhomboidal Calamine, Carbonate
of Zinc. There are four varieties of this :

—

a. Sparry Rhomboidal Calamine.—Greyish and
yellowish ; in small rhomboidal crystals, and in vari-

ous particular shapes ; shining and pearly internally ;

partially transparent; yields easily to the knife.

Sp. gr. 4*3.—Dissolves with effervescence in muri-
atic acid. Before the blowpipe it assumes the ap-

pearance of white enamel, and then is acted upon
as if it were pure oxide of zinc When calamine
which contains cadmium, is exposed on charcoal to

the reducing flame, the first impulse of the heat pro-
duces around the assay a red or orange coloured ring.

b. Compact Rhomboidal Calamine, Lapis Cala-
minaris.—Greyish, greenish, yellowish, or brownish ;

massive, in concretions, and other shapes ; rarely in

crystals ; dull internally ; fracture splintery ; nearly
opaque.—Chemical characters same as variety a.

c. Earthy Rhomboidal Calamine, Sub-Carbonate
of Zinc.—Greyish white ; dull ; massive and invest*
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tag ; fracture earthy ; yields to the nail ; opaque

;

adheres to the tongue* Sp. gr. 3*6.—Tried in the
matrass alone, >it gives off water, and afterwards be-
haves like oxide of zinc. The assay may be vola-
tilized by a continued blast in the reducing flame,
when it leaves a scoria containing iron.

d* Cupriferous Calamine, Double Carbonate of
Zinc and Copper.—Thin crystalline laminae, diverge
iugty aggregated, and with a silky lustre.—In the
matrass alone, fumes and becomes black , produces
with fluxes the effects of copper. By the reducing
experiment with soda, the charcoal is covered with
fumes of ainc, and a metallic globule of copper is
produced.

.

545. Electric Calamine, Prismatic Calamine, Sili-
cate of Zinc—Greyish and yellowish white ; mas-
sive, in particular shapes, and sometimes in rhombic
prismatic crystals^ internal lustre glimmering ; frac-
ture small uneven ; transparent to opaque

; yields to
the knife. Sp. gr. 3*4^—When gently heated, is
strongly electric ; forms a solution in muriatic acid,
without effervescence, which gelatinizes on cooling.
-Alone in the matrass, it slightly decrepitates, fives
off water, and becomes white ; in a strong heat,
intumesces a little, but does not fuse. Gives with
borax a colourless glass which is permanently trans-
parent. It swells up with soda, but does not fuse.

The solution of cobalt produces with it, first a green
colour, and afterwards, in a good heat, a most beau-
tiful blue.

546. Tungsten, Tungstate of Lime.—Greyish or
yellowish white; amorphous, in granular concre-
tions, and crystallized in octahedrons ; -fracture con-
choidal; lustre adamantine; translucent; yields to
the knife. Sp. gr. 6 #0.—Before the blowpipe it

crackles and becomes opaque, but <loe6 not fuse.

—With borax it forms a colourless glass, unless
the flux be in too great a ^quantity, when the
glass is brown. Witu microcosmic salt it forms
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a blue glass, which loses ite colour in the exterior

flame, but recovers it in the interior flame.

547. Chromate of Iron, Prismatic Chrome-ore.—
Brownish black ; formed massive and in octohe-

drons; fracture conchoidal ; lustre between re-

sinous and metallic, shining; scratches glass;

opaque; brittle. Sp. gr. 4-4.—Fused with potass

and dissolved in water, it forms a beautiful orange-

yellow coloured solution. Insoluble in nitric acid.

Not magnetic. Does not fuse before the blowpipe

per se, but forms a fine green bead with borax, hav-

ing a different appearance from the green mass pro-

duced by fusing borax with magnetic iron-ore.

Class 3. EARTHY MINERALS.

548. For the Essential Characters of this Class, see

paragraph 391.

It is divided into three Orders, as follows :

—

Order 1. Soluble, either wholly or in consider-

able proportion, in cold and moderately dilute

Muriatic Acid*

Order 2. Fusible before the Blowpipe, alone.

Order 3. Infusible before the Blowpipe, alone.

These Orders are divided into Genera, according
to certain subordinate characteristics.

Order 1. Soluble, either wholly or in consi-

derable proportion, in cold and moderately
dilute Muriatic Acid.

549. This Order is divided by Aikin into two
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Genera : the first comprising those minerals which
u effervesce vigorously," the second, those which
" effervesce very feebly in cold, but more vigorously
in warm, muriatic acid/' But, as the last Genus
comprehends only two species, namely, Pearl Spar
and Dolomite, the distinction has not been adopted.

550. Carbonate of Lime.—No other mineral can
be compared with Carbonate of Lime in the abun-
dance with which it is scattered over the earth.

Many mountains consist of it entirely, and hardly
a country is to be found on the face of the globe,

where, under the names of limestone, chalk, marble,
spar, it does not constitute a greater or smaller part
of the mineral riches. The sub-species may be
reckoned in number 14. These differ greatly in
external characters ; but all agree in these two re-

spects : they readily yield to the knife ; their specific

gravity is below 3*0.—Carbonate of Lime, in all its

varieties, has the following chemical characters:

—

Alone, in the matrass, yields no moisture. When
pure, on charcoal, is infusible, per se, and does not
tinge the flame of the blowpipe, but it shines with
peculiar brightness when the carbonic acid is driven
off. It loses, by complete calcination, about 43 per
cent ; becomes caustic thereby^ heats with water,
and acts as an alkali on reddened litmus paper.

Ferruginous or manganesian calcareous spar blackens
by heat With the fluxes, dissolves with efferves-

cence, and behaves like Lime. Those varieties, which
contain iron or manganese, give a coloured glass.

a. Calcareous Spar, Calc Spar. Colour very vari-

ous ; occurs massive, and crystallized in about 600
varieties of form, all originating from an obtuse
rhomboid ; usually more or less transparent ; the
purest varieties refract doubly in a high degree ;

lustre between pearly and vitreous, shining
; frag-

ments rhomboidal ; yields easily to the knife. Sp.

gr. about 2-7.
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b. Slate Spar, Schiefer Spar. White, greenish ,*

reddish; pearly; semi-transparent; massive and
slaty ; curved laminar ; soft ; greasy. Sj*. gn 2'6*

c. Satin Spar, Fibrous Carbonate o£ Lime. Gorat-

posed of fine parallel fibres, sometimes*wa*edi; silkyy
chatoyant ; semi-transparent ; brittle ; harder than
common calc. spar. Sp. gr. 2*9.

d. Agaric Mineral, Rock Nfilk. Whitish? ; dull

;

opaque ; very friable; stains;, often swims a> short

time on water;

e. Aphrite, Earth-Foam, Silvery Chalk. White ;
scaly; opaque; friable ; sectile; shining: ; pearly or
pseudo-metallic lustre.

*

f. Stalactitic Carbonate of; Lime, Calc Sinter, Star-

lactite. Occurs mammillated, stakctitic, fungiform v

&c, or massive ; fine fibrous* diverging, or bladed

;

pearly or silky ; yellowish white.

g. Granular Limestone, Primitive Limestone,
Massive, composed of coarse or fine crystalline:

grains, which are themselves laminar; lustre glirni-.

mering; colour extremely various; forms sandy grain*
during calcination.

A. Common Limestone, Secondary Limestone;
Compact Limestone. Massive ; compact or granular ;;

fracture large flat conchoidal, and somewhat splitl^

tery, rarely earthy ; glimmering or dull ; colow
various ; burns to quicklime, without falling to*
pieces. The three succeeding! substances are consi-*
dered as, varieties of Common Limestone:—

r

Swinestonei Stinkstone. Massive; colour liver'
brown or black ; gives out a strong foetid odour,
when scraped or xubbedi; burns into a white
quicklime.

Bituminous Limestone. Brown or biaek ; la-
minar and compact ; when rubbed' or heated,
gives out an unpleasant' bituminous odour; by
the continuance of heat, it losea both colour and
odour, and burns into Lime.

Argillo-Ferruginous Limestone. Occur* mas-
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give, and in globular masses ; tougher than com-
mon limestone ; has an argillaceous odour when
breathed on, and when burnt is of a butf colour.

It is fusible into a slag* Effervesces violently with
acids, but is only partially soluble. The Licit

Limestone, and the Abettkaw Limestone, are both
argillo-femiginous varieties,

t. Oolite, Roestone. Occurs in' masses composed
of small globular distinct concretions, each globule

formed of concentric lamellae; colour greyish brown*;
opaque ; semi-hard ; very easily frangible ; too im-«

pure to burn into Lime. Sp. gr. 2*7.

k. Peastone, Pisolite. Round masses, composed
of concentric layers, having each a grain of sand
in the centre ; white or brown ; the concretions vary
in siee from a pea to a1 haele nut, and are some-
times aggregated ; opaque.

/. Chalk. Massive; dull ; fracture earthy ; opaque;
soft ; light ; whitish or greyish ; stains the fingers*.

w. Marie. Massive ; compact or slaty ; colour grey;

falls to pieces on exposure to the air, and is then
plastic with *ater. Unlike pure carbonate of lime

;

marie is easily Jusiblex and forms a slag. It effer-

vesces partially m acids, but is only soluble in pro-

portion to its purity.

Bituminous Marie, Bituminous Marie-Slate.

Massive ; fracture curved or straight slaty; opaque;
brownish black ; glimmering ; soft ; meagre,
n. Madreporite, Anthtacolite, Prismatic Lucullit^.

Occurs in large roundish masses, which are compos-
ed of prismatic diverging concretions ; internal lustre

from dull to splendent ; greyish black ; opaque; soft.

Sp. gr; 2 T.—Emits when rubbed a strong smell of

sulphuretted hydrogen gas.

o. Tufa* Galctuff. Massive; structure cellulat,

porous, or spongy ; fracture earthy ; opaque ; dull

;

light ; often incrusting various foreign substances.

551. A+ragotrife.—Agrees in chemical properties,

and in double refraction, with carbonate of lime ;

s
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but in some particulars it differs from that substance.

Its fracture is coarsely fibrous and imperfectly foli-

ated; cleavage double ; fragments not rhomboidal

;

lustre shining vitreous; yields to the knife, but
easily scratches calcareous spar. Bp. gr. 2*9.—Alone,
in the matrass, does not change at a low heat, but
when red hot, froths and becomes a coarse white
porous powder, yielding in the process a very small

quantity of water. Arragonite has been divided

into three sub-species :

—

a. Coralloidai Arragonite, Flos ferri. In snow
white branches, consisting of fibrous crystals, diverg-

ing from a centre, and sometimes having their points

b. Acicular Arragonite. In six-sided prisms,
longitudinally striated, and having two opposite

faces larger.

o* Massive Arragonite. With a silky lustre.

552. Calamine,—This metallic mineral, see 544,
is mentioned here, because it possesses the character-
istic of this Order, of being soluble in muriatic acid,

and frequently has a great resemblance to an earthy

count of its possessing the property of effervescing

with acids.

554. Witherite, Carbonate of Barytes.—Massive,
with a divergingly bladed structure, rarely in six-

sided prisms, terminated by six-sided pyramids ;

fracture splintery ; brownish white ; semi-transpar-
ent ;

glistening resinous ; yields easily to the knife.

Sp. gr. 4*3.—Decrepitates slightly, and readily fuses

into a clear glass, which on cooling becomes a
white enamel. Gives a yellow colour to flame.

555. Strvntian, Strontianite, Carbonate of Stron-
tian.—Occurs rarely in six-sided prisms, terminated
by low six-sided pyramids ; generally massive ; di-
\ ergingly fibrous structure ; shining pearly lustre

;
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ale green ; translucent ; yields easily to the knife,

p. gr. 3*7.—Fuses with a moderate heat, on the
surface only, assuming a cauliflower appearance and
a dazzling brightness ; tinges the blowpipe flame
purple ; becomes opaque ; the ramified portion ac-
quiring alkaline properties.

556. Dolomite, Carbonate of Lime and Magnesia.
—This mineral is not distinguishable by the blow-
pipe from calcareous spar. It is soluble slowly and
with very little effervescence in cold muriatic acid,

but more rapidly and with considerable effervescence

in hot acid. In this respect it differs from the pre-
ceding species of this order. There are the five fol-

lowing subspecies :

—

a. Common Dolomite. Massive ; in fine concre-
tions ; greenish white ; translucent ; internal lustre

glistening ; soft ; meagre. Sp. gr. 2*8.

b. Rhomb Spar, Bitter Spar. In middle-sized
rhombs ; splendent ; grey ; fracture foliated ; semi-
transparent ; scratches calc. spar. Sp. gr. 3-0.

c. Columnar Dolomite, rale grey; occurs in
pieces about two inches long, interwoven with fibres

of asbestus, and coated with a yellow botryoidal
crust ; fragments acicular ; longitudinal fracture ra-*

diated with delicate cross rents ; feebly translucent.

Sp. gr. 2-8.

d. Magnesian Limestone. This is found in great
abundance in England: occurs massive, and differs

from common limestone in having generally a gra-
nular sandy structure, a glimmering or glistening

lustre, and a yellow colour.

e. Miemite. Occurs in flat double three-sided py-
ramids, and in granular and prismatic concretions

;

asparagus green ; splendent vitreous.

557. Brown Spar, Pearl Spar.—Occurs massive,
and in obtuse rnomboids with curvilinear faces;
shining pearly ; semi-transparent ; pale yellow or
pearl grey ; becomes brown on exposure to the air

;

yields to the knife, but is harder than calc. spar.
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Sp. gr. 8-8.—2*5-—It is infusible; but becomes
brown or black before the blowpipe ; and, like the
varieties of dolomite, is but slowly and quietly solu-
ble in cold muriatic acid. This mineral is frequently

confounded with Sparry Jron-ore, which it much
resembles in appearance.

558. This Order is divided into four Genera, as
follows

Genus 1. Specific Gravity leas than 5-0., but
wore than 3*0.

Genus 2. Specific Gravity less than 3*0., but
more than 2*5.

Genus 3. Specific Gravity less than 2-5., but
more than 2*0.

Genus 4. Specific Gravity less than 2-0.-—

Some species supernatant.

These Genera are all divided into Families, accord-

ing to the different degrees of hardness of {he mine-
rals which they comprehend.

Genus 1. Specific Gravity less than 5-0.,

but more than 3*0.

559. This Genus is divided into five Families :

—

Family 1. Harder than Quart?—Scratch Quartz
with ease.

Family 2. Rather harder than Quartz—Scratch

Quartz with some difficulty—^Scratch Felspar

Family 3. Hardne& equal to, or exceeding, that

Order. 2. Fusible before the Blowpipe,
Alone.
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of Felspar—Scratched by Quartz—Scratch Win-
dow-glass with ease.

Family 4. Softer than Felspar—Scratch Fluor-
spar—Scratch Window-glassfeebly.

Family 5. Scratched by Fluor-spar.

Family 1. Harder than Quartz—Scratch
Quartz with ease.

560. 8p. gr. 4*2.

—

Precious Oarnet.—Under the
term Garnet rank many substances (perhaps twelve)
which consist principally of the same elements, ana
agree in being found in rhombic dodecahedrons, or
the varieties of that crystalline form ; but as these
differ in their specific gravity and other properties,
they are necessarily separated in this synopsis.

Precious Garnet, Almandine, Argillaceous Gar-
net—Colour cherry red, often with a tinge ofyellow
or blue, and a smoky aspect ; translucent or transpa-
rent ; in rhombic dodecahedrons, with their angles
sometimes replaced ; cross fracture conchoidal; lus-
tre shining vitreous.—Before the blowpipe, per se,

becomes brown, but assumes its natural colour on
cooling; fuses without intumescence into a black
glass with a pseudo-metallic surface, and a vit-

reous lustre on the fracture. When melted with
borax, forms a glass tinged dark by iron. With
mic. salt, intumesces, decomposes, and leaves a ske-
leton. With soda, intumesces, is decomposed, and
forms a black globule with a pseudo-metallic lustre.

Tried on platinum, exhibits traces of manganese.
561. Sp. gr. 3-8.

—

Pyrope, A variety of the Gar-
net—Found in rounded or angular grains, never
crystallized ; blood red mixed with ye][low : fracture

conchoidal; lustre splendent vitreous ; transparent—
Before the blowpipe, first becomes black and opaque ;

if then allowed to cool, it becomes successively dark
green, fine chrome green, colourless, fine fiery red.

Melts difficultly and quietly into a brilliant black
s 2

-
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glass. Yields, when fused with borax, a chrome
green glass. Forms, with mic. salt, an opaque green
glass, leaving a silica skeleton. Gives a scoria, with
soda, without fusing.

562. Sp. gr« 3*0.

—

Enclose.—Crystallized in prisms,
longitudinally striated; prevailing colour light

green ; transparent ; cross fracture conchoidal ; lus-

tre shining ; very frangible ; rare.—Unalterable by
slight ignition, alone. When heated violently, it be-
comes opaque, ramifies, and fuses partially into a
white enamel. Forms with borax a transparent co-
lourless glass ; the fusion being slow, and attended
with intumescence and effervescence.

Family 2. Rather Harder than Quartz--*
Scratch Quartz with some difficulty—Scratch
Felspar with ease.

«

. 563. pp. gr. 3.7.—Common Garnets—Occurs in
granular masses, and in roundish crystals, with
twelve, twenty-four, or thirty-six sides ; colour red~
dish or blackish brown; semi-transparent; softer

than Precious Garnet ; glistening. — Before the
blowpipe, most of the common garnets fuse with
some difficulty, per se, into a blackish or greenish
coloured globule. With borax they generally present
a glass haying the green cojour characteristic of
iron. The fusion either way, is often accompanied
by strong intumescence. On leaf platinum, traces
pf manganese are produced.

564. Sp. gr. 3-7.

—

Melanite, or Black Garnet, A
variety of the common garnet—Found in lava, in
roundish crystals; greyish black; opaque.—Fuses
alone into a bright black glass, without intumes-
cence. With borax it fuses slowly into a glass co-
loured green by iron.

565. Sp.gr. 3*6.

—

Cinnamon Stone, Essonite.—Oc«?
curs in splintery fragments, and roundish pieces of
$n prjinge brown colour; swni-transr>ajrent; contains
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many fissures; fracture conchoidal.—Before the
blowpipe, it fuses readily into a reddish brown or
greenish transparent glass. With mic salt, decom-
poses like the other varieties of garnet. With borax
fuses with great ease into a transparent glass tinged

by iron.

566. Sp. gr. 3*4.

—

Grosfular, a rare variety of the
Garnet.—Found in varieties of the dodecahedron,
with smooth faces ; asparagus green ; shining ; semi-
transparent ; hard.—Fuses like garnet, and forms a
brown vesicular bead.

567. Sp. gr. 3'4.—Idocrase, Vesuvian.—Massive,
or in groups of crystals ; form, a right prism with
square base, edges often replaced; fracture small
conchoidal ; lustre splendent ; colour brownish or
yellowish green ; translucent ; refracts doubly ; oc-
curs in volcanic rocks.—Alone, before the blowpipe,
fuses very readily and with intumescence into a dark
coloured glass, which becomes in the exterior flame
yellow and transparent. Forms with borax a clear

glass coloured by iron. With mic. salt, decomposes
and yields a silica skeleton ; the glass on cooling be-?

coming opaline.

568. Sp. gr. 3*2.

—

Common Schorl, Black variety

of Tourmaline.—Occurs in the same form as the

tourmaline, viz. the prism, with many sides and
longitudinally striated ; also, in acicular, parallel, or
diverging concretions ; colour velvet black ; lustre

glistening vitreous; fracture conchoidal; fragile;

opaque ; pyro-electric with polarity, like the tour-

maline. Fuses alone, with strong intumescence, and
turns white; afterwards, the mtumesced portion

melts difficultly into a translucent greyish yellow
bead. Effervesces with borax, and melts readily

into a clear glass with a tinge of iron. Sharply ek
fervesces and quickly decomposes with mic. salt,

leaving a skeleton of silica, and forming an opaline
globule. Scarcely dissolves with soda ; the product
is infusible with additional flux.—A variety of black
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tourmaline, or schorl, from Bovey, after intumescmg
alone, gives a black difficultly fusible scoriaceous

mass ; but with the fluxes behaves like the above.
569. Sp. gr. 3*2.

—

Saussurite, Variety of Jade.

—

Massive ; leek green ; also greyish or whitish green ;

translucent on the edges, unctuous; extremely tough ;

fracture splintery ; hardness variable.—Alone, before
the blowpipe, melts on the angles and edges, but
doe's not fuse entirely.

570. Sp. gr. 3'2.

—

Spodumene, Triphane.—Mas-
sive and disseminated, has three distinct cleavages,

and a shining pearly lustre ; also, occurs fibrous
with a silky lustre ; translucent ; greenish white ;
brittle.—Gives off water and turns whiter in the
matrass. On charcoal, alone, it presents the re-
markable appearance of exfoliating into gold co-
loured scales, and afterwards fuses into a greyish
white transparent glass. Intumesces with borax,
and forms a transparent tumified mass, but does not
melt easily. With solution of cobalt, it affords a
glass of a blue colour. The mineral termed Killinite

is a variety of the preceding.
571. Sp.gr. 3.2.—2*9.

—

Tremolite, Grammatite.-—
Hardness variable. Divided into three varieties :—

.

a. Sp. gr. 3-2.—2*9.—Common Tremolite, Crystal-

lized Tremolite. White with a tinge of some other
colour ; occurs in masses of delicate crystalline fibres

which sometimes radiate ; also in flat many-sided
deeply-striated prisms; translucent; as hard as
hornblende; lustre shining pearly; phosphorescent
both by heat and friction. Before the blowpipe, in
a strong heat, intumesces a little, splits longitudi-
nally, turns white and opaque, and with great diffi-

culty melts, with considerable effervescence, into a
distorted and nearly opaque greyish white mass.

b. Sp. gr. 2*8.—Asbestous Tremolite.—Greyish
white ; in masses of fasciculated groups of minute
diverging fibres ; fracture fine fibrous, often scopi-
forni; lustre glistening pearly ; very soft in mass, but
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the concretions are hard ; sectile ; translucent on the
edges. When rubbed in the dark, emits a pale red
light ; when thrown in powder on hot coals, emits a

green light.—Alone, before the blowpipe, bubbles and
melts with much difficulty into a vitreous mass,
delicately radiated on the surface. Melts slowly

with borax, but readily with soda, into a transparent

colourless glass. Fused with solution of cobalt, the

edges are coloured red.

c, Sp. gr. 3*0.—2-8.—Glassy Tremolite, Fibrous
Tremolite.—White with a green, grey, or yellow
tinge ; composed of thin prismatic distinct concre-

tions, collected into thickones; brittle; fracturenarrow
radiated with cross rents ; translucent ; lustre shin-

ing pearly; nearly as hard as hornblende; Phos-
phorescent in a low degree.—Melts before the blow-
pipe with very great difficulty into a white cellular

scoria.

Family 3. Hardness equal to, or exceeding)

that of Felspar—Scratched by Quartz-—
Scratch Window-Glass with Ease.

672. Sp. gr. 4>-<&r-GadQUnite.—Scarcely fusible,

see 671.

573. Sp. gr. 3-4.

—

Emdote> Thallite, Pistacite

—

Amorphous and crystallized ; yellowish green ; crys-

tals often very slender, frequently in groups, and
longitudinally striated ; translucent.—Fuses, alone,

at the edges, intumesces, ramifies, and becomes of a
deep brqwn colour ; in a strong flame, it assumes a
round shape, but does not wholly fuse. With borax,

after intumescing, forms a green bead. Intumesces
and readily decomposes with mic. salt, leaving a

silica skeleton.—The manganesian variety of the

epidote, which occurs in groups of small prismatic

violet crystals, fuses alone very easily, bubbles and
forms a black glass. With borax it effervesces and
fuses into a clear glass, which has an amethyst
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colour in the outer flame, and a tinge of iron in the
inner; but on cooling becomes colourless.

574. Sp. gr. 3*4.

—

Hyperstene, Labrador Horn-
blende.—Amorphous, structure lamellar; dark
greenish brown or black, with pseudo-metallic re-
flections of a copper red ; opaque.—Most mineralo-
gists describe this mineral as infusible: Berzelius
gives us the following account:—In the matrass
crackles and gives off water. On charcoal fuses
easily into a greyish green opaaue glass. Melts
easily with borax into a greenish glass.

575. Sp. gr. 3-3.—Zoisite, Variety of Epidote.—
Crystallized in oblique striated four-sided prisms
with incomplete terminations; also amorphous;
structure lamellar; blueish gprey; pearly lustre;
translucent.—Before the blowpipe, alone, small bub-
bles appear, the assay then intumesces and expands,
and its outer edges assume the appearance of trans-
parent yellowish glass ; after which the intumesced
mass forms a vitreous scoria of extremely difficult

fusion. Intumesces with borax and forms a clear
glass. With Mic. Salt, intumesces, effervesces, de-
composes, and yields a silica skeleton. Melts into a
clear glass with a very little soda ; but with a large
portion forms a white infusible mass. Gives traces
of manganese on platinum foil.

576. Sp. gr. 3-2.—Axinite, Thumerstone.—In flat

crystals, with remarkably sharp edges, sometimes
pyro-electric ; colour violet ; transparent ; splendent

;

fragile.—Fuses into a green glass with intumescence.
The exterior flame renders this glass black. With
borax, fuses into a glass tinged by iron, but having
an amethystine hue in the outer flame. Becomes
green with soda, then fuses into a blackish glass,

with a semi-metallic lustre.

577. Sp. gr. 3*2.

—

Bronzite.—See 677.

578. Sp. gr. 3*9.

—

Basaltic Hornblende.—Occurs
in six-sided prisms, terminated by two three-sided
pyramids; deep black ; opaque; splendent vitreous;
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often magnetic; structure laminar. Fuses into a
shining black glass.

579. Sp. gr. 3*2*

—

Haiiyne, Latialite.—Massive,
and in minute rhombic dodecahedrons ; blue and
blueish green ; shining vitreous ; very brittle ; frac-

ture conchoidal.—On charcoal, loses its colour, and
fuses into a blebby glass ; with borax effervesces, and
fuses into a transparent glass, which on cooling be-
comes yellow, and if saturated, opaque.

580. Sp. gr. 3-2.—2-9.—Tremolite.—See 571.—
Some of the varieties agree in hardness with the
minerals of this family.

581. Sp. gr. 3-0.— Jade, Nephrite.—Hardness
variable ; massive ; very tough ; splintery fracture

;

leek green and greenish white ; lustre and feel

greasy ; translucent on the edges.—In the matrass
gives off water, and blackens. On charcoal, fuses

with difficulty into a white glass. Fuses with borax,
into a transparent glass ; with soda, into a semi-
transparent mass. Partially fuses with solution of
cobalt, forming a black glass.

—

Axe-stone is a variety

of Jade, which differs from the above, in being of a
darker green colour, not so transparent, nor so tough;
and in having a slaty structure.

582. Sp. gr. 3*0.

—

Amblygonite.—Occurs in rhom-
bic prisms ; green ; semi-transparent ; reducible by
cleavage to thin laminae. In the matrass, gives off

water, and fluoric acid. Fuses easily on charcoal,

into a transparent glass, which becomes opaque on
cooling. With boracic acid and iron, produces phos-
phuret of iron.

Family 4. Softer than Felspar— Scratch

Fluor-spar—Scratch Window-Glass feebly.

583. Sp. gr. 3*8.

—

Yenite, Lievrite.—Occurs amor-
phous and in rhombic prisms, longitudinally stria-

ted ; blackish brown ; opaque ; shining semi-me-
tallic—Gives off water in the matrass. Fuses on
charcoal into a black glass, which is rendered mag-
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netic by the interior flame, provided the assay be
not heated to redness. Fuses readily with borax
into a glass dark in colour, atod nearly opaque.
Forms a black glass with s6da> and shows traces of
manganese on leaf platinum.

584. Sp. gn 8*6.

—

Scapolite, Pyramidal Felspirtr,

Paranthine.—This mineral is very liable to decom-
position ; so that its specific gravity and hardness
vary much. - Great confusion exists in the various

descriptions of its subspecies, of which, according to

Jameson , there are four :

—

a. Radiated Scapolite, Bergmannite.—Grey or
greenish white ; in distinct concretions ; fibrous, ra-
diated, and in rectangular striated prisms aggrega-
ted; shifting; translucent. Sp. gr. 2*9.—2'5.—Be-
fore tha blowpipe, per se, becomes white artd opaque,
and then fuses into a blebby colourless glass. With
borax and mic* salt, effervesces considerably, and
fuses into a transparent glass. Forms a transparent
glass With soda, which continues fusible vfhen more
flux is- addled.

b. Foliated Scapolite, Wemerite, Gabrontte.—

*

Grey, green, and black ; massive and in octahedral
prisms ; splendent vitreous ; translucent ; brittle.

c. Compact Red Scapolite.—Darkish red ; in aci-

Cttlar crystals, often curved ; rough ; dull ; nearly
opaque.

d. Elaolite, Fetstein, Natrolitew—Dark bite, grey,
or brownish' red ; granular; massive ; translucent

;

shining resinous, sometimes opalescent* Sp.-gr. 2*6*

Gelatinizes in acids when powdered.—Gives off a
little water in the matrass, and inelts easily, with
effervescence, on charcoal, into a blebby colourless

glass.

e. Dipyre.^Berzelius says, this appears from*
4

its

pyrognostic habitudes to be a true scapolite, notwitlU
standing VaUquelin's analysis.

585* Sp. j*r* S'3.

—

SahUte, Laminar Pyroxene,
Malacolitfe, Variety of Aiigite.—Aiuorphous and in
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prismatic crystals; structure distinctly laminar;
cleavage three-fold ; greenish grey ; often translu-
cent ; splendent—Alone, it intumesces, and melts
into a transparent colourless glass. With borax,
fuses easily into a transparent glass. Intumesces
with a small portion of soda, and fuses into a clear

glass. If more soda is added in small quantities,

at each addition, fusion is preceded by intumes-
cence, and the assay becomes opaque and less fusible.

586. Sp. gr. 3-3.—Augite, Pyroxene.—Prevailing
colour dark green ; crystallized, amorphous, and in

grains; often nearly opaque; found in volcanic and
basaltic rocks. Before tne blowpipe, melts into a
black enamel with extreme difficulty, and only in
minute portions ; this property distinguishes it from
hornblende, which it much resembles in appear-
ance.

h. Diopside, Mussite, Alalite, Variety of Augite
passing into Sahlite.—In crystals ; prismatic ; green

;

translucent ; shining ; longitudinally striated; Some-
times in groups, diverging or straight.—Behaves
much like Sahlite before the browpipe.

587. Sp. gr. 3*3.

—

Common Hornblende, Amphi-
bole.—Amorphous, sometimes in flat six-sided pris-

matic crystals ; colour greenish black ; fracture crys-

talline, exhibiting fibres confusedly aggregated;
opaque when black ; translucent on tne edges when
green ; lustre shining pearly ; powder green ; exhales
a bitter smell when moistened.—Before the blowpipe,
malts with great ease into a blackish coloured glass.

^
588. Sp. gr. 3*3.

—

Common Actynolite, Actmote,
considerated a pure variety of Amphibole or Horn-
blende.—Leek green ; in wedge-shaped concretions,

composed of acicular prisms ; fracture fibrous and
scopiform (often very finely so) ;

singularly harsh to

the touch ; translucent ; shining silky ;—Melts into

a greenish grey glass.

In Glassy Actynolite is the variety that occurs in

acicular crystals, with a grass green colour, and a'

T
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shining vitreous lustre.—When the crystals are ex-
tremely minute, it passes into

c. Ashestous Actynolite, which approaches very

nearly to the state of amianthus. It is softer than

the other varieties, of a greenish brown colour, and
the fibres are particularly distinct. It melts before

the blowpipe into a black or grey scoria.

d. Actynolite sometimes occurs granular.

589. Sp. gr. 3-1—Hornblende Slate.—Occam in

beds, in clay state, and is very common; colour

from greenish to raven black ; massive ; internal lus-

tre shining pearly.—Fracture, in the great slaty, in

the small promiscuous radiated.

590. Sp. gr. 3-1.

—

Smaragdite, Bright Green Dial-

lage.—Bright emerald green ; lustre glistening silky ;

feebly translucent ; massive and disseminated ; struc-

ture fibrous laminar ; scarcely so hard as glass.—Fu-
sible into a grey or greenish enamel.

591. Sp. gr. 3-0.

—

Basalt—Occurs amorphous, co-

lumnar, in thick concentric lamellar concretions,

vesicular, and amygdaloidal ; greyish and blueish

black; texture fine grained, composed of minute

grains or crystals ; the compact varieties pass into

clinkstone, the granular into greenstone; fracture

somewhat conchoidal ; dull and opaoue ; breaks with

difficulty, but yields to the knife.—Easily melts be-

fore the blowpipe into a black glass.

Family 5. Scratched by Fluor-spar.

592. Sp. gr. 4-5.

—

Sulphate ofBarytes, Heavy spar,

Baroselenite, Ponderous Spar.— Occurs in veins,

massive and crystallized; structure lamellar, with,

joints parallel to the faces of a right rhomboidal

prism ;
prevailing colour greyish or yellowish white,

sometime inclining to red or blue ; from transparent

to opaque ; lustre shining pearly or vitreous ; fra-

gile ; harder than carbonate of lime, but less hard

than fluor-spar ; refracts doubly in a particular di-

rection.—Soluble in no acid but the sulphuric, and
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precipitated from that by water. Before the blow-
pipe, decrepitates with violence, and by the conti-

nuance of a strong heat, melts into a hard white
enamel. In the interior blue flame, it fuses and de-
composes, forming sulphuret of barytes, which ex-
hales a slight hepatic odour when moistened, or when
laid on the tongue gives the flavour of sulphuretted
hydrogen gas or of putrid eggs.

a. Crystallized Sulphate of Barytes, Lamellar
Heavy Spar.—The most common forms are, the oc-

tahedron with cunieform summits, the four or six-

sided prism, the hexangular table with bevelled edges

;

often large ; transparent ; shining vitreous.

b. Columnar Heavy Spar, Stick Spar.—Rhombic
prisms, aggregated into columns ; greenish white

;

translucent ; shining pearly ; structure lamellar.

c. Fibrous Heavy Spar.—Botryoidal or reniform
masses ; structure fibrous ; shining resinous ; ches-

nut brown ; nearly opaque ; brittle.

d. Radiated Sulphate of Barytes, Bolognian Stone.—Globular masses, rough externally ; composed of
minute fibrous crystals diverging from a centre ; in-

ternally grey; shining; translucent on the edges;
soft; fragments wedge-shaped; remarkably phos-
phorescent when heated.

e. Granular Heavy Spar.—Occurs in masses com-
posed of small grains, which have a lamellar struc-

ture ; glistening ; blueish white.

f. Cawk.—Massive; fracture coarse earthy; opaque;
nearly dull ; white with a tinge of yellow or red

;

soft ; brittle. Sp. gr. 4-8.—Often containing small
veins of galena.

g. Earthy Sulphate of Barytes.—Dull or glimmer-
ing particles, wnich cohere very slightly, and are

meagre to the touch and heavy.
/*- Foetid Sulphate of Barytes, Hepatite.—Occurs

in globular masses which have a lamellar or radiated

structure ; yellow, brown, or black ; yields a foetid

odour when rubbed or heated.
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593. Sn. gr. 4*3.

—

Carbonate of Barytes, Withe-
rite. Soluble in acids. See 55%.

$94. Sp. gr. 4>'0.—3-6.—Sulphate of Strontian, Ce-
lestine.—Occurs massive and crystallized ; primitive
form a right rhomboidal prism ; structure lamellar

;

prevailing colour white, inclining to yellow, red, or
delicate blue ; translucent or transparent ; shining
pearly or resinous lustre; refracts douoly ; harder than
heavy spar ; scratches calcareous spar ; softer than
fluor-spar.—Its most remarkable character is the
rose-red colour which it communicates to flame

—

thus, if a little spirits of wine be inflamed and pul-
verised strontian ore (either sulphate or carbonate)
be added by degrees, a fine red flame will be pro-
duced. By a similar process barytes yields a yellow
flame. Before the blowpipe, exposed to the outer
flame, it decrepitates and melts into a milky white
enamel, which, in the inner flame, spreads about,
decomposes, becomes infusible, and produces a hepa-
tic mass. When this mass is cold, it exhales the
odour of rotten eggs, and has a peculiar hepatic and
acrid taste. On platinum foil, with muriatic acid, it

partially dissolves, producing a solution which on
evaporation to dryness yields a salt. Jf this salt is

laid on a piece of paper wetted with alcohol and set
on fire, the flame near the salt will be tinged red.
Effervesces with borax, and melts into a transparent
glass which becomes brown or yellow on cooling.

595. Sp. gr. 3-7.

—

Carbonate of Strontian.—Solu-
ble in acids. See 555.

596. Sp. p. 3-2.—Apatite, Phosphate of Lime.

—

There are three varieties of this mineral :

—

a. Foliated Apatite, Phosphorite of Kirwan, Crys-
tallized Phosphate of Lime.— Prevailing colour
white, passing to yellow, red, green, or blue ; often
several colours occur in the same specimen. Some-
times massive, and in lamellar distinct concretions ;
generally crystallized in six-sided prisms which are
short, truncated, striated, translucent, and splendent

Gc
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resinous ; electric by heat and friction ; softer than
fluor spar, but harder than calcareous spar. When
thrown on glowing coals, emits a pale green phos-
phoric light. Dissolves very slowly and without
effervescence in nitric acid.

b. Conchoidal Apatite, Asparagus Stone, Morox-
ite.— Prevailing colours green and blue ; occurs
massive and in granular distinct concretions; but
generally in long six-sided prisms with pyramids ;

splendent vitreous externally ; shining resinous in-

ternally ; fracture conchoidal ,• sometimes does not

Phosphoresce with heat.—Before the blowpipe, a so-

d fragment remains unaltered, but a spangle, in a
very strong heat, fuses on the edges into a colour-

less transparent glass. Apatite is one of the most
difficultly fusible minerals; indeed, mineralogists
generally, but erroneously, say that it is infusible.

Melts slowly with borax into a clear glass, which is

rendered milk white by flaming ; or, if the flux is

saturated with the assay, becomes opaque on cooling.

Fuses in large quantity with mic. salt, and forms a
clear glass which crystallizes on cooling. Effervesces

and boils with soda ; the flux then sinks into the

charcoal, and leaves a white mass.
c. Phosphorite.—Divided into two kinds:—1.

Common Phosphorite, Massive Apatite, Colour grey-
ish and yellowish white ; massive and in distinct

concretions which are thin curved lamellar ; surface

uneven and drusy ; dull or glistening ; fracture un-
even ; cleavage floriform ; opaque. When rubbed
in an iron mortar, or pulverized and thrown on
glowing coals, it emits a green-coloured phosphoric
light.—In the matrass, yields a little water ; after-

wards behaves before the blowpipe like the preced-
ing ; but it is more easily fusible per se, forming a
white enamel.—2. Earthy Phosphorite* Greenish
grey ; consists of dull dusty particles, which cohere
but loosely, soil slightly, and feel meagre. It phos-
phoresces when laid on glowing coals.

t2
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597. Sp. gr. 3-2.—Fluor-spar, Filiate of Lime.

—

Occurs in metallic veins, amorphous and crystallized ;
colours violet blue, emerald green, yellow, and va-
rious ; frequently clear and bright ; of different de-
grees of transparency and lustre ; considerably har-
der than calcareous spar, but not hard enough to
scratch glass ; when placed on a hot iron, it emits a
blue or greenish light.—Alone, in the matrass, gently
heated, exhibits a greenish light in the dark ; heated
powerfully, it decrepitates violently and yields some
water. On charcoal, in a good heat, it fuses into an
opaque globule. Melts with borax and mic. salt

into a clear glass which becomes opaque when satu-
rated to a certain extent. With soda, fuses into a
transparent glass which subsequently becomes an
enamel :

—

a. Crystallized Fluor. Occurs in aggregated cubes
generally modified ; the primitive form, the octahe-
dron, can be obtained by cleavage ; general colours

purple and green ; splendent and transparent ; often
very beautiful.—Chlorophane is a variety of crystal-

lized fluor.

i. Massive Fluor, Blue John. Nodulous and kid-

ney-shaped ; structure crystalline fibrous diverging;
colours purple and yellowish white in concentric

zones.

c. Compact Fluor. Has a flat conchoidal or splin-

tery fracture ; is harder than common fluor, and
translucent ; but the lustre and colours are faint.

d. Earthy Fluor. Occurs pulverulent and encrus-
ting.

Genus 2. Sr-Ecinc Gravity less than 3*0.,

BUT MORE THAN 2*5.

598. This Genus is divided into four Families :

—

Family 1. Hardness rather exceeding that of
Quartx, or nearly the same—Not scratched by
Quartz—Scratch Felspar.
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Family 2. Hardness about equal to that ofFelspar—Scratched by Quartz—Scratch Window-glass
with ease.

Family 3. Softer than Felspar—Harder tlian

Fluor-spar.

Family 4. Scratched by Fluor-spar.

Family 1. Hardness rather exceeding that

of Quartz, or nearly the same—Not scratch-

ed by Quartz—Scratch Fluor-spar.

599. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Emerald.—This beautiful mi-
neral is characterized by its pure vivid green colour,

commonly called emerald-green ; occurs crystallized

in low six-sided prisms, sometimes truncated on the
edges or angles ; cross fracture conchoidal ; lustre

vitreous splendent ; refracts doubly ; transparent or

transluqent.—Alone, before the blowpipe, a gentle

heat produces no change. If a strong heat is ap-
plied for a considerable length of time to a thin
scale, it becomes rounded on the edges, and forms a
whitish frothy glass. The transparent varieties be-
come milk white when the heat is concentrated.

With borax it melts into a diaphanous glass, some-
times free from colour, sometimes having a fine pale

pleasant green tinge. With mic. salt, fuses slowly
but perfectly, leaving no skeleton of silica. The
chrome-green emerald affords a green glass. Fuses
with soda into a transparent colourless glass. The
yellowish emerald with a granular fracture, gives, in

the reducing experiment, traces of tin. Produces
with the solution of cobalt, an impure slightly blue-
ish colour.

600. Sp. gr. 2-6.

—

Beryl, Aquamarine, a Variety
of Emerald.—The colour of the beryl is paler than
that of the emerald, and the prisms are longer and
frequently larger ; it is also harder, and more readily

yields to cleavage*—Before the blowpipe, it behaves
like the emerald.
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601. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Iolite, Dichroite, Sapphir
d'Eau, Pelium, Peliome, Steinheilite.—Colour deep
violet, but when viewed by transmitted light at right

angles to the axis of the prism, yellowish brown ;

occurs amorphous and in six-sided prisms ; fracture

opaque ; sometimes doubly refractive, and electric by
rubbing.—Before the blowpipe, alone, at a low heat,

no change occurs ; in a strong heat, slowly melts on
the edges into a glass which is not frothy ; the as-

say retaining its original colour and degree of trans-

parency. Fuses into a clear glass with borax. With
soda no solution is effected ; a small portion of this

flux produces a dark grey glassy scoria.

602. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Adularia, Moonstone, a variety

of Felspar.—Prevailing colour greenish or greyish

white ; splendent pearly lustre ; highly translucent

;

is the hardest and purest variety of felspar ; occurs

massive and crystallized in prisms ; structure dis-

tinctly laminar: yields to mechanical cleavage: when
cut in a rounded form and polished, presents beauti-

ful chatoyant pearly reflections.—In the matrass, fel-

spar yields no water if transparent; but a large

quantity is given out from the interstices of cracked

opaque felspar. On charcoal, alone, in a bright heat,

it turns glassy, whitish, and semi-transparent ; and
with great difficulty melts on the edges into a translu-

cent frothy glass or enamel. Fuses with borax into

a clear glass, but slowly and quietly. If pulverised
and mixed with mic. salt, it yields" a globule which
becomes opaline on cooling, leaving a skeleton of si-

lica. Effervesces with soda, and slowly melts, giv-

ing a class, which is transparent, but rarely free

from blebs. Gains a blue colour from solution of
cobalt, but merely upon the fused edges.

603. Sp. gr. 2*5.

—

Cohphonitey a variety of Garnet.
—Yellowish, reddish, and blackish brown ; lus-
tre resinous ; occurs amorphous, and in four-sided
prisms ; translucent ; very easily frangible.—Before
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the blowpipe, fuses very easily into a black-coloured
bead. With borax it melts into a yellowish glass.

Family 2. Hardness about equal to that of
Felspar— Scratched by Quartz— Scratch
Window-glass with ease*

604. Sp. gr. 2-9—2-6

—

Prehnite, one of the Zeo-
lites.—Prevailing colour pale green ; occurs in botry-
oidal or globular concretions ; fracture finely radi-

ated fibrous ; found also in low six-sided pyramids,
or tables, often in radiated groups, lustre pearly
shining, more or less transparent. Becomes electric

by heat. Very plentiful in the trap rocks near
Glasgow. A variety, in small transparent rhombic
tables, is called Koupholite.—Gives off a little water
in the matrass, but preserves its transparency until,

by exposure to a high temperature, it intumesces and
begins to fuse. Specimens of Koupholite, which,
by exposure to the air in mineralogical collections,

have got their pores filled by dust, become blackish
and give out an empyreumatic odour. The crystal-

line laminae, however, recover their transparency
and melt into a blebby white glass. Fuses with
borax into a clear glass, which, if saturated, becomes
turbid and nearly infusible. With soda forms a

semi-vitreous scoria.

605. Sp. gr. 2-6.

—

Felspar.—One of the most
abundant of simple minerals, being the principal

constituent of granite. Occurs massive and crystal-

lized in prisms. Structure lamellar, with joints in
two directions, at right angles to each other.—For
its pyrognostic habitudes, see Adularia (602).

a. Common Felspar. Crystallized, massive, dis-

seminated ; lustre on the natural joints shining, be-
tween vitreous and pearly; cross fracture uneven,
glimmering; prevailing colours white and red; more
or less translucent.

—

Albite or Cleavelandite is a vari-

ety of Common Felspar. Its colours are greyish
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white or dingy red, and its structure broad promis-
cuous fibrous.

b. Labrador Felspar, Opalescent Felspar. Found
in rolled masses, never crystallized ; structure curved
lamellar ; smoke grey colour, but exhibits, by reflec-

tion, a rich play of yellow, blue, and red colours,

with a splendent semi-metallic lustre ; translucent.

c. Glassy Felspar. In embedded crystals, which
appear as if cracked in many places; semi-trans-
parent ; greyish white ; lustre splendent vitreous ;

softer than common felspar.

606. Sp. gr. 2-5.

—

Petalite.—Nearly resembles
quartz ; white with a tinge of purple ; translucent

;

coarsely fibrous structure ; a rare mineral.—Behaves
before the blowpipe like felspar.

607. Sp. gr. 2*5.

—

Porcelain Jasper, Porcellanite.

—Occurs massive ; structure slaty ; presents various
shades of blue, grey, red, and yellow, clouded and
spotted ; fracture smooth glistening ; resembles a
semi-vitrified brick ; opaque.—Before the blowpipe,
melts into a spongy yellowish-white semi-transparent
mass. All the other varieties of jasper are infusible.

Family 3. Softer than Felspar—Harder than

Fluor-spar.

608. Sp. gr. 3-0.

—

Datholiie, Borate of Lime, Bo-
tryolite.—Greyish or greenish white ; translucent

;

massive, and in rhombic prisms truncated on the
edges and angles; lustre shining vitreous. Botryolite

occurs in botryoidal concretions, which have a la-

mellar concentric structure, and are composed of
delicate radiated fibres. Gelatinizes with acids. Be-
comes soft, white, and opaque in the flame of a
candle.—In the matrass, gives off a little water.

Before the blowpipe on charcoal, intumesces like

borax, and melts into a clear glass, with a pale rose

or green colour. Acts in a similar manner with
borax. Gives, with solution of cobalt, an opaque
blue glass.

—

ExpU Moisten the powder of this mine-

r
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ral with muriatic acid, and let it dry on a slip of
thin paper ; then wet the paper witn alcohol and
set it on fire,—the flame, towards the end of the
combustion, will be tinged green.

609. Sp. gr. 2-9.—2-6.—Wakke. Wacke.—Massive,
either solid, cellular, or amygdaloidal; greenish grey;
dull ; earthy ; opaque ; greasy to the touch ; gives

out an argillaceous odour wnen breathed upon.

—

Before the blowpipe, melts into a greenish porous
slags.

A. Iron Clay. This may be considered a variety

of the above. Colour reddish brown ; usually cel-

lular or amygdaloidal; easily frangible. Agrees
with Wakke in other respects.

610. Sp. gr. 2-9.

—

Tabular Spar.—Massive and in
prismatic concretions ; white ; shining nearly ; often

friable ; phosphorescent when scratched by a knife.

Effervesces quickly when dropped in nitric acid, and
then falls into powder.—Alone, before the blowpipe
on charcoal, melts on the edge into a semi-transpa-
rent colourless glass. In a very strong heat, com-
plete fusion takes place.

61 1. Sp. gr. 2*9.—2*5.

—

Boracite, Borate of Magne-
sia.—Occurs in solitary crystals ; form, the cube and
its varieties; greyish or greenish white ; translucent;

splendent vitreous ; pyro-electric, the solid angles

diagonally opposite being one positive the other ne-
gative.—Before the blowpipe, alone, on charcoal

intumesces and fuses, the globule is yellowish and
transparent while hot, but appears white and opaque
on cooling, fr6m its surface being bristled over with
needle-formed crystals. Forms with borax a transpa-

rent glass tinged by iron. With a small quantity

of soaa fusion ensues, and the assay, when cooling,

forms crystals with broad facets as perfect as those

of phosphate of lead. If the experiment with Datho-
lite, ^described above,) be repeated with Boracite,

after it has been decomposed by soda on charcoal,

a similar green flame will be produced.
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612. Sp. gr. 9r^—Arragonite.—Soluble in Muriatic
Acid, see 651.

613. Sp. gr. 2*8.

—

Lepidolite, Soaie^stone.—Con-
sists of numerous small scales, or hexagonal plates>

aggregated into a mass ; lilac purple or pearl grey ;

lustre shining ; translucent ; unctuous ; may be cut
with a knife.—In the matrass, alone, gives off water
loaded with fluoric acid. Intumesces on charcoal,

and easily melts into a transparent colourless Webby
globule. Fuses readily and largely into a transpa-

rent glass with borax. Produces a blue colour when
fused with solution of cobalt.

614. Sp. gr. 2-8.

—

Lapis Lazuli, Lazulite, Ultra-
marine Stone.—Colour bright azure blue, frequently
with white spots and veins of yellow^ pyrites ; gene-
rally massive ; nearly opaque ; possesses little lustre

;

has a fine grained fracture : effervesces a little with
acids, and, if previously calcined, gelatinizes.—Be-
fore the blowpipe it melts into a blackish mass,
which, at a high temperature, forms a white enamel.

b. Azurite, False Lazulite.—Indigo blue ; massive,
in oblique prisms ; laminar ; opaque.—Very difficultly

and but partially fusible, alone, into a whitish glass

with blue and green spots ; a mineral of little im-
portance.

615. Sp. gr. 9*7.

—

Novaculite, Whetslate, Hone,
Turkey-stone.^-Greetiish or yellowish grey ; mas-
sive; slaty; dull; greasy ; is a compact variety of
clay-slate, used for sharpening steel instruments.

—

Before the blowpipe it becomes* white, and acquires
a vitreous glazing.

'

616. Sp. gr. &7.—CJiabasie, Chabasite, one of the
Zeolites.—^Occurs crystallized in obtuse rhomboids,
in the cavities of basaltic amygdaloid ; white or 1

greyish, pale red superficially; highly' translucent 1

;

splendent vitreous ; scratches glass feebly;—Alone,
before the blowpipe, it melts, with little ebullition,

into a white-spongy enamel.
617. Sp. gr; 2-6.

—

Ch'nkstone.r-Occurs massive,
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columnar, or with a thick slaty structure ; gives a
ringing metallic sound when struck with a hammer;
dark greenish grey ; glimmering ; nearly opaque

;

fracture splintery.—Before the blowpipe, fuses easily

into a glass nearly colourless.

618. Sp. gr. 2-6.

—

Elaolite.—A variety of Scapo-
lite, of low specific gravity. See 584, d.

619. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Meionite.—Occurs in groups of
small crystals ; form, a four-sided prism terminated
by tetranedral pyramids, of which the edges are

generally truncated ; structure laminar, with a rec-

tangular cleavage ; white ; transparent ; shining
vitreous ; smooth.—Alone, before the blowpipe, a
thin splinter foams at its extremities, after whidi
the whole mass bubbles considerably and for a long
time, producing in the end a colourless blebby glass.

Melts slowly with borax, with considerable effer-

vescence, into a clear glass. Intumesces with soda,

of which a large dose is requisite, and forms a glass

which is opaque on one side, but in the end becomes
transparent.

Family 4. Scratched by Fluor-spar*

620. Sp. gr. 2*9.

—

Cryolite.—Occurs in lamellar

masses, colour greyish white or brown ; glistening

vitreous ; translucent ; transparent when immersed
in water; melts in the flame of a candle; rare.

—

Before the blowpipe it at first runs into a very liquid

fusion, then hardens, and at length assumes the
appearance of a slag.

621. Sp. gr. 2*9.

—

Anhydrite, Anhydrous Gypsum.
—Of this mineral there are several varieties; the

pyrognostic characters of which are as follows :

—

Y ield no moisture in the matrass ; melt difficultly,

in the oxidating flame, into a white enamel, when
held in the forceps. On charcoal, decompose in a

good reducing flame ; after which they act on brazil-

wood paper as alkalies, and when moistened, exhale

the odour of liver of sulphur. Effervesce with bo-
u
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rax, and melt into a clear glass, having a brownish
yellow colour when cold. With glass of soda, de-
velope the odour of liver of sulphur :— '

a. Muriacite. Occurs crystallized in rectangular
prisms; structure laminar; yields to mechanical cleav-

age; lustre shining pearly; colours white, violet,

blueish ; transparent or translucent ; doubly refrac-

tive ; scratches calcareous spar, but is scratched by
fluor-spar.

b. Granular Anhydrous Gypsum, Scaly Anhydrite*
Occurs in massive concretions, with confusedly foli-

ated structure; greyish white;' translucent on the
edges.

c. Fibrous Anhydrous. Gypsum. Massive ; struc-

ture fibrous and sometimes radiated; colours greenish

grey, blueish, or reddish ; translucent on the edges..

d. Compact Anhydrous Gypsum. Massive, con-
torted and reniform ; translucent ; fracture splintery

or flat conchoidal ; harder than the preceding varie-

ties.

e. Siliciferous Anhydrous Gypsum, Vulpinite.

Occurs in distinct concretions, structure laminated ;

translucent on the edges ; has more lustre than the
preceding ; soft ; brittle ; greyish white veined with
blue.

622. Sp. gr. 2*9.—Pinite.—Occurs in six-sided*

prisms ; blackish grey or green, surface brown

;

opaque; glistening; sectile. Alone, on charcoal,

turns white and melts on the edges into a white
blebby glass; some varieties become covered witii

coloured spots ; and others easily fuse into a black
glass. Pinite is a scarce and unimportant mineral;

623. Sp. gr. 2-9.—Karpholite, Carpholite.—Oc-
curs in minute fibrous crystals radiated; yellow;
translucent ; shining ; nearly ; brittle.—In the ma-
trass, yields watgr and fluoric acid. Alone, on
charcoal, before the blowpipe, intumesces, whitens,
and slowly fuses into a brown opaque glass; with
borax fuses into a transparent glass, which possesses

•
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the colour of manganese in the exterior flame, but
turns green in the interior.

624. Sp. gr. 2'8.

—

Polykallite.—Amorphous ; com-
pact, colourless, and transparent ; or curved lamellar

fibrous, with a brick red colour and translucent; brit-

tle.—In the flame of a common candle it immediately
becomes an opaque brown mass. In the matrass,

gives off water and loses its colour. On charcoal

melts into an opaque reddish globule, which in

the inner flame, whitens, congeals, and leaves an
empty shell. The globule has a saline and hepatic

taste.

625. Sp. gr. 2-8.—2-6.

—

Chlorite, Talc Chlorite.

—

Green is the prevailing colour, varying from dark
green to light greyish green, and generally dull;
occurs crystallized, amorphous, and in microscopic
hexagonal scales or prisms ; opaque ; lustre shining
pearly ; soft : unctuous.—In the matrass, gives off

water, and (when the glass begins to fuse) fluoric

acid, known by its turning brazil-wood paper yellow,
and depositing silica on the glass. On charcoal,

alone, melts into a black globule with a dull surface.

Gives a dark green glass with borax. Decomposes
with mic. salt, forming a glass tinged by iron, and
leaving a silica skeleton. Does not fuse with soda,

nor intumesce, yet the edges of the assay become
rounded.

a. Earthy Chlorite. Occurs in friable or loosely

adhering grains ; imbedded or encrusting.

b. Common Chlorite. Essentially the same as a,

bAt the grains cohere more firmly ; glistening.

c. Chlorite Slate. Occurs in beds ; structure slaty;

glistening ; resinous.

d. Foliated Chlorite. Occurs crystallized in flat

six-sided prisms, which are readiljr divisible into

hexagonal curved laminae ; lustre shining resinous ;

translucent on the edges ; the crystals often grouped
in conical masses.

e. White Silvery Chlorite. Pearly greenish-white
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scales, which occur in masses, but adhere bo slightly

that they may be separated with the finger.

f.
Green Earth. Found in globular masses or

lining the cavities of amygdaloid; fracture earthy

;

colour lively blueish green ; dull ; streak glistening ;

soft ; unctuous ; light.

626. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Mica.—This mineral is charac-

terized by the facility with which it divides into

extremely thin smooth shining plates or laminae,

which are transparent, flexible, and highly elastic

;

occurs in masses, rarely in tabular crystals, and
abundantly disseminated in grains ; colours various

;

lustre shining, often pseudo-metallic; scratched by
the knife, but the edges scratch glass; smooth but.
not unctuous.—Mica from different localities, differs

considerably in its pyrognostic characters; but it may
be said, in general, to be difficultly fusible before

the blowpipe into a grey enamel.
627. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Soapstone.—Colour grey, mottled
with dull purple ; massive ; commonly described as
a variety of steatite (712), which it much resembles,
but it is much softer ; indeed, when first raised it

may be kneaded like dough, but it becomes harder
on exposure to air ; it cracks and falls to pieces in
hot water.—Before the blowpipe, it fuses into a
white and somewhat translucent enamel.

628. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Clay-Slate, Argillaceous Schis-
tus.—Occurs massive; structure slaty; fracture com-
pact ; prevailing colours blueish and greenish grey

;

glimmering or glistening; generally opaque; does not
adhere to the tongue.—Fuses before tne blowpipe
into a black slag. Roofing slates, slates for writing
on, and pencils for writing with, are varieties of this

mineral.

629. Sp. gr. 2-6.—Shale, Slate-Clay.—Massive

;

slaty; grey; dull; opaque; meagre; brittle; dis-
integrates on exposure to the air, and by degrees be-
comes plastic.—Fusible into a slag.

b. Rottenstone appears to be decomposing shale

;
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it is dirty grey ; dull ; earthy ; soft ; meagre ; and
foetid when rubbed or scraped.

630. Sp. gr. 2-5.

—

Serpentine.—Although this is

usually classed as a simple mineral, the great varia-

tion in the composition of the rocks to which the
term is applied, shows that it is an indefinite earthy
compound. There are two varieties :

—

a. Noble Serpentine, Precious Serpentine. Occurs
massive; fracture splintery, passing into conchoidal;

colour yellowish green, uniform throughout ; trans-

lucent ; glistening ; unctuous ; soft ; sectile.—In the
matrass, gives off water and turns black. On char-

coal, turns white, and in a good heat, melts on the
thin edges into an enamel. Slowly melts with borax
into a clear glass coloured green. Gives a red colour

with solution of cobalt.

b. Common Serpentine, Serpentine Rock. Dif-

fers from the preceding in being less pure ; colours

green, red, and various, intermixed in stripes,

dots, &c ;
generally opaque and dull ; structure

compact; hardness extremely variable; sometimes
magnetic—Before the blowpipe, it behaves like the

preceding.

Genus 3- Specific Gravity less than 2*5.,

BUT MORE THAN 2"0.

631. This Genus is divided into two Families :

—

Family 1. Scratched by Felspar.—Scratch Win-
dow-glass and Fluor-spar.

J

Family 2. Softer than Fluor-spar.

Family I. Scratched by Felspar—Scratch

Window-glass and Fluor-spar.

632. Sp. gr. 2-5.— Apophyllite, Fish-eye-stone,

Ichthyophthalmite.—Occurs in square prisms of va-

rious heights ; when tabular, they are often cellular

u 2
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aggregated; the surfaces produced by cleavage are

splendent, pearly, iridescent ; fracture concnoidal

and glistening vitreous ; reddish or greenish white ;

transparent ; very fragile ; hardness variable. Feebly
electric by friction. When pulverised, gelatinizes in

nitric acid.—In the matrass, yields much water and
whitens. On charcoal, immediately exfoliates,

swells up like borax, and melts, witn continued
intumescence, into a Webby colourless glass. Melts
easily with borax, into a diaphanous glass, ^vhicli

becomes opaque by flaming.

633. Sp. gr. 2*4.

—

Obsidian, Volcanic Glass.—Oc-
curs massive or in roundish pieces; colour dark green-
ish or brownish black ; sometimes semi-transparent,

but generally translucent on the edges ; lustre splen-
dent vitreous ; fracture large and perfectly conchoi-
dal; very brittle; breaks into very sharp edged
fragments; bears a striking resemblance to dark
coloured glass.—Before the blowpipe, melts into a
greyish or greenish vesicular glass.

634. So. gr. 2*3.

—

Harmotome, Cross Stone, one of
the Zeolites.—Occurs crystallized ; primitive form, a
pyramidal octohedron ; secondary form, small four-
sided prisms, terminated by four-sided pyramids,
which are often connected two and two in tne shape
of a cross ; colour greyish white ; semi-transparent;
lustre shining pearly ; scratches glass.—In the ma-
trass, giyes off water and becomes opaque. On char-
coal, alone, fuses easily and without intumescence,
into a clear glass. Forms a colourless glass with
borax, but with much difficulty.

635. Sp. gr. 2-3.—Pearl-stone, Pearly Obsidian.—
Occurs in masses of globular concretions, which are
composed of thin concentric laminae ; surface of the
concretions smooth, shining, pearly; colour grey

;

translucent on the edges ; almost friable ; scarcely
scratches glass.—Before the blowpipe, it first swells,
splits, and becomes white, then, witn some difficulty,
melts into a whitish frothy glass.
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636. Sp. gr. 2*3.

—

Pitchstone, Retinite.—This sub-
stance bears a striking resemblance to pitch ; occurs
massive and in prismatic and curved lamellar concre-

tions ; structure sometimes slaty ; fracture imperfect-

ly conchoidal ; colours various shades of grey, green,

blue and black, muddy ; lustre shining, resinous or

pitchy; translucent on the edges.—Fusible before

the blowpipe, into a grey frothy enamel.

637: Sp. gr. 2*3.

—

Nephelinc, Sommite.—Occurs
in small six-sided prisms, in lava ; colour white

;

translucent ; splenaent ; four cleavages ; fracture

conchoidal ; when immersed in nitric acid, it be-
comes clouded and afterwards gelatinizes.—Before
the blowpipe, on charcoal, its edges become round-
ed, and tnough it cannot be fused into a globule, it

gives a blebby colourless glass. Melts with borax,

quietly and slowly, into a transparent colourless glass.

638. Sp. gr. 2-3.

—

Analcime, Cubicite, Cubic Zeo-
lite.—Occurs in the cavities of basaltic rocks, in small

cubic or garnet-shaped crystals, generally aggregat-

ed ;
pale grey ; transparent or translucent ; shining

pearly ; becomes feebly electric by rubbing*—In the

matrass, yields water and turns white. On charcoal,

in a strong heat, becomes transparent, and melts

without intumescence, into a diaphanous glass,

slightly blebby. Fuses with borax, with much
difficulty, even in powder ; forms a transparent glass,

and leaves an opaque concrete residuum. . Gives a

transparent glass with soda, and a blue glass with

solution of cobalt.

639. Sp, gr. 2-2.

—

Stilbite, Radiated Zeolite.

—

Occurs in masses composed of prismatic crystals,

grouped in bundles, or diverging like a fan ; or in

masses of laminae closely adhering ; colours white,

grey, and brown ; transparent ; translucent ; remark-

swells in acids, but does not gelatinize.—Behaves
before the blowpipe like Prehnite, see 604, but emits

a phosphoric light during its intumescence.

lustre; hardness variable ;
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b. Heulandite, Foliated Zeolite. This mineral
has generally been considered a variety of Stilbite.

Occurs in prisms and in globular concretions ; lustre
pearly and very splendent; yellowish white and
brownish red; translucent.—Before the blowpipe,
it melts with intumescence, during which it emits a
phosphoric light.

640. Sp. gr. 2*2.

—

Laumonite, Efflorescent Zeolite*—Occurs in aggregated crystalline masses, deeply-
radiated; greyish white; glistening pearly; hard-
ness variable ; effloresces, and becomes opaque and
tender on exposure to air; dissolves rapidly and

blowpipe like Pi

white globule of enamel, which ultimately becomes
a blebby translucent glass.

641. Sp. gr. 2-2.-~Mesotype, Needle Zeolite,
Needle-stone.—There are several varieties of this
mineral, the pyrognostic characters of which are as
follows :-r-In the matrass, alone, yields water. On
charcoal, radiated mesotype expands longitudinally,
and twists itself up like a screw, while the compact
variety intumesces, after which both melt into a
blebby colourless glass. The variety in large crystals
neither intumesces nor expands ; but first becomes
opaque and then vitrifies. Melts with great difficul-
ty with borax, into a transparent colourless glass*
Decomposes readily with mic. salt, producing a
glass which becomes opaline on cooling, and leaving
a skeleton of silica.

<u Crystallized. Mesotype. Primitive form, a rec-
tangular prism; secondary form, a long four-sided
prism, terminated by low four-sided pyramids;
structure lamellar ; colour white, sometimes inclin-
ing to yellow, green, or red; transparent; shining
pearly. Electric by heat. Gelatinizes in acids.

b. Fibrous Mesotype, Radiated Needlestone. Oc-
curs in globular concretions, composed of diverging
or stellular crystals or fibres, which are slender and
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acicular, or flat and broad ; sometimes found in dis-

tinct acicular crystals, radiating from a centre, and
so delicate as to resemble fine cotton. These occur
in the cavities of amygdaloid.

The mineral called Thomsonite, is a colourless

variety of radiated Needlestone.
Scolezite seems to be nearly allied to Thomson-

ite.

c. Mealy Zeolite, Pulverulent Mesotype. Occurs
in soft, dull, friable masses, having an earthy frac-

ture, and a rough and meagre feel ; greyish or red-
dish white ; not pyro-electric.

d. Mesolite. Occurs massive, and in long and slen-

der prisms, terminated by quadrilateral pyramids

;

greyish or colourless ; transparent ; lustre shining
pearly.

Family 2. Softer than Fluor-spar.

642. Sp. gr. 2*5.—2*0.

—

Common Asbestus.—Mas-
sive ; structure parallel and curved fibrous or blad-
ed ; the fibres are coarser than those of Amianthus,
and scarcely flexible ; colour dull green ; lustre pear-
ly ; glistening ; soft and unctuous. Melts before
tne blowpipe, more easily than Amianthus, and forms
a greyish black globule of enamel.

643. Sp. gr. 2*3.—2-0.

—

Amianthus, Flexible As-
bestus.—Occurs in very long and extremely slender

fibres, which are arranged parallel to each other
and are easily separated ; remarkably flexible and
elastic; has the lustre and soft feel of silk ; prevail-

ing colour greenish white; slightly translucent.—
Before the blowpipe it phosphoresces ; and in mass,
is fusible, with great difficulty, into a white enamel ;

but, in filaments, it is easily melted, even by the

flame of a candle.

644. Sp. gr. 2*1.

—

Ligniform Asbestos, Mountain
Wood, Wood Asbestus, Rock-wood.— Occurs in

lamirue or plates, which have a promiscuous fibrous

structure like wood ; tough ; sectile ; meagre ; the
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fibres are flexible and elastic; colour wood brown.
—Fusible into a black slag.

645. Sp. gr. 2*3.

—

Gypsum, Sulphate of Lime.—
In the matrass, alone, gives off water and becomes
milky white ; after which, behaves like Anhydrite,
see 621.—There are the following varieties of this
mineral:

—

a. Crystallized Gypsum, Selenite. Occurs crystal-

lized in flat oblique parallelopipedons ; cleavage easi-

ly produces laminae, which are thin and flexible,

but not elastic ; colours white, yellow, and brown ;

frequently colourless and highly transparent; lustre

shining pearly ; very soft ; yields to the nail.

b. Fibrous Gypsum. Occurs massive, composed
of extremely delicate and nearly separate fibres,

either straight or curved ; colour white and various;
lustre glistening pearly ; translucent ; cross fracture
lamellar, and very brilliant ; soft. A very beautiful
mineral.

c. Granular Gypsum. Massive, composed of an
aggregation of small crystalline lamin®, of which
the structure is lamellar, straight or curved ; some-
times fibrous in its texture ; saining pearly ; trans-

lucent ; very soft ; generally white.

d. Massive Gypsum, Alabaster. Massive ; fracture
compact, passing to splintery; glimmering; very
soft ; translucent on the edges ; colour white, dotted
or veined with yellow or red.

e. Earthy Gypsum. Earthy mass ; white ; dull

;

friable.

646. Sp. gr. 2-2.—Black Chalk, Drawing Slate.

—Massive ; slaty ; black ; dull ; opaque ; meagre

;

stains paper black.—Acquires a superficial glazing

and a red colour before the blowpipe.
647. Sp. gr. 2*1.

—

Clay.—Plastic with water ; more
or less unctuous to the touch; acquires a polish

from the nail—Before the blowpipe, melts into a
.slag.

a. Earthy Clay, Common Brick Clay, Alluvial
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Clay. Very plastic when pure ; less so in propor-
tion to the sand which is mixed with it

b. Slaty Clay, Pipe Clay, Potters' Clay. Slaty ;

yields to the nail, hut is scarcely plastic until it

disintegrates hy exposure to air.

Genus 4. Specific Gravity less than 2*0.^

some species supernatant.

648. This Genus is not divided into Families*

The minerals of which it is constituted are of vari-

ous degrees of hardness ;—some species heing harder
than fluor-spar; others extremely soft;—but they
are very limited in number.

649. Sp. gr. 2*0.—1*2.

—

Bole.—Amorphous ; frac-

ture concnoidal and glimmering ; red and semi-trans-

parent ; grey and translucent on the edges ; brown-
ish black and opaque (Mountain soap) ; yields to the
nail ;. streak shining ; adheres to the tongue ; breaks
down in water.—Melts into a slag.

650. Sp. gr. 1'8.

—

Pumice.—Massive ; structure

irregularly fibrous, with elongated cells ; colour

smoke grey ; lustre shining pearly ;; fracture un-
even glistening ; translucent on the edges ; harsh to

the touch ; harder than fluor-spar, but yields to

the knife ; sometimes swims on water.—Fusible be-

fore the blowpipe, into a dirty green blebby glass.

651. Sp. gr. 1-7.

—

Fullers Earth.—Massive; green-

ish brown ; opaque ; very soft ; dull ; fracture earthy

uneven ; unctuous ; receives a polish from the nail

;

in water, becomes semi-transparent, falls to pieces,

and forms a smooth pulp.—In the matrass, yields

water and an empyreumatic odour, becomes clear,

and then turns brown. On charcoal, heated gradual-

ly, it crackles; heated suddenly, it splits with vhk
lcnce; by a continued heat, it is melted into a white

blebby glass. Fuses, with borax, into a> transparent

*
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colourless glass ; with soda, into a globule of a grass

green colour.

b* Lemnian Earth, Sphragid. This is probably a
variety of Fuller's earth. It is yellowish grey, with
ochreous spots. When immersed in water, it falls

to pieces, evolving numerous air-bubbles. It is cu-
rious, that no mineralogist has stated the specific

gravity of this substance.

652. Sp. gr. 1-0.

—

Rock-Cork, a variety of Asbes-
tus.—Massive, composed of fibres interlaced ; grey ;

opaque ; dull ; meagre ; elastic ; tough ; yields to

the nail ; often supernatant.—Before the blowpipe,

melts with difficulty into a white glass.

b. Mountain Leather. This is a variety of rock-
cork, which occurs in thin flexible plates, having
much the appearance of leather.

Order. 3. Infusible before the Blowpipe,

Alone.

653. This Order is divided into four Genera, as
follows :

—

Genus 1. Specific Gravity less than 5*0.
9 but

more than 3*0. *

Genus 2. Specific Gravity less than 3-0., but,
more than 2*5.

Genus 3. Specific Gravity less than 2*5., but
more than 2*0.

Genus 4. Specific Gravity less than 2-0.

—

Some species supernatant.

These Genera are all divided into Families, accord-
ing to the different degrees of hardness of the mine-
rals which they comprehend.
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Genus 1. Specific Gravity less than 5-0.,

654. This Genus is divided into four Families :—

Family 1. Harder than Quartz—Scratch Quartz
with ease.

Family 2. Rather harder than Quartz—Scratch
Quartz with some difficulty—Scratch Felspar
with ease.

ofFelspar—Scratched by Quartz—Scratch Win*
dow-glass with ease.

Family 4. Softer than Felspar—Scratch Fluor*
spar—Scratch Window-glassfeebly.

Family 1. Harder than Quartz—Scratch
Quartz with ease.

655. Sp. gr. 4'7.

—

Zircon.—In grains and small
crystals, primitive form an obtuse octohedron, -with

joints in two directions; colours various and pale;
translucent or transparent ; refracts doubly. There
are three varieties ; the pyrognostic characters of
which are as follow:—Before the blowpipe, per se,

the transparent colourless Zircon suffers no change ;

but the red hyacinth loses its colour, and either be-
comes perfectly limpid, or assumes a slight tinge of
yellow ; the brown opaque zirconite turns white and
gets full of cracks ; and the blackish variety gives

off some water, becomes white, and apparently efflo-

resces. But of all the varieties, none are fusible

;

not even in powder or thin laminae. Zircon fuses

readily into a clear glass with borax, which can be
made opaque by flaming; with mic. salt, it does

not give the least sign of fusion ; neither does it melt
with soda. On platinum foil, it generally affords

a trace of manganese. The varieties follow :

—

a. Hyacinth. Orange red ; lamellar structure ; cross

BUT MOKE THAN S'O.

Family 3. Hard
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fracture conchoidal, with a vitreous lustre; semi*
transparent.

b. Jargoon. Small prismatic crystals ; transparent ;

yellowish, greyish or reddish smoky colour ; also in
round brown opaque masses.

c. Zirconite. Prismatic crystals ; reddish brown ;

nearly opaque.
656. Sp. gr. 4*0.

—

Corundum, Common Corundum,
Adamantine Spar.—Occurs massive, in rolled pieces,

and in hexahedral prisms often bevelled; translucent;

colour often greyish green, but various and dull;
almost as hard as diamond.—Before the blowpipe,
suffers no change, per se, whether tried in powder or
fragment ; but witn borax, melts perfectly, though
slowly, into a diaphanous glass, not capable of being
made opaque by flaming. The powder fuses slowly
with mic. salt, into a transparent glass. It does not
melt with soda. On account of the alumina of which
it is composed, it forms with solution of cobalt a beau-
tiful dark blue colour ; for this last experiment, the
assay must be well powdered and the blast well kept
up. These pyrognoBtic characters apply as well to
the Sapphire and Ruby, as to Corundum.

657. Sp. gr. 4 ,0.-*-Per/ec£ Corundum, Telesia.—

-

Occurs in small rolled pieces, and in crystals ; forms,
a six-sided prism, or acute six-sided single or double
pyramids ; colours varipus ; more or less transpa-

rent ; possesses double refraction.—For its prog-
nostic characters, see Corundum (656). There are
two varieties :

—

a. Sapphire. The hardest substance in nature
next to the diamond ; occurs in crystals that readily

cleave in one direction ; cross fracture conchoidal

;

blue, yellow, green, or colourless.

b. Oriental Ruby. Less hard than a, and more
readily cleaved ; structure lamellar; sometimes cha-
toyant ; red, violet, or blue.

658. Sp. gr. 4-0.

—

Emery, a variety Qf Corundum.
—Amorphous ; granular ; colour blackish and; blue-
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ish grey; aspect like that of a fine grained rode;
lustre glistening; translucent on the edges.—Be-
haves like Corundum before the blowpipe.

659. Sp. gr. 3*8.—Ckrysoberyl, Cymophane.—
Occurs in rounded pieces and small crystals, primi-
tive form a rectangular prism ; cross fracture perfectly

conchoidal, with a resino-vitreous lustre; colour
light green, mixed with brown or yellow; some-
times shows an opalescent blueish light internally

;

semi-transparent ; electric by friction.—Suffers no
change, alone, before the blowpipe. Melts itito a
clear glass with borax, and remains transparent at

every point of saturation. Complete fusion ensues
with mic. salt, and a glass is formed which continues
clear on cooling. Does not act with soda; An ele«

gant blue colour is developed by a cake formed of
solution of cobalt and powdered cnrysoberyl, but no
fusion takes place.

660. Sp. gr. 3-8.

—

Pleonaste, Ceylanite. -^-Colour
black, but by transmitted light green or blue

;

translucent ; in small crystals i form, the octohedron
and its varieties; fracture flat conchoidal; lustre

splendent*—Infusible, per se, even in powder. Forms
a dark green iron-coloured transparent glass with
borax. Intumesces with soda, and yields a black

infusible scoria.

661. Sp. gr. 3*7.

—

Spinelle Ruby, Spinel.—In grains

and crystallized ; form, an octohedron, perfect or with
edges replaced ; red, violet, or yellow ; fracture flat

conchoidal ; lustre splendent vitreous ; softer than the
oriental ruby.—Infusible, per se ; but blackens and
becomes opaque, then, on cooling, shows the follow-

ing colours by transmitted light, fine chrome green,

colourless, ruby tint. Melts slowly with borax ; the

result a glass transparent and nearly colourless.

Fuses entirely with mic. salt if powdered. Intu-
mesces With soda, but does not melt. Gives signs

of manganese on platinum foil.

662. Sp* gr* 3 •6.*—Topoz.-^Occurs in long trans-
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parent many-sided prisms, frequently with compli-
cated summits ; also, massive ; colour various, pre-

alone, on charcoal, before the blowpipe ; but in a
low heat some of the varieties change colour. At a
very high temperature, the striated sides of the
prisms become frosted with minute bubbles of gas.

Becomes white and opaque with borax, then melts
into a clear glass. Fuses slowly with mic. salt, and

solution, a disagreeable blue colour.

663. Sp. gr. 3-5.

—

Diamond.—This mineral be-
longs to the combustible class, see 413, and is

merely repeated here because it agrees in many pro-

perties with the minerals of this Family. Hardness
superior to that of every other substance.—Infu-
sible ; but very slowly combustible at a white heat.

664. Sp. gr. 3*2.

—

Andalusite.—Massive, and in
slightly rhombic prisms; structure lamellar, with
rectangular joints ; colour reddish ; translucent—
Infusible, alone, either in splinters or powder ; but,
becomes covered with white spots. Fuses with borax,
into a transparent colourless glass.

Family 2. Rather Harder than Quartz—

-

Scratch Quartz with some difficulty—Scratch

Felspar with ease.

665. Sp. gr. 3*6.

—

Staurolite, Staurotide, Grenatite»
—Formpeculiar,—twosix-sided prisms intersect each
Other, either at right angles or obliquely ; rarely in
single crystals ; colour dark reddish brown ; opaque
to translucent ; fracture uneven ; lustre glistening.—
Fragments are infusible alone but become of a dark
colour. Powder fuses on the edges into a black
scoria. Melts slowly with borax into a transparent
dark green glass. Does not melt with soda, but
effervesces and forms a yellow scoria. With mic

leaves a skeleton of silica.
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salt fuses very slowly, leaving a little silica, and
forming a glass which is yellowish green and dia-

phanous while hot, hut opaline and colourless when
eold.

666. Sp. gr. 3-5.

—

Pycnite, Schorlaceous Beryl.

—Occurs in long six-sided prisms, deeply striated

longitudinally; also, in parallel prismatic concre-

tions, with transverse rents ; yellowish and reddish
white ; translucent ; glistening ; fragile ; becomes
electric by heat.—Infusible before the blowpipe,
alone ; but, in a strong heat, the longitudinal faces

of the crystal become covered with numerous small

white bubbles, in which respect it resembles the
topaz.

667. Sp. gr. 3*4.

—

Pyrophysaliie, a variety of To-
paz.*—Occurs in large crystals, resembling those of
the topaz; also, in roundish masses; colour dull

greenish white; structure lamellar, and splendent
in one direction ; fracture uneven and glimmer-
ing; translucent on the edges.—Infusible before

the blowpipe, but acquires a slight glazing, and dis-

engages bubbles of gas.

668. Sp.gr. 3'l.-Tourmaline, Lyncurium ofthe An-
cients.—Occurs in rolled pieces and in prismatic crys-

tals with many sides, deeply longitudinally streaked,

and having dissimilar terminations ; principal colours

green and brown, but it is also white, yellow, red
and blue, never black, generally muddy ; lustre splen-

dent vitreous; semi-transparent; fracture conchoidal;

remarkably pyro-electric by heat, with polarity.—Be-
fore the blowpipe, Red ana Clear Green Tourmaline,

alone, becomes white, intumesces, spits, assumes a

scoriaceous appearance, but does not melt. With
borax, after a slight effervescence, becomes white,

and ruses slowly into a colourless diaphanous glass.

Acts with mic. salt as with borax, but the glass be-

comes opaline on cooling. Melts difficultly with

soda into an opaque glass. Becomes dark green on

platinum foil. Dark Blue Tourmaline in large crys-

x 2
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tab, (Indicolite,) swells to three times its original
size; the assay becomes curved and is converted into
a black scoria. Acts with the fluxes like the pre-
ceding varieties.

669. Sp. gr. 3-1.—Rubellitc, Red Schorl, Red Vari-
ety of Tourmaline, Siberite.—Occurs in six, nine, or
twelve-sided prisms deeply longitudinally streaked ;

colour red, with often a tinge of pink or violet.

—Alone, before the blowpipe, on charcoal, becomes
milk white, intumesces violently, splits obliquely,
does not fuse, but vitrifies on the edges. Effervesces
with borax and readily melts into a clear glass wherein
Some flocculi may be observed to float and gradually
dissolve. Readily decomposes with mic. salt, after
effervescing, and forms an opaline glass, leaving a
silica skeleton. Fuses slowly with soda into an
opaque glass. Is much more soluble with the fluxes
than tourmaline. Exhibits intensely, on platinum
foil, the effects of manganese.

Family 3. Hardness about equal to, or exceed-
ing, that, of Felspar—-Scratched by Quartz—Scratch Window-glass with ease.

670. Sp. gr. 4*7—4*3.

—

Automalite, Spinelle Zin-
cifere, Gahnite.—Dark blueish green octohedral crys-
tals, nearly opaque.—Infusible alone. With borax
it fuses in very small quantity, even in powder,
forming a glass which is green while hot, but
colourless when cold.

671. Sp. gr. 4-2.

—

Gadolinite.—Occurs massive,
rarely crystallized ; greenish black ; fracture flat con-
choidal ; lustre splendent resinous

; slightly translu-
cent; affects the magnetic needle; forms a stiff grey
jelly when pulverized and digested in an acid, va-
rieties of this mineral behave differently before the
blowpipe :

—

Expts.—a, Gave offwater in the matrass.
On charcoal ood fl turned white and fused

is. With borax easily
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formed a clear glass. With soda fused slowly into
a red grey scoria. With mic. salt fused into a clear
glass, leaving a skeleton of silica. The glass be-
came opaline on cooling. On platinum foil gave
traces of manganese.—b, In the matrass gave off no
water nor volatile matter, but shone as if on fire,

enlarged, and split. Did not fuse on charcoal, but
exhibited the same phenomena as in the matrass;
the particles which flew off during decrepitation
glowed like sparks.—c, Intumesced alone, turned
white, gave off moisture, and threw out cauliflower

ramifications.

—

b $nd c behaved alike with the fluxes.

With borax easily formed a glass which the reducing
flame rendered bottle green. With mic. salt, only
partially fused and formed no silica skeleton. On
Elatinum foil, no indications of manganese were ex-
ibited.

672. Sp. gr. 3*4.

—

Chrysolite, Peridot.—Occurs in
angular and rolled pieces, and in prismatic crystals ;

fracture conchoidal; splendent vitreous; yellow mixed
with green or brown ; transparent ; doubly refractive.

—Infusible alone, but loses its transparency and be-
comes blackish grey. With borax it melts, without
effervescence, into a transparent glass of a light green
colour. Infusible both with mic. salt and soda.

673. Sp. gr. 3*4.

—

Hyperstene, see 574.

674. Sp. gr. 3*4.

—

AUanite.—Occurs massive, and

fmlverized greenish grey ; fracture small conchoidal

;

ustre shining, resino-metallic ; opaque ; brittle.—In
the matrass gives off water, decrepitates, and be-
comes lighter in the colour. On charcoal, becomes
greenish yellow on the surface, but does not fuse,

even at the thinnest edges, in an intense and long-

continued heat.

675. Sp. gr. 3*3.

—

Anthophylite.—Occilrs crystal-

lized and amorphous; structure radiated; colour
reddish brown ; lustre approaching to semi-metallic.

—Infusible and unalterable both in fragment and

colour brownish black, when
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powder. Melts difficultly with borax into a glass

tinged by iron. 8lowly decomposes with mic salt,

leaving a skeleton of silica. Forms a sconaceous
mass with soda.

676. Sp. gr. 3*3.

—

Zoisite.—See 575.'

677. Sp. gr. 3*2.

—

Bronzite, Diallage Metalloide.—

«

Hardness variable. Yellowish or pinchbeck brown ;
lustre approaching to semi-metallic ; occurs in dis-

tinct granular concretions ; opaque in mass, but trans-

parent in leaves; streakwhite.—-Yields water, crackles,

and assumes a clearer colour in the matrass ; melts
slowly on the edges into a grey scoria on charcoaL
Melts with borax with much difficulty into a dia-
phanous glass tinged by iron.

678. Sp. gr. 3*1.—Schiller Spar, a variety of Dial-
lage.—Hardness not uniform; colour various shades
of green ; splendent metallic ; occurs in plates of
different form ; translucent in leaves ; softer than
bronzite.—Infusible before'the blowpipe.

679. Sp. gr. 3*0.

—

Jade.—By some mineralogists

erroneously said to be infusible. See 581.

680. Sp. gr. 3*0.—Gehlenite. Occurs in rectan-
gular crystals ; greenish grey ; rough ; dull ; fracture

uneven.—Alone, before the blowpipe, suffers no
change ; with borax melts with great difficulty into
a glass faintly coloured by iron.

Family 4>. Softer than Felspar—Scratch
Fluor-Spar—Scratch Window-glass feebly.

681. Sp. gr. 3-7—3-5.

—

Sajrpare, Disthene, Cya-
nite, Kyanite.—Hardness variable ; colour different

shades of blue ; occurs amorphous with curved la-

mellar structure, or crystallized in long flat prisms ;

translucent ; shining pearly ; sometimes the colours

are various and disposed in spots or stripes; some
crystals, by friction, acquire negative electricity,

others positive.—Infusible alone, in the strongest

white. A blueish white splendent variety, called

heat of the bio even in powder; but turns.
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Rhcetizite, changes to a red colour in a low heat,

but in a higher, becomes white. Melts completely,
though slowly, with borax, into a clear glass without
colour. With a minute portion of soda, a partial

fusion takes place, forming a Webby translucent
globule, which, if gently heated by the outer flame,
assumes a pale rose colour. With solution of cobalt,

in a good heat, a beautiful deep blue colour is pro-
duced.

682. Sp. gr. 3-3.

—

Coccolite, Granular Augite.—In
slightly coherent pea-like granular concretions ; struc-

ture lamellar ; various shades of green ; shining.—In-*

fusible before the blowpipe.
683. Sp. gr. 3*2.

—

Olivine, Granular Peridot, vari-

ety of Chrysolite.—In olive coloured semi-transparent
masses, with often an iridescent pseudo-metallic tar-

nish ; found imbedded in basalt.—Before the blow-
pipe, turns brown on the edges but preserves its

general colour and transparency, and does not melt.

With borax forms slowly a clear glass, which does
not become opaque by flaming. With soda is con-

verted, with much labour, into a brown scoria.

Genus 2. Specific Gravity less than 3C,
BUT MORE THAN 2*5.

684. This Genus is divided into three Families:

—

Family 1. Hardness rather exceeding that of
Quartz, or nearly the same—Not scratched by
Quartz—Scratch Felspar.

Family 2. Hardness about equal to that of Fel-

spar—Scratched by Quartz—Scratch Window-
glass with ease.

Family 3. Scratched by Fluor-spar.

Family 1. Hardness rather exceeding that qf
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Quartz, or nearly the same—Not scratched

by Quartz—Scratch Felspar.

685. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Emerald.—Vivid green.—Par-
tially fusible. See 599.

686. Sp. gr. 2-7\>—Adularia.—Partially fusible.

See 609.

687. Sp. gr. 2-7.

—

Prase, a variety of Quartz.—
Leek or olive green; considered to be quartz en-
closing actynolite, distinct fibres of which are often
seen disseminated within it It is massive, trans-

lucent, and glistening.—Infusible per se ; acts with
the fluxes like quartz.

688. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Cats Eye, a variety of Quartz.

—

In rounded pieces; grey and yellowish; translucent

;

lustre vitreo-resinous shining ; exhibits a peculiar

play of light, termed chatoyant, arising from the
position of the fibrous amianthus enclosed in it

;

fracture small conchoidal.—It is infusible ; but be-
comes opaque and spotted upon exposure to the
blowpipe.

689. Sp. gr. 2-6.—Beryl—Pale green.—Partially
fusible. See 600.

690. Sp. gr. 2-6.—Iolite.—Partially fusible (601).
691. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Chalcedony, Flinty Quartz.—
Never occurs crystallized; but botryoidal, stalactitic,

nodular, in cubic pseudo-crystals, and as the petrify,

ing matter of various organic remains ; fracture

waxy, compact, and flat conchoidal; has by trans-

mitted light a cloudy or nebulous appearance, which
is shaded by spots and stripes of various colours,

chiefly blue, grey, or brown ; lustre dull ; chatoyant
when polished in a certain direction.—Infusible be-
fore the blowpipe, but becomes opaque. •

a. Carnelian.—Prevailing colour blood red, but
sometimes white, yellow, or brown ; in rough round-
ed pieces ; lustre glistening ; fracture perfect con-
choidal. Sp. gr. sometimes 2#3.

5. Sard, a variety of chalcedony or carnelian.—

r
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Of a deep rich orange yellow or brown colour ; by
transmitted light nearly blood red.

c. Onyx, is composed of alternate layers of brown
and opaque white chalcedony.

d. Sardonyx, is composed of alternate layers of
sard and onyx or milk-white chalcedony. It is a
very beautiful mineral when cut and polished.

£. Mocha Stone, is a variety of chalcedony, con-
taining arborizations, or vegetable filaments of va-
rious colours.

/. Heliotrope, Bloodstone. Dark green, with yel-
low and blood-red spots or stripes ; translucent ; lus-
tre nearly resinous glistening. Sp. gr. sometimes 2-7.

g. Agate, is not a simple mineral, but a compound
of various siliceous substances ; its basis seems to be
chalcedony ; it occurs in pebbles composed of alter-

nate concentric lamella? of quartzose minerals. When
cut and polished it assumes certain appearances
which have acquired for it the names of Ribbon
Agate, Brecciatea Agate, Fortification Agate, Moss
Agate, Petrifaction Agate, &c. If a thm slice of
agate be held to the light it shows the substances of
which it is composed very clearly. The red stripes

if transparent are caxnelian, if opaque jasper ; the

white stripes are opal ; the blue stripes chalcedony

;

the broad transparent colourless stripes are quartz

;

the purple stripes amethyst. Agate pebbles of the
most beautiful description abound in Scotland.

692. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Flint, Pierre a Fusil.—Occurs
in nodules, forming the substance of certain marine
organic remains, and in other particular shapes ; co-

lour grey passing into brown ; more or less translu-

cent ; fracture perfectly conchoidal ; internal lustre

glimmering resinous ; fragments sharp-edged ; very
easily frangible.—Infusible before the blowpipe, but
turns white and opaque.

693. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Lydian Stone, Touchstone, va-

riety of Flinty Slate.—Massive ; black ; opaque

;

traversed by quartz veins ; when polished, used to
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try the purity of gold and silver by the colour of a
streak left on it by those metals when drawn over
its surface.—Infusible.

694. Sp. gr. 2'6.

—

Quartz.—One of the most abun-
dant of minerals. No other substance is found in
such a variety of colours, forms, and situations. It
occurs massive, in rolled pieces, and crystallized.

The primitive form of its crystal is the rhomboid •

but it commonly occurs in dodecahedrons formed of
two six-sided pyramids joined base to base ; some-
times the pyramids are separated by a six-sided
prism of which the alternate angles are frequently-

replaced. Fracture conchoidal or splintery ; lustre
vitreous splendent to glimmering ; nighly transpa-
rent to nearly opaque ; causes double retraction when
very transparent ; scratches glass ; does not yield to

the knife.—Two pieces rubbed against eacn other
are phosphorescent, and exhale an odour resembling
that of the electric fluid. Infusible before the blow-
pipe. Insoluble in all acids but the fluoric. Seve-
ral varieties of this mineral we have described in

other places ; the three following only remain to be
described here.

a. Rock Crystal.—This is the purest and most
transparent variety of quartz : occurs in rolled pieces

and crystallized in the forms above described ; the
prisms being transversely striated ; lustre splendent

;

finely doubly refractive; frequently without the
least colour, but sometimes coloured by some acci-

dental ingredient The stone called cairngorum is

a smoke coloured variety.

&. Common or Amorphous Quartz.— Occurs
massive, in grains, in rolled pieces, (pebbles or
chucky stanes,) in other particular shapes, and
in crystals; colour various shades of white, grey,

brown, yellow, green, and red ; lustre of the crys-

tals shining, of the rolled pieces glimmering ; frac-

ture splintery or parallel fibrous ; translucent ; frag-
ments sharp-edged. Hyacinths of Compostella are
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orange-coloured quartz crystals. Rose Quartz is

simply massive quartz, semi-transparent, and of jsl

pale rose-red colour. Milk Quartz is a blueish-
white variety of massive quarts. Fat Quartz is so

named because the fractured surface appears as if it

had been rubbed with oil. Ferruginous Quartz or
Iron Flint, is quartz coloured red by about 5 per
cent of iron.

c. Amethyst, Violet Quartz.—This is quartz
having, a violet-blue or amethystine colour. It oc-

curs amorphous, but commonly in imperfectly form-
ed pyramidal crystals often radiated ; found in veins
and in the hollow cavities of agates ; transparent ; the
colour often not uniform throughout the crystal.

The massive variety composed of densely-aggregated
imperfect prisms, which give to the concretions the
appearance of a coarsely fibrous structure.

695. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Common Hornstone, Chert.

—

Amorphous, in nodules, never crystallized; colour
usually grey ; fracture splintery or conchoidal; dull;
slightly translucent.—Looks like compact felspar,

but that mineral is fusible, while this is infusible.

b. Woodstone, is wood converted into hornstone

by petrifaction, often preserving its fibrous appear-

ance.

696. Sp. cr. 2*6.

—

Hornstone-Slate, Flinty-Slate,

Indurated Slate.—Massive ; colour grey ; sometimes
striped ; structure slaty ; opaque or translucent on
*3ie edges ; dull ; scarcely so hard as quartz.—Infu-
sible per se.

697. Sp. gr. 2'6 -—Egyptian Jasper,—In loose

rounded masses with a rough surface; colours red,

brown, and yellow, singularly arranged in curved
and contorted stripes ; structure compact ; fracture

conchoidal ; takes a high polish when cut ; rather

harder than quartz.—Infusible per se.

a. Brown Egyptian Jasper.—Yellow, with brown
concentric delineations and black spots ; translucent

on the edges.

Y
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h Red Egyptian Jasper.—Between scarlet and
blood red, with ring-shaped delineations ; opaque.

698. Sp. gr. 2-5.

—

Plasma, Green Flint.—Occurs
in angular fragments among the ruins of Rome

;

dark-green with white and yellow dots ; translucent.

—Infusible.

Family 2. Hardness about equal to that of
Felspar—Scratched by Quartz Scratch

Window-glass rvith ease.
^

609. Sp. gr.2-9.—Chiastolite, Made, Hollow Spar.

—

Occurs in long slender quadrangular prisms of a grey-

ish white colour, each enclosing within it a dark blue

or black prism of a similar form with the exterior ;

the white part is laminar ; glistening ; translucent.

—

Whitens in the blowpipe flame, but does not melt.

A very thin cake made of the powdered mineral,

concretes into a mass. Melts ^difficultly with borax

into a clear glass. Gives a blue colour with solution

of cobalt The black part affords, alone, a black

glass.

700. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Chrysoprase.—A beautiful va-

riety of Chalcedony ; colour apple green of various

degrees of intensity ;
highly translucent ; its other

characters agree with chalcedony, except that it is

softer.—Before the blowpipe, it does not melt, but

becomes white and opaque.

701. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Indianite.—A rare mineral;

amorphous ; greyish white ; granular ; laminar

;

translucent ; less hard than felspar ; scratches win-

dow-glass ; softened by acids.—Infusible before the

blowpipe.

702. Sp. gr. 2*5.—Common Jasper.—Occurs in

veins ; amorphous ; colours yellow, brown, and red,

of various shades, frequently intermingled ; opaque;
generally dull ; fracture conchoidal or even ; often

brittle; sometimes glistening internally.—Infusible

before the blowpipe.
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A. Striped Jasper, Ribbon Jasper.—Differs from
common jasper m the arrangement of its colours,
which are disposed in spots, stripes, clouds, or con-
centric curves. Some specimens are extremely beau-
tiful.

Family 3. Scratched by Fluor-spar.

703. Sp. gr. 2-9.

—

Pot-stone, a variety of Serpen-
tine.—Amorphous; structure undulatingly slaty;
greenish grey ; glistening ; translucent ; yields to

- the nail ; unctuous ; difficultly frangible ; sectile.-—

Infusible before the blowpipe. In some countries,
this mineral is turned on a lathe into culinary ves-
sels which resist the action of fire.

704. Sp. gr. 2*9.

—

Pintle.—Nearly infusible (622).
705. Sp. gr. 2-8.—2*5.

—

Pearl-spar, Brown Spar.—Soluble in acids. See 557.

706. Sp. gr. 2*8.—2*7.

—

Granular Limestone, Sta-
tuary Marble.

—

Compact Coloured Marble.—Cafca-
reous Spar.—Effervesce with acids. See 550 g, h, a.

707. Sp. gr. 2S.—Agalmatolite, Wliite Talc-
Occurs massive ; structure imperfectly slaty ; green-
ish grey veined with brown or blue ; lustre glimmer-
ing, greasy ; translucent ; unctuous ; yields to the
nail.—Alone, in the matrass, gives off water having
an empyreumatic odour, and blackens. Before the
blowpipe, on charcoal, turns white, and presents at
the extremity of the projecting part, some marks of
fusion. Gives a colourless glass with borax.

708. Sp. gr. 2-8.—Talc—Occurs in hexagonal
plates, and massive ; structure finely and curvedly
laminar ; the kmins are easily separable from one
another; translucent ; flexible, but not elastic ; pre-
vailing colours silver white and green ; lustre splen-

dent pearly ; soft ; very unctuous ; sectile ; leaves a
pearly white streak when rubbed on paper.—Speci-

mens from different localites, vary considerably in
their pyrognostic habitudes. In general, Talc exfo-

liates and whitens before the blowpipe, per se, but
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does not fuse. Some varieties, however, give with
difficulty a very minute globule of enamel.

a. Crystallized Talc, Venetian Talc. Occurs in
regular minute six-sided tables of a white or light
green colour.

b. Massive Talc. This is less flexible and trans-
lucent than the preceding ; colour apple green

;

structure often radiated.

c. Indurated Talc. Massive ; greenish grey ; struc-

ture fibrous and curvedly slaty ; shining pearly
lustre ; somewhat translucent. Sp. gr. 2-9.

709. Sp. gr. 2*8.

—

Asbestous Tremolite.—Hardness
variable. See 671 A.

710. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Magnesite, Compact Carbonate
of Magnesia.—Amorphous, tuberose, and spongi-

form ; fracture splintery or flat conchoidal ; colour

yellowish grey, with dots or dendritic delineations

of blackish brown ; dull ; nearly opaque ; yields to

the nail ; meagre ; adheres to the tongue ; dissolves

in sulphuric acid, and affords crystals of sulphate of
magnesia.—In the matrass, gives off hardly any wa-
ter. Crackles, shrinks, and hardens on charcoal,

and then acts on moistened brazil-wood paper, like

an alkali.

711. Sp. gr, &7.—Roe$tone.—Dolomite.—Chalk.—
Soluble in muriatic acid. See 550 i, 556, and 550 L

712. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—

Steatite.*—Massive, sometimes
with pseudo-morphous crystals of the same sub-
stance imbedded ; fracture splintery ; unctuous ;

yields to the nail; but does not adhere to the
tongue ; colours pale grey, yellow, or red ; dull

;

translucent on the edges; sectile, cutting with a
smooth shining surface.—It hardens before the blow-
pipe, and turns black, but is not fusible.

713. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Alum-stone.—Massive; reddish
white ; translucent ; lustre dull ; fracture earthy un-
even.—-Alone, in the matrass, it decrepitates, and

eat, it contracts but does not fuse. With borax, it

ields a sulph On charcoal, in a good
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effervesces and melts into a transparent glass free

from colour. Does not fuse with soda. Gives a fine

blue glass with solution of cobalt.

714. Sp. gr. 2*6.

—

Slate Spar.—Effervesces violent-

ly in acids. See 560 b.

715. Sp. gr. 2*5.

—

Serpentine.—This is usually de-
scribed as infusible ; but Berzelius found it partially

fusible. See 630.

Genus 3. Specific Gravity less than 2*5.,

but more than 2*0.

716. This Genus is divided into three Families:

—

Family 1. Hardness varyingfrom that of Quart*
to that of Felspar.

Family 2. Scratched byFelspar—Scratch Window-
glass and Fluor-spar.

Family 3. Softer than Fluor-spar.

Family 1. Hardness varying from that of
Quartz to that of Felspar.

717. Sp. gr. 2-4.—Leucite, Amphigene, White
Garnet—Occurs in little rounded masses, also in

crystals whose planes are 24 equal and similar tra-

peziums ; structure lamellar ; colour greyish white

;

translucent ; shining vitreous ; scratcnes glass with

difficulty.—Infusible before the blowpipe, alone,

even in powder ; but it melts if mixed with pul-

verized carbonate of lime. Fuses slowly with borax

into a clear glass. Effervesces with soda, and forms

a blebby glass.

718. Sp.gr. 2-4.—Sodalite.—Massive, and in rhom-
bic dodecahedrons ; colour blueish green ; cleavage

twofold ; fracture conchoidal ; lustre shining resi-

nous ; translucent—Before the blowpipe, on char-

coal, Berzelius found one specimen se, with very
y 2
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brisk intumescence, into a distorted colourless glass ;
another, in like circumstances, suffered no change,
excepting that, by a powerful- blast, the edges be*
came rounded.

719. Sp. gr. 2-2.

—

Wavellite, Sub-Phosphate of
Alumina, Hydrargillite.—Occurs in mammillated
or hemispherical concretions, varying in size from
that of a pea to a walnut ; the concretions being
composed of delicate acicular prisms, closely adher-
ing, and elegantly radiating from the centre ; pre-
vailing colour greenish white ; translucent ; shining
vitreous. If a fragment be laid on a watch glass
with a drop of sulphuric ,acid, and heated, the glass

becomes slightly corroded, from the disengagement
of fluoric acid.—In the matrass, alone, water is given
off, the drops of which, towards the end, are loaded
with fluoric acid, as may be known by the usual
signs. On charcoal, it intumesces, loses its crystal-

line form, becomes snow white and opaque, but does
not melt Treated with boracic acid and iron, it

gives a fused regulus of phosphuret of iron.—The
following substances are said to be varieties of Wa-
vellite :

—

b. Diaspore. Occurs in curvilinear lamella?, easily

separable ; having a shining pearly lustre ; and a sp.

gr. of 3*4.—A fragment held in the flame of a candle,

explodes, and separates into minute particles.

c. Turquoise. An opaque greenish-blue stone em-
ployed in jewellery.

720. Sp. gr. &2.—Menilite, a variety of Semi-Opal.—Occurs in tuberose pieces ; grey and brown ;
translucent on the edges ; structure slaty. Insoluble
in all acids but the fluoric—Infusible before die
blowpipe.

721. Sp. gr. 2*2.

—

Cacholong, a variety of Chalce-
dony.—Occurs in loose masses; colour milk white;
opaque; brittle; fracture flat conchoidal; somewhat
translucent; externally dull; rare.—Infusible before
tne blowpipe.
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722. Sp. gr. 2*1

—

Jasper-Opal—Massive ; nearly

opaque ; red and yellow ; lustre vitreous shining.—
Infusible before tne blowpipe. Distinguished from
the other varieties of jasper by its more easy frangi-

bility, and its low specific gravity.

Family 2. Scratched by Felspar—Scratch

Window-glass ana Fluor-spar.

723. Sp. gr. 2-4.—Hyalite, Mullers Glass.—Bears
a striking resemblance to gum arabic ; occurs lin-

ing the cavities of basaltic amygdaloid ; pale yellow

;

shining vitreous; semi-transparent; smooth and
mammillated; fragile.—Infusible before the blow-
pipe.

724. Sp. gr. 2-2.

—

Semi-Opal—Nearly opaque;
has no play of colours ; lustre faint and resinous

;

colours white, grey, and various ; harder than Opal.
—Infusible before the blowpipe.

b. Wood Opal. Petrified wood penetrated by
semi-opal; remarkable for its ligneous structure;

distinguished from wood-stone (wood petrified by *
chert, &c.) by its superior lightness, translucency,

and conchoidal fracture.

725. Sp. gr. 2'1.

—

Opal.—Varieties of this mineral,

having properties peculiar to themselves, are de-

scribed elsewhere: we have only to notice four in

this place :—
a. Precious or Noble Opal. Occurs most frequently

in nodules, never crystallized ; colour blueish white
by reflected light ; pale orange by transmitted light

;

but chiefly remarkable for the beautiful chatoyant
or opalescent appearance it possesses ; highly trans-

lucent ; internal lustre splendent vitreous ; brittle

;

fracture conchoidal. Insoluble in all acids except the

fluoric.—It is infusible before the blowpipe, but it

decrepitates, loses its colour, and becomes opaque.

b. Common Opal is of various shades of white,
green, yellow, and red ; but is entirely without the

play of colours which characterizes the noble opal,
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and is less transparent than that variety. In its
other characters, however, it is nrach the same.

c. Milk-Opal, Opal-Cacholong. Translucent and
milk white.

d. Fire Opal. Differs only from the noble opal,
with which it sometimes occurs, in possessing merely
a red reflection when turned toward the sun.

Family 3. Softer than Fluor-spar.

726. Sp. gr. 2*2.

—

Porcelain Earthy Kaolin, Por-
celain Clay, Disintegrated Felspar.—Amorphous ;
white of various tints ; soft but not unctuous

;

slightly cohesive.—Infusible before the blowpipe.
727. Sp. gr. 2-2.

—

Cimolite, a variety of Fuller's

Earth.—Massive ; structure slaty ; greyish white ;

dull; opaque ; fracture earthy uneven ; yields to the
nail ; adheres to the tongue ; sectile ; tough ; sepa-
rates in water into thin slaty laminae, which, by
trituration, form a soft pulp.—Infusible.

728. Sp. gr. 2*2.

—

Lithomarge.—There are two
varieties of this mineral. Some specimens phospho-
resce when heated ; others, when moistened, give
out an agreeable smell like that of nuts.—Before the
blowpipe, it is infusible :

—

a. Friable Lithomarge. White scaly particles

slightly cohering ; soils ; greasy ; adheres to the
tongue ; phosphoresces.

b. Indurated Lithomarge. Amorphous; colours

various; mottled; dull; opaque; fracture earthy;
streak shining ; yields to tne nail ; greasy ; heavier
than the preceding.

729. Sp. gr. 2-2—Tripoli.—Massive; fracture

coarse dull earthy, structure slaty ; yellowish grey

;

dull ; opaque ; meagre ; rough ; yields to the nail ;

does not adhere to the tongue.—Infusible.
730. Sp. gr. 2-1.—Adhesive Slate.—Amorphous;

grey ; dull ; opaque ; fracture slaty in the large,
earthy in the small ; absorbs water with avidity,
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air-bubbles separating with a bubbling noise.—In-
fusible.

731. Sp. gr. 2*1.

—

Native Magnesia, Hydrate of
Magnesia.—Occurs in small veins, in serpentine;

rare; structure broadly fibrous, radiated; colour

white; lustre shining pearly; translucent in mass,
transparent in foliae; soft; elastic; adheres to the
tongue. Soluble in acids.—In the matrass, gives off

water. Alone, on charcoal, swells, crackles, and
turns milk white ; but does not fuse.

732. Sp. gr. 2-0.

—

Indurated Clay, Fire Clay, v

Stourbridge Clay.—Amorphous ; fracture earthy
granular ; grey or brown ; hardness variable ; by
exposure to the air rendered soft and plastic-—On
charcoal, . in a low heat, turns white ; in a strong
heat, becomes scoriaceous but does not fuse.

Genus 4. Specific Gkavity less than 2*0.;

SOME 8PECIES SUPERNATANT.

733. This fienus is not divided into Families.

734. The minerals of which it is constituted are

of various degrees of hardness,—some species being

harder than Fluor-spar, others extremely soft,—but
they are very limited in number.

735. Sp. gr. 1*9.—0*5.

—

Polishing Slate.—Amor-
phous ; slaty ; grey and yellow, in stripes ; dull

;

opaque ; very soft. Sp. gr. 0-5., but when it has
imbibed water, 1*9.—Infusible.

736. Sp. gr. 1*8.

—

Siliceous Sinter.—This term
denotes a kind of siliceous concretion. There are

three varieties :

—

a. Common Siliceous Sinter. Greyish, reddish,

and brownish white ; occurs stalactitic and in va-

rious particular forms, sometimes enclosing plants

;

dull or glistening ; fracture conchoidal or fibrous

;
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generally porous; sometimes translucent on the
edges ; very brittle.

b. Opaline Siliceous Sinter. White, with dark
spots and lines ; massive, and in distinct concre-
tions ; glistening ; adheres to the tongue; resembles
opal.

c. Pearl Sinter, Fiorite. Occurs stalactitic and in
botryoidal concretions composed of thin concentric
laminte ; white or grey ; pearly ; lustre shining to
dull; translucent; scratches glass and fluor-spar, but
is scratched by quartz ; brittle.—Sp. gr. 1*9.

737. Sp. gr. 1*7.

—

Aluminite, Pure Clay, Sub-Sul-
phate of Alumina.—Occurs in reniform pieces ; yel-
lowish white ; dull ; opaque ; fracture earthy ; yields
to the nail; almost friable; meagre; strongly ad-
heres to the tongue.—On charcoal, alone, infusible.

Gives off water and sulphurous acid, in the matrass.
738. Sp. gr. 1-6.

—

Meerschaum, Sea Foam, Earthy
Carbonate of Magnesia, Ecume de Mer.—Amor-
phous ; colour yellowish white ; opaque ; dull ; frac-

ture fine earthy ; yields easily to the nail ; adheres
strongly to the tongue ; often very porous and super-
natant ; unctuous ; lathers with water like soap.—In
the matrass, yields water and an empyreumatic odour,
and turns black. On charcoal, regains its white
colour, contracts, and on the thinnest edges shows
some symptoms of a white enamel. Assumes, with
solution of cobalt, a fine lilac colour.

Class 4. SALINE MINERALS.

739. For the Essential Characters of this Class,

see paragraph 392.

It is divided into two Orders, as follows :

—

Ohder 1. When Dissolved in Water, afford a Pre*
cipitale with Carbonated Alkali.
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Order 2. When Dissolved in Water, do not afford
a Precipitate with Carbonated Alkali.

These Orders are not divided into Genera, because
the minerals of which they are constituted are few
in number, and easily discriminated.

V
v

Order 1. When Dissolved in Water, afford a
Precipitate with Carbonated Alkali.

740. Sulphate of Magnesia, Epsom Salt.—Occurs
in crystalline fibres; rarely pulverulent; greyish
white; transparent; opaque; soft; brittle; taste

peculiarly bitter and saline ; seldom found in a solid

state.—Before the blowpipe, dissolves very easily by
means of its water of crystallization, but when dried,

it is difficultly fusible.

741. Native Alum.—Occurs as an efflorescence on
argillaceous minerals ; also, stalactitic, in delicate ca-

pillary crystals, and massive, with a fibrous texture,

and silky lustre ; yellowish white ; to the taste

sweetish, styptic, and acidulous ; harder than gyp-
sum. Sp. gr. 1-8.—It melts easily before the blow-
pipe, by means of its water of crystallization, and by
the continuance of heat, is converted into a white
spongy mass.

742. Green Vitriol, Sulphate of Iron.—Occurs
massive, stalactitic, disseminated, and crystallized in
acute rhomboids. It arises from the decomposition
of Iron Pyrites. Its colours are various shades of
green and yellow. Rare. Solutions of this salt are

turned black by solution of galls, and blue by solu-

tion of prussiate of potass. Sp. gr. 2*0.

743. Blue Vitriol, Sulphate of Copper.—Occurs
massive, stalactitic, pulverulent ; colour fine bright

blue or blueish green ; to the taste nauseous, bitter,

metallic ; a portion dissolved in a drop of water, and
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spread on the surface of iron, immediately covers it

with a film of copper. Sp. gr. 2'2.

744. White Vitriol, Stdphate of Zinc—Occurs
amorphous, and in various particular forms ; colour
yellowish white ; fracture fibrous radiated ; shining ;

translucent; soft; brittle; to the taste nauseous
metallic Sp. gr. 2*0.—Before the blowpipe, it fuses
with ebullition, giving off a large quantity of sul-

phurous acid, and leaving a grey scoria.

745. Red Vitriol, Sulphate of Cobalt— Occurs
stalactitic, massive, and investing ; surface furrow-
ed ; colour pale rose red ; more or less transparent ;

crystalline; styptic taste; its solution affords, with
carbonate of potass, a pale blue precipitate, which
tinges borax of a pure blue colour.

746. Muriate of Mercury, Horn Mercury.—

A

metallic mineral, see 431. Dissolves in water, and
affords with lime water, a precipitate of an orange
colour.

Order 2. When Dissolved in Water, do not
afford a Precipitate with Carbonated Alkali.

747. Native Boracic Acid, Sedative Salt, Sassolin.

—Massive ; friable ; composed of minute white
pearly scales, which adhere somewhat to the fingers;

bitter and sub-acid to the taste ; very light.—Very
easily fusible before the blowpipe, with slight in-

tumescence, into a transparent globule. If placed

on wetted brazil-wood paper, it bleaches it.

748. Borax, Borate of Soda, Tincal.—Occurs in

prismatic hexagonal crystals, compressed and vari-

ously terminated ; primative form, an oblique rhom-
bic prism ; colour white, with a tinge of blue or
green; shining resinous; semi-transparent; soft;
brittle ; refracts doubly. Sp. gr. VS.—Before the
blowpipe, alone, it intumesces with violence, car-
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bonizies, yields an empyreumatic odour, and melts
into a transparent colourless globule.

749. Natron, Carbonate of Soda, Trona.—Mas-
sive, fibrous, in crusts, and efflorescent ; yellowish
white ; to the taste urinous and saline ; translucent
or opaque ; the fibrous variety consists of an aggre-
gation of minute shining vitreous crystals, often

radiated. Effervesces violently with acids. Sp. gr.

1*4.—Very easily fusible before the blowpipe.

750. Glavbersalt. Sulphate of Soda.—Occurs form-
ing efflorescent incrustations; yellowish or greyish
white ; to the taste, cooling, bitter, and saline.—In
the matrass, gives off so much water of crystalliza-

tion as to dissolve itself ; the salt then dries, and on
charcoal, melts, is absorbed, and converted into a
sulphuret. With soda, it penetrates the charcoal, by
which it is distinguished from salts which have
earthy bases.

751. Nitre, Nitrate of Potass, Saltpetre.—Occurs
in crusts, and in groups of capillary crystals ; colour
yellowish white ; to the taste cooling and saline

;

translucent ; brittle. Sp. gr. 2*0.—In the matrass,
yields water, and melts at a very low heat ; on char-
coal, at the moment of fusion, it detonates, leaving
an alkaline mass.

752. Sal-Ammoniac, Muriate of Ammonia.—Oc-
curs massive, with a fibrous structure, plumose, in
crusts, and in minute octohedral crystals ; white
when pure, but often coloured by accidental ingre-

dients
; transparent to opaque ; externally dull, but

shining vitreous internally ; to the taste peculiarly

pungent and acrid ; when moistened, and rubbed
with quicklime, it gives out a pungent ammoniacal
odour.—Sp. gr. 1*6.

753. Common Salt, Rock Salt, Muriate of Soda.

—

Occurs in beds, in large columnar or spheroidal con-
cretions, and crystallized in cubes and octohedrons

;

structure obscurely lamellar; breaks readily into

cubic fragments, the cube being the primitive form ;

z
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when pure of a white colour, but when mixed with
accidental ingredients, of various colours; -lustre

yields to the knife ; deliquesces in the atmosphere ;

taste same as that of common culinary salt. Sp. gr.
2*2.—In the matrass, decrepitates and yields water.
On charcoal, melts, disengages fumes, and is ab-
sorbed. With mic. salt and oxide of copper, pro-
duces the fine blue flame which characterises muri-
atic acid. *

b. Fibrous Rock Salt. Colour greyish white,
sometimes striped with red or blue ; massive and in
concretions, the structure of which is rather fine,

and generally waved fibrous ; fragments splintery

;

semi-transparent.—It decrepitates briskly before tie
blowpipe, or when laid on burning coals.

754. Glaubertie. — Crystallized in oblique flat

rhomboidal prisms: striated laterally: pale yellow
or grey; translucent; harder than gypsum; softer

than calcareous spar ; structure lamellar. Sp. gr. 2*7.

—When immersed in water it becomes opaque, and
partially dissolves.—In the matrass, decrepitates vio-

lently, and yields a little water ; afterwards, at a low
red heat, melts into a transparent glass. On char-
coal, it turns white on the first impulse of the flame;
then melts into a clear globule, which changes, on
cooling, into a white enamel.

shining vitreous ; transparent readily
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MISCELLANEA.

LAVOISIER'S EXPERIMENTS WITH THE
OXYGEN GAS BLOWPIPE.

755. Rock Crystal, or pure siliceous earth, is in-

fusible, but becomes capable of being softened or

fused when mixed with other*substances.

756. Lime, Magnesia, and Barytes, are infusible,

either when alone, or when combined together; but,
especially lime, they assist the fusion of every other
body.

757. Argill, or pure base of alum, is completely
fusible, per se, into a very hard opaque vitreous

substance, which scratches glass like the precious
stones.

758. All the compound Earths and Stones are
readily fused into a brownish glass.

759. All the Saline substances, even fixed alkali,

are volatilized in a few seconds.

760. Gold, Silver, and probably Platinum, are slow-

ly volatilized without any particular phenomenon.
761. All other Metallic Substances, except mer-

cury, become oxidated, though placed upon char-

coal, and burn with different coloured flames, and
at last dissipate altogether.

762. The Metallic Oxides likewise all burn with
flames. This seems to form a distinctive character

for these substances, and even leads me to believe,

as was suspected by Bergman, that barytes is a
metallic oxide, though we have not hitherto been
able to obtain the metal in its pure or reguline state.

763. Some of the Precious Stones, as rubies, are

capable of being softened and soldered together,

without injuring their colour, or even diminishing
their weights. The hyacinth, though almost equally
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fixed with the ruby, loses its colour very readily.
The Saxon and Brazilian topaz, and the Brazilian
ruby, lose their colour very quickly, and lose about
a fifth of their weight, leaving a white earth, re-
sembling white quartz, or unglazed china. The
emerald, chrysolite, and garnet, are almost instantly
melted into an opaque and coloured glass.

764. The Diamond presents a property peculiar to

itself ; it burns in the same manner as combusti-
ble bodies, and is entirely dissipated.

The series of experiments which produced the
above results was made in the years 1783-3. We
beg to point, in an especial manner, the reader's

attention to the sagacious conjecture contained in
paragraph 762, the subsequent demonstration of the
truth oi which, by Sir Humphrey Davy, was one
of the things that obtained for Mm so great a repu-
tation.

PROFESSOR HARE'S EXPERIMENTS WITH
THE OXY-HYDROGEN BLOWPIPE.

765. Silica, finely powdered and moistened with
water.—Fusion perfect ; result, a colourless glass.

766. Alumina.—Fusion perfect; result, a milk
white enamel.

767. Barytes.—Fusion immediate ; accompanied
byintumescence, produced by the liberation of water

;

after which the assay became solid and dry, but
soon melted again ; result, a perfect globule of grey-

ish white enamel.
768. Strontia.—Behaved like barytes.

769. Glucina.—Fusion perfect; result, a white
enamel.

770. Zirconia.—Behaved like glucina.

771. Lime*—Produced a light, the splendour of
which was insupportable to the naked eye. When
the assay was viewed through deep-coloured glasses,

\
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(as all experiments of this kind ought to be,) it was
seen to become rounded at the angles, and sink gra-

dually, till there only remained a small globular pro-
tuberance. The surface of this protuberance was
converted into a perfectly white and glistening ena-
mel, in which a lens discovered a few minute pores,

but not the slightest earthy appearance.
772. Magnesia.—The escape of water caused the

vertex of the cone of magnesia repeatedly to fly off

in flakes ; the top of the frustrum that thus remain-
ed, gave a reflection of light nearly as powerful as

that given by lime.—After a few seconds, the assay,

being examined by a magnifying glass, no rough
nor earthy particles could be perceived, but a surface

of perfectly white smooth enamel.

773. Gun Flint.—Fusion rapid ; attended by ebul-
lition and the separation of numerous small ignited

globules, which appeared to burn away, as they roll-

ed out of the current of flame ; result, a splendid
and beautiful enamel.

774. Chalcedony.—Fusion rapid ; result, a beauti-

ful blueish white enamel, resembling opal.

775. Oriental Carnelian.—Fusion attended with
ebullition ; result, a semi-transparent white globule,

possessing a fine lustre.

776. Red Jasper, from the Grampians.—Fusion
slow ; attended by a slight effervescence ; result, a
greyish black slag, with white spots.

777. Beryl.—Fusion instantaneous ; attended with
violent ebullition during exposure to the flame, which
was renewed upon its re-exposure after cooling

;

result, a vitreous globule of a beautiful blueish

white colour.

778. Emerald of Peru.—Behaved like the beryl

;

but the resulting globule was green, and perfectly

transparent.

779. Leucite.—Fusion instantaneous ; attended
with strong ebullition, during which numerous ig-

nited globules darted from the assay, and either flew

z 2
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in the air, or rolled upon the charcoal, and burnt ;

result, a perfectly transparent white glass.—Very
probably, as leucite contains a large proportion of
potass, these globules were potassium.

780. Other Substances which were easily fused.—
Porcelain, common pottery, fragments of hessian
crucibles, various kinds of clay, Wedgewood's-ware,
fire-brick, and several compound rocks.

DR. CLARKE'S EXPERIMENTS WITH THE
OXY-HYDROGEN BLOWPIPE.

781. The series of experiments made by Dr Clarke with
the gas blowpipe, was the most important which has ever
been made on mineral bodies exposed to so high a tempe-
rature. In a work like the present it is, therefore, but right
to bestow a considerable degree of attention upon these
experiments. We have consequently drawn up a short
description of the most remarkable phenomena attending
the fusion of various bodies which were tried, and of the
results which that fusion produced. The length of this

account, much as we have studied brevity in its composi-
tion, incroaches considerably on the limits of our little

volume ; yet we consider it of too important a nature to be
farther shortened or omitted—The student will acquire a
fund of useful information by the comparison of these ex-
periments with those described in the preceding pages as
made with the mouth blowpipe; the results in the two
cases, when a mineral is assayed with the gas and with the
common blowpipe, being sometimes exceedingly curious.

If he possesses a gas blowpipe, this account will serve as
a manual whereby he may direct his operations ; and should
he be desirous of acquiring more extensive information on
the subject, he has only to consult " The Gas Blowpipe ,

or the Art of Fusion by Burning the Gaseous constituents

of Water," published by Dr Clarke about eight years ago.

782. The following circumstances relative to the experi-

ments, require to be borne in mind—1. Many of the sub-

stances exposed to the gas blowpipe, being in the form of

powder, were mixed into a paste with olive-oil, previous to

the assay 2. The results of the experiments were cut with

a file, to discover the metalJic lustre.
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783. Pure Oxide of Calcium, Lime.—Fusion very
difficult ; result, & substance with a limpid botryoidal
glassy upper surface; under surface black. It was
supported in a platinum crucible.

784. The fusion of lime and all its compounds by the
Gas Blowpipe, is accompanied by a beautiful lambent flame
of an amethystine hue.

785. Crystallized Carbonate of Lime, Iceland Spar.— Fusion extremely difficult ; result, a brilliant

limpid class.

786. Hydrous Carbonate of Lime, Arragonite.

—

Fusion difficult ; result, same as that of 783.

787. Common Chalk, Carbonate of Lime.—Fusion
easy ; result, yellowish grey enamel; yielding to clear

pearly glass.

788. Oolite, Pure Carbonate of Lime, Ketton
Stone.—Fusion very difficult, attended with dense
white fumes; result, a yellowish grey glass, mam-
millated.

789. Compact Transition Limestone, Limestone of
Parnassus.—Fusion difficult ; result, a white milky
enamel.

790. Primary Foliated Limestone, variety of Pa-
rian Marble.—Fusion very difficult, attended with a
deposition of white oxide; result, a snow white
enamel, edges opalescent

791. Limestone from the summit of the principal

Pyramid of Egypt.—Fusion attended with dense
white fumes ; result, a white frothy enamel, full

of bubbles.

792. Matrix of the Human Skeleton discovered at

Guadaloupe, Calcareous Tophus, Tufaceous Lime-
stone.—Fusion difficult, attended with a deposition

of white oxide and intumescence ; result, an intense-

ly white enamel.
793. Marble from Tivoli, exceedingly Compact

Limestone.— Fusion extremely difficult, attended
with a deposition of white oxide ; result, a snow
white enamel.
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794. Marble from Pompeii, Compact Granular
Limestone.—Fusion less difficult than 793; result,

a translucid enamel, like pure Chalcedony.

795. Crystallized Phosphate of Lime, Apatite.

—

Fusion attended with a phosphorescence and scin-

tillation, but no decrepitation ; result, a black shin-

ing slag, which, when filed, showed a globule of

a high metallic lustre and unknown nature.

796. Phosphate of Lime of Estremadura, Compact
Apatite.—Fusion easy ; result, a white enamel.

797. Granular Sparry Phosphate of Lime, Apatite,

from a matrix of magnetic iron oxide.—Result of

fusion, a chocolate-brown glass, magnetic. The
magnetism and colour owing to iron.

798. Pure Oxide of Magnesium, Magnesia.—Fu-
sion, per se, extremely difficult ; but moistened with

water, desiccated,and placed on charcoal, the fusion

was attended with a purple-coloured flame ; result/

a whitish glass, with a pseudo-metallic lustre.

799. Hydrate of Magnesia, Pure Foliated Magne-
sia from America.—lesion incomparably difficult,

attended with a purple coloured flame; result, a

white opaque enamel, with a coat of limpid glass.

800. Iconite, Pagodite of China.—Fusion easy;

result, a brilliant limpid glass.

801. Comolite, Potstone.—Fusion easy, attended

with combustion ; result, a dark green glass, con-

taining minute acicular crystals.

802. Talc, all the foliated varieties.—Fused ; re-

sult, a greenish glass.

803. Serpentine, most varieties of.—Fused; re-

sult, oak-apple-green coloured globules, with in-

dented surfaces.

804. Pure Oxide of Aluminum, Alumina.—Fusion

easy ; result, a snow-white opaque glass.

805. Crystallized Oxide or Aluminum, Sapphire

(pure blue).—Fusion easy ; result, grotesque green-

ish glass balloons.
80G. Crystallized Red Corundum, Oriental Rubv
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—Fusion extremely rapid, attended with a variety

of changes in colour and form ; at the first ap-
plication of the fusion, the mineral became a liquid

like oil, which, when cold, became a white and
opaque globule ; this, after a third melting gave a
pink coloured bead. It was supported on charcoal.

807. Common Corundum, Greenish-grey Crystal-

lized Primary Corundum, from the East Indies.

—

Fusion rather difficult, attended with a greenish

flame, and an escape of gas; result, a greenish trans-

lucid glass.

808. Sub-Sulphate of Alumina, Alumina of New-
haven.—Fusion very rapid, attended with a partial

combustion ; result, a pearl white translucid enamel.
809. Wavellite.—Fusion easy ; result a snow-white

enamel.
810. Red Siberian Tourmaline, Apyrous Tourma-

line, Rubellite.—Fusion attended with loss of co-

lour ; result, a white enamel ; sometimes a limpid

811. Andalusite, Apyrous or Infusible Feldspar
of Hauy.—Fusion easy ; result, a snow-white ena-
mel.

812. Cymophane, Chrysolite, Chrysoberyl.—Fus-
ed ; result, a pearl-white enamel.

813. Cyanite, Sappare, Disthene.—Fusion ready

;

result, a snow-white frothy enamel.
814. This mineral was used by Saussure as a supporter to

the common blowpipe, on account of its refractoriness.

815. Hyperstene.—Fused ; result, a jet-black high-
ly-lustrous glass bead.

816. Zircon, Jargoon.—Fusion very difficult, at-

tended with a partial (internal) infusibility ; result,

a mass, the superficies of which exhibited a white
opaque enamel.

8 1 7. Spinelle, the Spinelle Ruby.—Fusion easy,

attended with combustion and volatilization ; result,

a loss pf colour and weight.
818. Automalite, Spinellane, Zinciferous Corun-
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dum.—Fusion attended with intumescence, and de-
position of yellow oxide ; result, a grey enamel, with
a surface snowing frost-like crystals.

819. Topaz.—Fused; result, a wliite enamel, cover-
ed with minute limpid bubbles.

820. Pycnite, Red Schorl, Schorlite, Schorlaceous
Beryl.—Fused ; result, a snow-white enamel.

821. Pure Precipitated Silica, Peroxide of Sili-
cium ?—Fusion instantaneous, attended with a copi-
ous discharge of gas ; result, an orange-coloured
transparent glass. It was supported on charcoal.

822. u As to the real nature of Silica, very little satisfac-
tory information has been obtained : after a century spent
in constant experiments for ascertaining the real history of
this extraordinary combustible, Chemists remain ignorant
whether it be really a metallic body, or a combustible re-
sembling boron and carbon."—Dr Clarke.

823. Hydrate of Silica, Santilite, Pearl Sinter from
Tuscany.—Fusion perfect, attended with dense white
fumes; result, a translucid pearly enamel, globular,
and bubbly.

824. Hydrate of Silica, Hyalite, a diaphanous as-
say.—Fused ; result, a snow-white frothy enamel,
bubbly.

825. Hydrate of Silica, Sand Tubes of Drigg, in
Cumberland.—Fusion instantaneous ; result, a pure
limpid glass, bubbly.

826. Hydrate of Silica, Opal.—Fusion perfect;
result, a pearl white enamel.

827. Hydrate of Silica, Chalcedony.—Fusion per-
fect ; result, a snow-white enamel.

828. Hydrate of Silica, Egyptian Jasper.—Fusion
easy ; result, a greenish bubbly glass. It was sup-
ported in a platinum crucible.

829. Hydrate of Silica, Common Flint—Fusion
rapid and perfect ; result, a snow white frothy

enamel.
830. Crystallized Silica, Rock Crystal, a highly

diaphanous specimen.— Fusion difficult, attended
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with no loss of transparency; result, rounded vi-

treous masses, like Rupert's drops, bubbly.
831. Common White Quartz.—Fusion rather easy;

result, same as rock crystal (830).
832. Leucite, Amphigene, White Garnet of Ve-

suvius.—Fused; result, a perfectly limpid glass,

bubbly.
833. Peruvian Emerald.—Fusion easy, attended

with a deprivation of colour ; result, a very limpid
bubbly glass bead.

834. Siberian Beryl, Aigue Marine, Asiatic Emer-
ald.—Fused ; result, a limpid bubbly glass.

835. Lazulite, Lapis Lazuli.—Fused; result, a
transparent gTeenish bubbly glass.

836. Gadolinite, Ytterbite.—Fusion rapid ; result,

a jet-black highly-lustrous glass.

837. Pure Oxide of Plutonium or Barium, Bary tes,

Barytic Earth.—Fusion very ready, accompanied by
a green flame, slight scintillation, dense white fumes,
and deposition of white oxide ; result, a jet-black
shining slag, inclosing a regulus of Barium.

838. When the slag was cut by the file, a regulus was
disclosed, having the metallic lustre of silver. When cast

into water, gaseous bubbles were evolved, until the whole of
the metal, by decomposing the water, was again converted
into Barytes. Other properties, characteristic of the metallic
base of barytes were also exhibited. Sir Humphrey Davy,
to whom the metal of barytes, thus produced, was trans-

mitted in naphtha, admitted the fact of its revival. The
metal is described fully in Dr Thomson's Chemistry.

839. Pure Oxide of Strontium, Strontian Earth.—
Fusion difficult, accompanied by an amethystine
flame, scintillation, dense white acrid fumes, and de-
position of white oxide ; result, a jet-black shining

slag, with internal metallic lustre.

840. Siliciferous Oxide of Cerium, Cerite.—Fusion
easy ; result, a metallic bead, with a surface of shin-

ing acicular crystals.

841. Ferriferous and Manganesiferous Oxide of
Columbium, Tantalite.—Fusion instantaneous ; re-
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suit, similar in appearance to that of barytes*
(837). I

842. Ferriferous Oxide of Chromium, Chromitei—
j

Fusion easy ; result, a dark globule, with no metallic
lustre, but magnetic.

843. Genicukted Oxide of Titanium, Titanite.—
Fusion difficult ; result, a metal, exhibiting the lus-

tre and colour of iron. It was supported in a char-
,

coal crucible. With borax, ebullition took place,

and the formation of acicular reddish crystals of
oxide.

844. Oxide of Uranium, Pechblende, Uranite.—
Fusion difficult, accompanied by loss of colour, smell
of sulphur, ebullition and scintillation ; result, a
brown globule, metallic lustre, brittle, hard, not
magnetic. It was supported in a charcoal crucible.

845. • Sulphuret of Molybdenum, Molybdena.— 1

Fusion instantaneous, accompanied by dense white
fumes, and a deposition of oxide, mixed with mi-
nute silvery metallic globules; result, a metallic
mass, resembling arsenical iron.

846. Peroxide of Scheelin, Tungstic Acid.—Fu-
sion accompanied by combustion, volatilization, and
a deposition of a deep blue and yellow oxide; re-
sult, a bright copper-coloured metallic coating on
the charcoal.

847. Ferriferous and Manganesiferous Oxide of
Scheelin, Wolfram.—Fusion ready, accompanied by
ebullition ; result, a bead Jike magnetic iron ore,

lustrous, but not magnetic.
848. Metalloidal Oxide of Manganese, crystal-

lized in prisms, Purest Ore of Manganese.—Fusion
instantaneous, accompanied by combustion and vivid

scintillation ; resuk, a metal, as white and brilliant

as silver.

849. Grey Oxide of Manganese, (after ignition in
a crucible).—Fusion quick ; result, a metallic slag,

with dark coloured metallic lustre.

850. Carburet of Manganese, the substance which
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floats on fused pig-iron.—Fusion accompanied by a
brilliant scintillation, resembling the fire-work call-'

ed a u flower-pot result, a Dead with a bright
metallic lustre, magnetic.

851. Black Oxide of Cobalt.—Fusion accompani-
ed by a deposition of oxide, resembling Brunswick-
black varnish ; result, a metal, silvery, ductile.

852. Crystallized Sulphuret of Zinc, Resin Blende.—Fusion accompanied by a sapphire-blue flame,
volatilization, and deposition of a white oxide ; re-
sult, a metal, discernible in the centre of fused ore.

853. Nickel, alloyed with Palladium. — Equal
bulks placed together on charcoal, easily formed a
malleable alloy, surpassing in lustre the most splen-
did metals known ; fit for telescope mirrors.

854. Nickel alloyed with Iron, equal parts by
bulk.—Fusion accompanied by vivid combustion,
previous to their union ; result, a globule of white
and highly-splendid alloy.

855. Tin Oxide, Wood Tin.—Fusion accompani-
ed by a violet flame, scintillation, dense white fumes,
and deposition of white oxide ; result, a jet-black
slag, not metallic, though with metallic lustre.

856. Granular Tin Oxide of the Molucca Isles,

Tin-stone in grains.—Fusion easy, accompanied by
a violet flame ; result, tin in a perfectly malleable
state. It was supported on charcoal.

857. Red Iron Oxide, Fibrous Red Hematite,
Wood Iron.—Fusion rapid, accompanied by com-
bustion and scintillation after reduction ; result,

a bead, nearly malleable, with metallic lustre. It
was supported on charcoal.

858. Iron Wire and Steel.—Fusion accompanied
by a brilliant and beautiful scintillation ; result, a

shower of minute globules of oxide of iron.

859. Combustion ofIron Wire and of Steel.—This afford*

one of the most brilliant and beautiful experiments with the

Gas Blowpipe. Very stout iron-wire is consumed almost

in the instant that it is brought into the gaseous flame ; and
A A
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its combustion is attended with such a vivid scintillation,

that it displays a very pleasing fire-work. A part of the

metal remaining fused at the end of the wire, is rendered

brittle by the operation. If a steel watch-spring be sub-
stituted for the iron-wire, the effect is yet more striking ;

the combustion of the steel literally causing a shower of
fire.

860. Atmospheric Iron Ore, Meteoric Stones.

—

Fusion momentary, accompanied by ebullition and
combustion ; result, a dense bead, magnetic, and with
metallic lustre, but not quite reduced. It was sup-
ported on charcoal.

861. Copper Wire.—Fusion rapid, accompanied
neither by ebullition nor combustion.

862. Alloy of Copper and Tin, Antient Bronze.

—

Fusion rapid, accompanied neither by ebullition nor
combustion.

863. Copper alloyed with Zinc, Brass.—Fusion
accompanied by a green flame, flashes of light, sput-
tering noise, and deposition of white oxide of zinc.

864. Ores of Silver, and Pure Silver.—Take fire,

burn with a light green flame, the metal being
instantaneously sublimed in dense white fumes.

865. Silver with the Metal of Barytes, formed
an alloy which retained a metallic appearance for

two months ; but then, upon exposure to atmosphe-
ric air, assumed an earthy form.

866. Combustion of Pure Gold.—The metal was
made to adhere, by borax, to a tube of pipe-clay.

Upon exposure to the gaseous flame, the gold was
volatilized, the pipe-clay partially fused, and the
borax exhibited a beautiful glass of gold. The end
of the tube was coated with the metal, and sur-

rounded by a circle of oxide, of a most exquisite rose

colour, exhibiting a striking appearance.

867. Arenaceous Ore of Platinum, Platina.

—

Fused ; result, a globule of brittle alloy
; aspect dull.

868. Pure Platinum.—Fusion very easy, accom-
panied by boiling, combustion, and scintillation; re-
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suit, a mass of platinum. It melted as easy as lead

does in a common fire.

869. Platinum alloyed with the metal of Barytes.

—One grain of each was supported together, in a

charcoal crucible; the result of the fusion was a

bronze-coloured metallic alloy, which weighed two
grains, and fell to powder in 24> hours.

870. Platinum with Silver.—The alloy was easily

formed on charcoal; extremely malleable; lustre

equal to pure silver ; harder than silver ; might be
useful in the Arts or in coinage.

871. Platinum with Gold.—The alloy was formed
easily on charcoal ; colour and specific gravity ac-

cording to the proportions of the two metals.

872. Platinum with Copper, equal parts by weight
—Fusion easy, accompanied by a vehement ebulli-

tion; result, an alloy remarkably fusible; soft;

malleable ; in colour and specific gravity resembling
gold.

873. Platinum with Iron, equal parts by weight.

—Produced in a charcoal crucible, a combustion
like a brilliant fire-work ; the result was malleable,

extremely hard, and highly lustrous.

874. Platinum with Iron, in equal parts by bulk.

—Result, an alloy, brittle, and exhibiting a minute
but brilliant crystallization.

875. Pure Palladium.—Fusion easy, accompanied
by combustion and scintillation; result, a globule
with a tarnished aspect

876. Palladium with the metal of Barytes.—The
latter was supported on the former, and the result

was an alloyed surface, resembling bronze varnish.

877. Palladium with Copper, in equal parts by
bulk.—Fusion rapid ; accompanied, after union, by
scintillation ; result, an alloy, pale coloured, highly
lustrous, very soft, very fusible.

878. Brittle Regulus of Rhodium, after purifica-

tion by a process in the humid way.—Fused; re-

sult, pure rhodium, perfectly malleable.
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879. Pure red-coloured Muriate of Rhodium.

—

Fusion easy, accompanied by combustion, vehement
ebullition, and volatilization

; result, a brilliant me-
tallic globule, malleable. It was supported in a
charcoal crucible.

880. Very Pure Granular Ore of Iridium.—Fusion
accompanied by ebullition, scintillation, and deposi-
tion of reddish oxide

; result, a vitreous oxide of iri-
dium. It was supported in a plumbago crucible.

881. Granular Ore of Iridium and of Osmiums-
Fusion difficult, accompanied by combustion and
volatilization ; result, a metallic globule exceedingly
hard; very lustrous.

882. Crystallized Carbon, Amber-coloured Dia-
mond.—Became limpid ; colourless; white; opaque;
diminished in bulk and weight ; was covered with
bubbles ; shone with a metallic lustre ; and was all

volatilized in three minutes. It was supported in a
charcoal crucible.

883. Carburet of Iron, very pure Plumbago.

—

Fusion exceeding difficult, accompanied by vivid
scintillation, but no change of colour ; result, pro-
duction of many very minute dark-coloured glass

globules, of an unknown nature.

MR GURNEY'S EXPERIMENTS WITH HIS
OXY-HYDROGEN BLOWPIPE.

884. I have never yet submitted any substance to

the action of the instrument, which did not in some
way or other give way before it.

885. Gun Flints fuse instantly, and run into trans-

parent glass—like stones. They should be calcined

prior to being submitted to the blowpipe, otherwise

their water of crystallization occasions them to fly

into small pieces.

886. Porcelain of all kinds fuses readily ; exhibit-

ing a beautiful opaque vitrification.
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887. Common China melts into perfect crystal.

888. Tobacco Pipes fuse easily, and become vitri-

fied, assuming a yellow colour.

899. Rock Crystal fuses and gives out considerable
light during the operation.

890. The Diamond burns and becomes dissipated
instantly, producing a fine orange-coloured light.

891. All the Precious Stones melt, generally, into
transparent substances.

892. The Earths are all strongly affected by its

intensity, and exhibit very striking and beautiful

and fuses into hard granular particles, which scratch
glass.

893. All the Metals fuse, and, if the operation is

prolonged, inflame.

894. A large Steel File burnt in a most astonish*
ing manner; in fact, it produced a brilliant fire-

work ; the globules first separated were thrown seve-
ral feet in the atmosphere, where they created the
most beautiful scintillations.

895. Steel and Iron in every form, also, Gold,
Silver, and Copper, melt and burn very easily ; as-

suming vivid colours. Platinum fuses and scintil-

lates.

^
896. Stones, Slates, and Minerals of every descrip-

tion, melt, or are volatilized. Indeed, they appear
to be torn into pieces, as it were ; their elements
subliming and forming new combinations with each
other.

897. By mixing with Gun Flints, &c. in a state of
fusion, metals and. other substances capable of im-
parting vivid colours, very beautiful artificial gems
may be formed.

898. The light produced by burning Magnesia is

so powerful, that the eye can scarcely look on it

;

while that accompanying the inflammation of pure
Lime is so intensely brilliant, as to be absolutely
insupportable. It resembles day-light, and throws

A a 2

throws off brilliant sparks,
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all other artificial light into shade. One of our
largest theatres might be illumined by it with splen-
did effect ; and, however fanciful the idea may be,
I cannot help thinking, that light produced in this
manner, might be used with great advantage in light-
houses.

899. I have melted by this instrument a platinum
bar a quarter of an inch in diameter ; and have kept
six ounces of that metal in fusion at one time by
the jet.

CHEAP TABLE BLOWPIPE.

900. The construction of a temporary blowpipe to

supply, in cases of necessity, the place of a table

instrument (45), is not difficult A piece of glass,

pewter, or any other pipe will convey the air, and
being tied to a weight or stand, or even a candle-

stick, may be arranged at the proper height, that its

jet may accord with the lamp to be used. The first

rough jet may be made by drawing out a piece of
small glass tube in the spirit lamp, or a candle, and
being attached to the apparatus, a second and proper

jet may be made by means of it, out of a thicker

piece of tube, and substituted for the smaller one.

Instead of the bellows a large bladder may be used,

or what is better, a bag mane of oiled silk, or some
of those fabrics now sufficiently common, in which
cloth is rendered air tight by caoutchouc. This may
be placed under one end of a board with weights

upon it, or within a portfolio, subject to pressure,

and the air may be thrown into it from Uie lungs

by another piece of tube sufficiently long to reach

to the mouth. This tube will reauire a valve to

prevent the return of the air, and tne simplest that

can be constructed for the purpose, in an extempo-

raneous manner, is perhaps the following :

—

901. A piece of any tube of about the diameter of
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that represented by fig. 51., having a smooth and
level end, is to be selected, and also a strip of black

oiled silk of a width rather more than the external

diameter of the tube, or if that be not at hand, a
piece of ribbon of the same width, which has been
rubbed with wax, so as to have the interstices in it

filled up without destroying its flexibility. This is

to be adjusted loosely over the end of the tube, and
the extremities folded down on opposite sides, and
tied with a piece of thread ; the silk itself not being

so tight, but that by applying the mouth to the

opposite end air may be easily blown through the

tube, and out at the extremity between it and the

silk ; and yet so near that a pressure being exerted

in the opposite direction, the silk will be carried

against tne end of the tube, and prevent the air

from passing that way.—The tube by which air is

to be thrown into the bag from the mouth, is to

have such a valve constructed at its extremity, which
is to be introduced through a hole made in the bag,

and tightly tied in it by a few turns of twine. So
arranged, the bag is easily filled by air from the

lungs, which being gradually expelled at the jet,

gives energy to the flame. All the tubes required

for this instrument, except the jet, may be made
even of paper.

902. The elasticity of writing paver is such, that a tube
constructed of three or four evolutions, being tied round
with t r/ine, and preserved from rough treatment, may be
considered as air tight at low pressures. When the edges

of the paper are pasted, the tightness is more permanently
insured. If the whole of one side of the paper be pasted

before it be rolled up, the tube will be still tighter and
stronger, and being then varnished or covered with a coat

Sj drying oil, will serve for the conveyance of steam and
water, as well as of gases. Waxed paper also makes ex-
cellent tubes for similar purposes. The tubes which are

pasted or cemented togetner, are easily made by folding

them upon a round ruler or wooden rod, or upon a thick

wire, a piece of loose paper having been first put upon the

rod, to permit of the tube's ready removal when finished.
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903. A lamp for such a blowpipe is soon fitted
up ; a bundle of cotton threads placed at the side
of any small vessel filled with oil, will answer the
purpose, and none is more convenient than a little

Wedgewood or evaporating basin.

—

Faraday on Che-
mical Manipulation*

HOW TO HOLD THE BLOWPIPE.

904. " The lamp or candle should be low, that
whilst using the blowpipe the arms may rest steadily

on the table. The hand should lay hold of the
instrument as far from the mouth as convenient,
greater freedom of motion being thus obtained, and
tne left or the right hand should be used indif-

ferently. Steadiness is requisite, and it should he
the constant endeavour of the student when he is

using the instrument, to obtain the power of so
apportioning his breath, and of retaining the instru-

ment and the flame, that the latter shall appear like

a fixture, and neither change in appearance nor
direction for several minutes together ; yet this with
such lightness of touch and easy hold, that he may
at pleasure send the flame in any direction, and
upon any place he pleases."—Faraday.

TOFT'S BLOWPIPE.

905. This instrument was first described by Dr E.
D. Clarke, in an article, in the Annals of Philoso-

phy, " Upon a New Hydro-Pneumatic Blowpipe, so

constructed as to maintain during two hours, unin-
terruptedly, a Decree of Heat capable of melting
Platinum ; and this by propelling the Flame of a
small Wax Taper with Atmospheric Air."—
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.906. " The advantages of the old instrument
(the Common Hydro-Pneumatic Blowpipe), con-
sisted in the operator having both his hands at

liberty; and in the relief which it afforded from
that fatigue and possibility of injury to the lungs
incident to a protracted restraint on their free ac-
tion, to which persons using the common mouth
blowpipe were liable. To these advantages, which
the new instrument also possesses, we may add the
following :

—

907. u Either common air, or any other gaseous
fluid may be used for the propelling current, by
condensing it in the reservoir, and thus experi-

ments may be made on the fusing powers ot the
different gases with perfect ease and convenience.

908. "The power of entire exhaustion possessed by
the new instrument, ensures the operator from any
admixture of common air, where oxygen gasy or any
other gaseous fluid is to be employed.

909. " The old instrument, although very useful

for bending tubes, or other ordinary purposes, re-

quired to be repeatedly restored to action by fresh

supplies of air, at intervals seldom exceeding five

minutes, in the common-sized instruments. In the

new instrument there is this great improvement;
that a steady flame of two hours' continuance may
be maintained, of the most perfect shape and uni-

form temperature, uninterrupted by casual currents

from the pneumatic reservoir.

910. "The troublesome interruptions eaused by
the ejection of water, while supplying the apparatus

with air, which were common in the old instrument,

do not happen in the new one.

911. " The new instrument may remain unemploy-

ed for any length of time, being always ready for

instantaneous use, and requiring no other prepara-

tion than merely that of lighting the wax taper em-
ployed to supply the flame,

>
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912. " The manner in which this instrument was
brought to its present state of perfection, affords an
anecdote which may not be uninteresting to the
reader ; because it will show the force of mechani-
cal skill, as it is sometimes remarkably conspicuous
in uneducated minds. A servant of mine, who has
been frequently employed in attendance during my
lectures in mineralogy, seeing me reject the old in-
strument, as unfit for the uses to which I wished to
apply it, asked me the reason of my setting it aside.

To this I answered that the short space of time in
which it continued to propel the flame rendered it

inconvenient ; and that 1 would rather use the com-
mon mouth blowpipe than be liable to such frequent
interruption from tne necessity of supplying it every
five minutes with fresh air. This caused him to
inspect the inside of the instrument ; when he simply
observed, t€ It is very awkwardly contrived ; I could
make a better myself!" and in good earnest, with-

+ out further communication with me upon the sub-
ject, he fell to work, and produced the new improv-
ed apparatus which it is my present purpose to de-
scribe, and to make as generally known as possible.

The inventor's name is Johnson Tofts, upon the
principle which he has adopted for tfie improvement
of his blowpipe, such instruments are now manufac-
tured in London. By means of one of these instru-

ments, gold might be exhibited in a State of con-
tinual fusion for almost any length of time.

913. "A trial has been made of the use and powers
of this improved blowpipe throughout an entire course
of public lectures in mineralogy before the Univer-
sity, with such success, as to produce sufficient proof
of its convenience and efficacy. The effects witness-
ed when oxygen gas was employed exceeded those
usually produced by the same agent from a gasome-
ter ; owing to the condensed state in which the gas
was propelled ; while the cone was much more man-
ageable. Platinum wire of some thickness was fused

;
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platinum foil offered no- resistance whatever. The
steel mainspring of a watch underwent brilliant com-
bustion. And even when the instrument is charged
with common atmospheric air, thin cuttings of pla-
tinum foil sustain an instantaneous fusion.

914. €€ Had we possessed this apparatus before the
gas blowpipe was invented, many of the results ob-
tained by that powerful instrument would have been
anticipated. It is not to be expected, however, that
the fusing powers of the two blowpipes.can be com-
pared together ; but from the safety of Toft's blow-
pipe, a child may use it ; whereas the other would
be indeed a dangerous toy."

915. The diagram in
24 inches, the margin will exhibit

* the construction of this

improved hydro-pneu-

mmm fc
maticapparatus. When

12 inches,
theinstrument is charg-

finches ed for use, A A is filled

with air, and the water
remains above it in the
vessel B, whence it will

descendthrough the cy-
linder O so long as any air continues to escape

from the reservoir A A through the pipe J, to which
the blowpipe ^et is affixed by a stop-cock. When
the lower reservoir contains no air, it will be entire-

ly filled by water ; so that whatever air or gas it

may be desirable next to introduce will again dis-

place the water, and drive it up to B, and occupy its

place, without receiving any admixture of common
air.—All gases are introduced by means of a bladder

and condensing syringe, which screws by means of

a stop-cock to the pipe I. And it has been found
better to introduce atmospheric air with a syringe

than to fill the reservoir with air from the lungs : yet,

air may be blown in from the mouth ifa syringe be not
at hand.—The machine is supplied with water, or the
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water isremovedfrom itbymeansofa common syphon.
—The usual size of one of these blowpipes is two feet

high, two feet long, and five inches wide. They are
made of copper or tin, and enclosed in a wooden,
case, which serves as a table, and a rest for the
arms ; the wax taper, being sunk into a cylinder at

C, is elevated or depressed by means of a screw and
a rack. But a stationary spirit-lamp, if it should be
preferred, may be fixed in the same place* The
cylinder O should be three inches in diameter, and
reach to within half an inch of the bottom of the
vessel The dotted line at 12 inches shows the
height of the water. At D is a small aperture for

the admission of atmospheric pressure. The in-

strument is so simple that a more minute descrip-

tion of it is unnecessary.

PHILLIPS'S SPIRIT LAMP.

916. Every student should be acquainted with
this modification of that useful instrument, the
spirit lamp; the advantages of which consists in

its ready construction in any place and by any per-
son.—Let a piece of tin plate about an inch long
be coiled up into a cylinder of about three-eighths of
an inch in diameter. If the edges are well ham-
mered, soldering is not necessary. Perforate a cork
previously fitted to a phial, put the short tin tube
through the cork, and a cotton wick through the
tube: the lamp is now complete, and capable of
affording a strong flame. Care must be taken not
to prevent the rise of the spirit by fitting the cork
too closely. A cover for this lamp, to prevent the
evaporation of the alcohol when the instrument is

not in use, may easily be made of a piece of glass
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metallic, 278
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boracic, 385
carbonic, test for, 379
chromic, 2ill

columbic, action of the

blowpipe on, Hill

fluoric, test for, 381

iodic, test for, 383
mellitic, 378
molybdic, action of the

blowpipe on, 2iia

muriatic, test for, 383
phosphoric, test for, 380
succinic, 378
sulphuric, test for, 382
telluric, action of the

blowpipe on, 281
tungstic, action of the

blowpipe on, 21111

B B

Alcohol blowpipe, 43
Alkalies, their nature, 187,

190, 327
how distinguished, 328

Alloys, 187^ 2M
Aluminum, 182, 334
Alumina, a mineral constitu-

ent, 334, 341

how distinguished,

1 70, 341—344
how fused, 7(Xi

Ammonia, to detect, 333
Antimonic acid, 2b'7

Antimonious arid, 2M?
Antimony, alloys of, 270

a mineral constituent,

182^ 183, 2113

action of blowpipe on,
21

U

oxide of, 2ilh

precipitate for,17«
r
»

sulphuret of, 2!iii

Anvil described, llil

Apparatus used with the
blowpipe, 111

useful in glass-blowing,

59^ 60^ QS
miscellaneous, 109—121
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Art of making a good flame
for the purpose of re-

duction, 8^ 88
Artificial gems, easy method

of producing, 897
Arsenic , a mineral constitu-

ent, 182, 183^ 284
action of blowpipe on,

285
how distinguished in

an alloy, 289
odour of. when pro-
duced, 139 D, 141

D

oxide of, 286*

white, 286
Arseniates, 278
Arsenious acid, 288
Assayi characters exhibited

by an, in different

circumstances, 139,
141, 188

figure of an, 128
how treated when in

powder, ljML 133
meaning of the term,

122
preparation of an, for

trial, 122
proper size of an, 127

Azote, see Nitrogen.
Barium, a mineral constitu-

ent, 182, 334
alloyed with silver, 865

with palladium, 876
with platinum, 8G9

Barytes, a mineral constitu-

ent, 334, 364
action of blowpipe

on, 385
carbonate of, 366
how fused, 767
reduced to the me-

metallic state

837, 838
sulphate of, 368

Bending of glass, 52, 59

Bergman*s blowpipe, 31
hammer, 109
iron ring, 110

Berkenhoufs blowpipe, 79
Best support, 96
Binary compounds, 185
Bismuth, a mineral constitu-

ent, 182, 183* 259
action of blowpipe

on, 26Q
oxide of, 261

Black's blowpipe, 49
Blast, management of the,

50, 84—90
Blowing through the tube,

method of, 81—83
of glass, 52

Blowpipe , alcohol, 43
Bergman's, 31
Berkenhout's, 79
Black's, 40
blast of the, 84
cheap table, 900
Clarke's, 15-18, 71-5
common, 29
compound, 22

objected to. 12
Cronstedt's, 30
described, 22
directions for blow-
ing through, 8T, 83

directions for holding
the, 904

fixed, 12, 42
Gahn's, 38
general method of
operating with, 137

glass, 26, 28
GurneyX 20, 76-78
Haas', 79
Hare's, 29
history of, 1

Hooke's, 43
Hume's, 79
hydrogen, 14
hydrostatic, 79
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Blowpipe, hydro-pneumatic,
49, 905

lamp, 41L 63^ 80
Lavoisier's, 13
length of, 23
Magellan's, 32
materials of, 24—28
Melograni's, 29
oxygen, 13
oxy-hydropen,15-20,
71—78

Pepys's, 39
simple, 22j 23
spoon, 98
supports, 95
table, 12, 45* 900
temporary, 900
Tennant s, 32
Tilley's, 46
Toft's, 905
use of, in the arts, 1

in Chemistry, 5-7
with two jets, 29
Wollaston's, 38

Bone ashes, how used in

cupellation with the

blowpipe, 132
Boron, a mineral constituent,

182, 198
Boracic acid, 385

as a re-agent, 172
Borate of soda, as a flux, 151

Borax, use of, 154
to obtain pure, 155
how to keep, 153,156
chief distinctive cha-

racters of, 152
Brass, action of gas blowpipe

on, 863
Brazil-wood test paper, 178
Bronze, antient, action of gas

blowpipe on, 862
Carbon^ a mineral constitu-

ent, 182, 183, 196
action of the blow-

pipe on, 197
B

Carbonic acid, 196, 379
Cadmium, a mineral consti-

tuent, 182, 251
oxide of, 252

Calcium, 182* 334
Carburets, 182* 196
Candles* use of, 80
Cerium, 182, 322

oxide of, 324
Characters ofminerals before

the blowpipe, 139,

141,130
of the fluxes and re-

agents, 150—179
Charcoal support, 54, 96
Cheap spirit lamp, 916

table blowpipe, 900
China, fusion of, 887
Chromium, 182* 290

oxide of, 291
Chromic acid, 291
Chromates, 278
Chlorine, a mineral constitu-

ent, 182^ 191
Clarke's (Dr.) experiments

with the oxy-nydrogen
blowpipe, 78 L .

gas or oxy-hydrogen blow-
pipe, 15—18, 21—75

Clay support, 104
Cobalt, a mineral constituent,

182. 274
action of blowpipe

on, 225
nitrate of, its use as

a re-agent, 170
oxide of, 276

Colour of a mineral changed
before the blowpipe,

139 B, 141 N, 180 £
of the flame, changed
by a mineral before

the blowpipe, 141 L,
180 H

of a globule, how to ex-

amine, 180 E
B •
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Colour of the flux changed by
[

a mineral before the
blowpipe, 18ft £

Columbian, 182, 3ftll

oxide of, Ml
Columbic acid, 301
Combustibility , an essential

character of certain mi-
nerals, 389, 391

Combustible, proper kind of,

for the blowpipe flame,

49^ 5L 8ft

minerals, described in-

dividually, 397—413
minerals, essential cha-

racters of, 389
Combustion of minerals, ef-

fected by the blowpipe,
141 M

Common blowpipe, 29
Compound blowpipes, defin-

ed, 22
objected to, 12* 42
described, 41—79

Copper^ a mineral constitu-

ent, 182, 183, 226
and tin, alloyed, ac-

tion of gas blow-
pipe on, 862

and zinc, alloyed,ac-

tion of gas blow-
pipe on, 863

alloyed with plati-

num, 872
alloyed with palla-

dium, 877
experiment ofreduc-

tion with soda
and, 1M

mineralized, 231
oxide of, action of
blowpipe on, 227

oxide of, its use as

a test, 177
precipitate for, 175,

Copper , sulphuret of, 22U
salts of, 23ft

CronstedVs blowpipe, 30
Cumming's safety-cylinder*

for the blowpipe, 71
Cupellationi how performed

with the blowpipe, 132
Cyanite support, ID1
Description of blowpipes, 22
Decrepitation, when to be

noticed, 139 C, 141 E
meaning of, 133, lUii

Decrepitating substances,the
manner of operating on,
133-5

Detonation occasioned by the
blowpipe, lftft F

Deoxidation, to effect, with
the blowpipe, 87

Disthene support, 1111

Dropping tube, 115
Earths, what, 187* 190* 334

how fused, 758, 892
Earthy minerals, essential

characters of, 391
described individu-

ally, 548—738
Effervescence of minerals be-

fore the blowpipe, 141 1,
18ft C

Electrometer, its use, llfi

Electroscope, its use, 116
Electricity of minerals, how

examined, 1111

Elementary bodies which en-
ter into the composition
tion of minerals, 181

Eolipile blowpipe, 44
External characters of mi-

nerals, 123
Figure of an assay, 128—130
FUes, use of, 59^ 112
Filters, washing of, 115

Fixed blowpipe, 12, 42
Flaming, operation of, how

performed, 1M
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Flame ofthe blowpipe, colour

of, how affected by mine-
rals, 141 L, L80 H

management of the, 5^ 04
nature of, 89
oxidating, 86
proper kind of, for the

blowpipe, 50—70, 80
reducing, 87

Flint
9 how fused, 773, 8&>

Fluxes, phenomena develop-
ed by minerals when ex-

posed to the blowpipe
name, on charcoal, with
the, 180

nature and uses of, 143-7
individual characters of,

150—179
how kept, 153
the most useful, L51

Fluor-spar^ its use as a re-

agent, 173
test for, 173* 381

Fluorine, a mineral constitu-

ent, 182, 193
Fluoric acid, how detected,

381
Fluates, easymode of detect-

ing, 381
Forceps, use of, 107, T08

for decrepitating sub-
stances, 108

Fuel for the blowpipe flame,

49,57, 80
Fumes produced before the

blowpipe, 141 K
Fusion ofminerals before the

blowpipe, 141 G,
180 A

Fusion, extraordinary power
of, 884, 899

GahrCs blowpipe, M
Gas blowpipes, 13, 15—20,

71-78
General method of operating

with the blowpipe, 137

General method of examin-
ing minerals, 394-0

Glass-Blowers' blowpipe, 45
blowpipes, 26, 28
jets, now formed, 59
matrass, use of, 108
pinching, art of, 1
support, 103
tubes, use of, 105, 120
tubes, instruments for

cutting, 59
widening, 02

Globule produced before the

blowpipe, how examined,
141 P, 1811 E, 180 I, 396

Glucina, 359
how fused, 769

Glueinum, 182, 334
Gold, a mineral constituent,

182, 183, 211
action of the blowpipe

on, 212
alloyedwith platinum,
871

combustion of, before
the gas blowpipe,
866

volatilization of, 760
Gurnet/

1

s experiments with
the oxy-hydrogen
blowpipe, 884

oxy-hydrogen blow-
pipe, 20^ 76

Gypsum, its use as a re-

agent, 123
testf or, 173, 350
its constituents, 188

Haas1

blowpipe, 79
Hare1

8 blowpipe, 79
experiments with the
oxy-hydrogen blow-
pipe, 765

Hatty's electroscope, 118
magnetic needle,! 17
test of magnetism,

117, 118
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Hardness, an essential cha-

racter ofminerals, 389

of minerals, how tried,

113
Hammers, use of, 109

Heat> point of greatest, in

blowpipe name, 84

gradual application of,

advantageous, 395

History of the blowpipe, 1

Hooke s blowpipe, 43
How to hold the blowpipe,

904
Hume s blowpipe, 29
Hydrostatic blowpipe, 29
Hydrogen, & mineral consti-

tuent, 182, 194
Hydrates, how known, 386,

139 A
Hydro-pneumatic blowpipe,

46, 905
Incombustibility, an essential

character of certain mi-
nerals, 389, 391

Insolubility, an essential cha-

racter of certain mine-
rals, 391, 392

Intumescence of minerals be-

fore the blowpipe, 141
Hj 18ft B

Iodine, 182, 183, 192
Iodates, to detect, 383

Iodic acid, 383
Iron, its use as a re-agent,175

a mineral constituent,

182, 183,233
action of blowpipe on,

234
alloyed with nickel, 854
alloyed with platinum,
873-4

oxide of, 236
ring, use of, 110
wire, combustion of,

858, 859
Iridium, 182, 313

Jets, blowpipe, how cleaned,

25
of different sizes neces-

sary, 31, 56
of glass, how formed,59
use of, 31, 33, 34

Knife to cut glass tubes, 59
various uses of, 113

Lamp, wick, to adjust, 63,

substitute for, 6ft

utility of, 8ft

form of, 49
Lavoisier s blowpipe, 13

experiments with the

oxygen gas blow*
pipe, 755

Lead, a mineral constituent,

183,243
action of blowpipe on, 244

oxide of, 245
precipitate for, 125
used in cupellation, 132

Length of the blowpipe, 23

Lensi use of, 114, 166

Light* intense, how produc-

ed, 771, 898

Lime, 334, 345
action of blowpipe on,

346
carbonate of, 347
how fused, 771, 783
sulphate of, 350

Litmus test paper, 128
Lithium, 182, 327

Lithia, 327, 332
^

Lustre, an essential character

of minerals, 390,391

Manganese9 a mineral con-

stituent, 182, 221
amusing experiment with,

146
oxide of, action of blow-

pipe on, 272
Magnesia, a mineral consti-

tuent 334, 351
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Magnesia, action ofblowpipe
on, 352

carbonate of* 355
fusion of, 772
how distinguished, 170,
352-4

Magnesium, a mineral con-
stituent, 182, 334

Magnetism of minerals, how
examined, 117, 118

•produced in minerals by
roasting, 141 F

Magnetic apparatus, 117
Mag?nfying\en&, 114, 1&&
Magellan *s blowpipe, 32
Matrass, phenomenon deve-

loped by minerals when
heated, alone, in the,139

use of the, 106
Materials ofwhich blowpipes

should be made, 24—28
Mercury, a mineral consti-

tuent, 139^ 182, 183, 222
ores of, how assayed, 223
oxide of, 224
sulphuret of, 225

Metallic acids, 228
lustre,to distinguish

true from false,

391 note
lustre, an essential

character ofmine-
rals, 390, 391

minerals, essential

characters of, 390
described indi-

vidually, 414

-5J7
oxides,habitudes of,

204
oxides, combustion

of. 762
sulphurets, how as-

sayed, 201^ 202
support, Q2

Metals, table of, 1B2

Method of blowing through
the tube, 81—83

MelogranVs blowpipe, 29
Minerals', bodies which enter

into the composition of,

181—386
combustible, described,

397—413
combustible, characters of,

389
earthy, characters of, 391

described, 548—738
general method of examin-

ing, with the blowpipe,
394

metallic, characters of, 390
described, 414—547

names of, how to learn, see
Introduction •

saline, characters of, 892
described, 739—754

phenomena which they de-
velop before the blow-
pipe, on charcoal, alone,
141

phenomena which they de-
velop when heated in the
matrass, alone, 139

phenomena which they de-
velop before the blow-
pipe, on charcoal, with
fluxes, 180

Mineralized copper, 231
Mica support, 102
Microcosmic salt, Ihl
Mic* salt, use of, 168

to obtain pure, 182
way to keep, 153.168

Mortar, use of, ill, 164
Molybdenum, a mineral con-

stituent, 182, 293
action of blowpipe on,
294

Molybdic acid, action of
blowpipe on, 295

MolybdateS) 228
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Muriatic acid, to detect, 383
Muriates, test for, 383
Nature of flame, 811

fluxes, 142
re-agents, lii]

Needle, magnetic, 117
Nickel, precipitate for, 175

a mineral constituent,

182. 247
action of blowpipe on,
248

alloyed with palla-

dium, 853
with iron, 854

oxide of, 249
Nitrogen, a mineral consti-

tuent, 182, 125
Nitric acid, 384
Nitrate of Cobalt, its use as

a re-agent, 170 •

Operations performed by the

blowpipe, 131—136
Osmium, 182, 307
Oxidation, how produced

with the blowpipe, 81i

substance for promoting,m
Oxides, nature of, 187* 190,

204, 306
how reduced, 87* li*2

in fine powder, how
produced before the

blowpipe, 141 K
Oxide of coppeT, its use as a

re-agent, 177
Oxygen, a mineral constitu-

ent, 182, 183, liil)

blowpipe, El
—

Lavoisier's experi-

ments with, 755
Oxy-hydrogen blowpipes,

. 15—20, 71-178
blowpipe, Hare's ex-
periments with, 76*5

Clarke's experiments
with, 781

OxyJiydrogen blowpipe,
Gurney'8 experiments
with, 884

Palladium, a mineral consti-
tuent, 182, 183, 22Q

alloyed with barium, 876
copper, 877
nickel, 853

fusion of, 875
Paper tubes, 902
Pepys's blowpipe, 311

forceps, 108
Pestle and Mortar, 111, lff4

Phenomena presented by mi-
nerals when exposed to
heat in different circum-
stances, 139, 14L 1B0

Phenomena presented by the
bodies which enter into
the composition ofmine-
rals, when exposed to
the action of the blow-
pipe, 181

Phillips's spirit lamp. 916
Phosphorescence ofminerals,

how observed, 395
Phosphorus, salt of, its use

as a ie-agent, 151
a mineral constituent,

182, 203
Phosphates, test for, 380
Phosphate of soda and am-

monia, 151, 167
Phosphoric acid, test for, 172

how detected, 380
Platinum, a mineral consti-

tuent, 182, 183j 2QI1

action of the blowpipe
on, 207

alloyed with barium, 869
copper, 872
gold, 871
iron, 873-4
silver, 870

foil, 99
fusion of, 868, 899

by GoogI
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Platinum, oxide of, 210
spoon, ittt

support, 9Z
wire, 100
volatilization of, 760

JPlates of mica, 102
clay, 104

Pliers, use of, 12Q
Pneumatic blowpipe, 46, 905
Porcelain, fusion of, 780, 886
Potassium, a mineral consti-

tuent, 182j 327
Potass, how known, 329

, carbonate of, 330
Preparation of an assay for

examination by the
blowpipe, 122—130

Precious stones, action of gas
blowpipe on, 760, 891

Proper supports, 95—108
Quicksilver, see Mercury.
Reduction, how effected with

the blowpipe, 87
substance for .promot-

ing, 174
Reducing process

?
162—166

Result ofan experimentmade
with the blowpipe, 137

of assays, differences in
the, 141 P, 180 I

Retort stand, addition to, 119
Re-agents, nature and uses

of, 148, 149
Rhodium, 182^ 309

fusion of, 878
muriate of, 879

Rod used in glass blowing, 62
Roast i tig,howperformed with

the blowpipe, 131
Rules for conducting the as-

say of a mineral, 394-6
for learning the names of
minerals, see Introduc-
tion.

Salt of phosphorus, its use as
a flux, 151

Saltpetre, its use as a re-
agent, 171

Saline minerals,essential cha-
racters of, 392

described individual-
ly, 739—754

Safety-cylinder for Clarke's
gas blowpipe, 71

Safety-chamber for Gurney's
blowpipe, 78

Screen, use of, 48. 61
Self-acting blowpipe, 43
Selenium, odour of, when

produced, 139 D, 141 C
by what indicated, 283,

304, 139 D, 141 C
a mineral constituent, 182.
303

— x

Seleniurets, 303, 305
Silica, skeleton of, how pro-,

disced, 180 A
a mineral constituent,
334-5

action of blowpipe on,
336

its useasa re-agent,176
pure, action ot gas

blowpipe on. 821
Silicates, action of blowpipe

on, 338
Silicium, 182, 334
Silver, a mineral constituent,

182, 183, 215
action of blowpipe on,

216
action of gas blowpipe

on, 864
alloyed with barium,

865
with platinum, 870

oxide of, 218
volatilization of, 760

Size of an assay, 127
Simple bodies which enter

into the composition
of minerals, 181

c
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Simple bodies, table of, 182
blowpipe, defined, 22

described, 23*40
Skeleton of silica, how pro-

duced, 180 A
Soda, a mineral constituent,

327, 331
borate of, 151
fusion of bodies with,

160
its use as a re-agent,

158
phosphate of, 151
reduction of metallic

oxides by means of,

162—166
,* sub-carbonate of, 151

to obtain pure, 159
Sodium, 182, 327
Solution of cobalt, its use as

a re-agent, 170
Solubility in water, an essen-

tial character ofsome mi-
nerals, 391, 392

Specific gravity, an essential

character of minerals,

125, 389—391
. SpiritUm?, 916
Spoon, blowpipe, use of, 08
Steel, combustion of, 858-9,

894
Stones, how fused, 758, 891,

896
Strontium, 182, 334
Strontia, 3347369

carbonate of, 371
fusion of, 768

« » reduction of, 839
sulphate of; 373

Sublimation, see Volatiliza-

tion.

Sub-carbonate of soda, 151 -

Supports, proper, 96—108
Sulphur, a mineral consti-

tuent, 182, 183, 199
i-202 J

Sulphur, how detected, 139
D, 176, 141 B, 200—202

Sulphurets, what they are,

187, 199
how known, 201, 202

Sulphuretted hydrogen, 194
Sulphuric acid, now detected,

176, 382
Sulphates, 129
Sulphurous acid gas,odour of,

when produced, 139 D,
141 B

Systematic arrangement of
simple minerals, 38T

Table blowpipe, 12, 45
temporary, 900

lamp furnace, addition
to, 119

Taste, an essential character
of minerals, 391, 392

Tennanfs blowpipe, 3Z
Tests, see Re-agents.
Test papers, use of, 118
Telluric acid, ^1
Tellurium, a mineral consti-

tuent, 182, 279
action of blowpipe on, 280
alloys of, 283
oxide of, 281

Temporary blowpipe, 900
Thorinum, 182, 334
Thorina, 334, 374
Titanium, 182, 318

oxide of, 320
Tilleyy blowpipe, 46—70
Tin, its use as a re-agent,174

a mineral constituent,

182, 238
action of blowpipe on,
239

and platinum, experi-
ment with, 239 .

oxide of, 240
ores, how assayed, 242
reducing experiment

with, 88

i Googl
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Touchstone, 120
Tongs, use of, 60^ 120
Tobacco pipes fused, 888
TofVs hydro-pneumatic

blowpipe, 905
Transparency of a mineral,

bow affected by the
blowpipe, 18Q D

Tray, use of, 67, 121
Turmeric test paper, 118
Ternary compounds, 189
Tubes, use of, 105, 120
Tube for dropping water, 115
Tungstenum, 182, 297
Tungstic acid, 298
Tungstates, 278
Uranium, 182, 314

oxide of, 316
Uses of the blowpipe, 1, 6* 7

fluxes, 143
re-agents, 148

Volatile matter, given off by
minerals when heated,
139 D, 141 A

Volatilization produced by
the blowpipe, 139 D,
141 A, K

Water given off by minerals
when heated, 139 A,
386, 395

WasJiing tube, 115
or the assay, in reduc-
tion, how performed,
164, 165

Wilkinson s safety-chamber
for the gas blowpipe, 78

Wodanium, 182, 326
Wollastons blowpipe, 38
Yttria, 334, 362
Yttrium, 182, 334
Zinc, a mineral constituent,

182, 254
action of blowpipe on,
255

oxide of, 257
Zirconia, 334, 356

fusion of, 770
Zirconium, 182, 334

II. INDEX TO THE MINERALS.

Actynolite, 588 Almandine, 560 Ammonia, muri-
Actinote, 588 Alum, native, 741 ate. 752
Adamantine Spar, Alumina, sub-sul- Amphibole, 587

656 phate, 737, 808 Amphigfcne, 717,
Adhesive slate,730 mellate, 412 779, 832
Adularia, 602, 686 pure, 804 Analcime, 638
A garic mineral, subphostate, 719 Anatase, 535

550 d Aluniinite, 737 Andalusite, 664,
Agate, 691 g Alum-stone, 713 811
Agalmatolite, 707 Amalgam, native, Anhydrite, 621
Aigue marine, 440 Anhydrous Gyp-

834 silver, 440 sum, 621
Alabaster, 645 d Amber, 196,404 Anthophyllite,675
Alalite, 583 Amblygonite, 582 Anthracolite,550n
Albite, 605 Amethyst, 694 c Antimony, fea-
Allanite, 674 . Amianthus, 643 ther,460
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Antimony, Automalile, 070, Brown spar, 557,

grey, 420 818 705

plumose, 460 Axe-stone, 581 Buntkupfererz,

native, 425 Axinite, 576 484

arsenical, 418 Azure stone, 614 Cacholong, 721

oxide, 430 Azurite, 614 Cairngorum, 69

4

earthy, 429 Baroselenite, 592 Calcium, oxide,

sulphuretted, Barium, oxide, 837 783

426 Bary tic earth, 756, Calctuff, 550 o

plumose, 460 837 Calc spar, 550 a 9

red, 426 Barytes, pure, 756, 70b

sulphuret, 269, 837 Calcareous spar,

420, 460 carbonate, 554, 5o0 a, /06

white, 430 593 Calc-sioter, 550f
Antimonial ochre, sulphate, 592 CaUminara, 544

429 Basalt, 591 Calamine, 544, o52

Anthracite, 410 Bell-metal ore, 527 electric, 545

Apatite, 596,795— Bergmannite,584 a Carbon, mineral,

797 Beryl,600,689,777 409

Aphrite, 550 e schorlaceous, crystallized,

Apophyllite, 632 666, 820 Carnehan, 691 a,

Aquamarine, 600 Siberian, 834 775

Arragonite, 551, Bismuth, glance, Carpholite, 6^3

612,786 446 Cat
f
s-eye, 688

Arsenic,bloom,462 native, 419 Cawk, 592f
native, 417 _ ochre, 428 Celestine, 594

oxide, 463 oxide, 428 Cerite, 542, 840

sulphuret, 4i7 sulphuret,'446 Cerium ore, 542

white, 463 Bitterspar, 556 silic. oxide, 840

Arsenical pyrites, Bitumen, 399 Ceylanite, 6<>0

433 Blende, 528 Chabasie, 61b

Arsenieus acid, cadmiferous,528 Chabasite, 616

463 Blacklead, 411 Chalcedony, 691,

Asbestus, 6M2 Black Jack, 528 7J\^ KAtx
common, 642 Blood-stone, 691 /Chalcolite, 540

flexible, 643 Blue John, 597 Chalk, 550 /, 711,

ligniform, 644 Bolognian stone, 787

variety, 652 592 black, 646

wood,&44 Bole, 649 red, 509

Asphaltum, 399 Boracic acid, 747 Charcoal, mineral,

Asparagus-stone, Boracite, 198, 611 409

596 Borax, 198, 748 Chert, 695

Atmospheric iron Botryolite7608 Chiastolite, 699

ore, 860 Bonrnonite, 447 Chlorite, 625

Augite, 586, 682 Brimstone, 408 . Chlorite slate,62f>r

varieties, 585-6 Bronzite, 577, 677 Chlprophane,597 a

>y Google
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Chrome ore, 547 Coal, stone, 410
Chromite, 842 wood, 400
Chromium, ferrif. Comolite, 801

oxide, 842 Cobalt, arseniate,

Chrysoberyl, 659, 464
812 arsenial, 434

Chrysocolla, 492
Chrysolite, 072,612

variety, 683
Chrysoprase, 700
Cimolite, 727
Cinnabar, 225, 425

hepatic, 466
Chucky stanes,

694 b

Cinnamon-stone,
565

Clay,alluvial,647a
brick, 647 a
earthy, 647 a
fire, 732
indurated. 732
pipe, 647 o

porcelain, 726
potter's, 647 6

pure, 737
slate, 629
slaty, 647 b

Stourbridge, 732
Cleavelandite, 605
Clinkstone, 617
Coal, black, 402

blind, 410
Bovey, 400
brown, 400
candle, 403
can n el, 403
common, 402
foliated, 402
fibrous, 400
glance, 410
Kilkenny. 410
Kimmeriage 400
parrot, 403
pitch, 401
slate, 402

bloom, 464
bright-white 436
crust, 465
earthy, 465, 531
glance, 436
ochre, 464-5. 531
oxide, black,

531, 851
ore, white, 434
red, 464, 465
sulphate, 745
tin-white, 434

Coccolite, 682
Columbium oxide,
841

Colophonite, 003
Columbite,532,841
Copper, arseniate,

450—454
azure, 488
black, 482, 524
blue, 488
carbonate, blue,

488
green. 489

emerald, 487
glance, 482
green, 492
grey, 449, 483
antimonial,483
argentif. 477
arsenical, 483
platinif. 483

mica, 450
muriate, 490
native, 475
nickel, 438
ore, black, 482

blue, 488
grey, 483
cot

Copper ore, pur-
ple, 484
variegated 484
yellow, 481

pitch, 492
pyrites, 199, 481

arsenical, 435
purple, 484
phosphate, 491
red, 486
ruby, 486
sand , 490
silicate, 487
sulphate, 743
sulphuret, black

482
grey, 449, 483
yellow, 481

vitreous, 482
variegated, 484
white, 435
yellow, 481

Corundum, 656
common. 656,807
crys. red, 806
perfect, 657
variety, 658
zinciferous, 818

Cross-stone, 634
Cryolite, 620
Cube ore, 461
Cyanite, 681, 813
Cubicite, 638
Cymophane, 659,

812
Datholite, 198, 608
Diallage, green,

590
metalloide,677 •

variety, 678
Diamond, 413, 663,

764, 882, 890
Diasppre, 719
Dichroite, 601
Diopside, 586
Dioptase , 487
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Dipyre, 584 e

Disthene, 081, 813
Dolomite, 556, 711
Drawing slate, G46
Dysodile, 407
Eaglestone, 512
Earth foam, 550 c

Ecume de mer, 738
Elaolite. 584 ri,618

Emerald, 599, 685
Asiatic, 834
copper, 487
of Peru, 778, 833
Tariety, 600

Emery, 658
Epidote, 573

variety, 576
Epsom salt, 740
Essonite, 565
Euclase, 562
False lazu lite,6146

Fahl ore, 483
Felspar, 605
common, 605 a
disintegrated,

726
glassy, 605 c

infusible, 811
Labrador, 605 b

opalescent, 605 b

pyramidal, 584
variety, 602

Fer sulpnure arse-

nifere, 458
Fetstein, 584 d
Fiorite, 736
Fish-eye- stone 032
Flint, 692, 829, 885
Flinty-slate, 696
variety, 693

Flos fern, 551
Floor-spar, 193,

597
Fossil copal, 406
Fuller's earth, 651

727

Gabronite,581 b

Gadolinite, 572,

671,836
Gahnite, 010
Galena, 479
pseudo, 528

Garnet, argillace-
ous, 560

black, 564
common, 563
precious, 560
variety, 603
white, 717, 779,
832

Gehlenite, 680
G lauber ite, 754
(ilauber-salt, 199,

750
Gold, graphic, 443

glance, 443, 444
native, 473

Graphic gold, 443
ore, 443
tellurium, 443

Graphite, H)6, 411
Green earth, 625
Green sand of

Peru, 490
Grammatite, 571
Grenatite, 665
Green flint, 698
Grossular, 566
Gypsum, 186, 199,

645
anhydrous, 621

Haematites, black,
519

brown, 511
red, 509, 857

Harmotome, 634
Haiiyne, 579
Heavy spar, 592
Heliotrope, 691/
Hepatite, 592 h
Heulandite, 639 6

Highgate resin 400

Honey-stone, 412
Hone, 615
Hollow spar, 699
Hornblende, com-

mon, 587
basaltic, 578
Labrador, 574
slate, 589
variety, 588

Hornstone, 695
slate, 090

Hyacinth, 655 a
of Compostella,
694

Hyalite, 723, 824
Hydrargillite, 719
Hyperstene, 574,

673, 815
Iconite, 800
Iceland spar, 785
Ichthyopnthal-

mite, 632
Idocrase, 567
Indianite, 701
Indicolite, 668
Iolite, 601, 690
Iridium and os-

mium, alloy of,

b
472, 881

Iridium, granular,
880

Iron, arseniate,461
arsenical, 433
carbonate, 518
chromate, 547
carburet, 882
-clay, 609 b
-flint, 694
frotb, 509
-glance, 509
hydrates, 511
mica, 509
native, 470
ore, atmosphe-

ric, 860
bog, 516
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Iron ore,black,5l9
blue, 517
brown, 511
clay, 512-4
magnetic, 508

iaspery, 510
Lidney, 509
pea, 515
pisiform, 515
pitchy, 525
red, 509
sparry. 518

Iron, octonedral,
508

oxide, 509, 857
oxydulated, 508

earthy, 608
titanif. 508

phosphate, 517,
525

pyrites, 199, 505
arsenical, 458

hepatic, 507
magnetic, 504
white, 500

sand, 508
-stone, clay, 512
columnar, 513
lenticular, 514
magnetic, 505

Sisiform, 515
lack, 519

specular, 509
sulphate, 742
sulphuret, 505
tuugstate, 520

I serine, 522
Jade, 681, 079

variety, 509
J arsoon, 655 6,810
Jasper, Egyptian,

697, 828
opal, 722
porcelain, 607
ribbon, 702 h
striped, 702 b

Jasper, common,
702, 77G

Jet, 401
Kaolin, 720
Karpholite, 023
Ketton stone, 788
Koupholite, 004
Kyanite, 681
Lapis lazuli, G14,

835
calaminaris, 544

Latialite, 579
Laumonite, 040
Lazulite, 014, 835

false, 014 b
Lead, arseniate,

455,402
black, 411
carbonate, 493
chloro-carbo-
nate, 494

chromate, 498
glance, 479
horn, 191,494
molybdate, 499
muriate, 494
murio-carbo-
nate, 494

phosphate, 495
sulphate, 497
sulphuret, 479
triple, 447

ore, blue, 480
corneous, 494
green, 495
white, 493
red, 498
yellow, 499

oxide, red, 500
Lemnian earth,

051 b

Lepidolite, 013
Leucite, 717, 779,

832
Lias, 550 h
Lievrite, 583

Lime, arseniate,
402

borate, G08
carbonate, 190,
550, 785—788

fluate, 597
phosphate, 590,
795—797

pure, 750, 783
sulphate, 180,

045
anhydrous 621

tuugstate, 540
Limestone, Aber-

thaw, 550 h
argillo-ferrugi-

nous, 550 h
bituminous,550/t
common, 550 A
compact, 550 //,

789, 793
granular, 550
700, 794

lias, 550 h
magnesian ,550<2
primitive, 650 gy

790
secondary, 550 h
transition, 789
tufaceous, 792

Liver pyrites, 507
Lithomarge, 728
Loadstone, 508
Lucullite, 550 n
Lydian stone, 093
Lyncurium, 0013

Made, 099
Madreporite, 550 n
Magnesia, borate,

011
carbonate, 710

earthy, 738
hydrate, 731, 799
native, 731
pure, 750, 798
sulphate, 740
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Magnet, Dative,
508

Magnetic pyrites,
504

Ma^nesite, 710
Malachite, 489
Malacolite, 585
Maltha, 399
Manganese,

blende, 530
carbonate, 543
carburet, 850
grey oxide, 849
me tall oid al ox-
ide, 848

ochre, 529
ore, black, 519

grey, 529
. phosphate, 525

sulphuret, 530
white, 543, 553

Martial pyrites,
505

Marble, compact
coloured, 706

from Tivoli
?
793

Pompeii, 794
Parian, 790
statuary, 706

Marie, 550 m
slate, 550 m

Meadow-ore, 516
Meerschaum, 738
Meionite, 619
Melanite, 564
Mellite, 412
Menaccanite, 521
Menachanite, 521
Menilite, 720
Mercury, argenti-

ferous, 440
corneous, 431
carbo- sulphu-
ret, 466

hepatic, 466
horn, 191^ 746

Mercury, muriate, Nickel, ochre, 502
431, 746

native, 424
sulphuret, 425

Mesolite, 641 d
Mesotype, 641
Meteoric stones,

860
Mica, 626
Miemite, 556
Mineral, caout-

chouc, 399
carbon, 409
oil, 398
pitch, 399
tar, 399

Minium, native,
500

oxide, 502
pyrites, 438

Nigrine, 538
Nitre, 751
Novaculite, 615
Obsidian, 633

pearly, 635
Octohedrite, 523,

535
Oetites, 512

"

Olivine, 683
Onyx, 691 c

Oolite, 550 i, 788
Opal, 826
cacholong, 725
common, 725
fire, 725
jasper, 722Mispickel, 433

Mocha-stone,691e milk, 725
Molybdena, 421, noble, 725

845 precious, 725
Molybdenum, sul- semi, 724
phuret, 421, 845 wood, 724

Moon-stone, 602 Orpiment, 427
Morass-ore, 516
Moroxite, 596
Mountain cork,

652
blue, 488
leather, 652 b
soap, 649
wood, 644

Osmium, 472, 881
Pagodite, 800
Palladium, 471
Paranthine, 584
Pea-stone, 550 k
Pearl stone, 635
Pearl spar, 557,705
Pearl -sinter, 736,

Muller's glass, 723 823
Muriacite,621 Pechblende, 689,
Mussite, 586 844
Nagykerore.448 Peliome, 601
Naphtha, 398 Pelium, 601
Natrolite, 584 d Peridot, 672,
Natron, 749 granular, 683
Needlestone, 641 Peruvian emerald,
Nepheline, 631 778, 833
Nephrite, 581 Petalite, GQ6
Nickel, arsenical, Petroleum, 398

438 Pharmacolite, 462
copper, 483 Phosphorite, 596
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Phosphormangan,
525

Pierre a fusil, 692
Pinite, 622, 704
Pisolite, 550 k
Pistacite, 573
Pitch-blende, 539

-ore, 539
Pitchstone, 636
Plasma, 698
Platina, 469, 867
Platinum, 469, 867
Pleonaste, 660
Plumbago, 411,

883
Plutonium, oxide,

837
Polyhallite, 624
Ponderous spar,

592
Porcellanite, 607
Porcelain earth,

726
Potass, nitrate,751
Potstone, 703, 801
Prase, 687
Prussian blue, 517
Prehnite, 604
Pseudo-galena,

528
Pumice, 650
Pycnite, 666, 820
Pyrope, 561
Pyrophysalite,667
Pyroxene, 586

laminar, 585
Quicksilver, na-

tive, 424
horn, 431
liver ore, 466
hepatic, 466

Quartz, 694
amorphous,694 b
crystallized, 694
a* 830

coloured, 694 b^c

Quartz, common,
694 ^

fat, 694 b
ferruginous 6945
flinty, 691
milk, 694 h
rose, 694 b
varieties, 687-8
violet, 694 c

Realgar, 427
Reddle, 509 i

Resin-blende, 852
Retinite, 636
Retinasphalt, 405
Rhaetizite, 681
Rhomb-spar, 556
Roe-stone, 550 i,

711
Rock- cork, 652

crystal, 694 a,

755, 830, 899
milk, 550 d
wood, 644
salt, 19L, 753

Roofing slate, 628
Rottenstone, 629
Rubellite, 669

?
810

Ruby, Brazilian,
763

oriental, 656,
657 5,806

spinel le, 661
Rutile, 537
Rutilite, 536
Sahlite, 585
Sal-ammoniac, 752
Salt, common, 753
Saltpetre, 751
Santilite, 823
Sapphire, 656,

657 a, 805
Sapphir d'eau, 601
Sappare, 681, 813
Sand tubes of ,

Drigg, 825
Sard, 691 h

Sardonyx, 691 d
Sassolin, 747
Satin-spar, 550 c
Saussurite, 569
Scalestone, 613
Scapolite, 584
Scolezite, 641 h
Schiefer spar, 550 b
Schiller spar, 678
Schistus, 628
Schorl, 568
red, 669, 820

Scheeiin, per-
oxide, 846

fer. and mangan.
oxide, 847

Schorlite, 820
Sea-foam, 738
Sedative salt, 747
Selenite, 645 a
Semi-opal, 224
Serpentine, 630,

715, 803
Shale, 629
Silicium,peroxide,

821
Silica, pure, 755,

821
hydrate, 823—9

Siberite, 669
Silver, amalgam,

440
antimonial, 442

arsenical, 437
sulphuretted,
456

bismuthic, 445
black, 477
carbonate, 478
chloride, 485
glance, 439, 476
horn, 191, 485
muriate, 191, 485
native, 474
antimoniated,
442
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Silver ore, arseni-
cal, 437

corneous, 485
grey, 441, 478
sooty, 477
vitreous, 476

Silver, red, 456
ruby, 456
sulphuret, 476

brittle, 439
white, 441

Silvery chalk,550£
Sinter, siliceous,

736
opaline, T36
pearl, 736

SkoJezite, 641 b
Slate, clay, 629
adhesive, 730
flinty, 696

variety, 693
indurated, 696
polishing, 735
-spar, 650 ft, 714

Smaragdite, 590
Soap-stone, 627
Soda, borate, 748
carbonate, 749
muriate, 753
sulphate, 750

Sodalite, 718
Sommite, 637
Sphene, 536
Sphragid, 651 ft

Spinel, 661, 817
Spinelle ruby,

661, 817
Spinellane, 818
Spinelle zincifere,

670
Spodumene, 570
Stalactite, 550/
Staurolite, 665
Staurotide, 665
Steatite, 712
Steinheilite, 601

Stick-spar, 592
Stilbite, 639
Stinkstone, 194,
- 550 h

Stream tin, 501
Strontian, carbo-

nate, 555, 595
sulphate, 594

Strontianite, 555
Strontian, 555
Sulphur, 408
Surturbrand, 400
Swinestone, 550 h
Swamp ore, 516
Sylvan, native, 422
Sylvanite, 422
Sylvan ore, yel-

low, 444
black. 448

Strontium, oxide,
839

Strontian earth,
839

Tabular spar, 610
Talc, 708, 802

crystallized 708a
massive, 708 b

indurated, 708 c

white, 707
Talc chlorite, 625
Tan talite, 532, 841
Tantalium ore, 532
Telesia, 657
Tellurium, black,

448
graphic, 443
native, 422 .

yellow, 444
Tennantite, 459
Thalli t e, 573
Thomson ite, 641 b

Thumerstone, 576
Tile ore, 486
Tin, granular, 501,

856
oxide, 501, 855

Tin oxide, colum-
biferous, 501

Tin, pyrites, 527
stone, 50U 856
stream, 501
sulphuret, 527
wood, 501, 855

Titanium,calc-sili-
cate, 536

ore, prismatic,
536

oxide, 843
pyramidal,535

Tincal, 748
Titanite, 535, 843
Titanium, granu-

lar oxide, 538
ores, unmagnet-

ical, 534
magnetic, 520

Topaz, 662, 819
variety, 667, 763

Touchstone, 693
Tourmaline, 668

black var. 568
red variety, 669
red Siberian,810

Tremolite,571,580,
709

Triphane, 570
Tripoli, 729
Trona, 749
Tufa, 550 o
Tungsten, 546
Tungstic acid, 846
Turquoise, 719
Turkey stone, 615
Ultra-marine, 614
Umber, 511
Uranite, 540, 844

sulphurated, 539
Uranitic ore, 540
Uranium, oxide,

541, 844
hydrate, 540
phosphate, 540
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Uranium, pro-
toxide, 539

Uran-mica, 540
Uran-ochre, 541
Venetian talc, 708
Vesuvian, 567
Vitriol, blue, 743

green, 742
red, 745
white, 744

Vivianite, 517
Volcanic gl ass,633
Vulpinite, 621
Wacke, 609
Wad, 529
Wakke, 609
Wavellite,719, 809
Welch culm, 410
Wernerite, 584 b

Whetslate, 615
Witherite, 554, 593
Wolfram, 526, 847
Wood asbestus,

644

Wood,bituminous,
400

carbonated, 400
coal, 400
iron, 857
opal, 724
stone. 695
tin, 855

.

White pyrites, 506
Yenite, 583

*

Ytterbite, 836
Yttrocolumbite,

^33
Yttrotantalite, 533
Zeolite, cubic, 638

efflorescent, 640
foliated, 639 h
mealy, 641 c
needle, 641
radiated, 639

Zeolitic minerals

:

Analcime, 638
Chabasite, 616
Cross-stone, 634

Cubicite, 638
Heulandite,639&
Harmotome, 634
Laumonite, 640
Mesotype, 641
Needles tone 641
Prehnite, 604
Stilbite, 639
Skolezite, 641 h
Thomsonite,
641 b'

Zinc-blende, 528
Zinc, carbonate,

544
silicate, 545 -

sulphate, 744
sulphuret, 528

crystal. 852
Zinciferous spi-

nelle, 670, 818
Zircon, 655, 816
Zirconite, 655 c

Zoisite, 575, 676

III. INDEX TO THE PLATES.

Fig. ]. The Common Blowpipe, described at paragraph 29— 2, 3, 4, 5, Bergman's Blowpipe, 31— 6* Magellan's Blowpipe, 32— 7, & Gahn's Blowpipe, 36— 9, 10, 11. Wollaston's Blowpipe, 38— 12. Tennant's Blowpipe, 37
T 13. Pepys's Blowpipe, 39— 14* Black's Blowpipe, 441— 15, 16, 17. IS. Tilley's Blowpipe, 4S— 19, Lamp Wire, 50— 20* Hooke's Blowpipe, 43— 2L Clarke's Blowpipe 71— 22, 23. Gurney's Biowpipe, IB— 24, Wilkinson 1

* Safety Chamber, 7&— 25. dimming* Safety Cylinder, 71— 26. The Fixed Blowpipe, 42— 2uL Glass- Blower's and Laboratory Blowpi*
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Fig. 28, 23. Glass Blowpipe Jets, 60— 3LL Knife for Cutting Glass, 6& 112— 82. Glass-Blower's Tongs, 6ft— Lamp Screen, Qi— &k Brass Rod, G2— 3ii. Platinum Wire, WO— 31L Matrass, H)G— 38. Addition to the Table Lamp. Furnace, IIS— 32. Assay Tube, lQh— 40. Magnetic Needle, III— 4L Pepys's Forceps, 108— 42t 43. Improved Forceps, 102— 4Au Blowpipe Spoon, 28— 4£. Glass Holder, 120— 46. Hammer, 100— 41* Bergman's Iron Ring, 110— 48* Electroscope, Lin— 41L Apparatus for Detecting Small Degrees of Mag-
netism, 118

— 50. Common Forceps, 120— &L Valve for the Cheap Table Blowpipe, 900

THE END.

MALCOLM <5c GRIFFIN, PRINTERS, GLASGOW.
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